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In this book we will go on many journeys to distant lands and will cross the seas in a big steamer
like the one in the picture. The small sailing ship is the kind used many years ago by Columbus
and the people of his time. The larger sailing ship is one of the famous American clippers that
carried goods and people over the seas before the general use of steam. Airplanes now sail

through the air carrying people, freight, and mail to all parts of the world.
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THE PLAN OF THIS BOOK

It is easy to understand the plan

and scope of this book. In the

school geography texts that must

cover all the world, the limitations

of space squeeze too much life out

of the book. There are so many
countries to write about, so many
facts to be told, so many principles

to be presented, that these necessi-

ties, when brought within the all

too narrow limits of the book, leave

little space for telling what the

geography text so greatly needs to

tell—How People Live. Instead of

covering the whole world, this book
tells only of selected type places, chosen

for their interest as well as for their

geographical importance. This plan

gives us room to teach about man
and life as well as about the earth

itself, and in this spirit World Folks

was designed and written. After all,

school geography is primarily and
necessarily the study of man as he

works with and upon the land on

which he lives.

A PEDAGOGICAL OPPORTUNITY

Further, it was a pleasure to write

World Folks. The material is largely

in story form. Stories are the best

vehicle for presenting the elements

of geography at this stage, and they

make possible a pleasant informality

in the author's style. Read the

stories thoughtfully, however, and

you will observe that while they

describe certain lands and the life in

them, they are also full of facts,

definitions, and concepts which make
the book a real introduction to the

more formal study of geography as

it will be undertaken in the next

grade. ...

THE ELEMENTS OF HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
Following the method approved by

recent syllabi, each region in World

Folks is approached by means of an

imaginary journey from another

region, noting distance traveled,

direction taken, land and water

forms, and so on. Then follows a

wealth of factual material on the

appearance and customs of the peo-

(iii)

pie, their clothing, occupations, prod-

ucts, trade, transportation, plant

and animal life, and features of the

land. This material, while rich in

factual content, is woven into an

interesting narrative. Thus, as the

stories develop, there is created an
impression of life and living, which
I hope will make these people

e.c.E.



seem like the real human beings

that they are and not like mere curi-

osities. As we study about work and

play and the customs of many differ-

ent peoples, the child will be some-

what prepared for citizenship in a

world in which the new applications

of science have forced upon us an

economic world unity before we
realized it.

VISUAL EDUCATION

This book introduces the child to

his world. Therefore it deals with

many facts, objects, processes, and

ideas that are new to him. To
every child there will be many new
things which he cannot see in

reality, yet seeing is believing. Pic-

tures aid visualization. This is a

book of visual education. I am
delighted with the liberality, I

might almost say the prodigality, of

the publishers in putting well chosen

pictures into this book. It contains

more pictures than any other geog-

raphy of its class. The pictures

It is a pleasure to acknowledge

the loyal and efficient aid I have

received from others in the labors

connected with this book.

Mr. Otis P. Starkey of Columbia
University and Miss Mary Osborne

of Indiana University have examined

thousands of pages in order to gather

the facts to illustrate the geographic

principles herein presented. Dr. Frank
Speck, Professor of Anthropology in

have been selected with the greatest

care. Some of them have been

especially drawn so that their edu-

cational value and interest might be

enhanced.

Many authorities are convinced

that the illustrations in geography

texts are not used as much as they

should be.

Teachers are urged to see that

each child who uses this book

examines each picture, knows what
it shows, and can tell about its

relation to the story. The pictures

are an integral part of the text.

the University of Pennsylvania, and

Miss Gladys Tautagwidgeon, a Mohi-

can Indian, helped me with the

Indian chapter.

Miss Carrie Adler rendered much
assistance with the questions.

J. Russell Smith.

Columbia University

New York City
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r Courtesy American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.

Fig. 1. This picture was made from a painting. It shows a
settlement of Indians. These Indians lived on the open plains

in the central part of our country. Find the buffalo skull,

buffalo meat drying, skin dicing, woman scraping skin, saddle,

pictures painted by the Indians, herd of buffaloes. The horse
shows that the Indians have been helped by something they
got from the white man, for white men brought horses to

this country.

THE AMERICAN INDIANS—
HOW THEY LIVED IN A RICH COUNTRY

WITH FEW TOOLS
HELPING THE WHITE SETTLERS

Suppose that you had been born an
Indian in the long-ago days before the
white men came to this country. When
you have finished this chapter, tell which
tribe you would have preferred to be your
tribe.

Once upon a time, long before any
person now living was born, a ship

named the “ Mayflower ” sailed into

a small bay on that edge of our

country which faces the rising sun.

A town now stands on the shore of

that bay. Its name is Plymouth, in

the State of Massachusetts. There

were one hundred and five people on

the “ Mayflower.” They had come
across the sea to make their homes in

(i)
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By A. S. Burbank, from Keystone View Co.

Fig. 2. The town of Plymouth in 1622. The settlers lived in the log houses which you see in the picture. The
large log house at the right was the home of Governor Bradford. At the top of the hill is part of the old fort.

this country. When they went ashore

in December, 1620, there was not a

white man within hundreds of miles

of them. They stepped ashore on a

bare, cold, wintry land.

The men at once began to build

log houses. The women and children

stayed on the ship; it had been

their only home for more than a

hundred days before they reached

Plymouth. When the “Mayflower”

sailed back to England in April, 1621,

half of those whom she had brought

to the new land were dead, for much
of the food that they had brought

with them had spoiled. More might

have died had they not got corn

from the Indians. You may wonder

how the Indians managed to make
a living in a cold country like that

in which the “Mayflower” people

landed. The Indians had no horse

to ride or to pull a plow or wagon,

no cow to give them milk, no sheep

to give them wool, no wheat to

make flour, no iron to make a knife

or an ax or a saw. They had no
|

metal of any kind. How did they

manage to live without these helpers?

If it had not been for the Indians,

many more of the “Mayflower”

people might have died after the

“Mayflower” went back to England.

The settlers did not have room on

their small ship for farm animals,

and the English crops they planted by
hand labor did not do well. At last

an Indian named Squanto showed

them how to grow corn, and they grew

a fine field of it the first summer.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

X. Supply the missing words in these

sentences:

(a) The Pilgrims reached America in

(6) Their ship was called the

(c) The town which they settled is

still called .....

(id) It is in the state of

2. Name five things which the Pilgrims

had which the Indians did not have.

3. Name five things which you have

which neither the Pilgrims nor the Indians

had.

4. Write a letter such as a girl on the

“Mayflower” may have written to send

to her friends in England.
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Courtesy American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.

Fig. 3. The Indians in these pictures are showing how Pesacus and Aunam built their wigwam. First they
stuck poles into the ground and tied them together near the top, as shown in pictures 1, 2, 3. Then Aunam put
on the walls and roof which were made of mats. The Indians in the picture are covering the poles of their wig-

wam with canvas supplied to them, probably, by our Government at Washington.

THE NARRAGANSETT TRIBE—
CORN GROWERS AND HUNTERS

An Indian Home
An Englishman named Roger Wil-

liams came to this country, lived

among the Indians, learned their

language, and wrote a book about

them. The book tells us many
things about some Indians called

Narragansetts, who were neighbors

of the Indians who lived near

Plymouth.

One of these Indians who knew
Roger Williams was a boy named
Wuskene. Wuskene lived with his

father, Pesacus, his mother, Aunam,
his sister, Mainto, his baby brother, and

his grandmother. In summer they

lived in a wigwam on the shore of Nar-

ragansett Bay. Their summer house

was much like the one in Figure 3.

To make it, Pesacus stuck several

poles into the ground and tied them
together near the top. Then Aunam,
the mother, put on the walls and roof,

which were made of mats. The mats
were made of rushes, and were tied

fast to the poles with cord made
of the long, stringy, inner bark of

the basswood tree. When the family

wanted to build a new house, Wus-
kene and Mainto had the job of get-

ting the cord. They went into the

woods with their stone hatchets and
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Fig. 4. These pictures show three kinds of houses built by the Narragansett Indians: the round house/ the
long house, and the cone-shaped house. Find each kind of house in the pictures. Near each house is a corn
patch. The long house was used for meetings and other gatherings. Sometimes they were 50 feet long. The

pictures were taken from a book written more than 300 years ago by Champlain, an explorer.

stripped the bark from the basswood

trees. This they boiled. Then they

pulled off long strings of the inner

bark and dried it on bushes. It was

then ready to be twisted into rope.

The Indians made very strong rope

and, sometimes, bags of the bark.

The house had the earth for a

floor, but Aunam was careful to dig

a trench around the wigwam so that

rain that ran down the walls would

not run into the house. In cool

weather the floor was covered with

rush mats or deerskins.

In the center of the house the

Indians built a fire, and the smoke

escaped from a hole that was left at

the top where the poles came to-

gether.

Wuskene’s house was round, and
it was fifteen feet across. A rush

mat hung over the opening that

served as a door. Poles were put

across the house just above the

heads of the grown-ups. On these

poles they stored many things, such

as bedding, clothes, baskets of food,

bows and arrows, playthings, roots

and dried leaves for medicines.

On the pole above the fire Mainto

sometimes hung fish to dry. The
Indians had no salt, but the heat of

the fire dried the fish so that they

would keep for months, and the

smoke gave them a better flavor.

These poles were a handy place on

which to hang wet clothes when the

family had been out in the rain.

All the family sat on mats and deer-

skins laid on the floor. In warm
weather the floor was covered every

morning with clean sand. The chil-

dren often drew pictures in the sand.

When bedtime came they took

deerskin blankets down from the

poles overhead, spread them on the

floor, and there they slept with their

feet toward the fire. The first per-

son to get chilly got up and put

more wood on the fire. They had

two wigwams. Grandmother and

Mainto slept in one of them.

Sometimes the house had a round

top (Fig. 4). Such houses were

made of long poles that were bent

over so that both ends were stuck

into the ground. In warm weather

the family often slept out of doors.
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Courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Fig. 5. You probably have a calendar in your schoolroom. Look at it. Then look at this picture. It is the
picture of a calendar kept by an Indian. The saucer-shaped marks with pictures, around the edges of the buffalo
hide, are the monthly calendar. Each mark represents a month. Each picture represents something which
happened during the month. The fifth month from the left is the “Geese-going moon.” The two curved lines
above the mark for the month represent geese flying. The picture of a wagon and the two small black marks
mean that the Indian’s wagon got stuck in the mud on the second day of the month. The heavy black bars with
pictures, across the center of the buffalo hide, are the yearly calendar. The black bars represent the winter
season when plants are dead. The pictures below the bars tell of things which happened during the winter

season. The pictures above the bars tell of things which happened during the summer season.

At night Wuskene and Mainto
could tell the time by looking at

the moon and stars. They knew
the names of many stars. In the

daytime they told time by the sun.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Pretend you are Wuskene and write

a letter to the class telling how to build a
wigwam.

2. Draw a picture showing six Indians
sleeping with their feet to the fire. Draw
a picture showing six Indians sleeping in

a row before a fire. Which is the better

way to sleep? Why?

3.

Write a sentence in answer to each
of the following questions:

() Of what were the walls of the

Indian house made?
() Of what are the walls of your

house made?
(c) How did the Indians get rope

for their wigwams?
(d) How did your mother get her

clothesline?

(e) What kind of floor coverings did

the Indians use?

(/) How large was Wuskene’s house?

(g) How wide is the house in which

you live? How long is it?

(h) How did the Indians store things?
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Fig. 6. If you look at the pictures on pages 1-5 of this book, you will see below each picture a brief story which
tells something about the picture. These stories are called legends. After you have read “The Wild Ducks

and the Fishing,” write a legend for the picture above.

THE WILD DUCKS AND THE
FISHING

One day in early spring some wild

ducks flew over the village. Pesacus

and Wuskene ran for their bows and

arrows and crept quietly through the

woods toward the place where the

ducks were swimming in a pond and

diving for food. As they came near

the pond, Pesacus and Wuskene
crawled through the low bushes al-

most as snakes crawl. Pesacus

pointed with his finger, pulled an

arrow from his quiver, took aim,

drew his bowstring. Zip went his

arrow. A duck turned over in the

water. Zip went Wuskene’s arrow,

and another duck turned over in the

water. Wuskene had practiced with

the bow and arrow for hours and
hours and hours. He had been

shooting with the bow and arrow

ever since he was a very little boy,

and he was proud that he had hit

his duck as well as his father had.

He stripped off his clothes and
swam out into the ice-cold water to

get the ducks. He had been trained

to stand cold water and cold weather.

He had also been trained to run.

Some day he wanted to be able to

run eighty miles in a day, as his

father had often done.

The Indians had no regular schools,

but they had good memories. The
parents and grandparents told the

boys and girls the things they wanted

to know. The girls learned to work

by helping their mothers, and the

boys learned to track deer and other

game and to make bows, arrows, and

canoes by helping their fathers do

these things.

When the ducks began to fly over

1
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the camp, Aunam, the mother, knew

that the fishing season was near.

She took down from the poles a

large bag. From the bag she took a

bundle of stringy-looking stuff like

that which had been used to make

the bag. It was the fiber of nettle.

Mainto, with her mother and

grandmother, had worked several

days in the summer gathering stalks

of the wild nettle plant, pulling the

fibers out of it, and drying them on

the grass. Now they twisted the

fibers into cord while Aunam took a

wooden needle about six inches long

and, with quick motions of her hand,

began to make a fish net of the cord.

She knew that fish from the sea

would soon be coming up the bay

and up the creeks. It was her

work to have the net ready when
the fish came. In six days the net

was done. Pesacus and Wuskene got

into their canoe, and, with the help

of several other men of the village,

spread the net in the water and soon

caught five bushels of fish. Every-

one in the village had as much as

he wished to eat, and fish were dry-

ing over every fire. Even the dogs

could eat no more fish.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1.

Did you understand the story about
the wild ducks and the fishing? Test
yourself by answering the questions below.
If you cannot answer the questions, read
the story again.

(a) What kind of weapon did Wus-
kene use?

(b) Name three things that Wuskene
had learned to do better, probably, than
any boy or girl in your class.

Fig. 7. An Indian school. The story which the old

Indian told to Mainto was about an Indian war.

Fig. 8. See the fish net in the picture. The Indian
woman is weaving the net in much the same way as
Aunam did many years ago. The Indian woman, how-
ever, is using cotton for her net. What did Aunam use?

(c) The Indians had no schools such

as you have. How then did the Indian

boys and girls learn to do things?

(<d) How did Aunam make a fish net?

2. The story says that the boys learned

to track game. What does this mean?
3. Pretend you are a Narragansett Indian

boy and make up, with one of your class-

mates, a little play to show a Narragansett
Indian school.

4. Here are a number of words used in

the story: Bow and arrow
,

quiver, bow-

string, canoe, nettle, needle, fibers. Use each
word in a sentence.

5. Begin an Indian museum for your
class by making a wigwam with short

sticks, a rubber band, and some rags. Or
weave a small net.
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Fig. 9. This was the com field for the Indian village in which Wuskene lived. As you read the story, find how
many things in the story are also shown in the picture.

THE CORN FIELD AND THE
CORN

One day about this time all the

men and women in the village went
into the woods to make a new corn

field. Wuskene went with them, for

he was big enough to help. This

was a work party, but the workers

had a jolly, pleasant time together.

Roger Williams said, “It was a very

loving, sociable, speedy way to

work.” With their stone hatchets

they cut and beat the bark on the

big trees to kill them. They cut

down the bushes and small trees.

They carried some of the wood to

the wigwams for firewood, but most
of it they burned where it fell.

They also burned the leaves that

lay on the ground. This cleared the

ground, and the ashes were plant

food for corn plants.

This open space, ^with a few dead

trees standing in it, was the corn

field for the whole village.

Not long after this, one warm
spring day when everything was

growing and the birds were singing,

all the women and big girls in the

village went to the new clearing.

With hoes made of clamshells fas-

tened to wooden handles, they dug

shallow holes in the earth. They did

this at the time of the year when
fish were swimming up the bays and

rivers in great quantities. The men
went out in boats, and with their

nets they caught fish by the thou-

sand. The men piled the fish on the

shore. The women carried them in

baskets to the corn field. In each

hole they put one fish, dragged some

earth over it with the hoe, and then

planted some grains of corn right

above the fish. The fish were offered

as a sacrifice to the corn spirit.
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“Be careful, Mainto,” said Aunam.

“Do not plant the grains too deep

or they will not come up, and do

not plant them too shallow or the

blackbirds will scratch them out.”

In a short time the little green

sprouts of corn came pushing through

the dark earth. They grew rapidly,

and the Indians were sure that the

corn spirit was pleased with the fish

which had been buried with the grains

of corn. The Indians made a great

ceremony of corn planting, more

than we do over graduating from

high school.

When the corn blades were up,

the blackbirds and crows said:

“Now, this is our chance. We will

pull up those little plants and eat

the corn.” But, when they flew

down into the corn field, sticks were

thrown at them from little bark

houses that were scattered over the

corn field. The girls and women
took turns watching for many days

to keep birds away.

Weeds grew, too, but Mainto and

her mother and the other girls and

women pulled the weeds and hoed

the ground, each caring for her own
plot of corn. It was the Indian

woman’s duty to see that there was
plenty of corn for the family.

In the autumn, Aunam and
Mainto pulled the ears of corn from

the stalks and carried basket after

basket of corn to the wigwam. They
made three heaps of corn on three

mats outside the door. Each heap

had about fifteen bushels of corn in

it. Aunam and grandmother were

Fig. 10. Squanto is showing the white settlers how to

plant Indian com.

Fig. 11. These ten ears of com won first prize at a
com show in Indiana. The com grown by the Indians
of Wuskene’s village was probably not as perfectly

formed as are these ears. See the grains of com.

much pleased. “Plenty of corn to

last until next year,” they said.

“Now if the fall hunting is good we
shall be well fed all winter.”

Aunam and Mainto let the corn

lie on the mat for many days. They
covered it with other mats at night

and when it rained. At last the

corn was thoroughly dry. Then
they beat it with heavy sticks to

knock the grains from the cobs.

The Indians then dug a big hole in

a dry hillside, put some sticks in the

bottom of the hole, placed the bas-

kets of corn on the sticks, and cov-

ered them with dry leaves. Over it

all they put big sheets of bark from
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Fig. 12. The white man’s com field as it looks nowadays. Tell some ways in which this com field differs from
the Indian’s com field (Fig. 9).

the trees and covered the whole

thing with earth.

“That is fine,” said Grandmother,

who was too old to work but who
had been sitting near by watching.

“That is just the way I used to do

it. That will keep good and dry

until next year if we want to keep

it that long.”

When harvest time came Aunam also

had dozens of squashes and baskets

of beans to be dried for winter use.

You will remember that Squanto

showed the Plymouth settlers how
to grow corn. The settlers had
carried forty tons of fish up the hill

to their field of twenty acres. But
they would not have been able to

do this if Squanto had not shown
them how to make baskets of willow

twigs.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Prove that you understand this story

by answering the following questions:

(a) Why did the Indians kill the big

trees before they planted corn?

(b) Why did they not cut down the

big trees as they did the smaller trees

and bushes?

(c) Why did the Indians burn the

leaves and twigs and allow the ashes to

remain on the ground?
(d) Why did the Indians put fish

under the seeds of corn?

(e) Why did the Indians weed the

com patch?

(/) How did the Indians get the corn

off the cob?

(g) How did the Indians keep the

corn for winter food?

2. You have probably played the game
of “Farmer in the Dell.

,, Pretend you
are Indian children and play this game.

In your game tell how the Indians pre-

pared their field, planted the grain, culti-

vated the young plants, and harvested the

crops.
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Fig. 13. Roger Williams the guest of Wuskene and hi

picture

INDIAN HOSPITALITY
One evening in the time of corn

harvest, Wuskene and his family and

some of the neighbors’ children were

sitting around a fire in front of their

wigwam, telling stories about long

ago, when a stranger, a white man,

came out of the forest with an

Indian guide. The stranger was

Roger Williams. The two had

walked many miles. They had no

food and were very hungry. Pesa-

cus invited them to sit by the fire.

Aunam brought from the wigwam a

basket of corn and an earthen pot,

that she herself had made. She set

the pot on the coals of the fire and
put four handfuls of corn in it.

With a stick she stirred the corn

around and around in the hot pot

until the grains were dark on one

side and each grain was cooked but

not burned. This is called parching.

s family. After you have read the story, tell what the
shows.

The Indians parched corn for hun-

dreds and hundreds of years. Au-

nam put a little of the parched corn

into a stone bowl and beat the

grains to pieces with a rounded

stone. Wuskene brought water from

the spring in a birch-bark bucket,

and set it in front of Mr. Williams

and the guide. Aunam handed each

of them a wooden bowl and a

wooden spoon and some of the meal.

She kept on pounding corn while

they ate.

In his book about the Indians,

Roger Williams said:

“ Parch’d meal is a readie very

wholesome food, which they eate

with a little water, hot or cold; I

have travelled with neere 200 of

them at once, neere 100 miles

through the woods, every man car-

rying a little Basket of this at his

back
,

and sometimes in a hollow



When Mr. Williams asked the Indians for a piece of land, the Indian chief called his head men together

to decide what to do. This picture shows the Indian council.

they have; many a

time, and at all times

of the night (as I have

fallen in travell upon

their houses) when nothing

hath been ready, have
themselves and their wives

risen to prepare me some

refreshing.

“ It is a strange truth, that

a man shall generally finde

more free entertainment

and refreshing amongst

Fig. 15 . This Indian mortar these Barbarians, than
is made of wood. Aunam used amongst thousands that
a stone mortar in which to

,
. .

pound the parched com. call themselves Christians.

Fig. 14.

Leather Girdle about his

middle, sufficient for a man
for three or four daies.

“With this readie pro-

vision, and Bow and
Arrowes, are they ready for

travell at an houres warning.

With a spoonfull of this

meale and a spoonfull of

water from the Brooke, have

I made many a good dinner

and supper.”

Mr. Williams has much
to say in his book about

the kindness and hospitality

of the Indians:

“Whomsoever commeth in when
they are eating, they offer them
to eat of that which they have, though

but little enough prepar’d for them-

selves.

“If any stranger come in, they

presently give him to eate of what

Sometimes God gives them Fish or Flesh,

Yet they’re content without;

And what comes in they part to friends

And strangers round about.

God’s providence is rich to his,

Let none distrustfull be;

In wildernesse, in great distresse,

These Ravens have fed me.”
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Fig. 16. Getting ready for the first Thanksgiving dinner. What do you see in this picture which shows that
the Indians sometimes were very kind to the settlers?

Roger Williams made many visits

to the Narragansett Indians.

One day he came to ask them to

give him a piece of land where more

white men could settle. The Indian

chief (or president or king as we
might call him) called all the men
of his tribe together for a council.

They sat on the ground in circles

smoking their pipes— they always

smoked their pipes on serious occa-

sions. They were perfectly silent until

someone got up to speak. After listen-

ing to all the speeches, they decided

what they would do. That was the

Indian way of government.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Make up five questions about Indian

hospitality, which can be answered by
reading the story or studying the pictures.

2. Exchange your questions for ques-

tions written by one of your classmates.

Answer the questions which he wrote.

3. Make up and give before the class a

little play which tells about an Indian camp
one evening when Roger Williams visited it.

4. Pretend that your teacher had
handed to each member of the class a
slip of paper on which she had written

the topic for a short talk. Your topic is

“How the Indians Parched Corn.” Write
your speech and have it ready when you
are called.

5. The Indian chief called a council of

his tribe to decide whether Roger Williams

should have a piece of land. The chief,

however, might have decided this question

himself. Which is the better plan of

government? Possibly you may want to

debate this question.

6. Pretend that the principal of your

school had asked your class to take charge

of keeping the school yard clean for one

week. Hold a class council, Indian fash-

ion, in order to decide what to do.

7. You should be quite sure that you

know the meanings of hospitality
,
parched,

harvest, birch bark, council. Use each of

these words in a sentence.

8. Make up a story about the first

thanksgiving dinner as shown in Figure 16.
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Fig. 17. The dugout canoe was one kind of boat which the Indians made and used. The birch-bark canoe
which they also used, is shown in Figure 89. Read the story and tell about this picture.

Fig. 18. A stone adz used by the Indians as a cutting
and scraping tool.

MAKING A NEW BOAT
Pesacus needed a new boat, so he

took two stone axes and two stone

adzes and a basket of corn and went
away one summer day into the

woods. He walked for several hours,

looking carefully at the trees. At
last he found a pine tree that had a

big, tall, straight trunk. It was
near a stream. That was the tree

that Pesacus wanted for a canoe.

He lived in the woods alone near

that tree for ten days while he made
the boat. He cut the tree down

with a stone ax. That was hard

work. He pulled the bark off and

made a little shelter to get under if

rain came. On clear nights he slept

on the ground under the sky and

the stars. He made a fire to parch

his corn and to warm himself. He
caught fish in the stream and cooked

them over the fire. His fishhook was

made of wood with a sharp piece of

bone tied to it.

A stone ax does not cut very well,

so he used much fire in making the

boat. He built fires beside the log

to burn it in two and to burn away
the outside. He built small fires on
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top of the log and watched them

very carefully. If they started to

burn in the wrong places, he poured

on water that he had brought in a

bark bucket. After the fire had

charred the wood, he could dig it out

more easily with the stone adz.

When the boat was finished, he went

back to the village and brought four

other men, who helped him to get it

into the stream. Then they paddled

the boat home. Now he could go

out to sea and visit Block Island

and the island of Nantucket. Some

of these Narragansett boats made
from big logs would carry forty men.

They often paddled over to Block

Island, which is ten miles out in

the ocean.

Roger Williams says in his book

that if they upset the boat they

would sometimes swim one or two

miles through cold water to land.

He told the Indians that he could

not swim so far. “Fear not, Mr.

Williams,” said Pesacus, “I will carry

you safe to land.”

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Get a small block of wood and make

a dugout canoe. After you have com-
pleted it, write a list of the tools and
other things which you used that Pesacus
did not have.

2. Why might we say that fire was one
of Pesacus’s tools? Tell one way in which
we use fire as a tool.

3. Find the sentences in the story which
answer the following questions:

() What tools did Pesacus use in

making his boat?

() What kind of tree did he choose
for his boat?

(c) How did he cut the tree down?
0d ) How did he dig out the wood?

Fig. 20. This Indian is making a fire by whirling the
end of the stick in his hand against the side of the stick

on the ground. This is a very old method of making
fire and is used in many other parts of the world.

Try it.

Fig. 21. No, this is not an Indian picture of an animal.
It is a bowl to hold food. An Indian made this bowl
out of a block of wood. He shaped the bowl, as best

he could, to look like a beaver.

(e) How large were some of these

dugout canoes?

(/) What did Pesacus use for shelter?

(g ) What did he eat while in the

woods?

(
h ) How did he keep warm at night?

(i) How long did he take to make
the boat?
4. Find the word boats in the index of

this book. Possibly your teacher will

permit each member of the class to choose

one picture of a boat and to tell about
the boat as the other members of the

class look at the picture.

5. You may add to your Indian museum
by making a stone ax and a stone adz.
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Fig. 22 After you have read the story, tell why the Indians did not like the pigs of the white settlers.

Fig. 23. At the left is the picture of a clamshell. At the right the shell has been opened.

SUMMER WORK AND PLAY IN
THE NARRAGANSETT VILLAGE

While Pesacus was away making
the boat, Wuskene and Aunam and
Mainto spent several days picking

huckleberries with the other women,
girls, and boys of the village. The vil-

lagers brought back many birch-bark

buckets filled with berries, which

they spread on mats in the hot sun

to dry. When the berries were as

dry as chips, Aunam put them into

bags made of nettle cord and laid

them up on the poles in the wigwam.
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Fig. 24. Here are two pictures of the same piece of seashore. The pictures, however, are different. How are

they different? Why are they different? You may have to read the story before you can answer these questions.

The dried berries were to be eaten

with cornmeal the next winter. This

dish was called Indian pudding.

When the huckleberry harvest was

over the boys had a football match.

A team of big boys walked six miles

from the next village. Many grown-

ups came with them. Everybody

from Wuskene’s village came out to

watch the game. They played on

the sandy beach so that the soft

sand would keep bare feet from get-

ting hurt.

Just as the football game ended,

Aunam happened to look down the

shore. She saw several black specks

close to the water. It was Roger

Williams’ pigs. “There they are

again/’ she said, “rooting up our

clams and eating them. Run, Wus-
kene, run and drive those pigs away.

They will eat up all our clams!”

Clams are little animals of a kind

that we call shellfish (Fig. 23).

They live in the sand and mud on

the edge of the sea. Every day the

sea rises some distance— often it is

several feet. This is called high

tide. Then the sea goes down again.

This is called low tide. At low tide

one can go out on the sea bottom
that was covered with water at high

tide, dig down in the sand or mud,
and find clams. The Indian women
gathered many clams, for they are

good food. Aunam and the other

women of the village often made
clam soup. Sometimes they strung

the clams on strings as we string

beads, and dried them over the fire.

Indian women also had a way of

cooking clams in seaweed over a

bed of hot coals.

But the pigs! The pigs that the

white man brought from England

were clam hunters, too, and they

troubled the Indians greatly by root-

ing up the clams with their strong

noses and eating them.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Tell the story which these three words

suggest to you: clams, pigs, trouble.

2. In the story the following words are

found. Write a sentence about each and
read your sentences to the class.

mats corn meal Indian pudding
clams shellfish tide

3. Close your book and draw a picture

of a beach at low tide. Then draw a
picture of the same beach at high tide.
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Fig. 25. Going to the hunt. Fig. 26. Returning from the hunt.

If the weather were warm, the Indian men and boys took off their loose-fitting robes of deerskin and dressed
as you see them in the pictures.

AUTUMN, THANKSGIVING, AND
THE WINTER VILLAGE

While Aunam and Mainto were

harvesting the corn, Wuskene picked

many buckets of hickory nuts and

chestnuts in the woods. The chest-

nuts were dried on mats. Dried

chestnuts are good food and will

keep sweet and good for a year.

As soon as the corn was safely

buried, the family went away with

ten other families on a deer hunt.

They walked for three days through

the woods, but it was their own
woods. The land that belonged to

this tribe reached as far as certain

streams and hills. A tribe never

hunted nor grew corn on the land

that belonged to another tribe.

There is not space to tell about

the deer hunt, but the people came
back carrying heavy loads of smoked
deer meat and deerskins. Grand-
mother could now make new deerskin

stockings and moccasins for all the

family, and there were enough skins

left to make some deerskin robes.

The Indians wore deerskin mocca-

sins, deerskin leggings, and long

loose-fitting robes of deerskin. The
men often took off this robe and

wore only a belt and short waist-

cloth (Fig. 25).

After the deer hunt came the

thanksgiving festival. Because they

had had a good crop of corn and

beans, good fishing, and good hunt-

ing, the Indians gave thanks. They
gave thanks to Cautantowit, the giv-

er of all good. He was the chief of

their thirty-seven gods, just as a

great chief might have lesser chiefs

under him. Cautantowit lived far

away to the southwest. The Indians

were sure that it was a pleasant land

because pleasant winds blew from it.

They believed that the spirits of

good Indians who died went there to
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Fig. 27. Bow and arrow as used by the Indians.

live. All the people in the village

worked together to get ready for the

thanksgiving festival. They built a

house a hundred feet long. Hun-

dreds of Indians came to the thanks-

giving. They danced in the long

house, they gave presents, they ran

races, they played games, and they

visited with people they had not

seen since the last thanksgiving.

After the thanksgiving they all

moved away to the winter village.

It was too cold and windy to spend

the winter on the seashore, so they

went back into the forest, where the

trees were thick and tall and there

were hills on both sides of the

stream. Such a place between two

hills is called a valley. In this

valley the winter sun shone warm,

and the hills kept the wind away.

Here they built winter houses.

The sides of these houses were

made of great sheets of bark, and

they were lined inside with mats.

Aunam and the other women em-

broidered these mats to make them
pretty. Roger Williams said, “ these

hangings amongst them make as

faire a show as hangings with us.”

In this village the Indians spent

the winter. Sometimes the men
would go hunting to get meat and
skins. Sometimes they would go

down to the summer home and
bring up a load of corn. They
could go away and leave the corn

Courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Fig. 28. This Indian woman’s moccasins, leggings, and
dress are made largely from deerskin. Beside her is

an Indian cradle board in which she carries her baby
strapped to her back.

and no one would steal it. Roger

Williams was surprised at that be-

cause people could not do that with

food in England.

In stormy weather some of the men
made wooden spoons and plates and
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bowls. The work went slowly, for

they had only stone hatchets and

stone knives. Other men made

bows, arrows, and fishhooks. Some-

times they played games.

In the spring the Indians went

back again to the seashore and the

fishing and the corn fields.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Draw a valley between two hills.

Show a stream in the valley and an In-

dian village beside the stream. Tell why
the valley was more comfortable for the

Indians in winter than the shores of New
England.

2. Complete each of the following parts

of sentences. Then turn to the story and

see if your sentences are correct.

() For winter food the Indians stored

away
() In order to keep meat from spoil-

ing, the Indians

(c) The Indians gave thanks because

(d) The Indians made most of their

clothing from

(e) Their winter houses were made of

(/) During the winter the Indian men

(ig ) The Indians believed that Cau-
tantowit lived in the southwest because

THE LAND OF THE FARMER
INDIANS

By hunting, fishing, and growing

corn, the Indians lived in our country

before the white men came. Thus
they lived in all the land between

the sea that faces the rising sun

and the great river called the Mis-

sissippi. Even beyond the Missis-

sippi they grew corn for their bread

and fished and hunted for meat and
for skins to make their clothes.

THE BUFFALO INDIANS, OR THE
INDIANS OF THE GREAT PLAINS
Living in a Land without Corn

Far from the land of the Narra-

gansetts, far away toward the land

of the setting sun, far beyond the

river Mississippi, is the land of the

Blackfoot Indian. Here one may
walk for many days and never see

a tree. Only grass grows on this

wide, flat country that the white

men call the Great Plains. There is

not enough rain to make corn grow.

There is not enough rain to make
the trees grow, except along the

rivers. Most of the land has only

grass.

The Indian of the Great Plains

had no nettle plant with which to

make thread, no tree with stringy

bark for rope nor big sheets of bark

to cover his tent, or tepee (Fig. 89).

This did not bother the Plains

Indian. He had lived there very

well since long before the white

man came, because he always had

plenty of buffaloes. These great ani-

mals, larger than horses or cows,

lived on the plains, ate grass, and

grew fat. They roamed about the

plains in great herds. The daily

thought of these Indians was buffalo,

buffalo, buffalo. They killed buffa-

loes with their bows and arrows and

long lances, and from the buffalo

they made food, clothes, tools, and

houses. A Blackfoot Indian song

says:

“A star fell out of the clouded sky
One night to the earth below,

And when he reached the earth he found
He was a buffalo/’
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Fig. 29. A herd of buffalo in a park on the Great Plains over which the Plains Indians used to roam.

The first white man who ever saw

the Indians of the plains was a

Spaniard named Coronado. He
called the buffaloes cows and wrote

this in his book:

“They travel like the Arabs, with

their tents, and troops of dogs

loaded with poles (Fig. 31) and

having Moorish pack saddles with

girths. When the load gets disar-

ranged, the dogs howl, calling some

one to fix them right. These people

eat raw flesh and drink blood. They
do not eat human flesh. They are

a kind people and not cruel. They
are faithful friends. They are able

to make themselves very well under-

stood by means of signs. They dry

the flesh in the sun, cutting it thin

like a leaf, and when dry they grind

it like meal to keep it and make a

sort of soup of it to eat. A handful

thrown into a pot swells up so as

to increase very much. They season

it with fat, which they always try

to secure when they kill a cow. . . .

They cut the hide open at the back

Fig. 30. This fine fellow posed for his picture close
enough so that we could get a look at him. What kind

of animal is he?

and pull it off at the joints, using

a flint as large as a finger, tied in a

little stick, with as much ease as if

working with a good iron tool.

“They do not live in houses but

have some sets of poles which they

carry with them to make some huts

at the places where they stop,

which serve them for houses. They
tie these poles together at the top

and stick the bottoms into the

ground, covering them with some
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Fig. 31. Before the Indian had horses he used dogs to help him move his goods from one place to another. The
travois in the picture is a kind of sled made of two poles. The poles are crossed and fastened together. What

kind of a road does one need for a travois? a wagon? an automoble?

cowskins which they carry around,

and which, as I have said, serve

them for houses. From what was

learned of these Indians, all their

human needs are supplied by these

cows, for they are fed and clothed

and shod from these. They are a

people who wander around here and

there, wherever seems to them best.”

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. With clothesline, poles, and a box
you can make a very good travois and
travel about as the Indians did.

2. Use each sentence below and your
choice of the words in bold type which
follow it, and make up two sentences.

One sentence must be true of the Narra-
gansett Indians. The other sentence

must be true of the Plains Indians.

() The Indians ate

com buffalo meat deer meat
fish white bread

() The Indians lived in a.

grassland country forest country desert

(c) The Indians cover their

houses with

canvas buffalo hide birch bark

0d) The Indians made their

moccasins and clothing of

deer skin buffalo hide woolen cloth

(e) The Indians made their liv-

ing chiefly by

fishing farming hunting mining

3.

Pretend you are a Blackfoot Indian

boy or girl, and write a letter to a Narra-

gansett boy or girl telling how you get

food, build your houses, and make your
clothing.

S.C.B.
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THE MOVING AND THE GOODS
The chief would say, "It is time

to move,” and in a few minutes the

whole camp would be packed on

the backs of people and dogs. The

baby would be on a dog travois

(Fig. 31) and all would be moving to

their new home to be nearer the

buffalo herd. The buffaloes kept

moving, and the people had to follow

them. These people had strict rules

about the way they should march,

and some served as policemen to

keep order.

They also had strict rules about

the way to hunt buffaloes. To get

buffaloes they would spread out a

long string of men around the herd.

By making noises they would scare

the buffaloes and make them run

past a certain
'
place where other

men lay in wait to kill them with

bows and arrows.

Since these Indians had only dogs

to help them move, they did not

bother with earthen pots and dishes.

They made spoons of buffalo horn,

dishes and buckets of hard, dry

buffalo hide, and sometimes they

used a buffalo's stomach to carry

water. They broiled buffalo meat

on the end of a stick over the coals.

To boil meat they made a little

hole in the ground, lined it with

rawhide, put water in it, and into

the water they put hot stones.

Figure 33 shows an Indian using

hot stones to boil meat in a pot made
of a buffalo's stomach.

They made hoes of buffalo shoul-

der blades, and with them dug roots

Fig. 32. This Indian woman is pounding a piece of

dried buffalo meat into small pieces. Then she will

boil the meat over the fire.

Fig. 33. This Indian is showing us how his people of

long ago used hot stones to boil meat in a pot made of

a buffalo’s stomach.

Fig. 34. This spoon is made of buffalo horn. The
Indians boiled the horn to make it soft. Then they

bent it to whatever shape they wished.

of wild plants for food. These roots

were the same kind of food as pota-
8.C.B.
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Fig. 35.

Courtesy American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.

The Indians in this picture are Blackfoot Indians of our own day. They are fleshing a hide in the same
way their people have done it for many, many years.

toes, onions, and beets. When the

woman cooked roots, she made a fire in

a hole in the ground. She then raked

the hot coals out and put wet grass

into the hole. On the grass she put

a layer of roots, then more wet

grass, and on the very top she put

the hot coals. In this earth oven

the roots were nicely cooked in an

hour or two. To make a dish called

pemmican, the Indian woman pounded
dried buffalo meat into meal, and
mixed it with some of the buffalo

fat. Then she pounded partly dried

berries and other small fruit with

the seeds left in. She mixed these

things together and packed the mix-

ture in buffalo skins, where it kept

nicely for years. White men still use

this food when traveling and explor-

ing in cold countries. It is very

Fig. 36. This tool the Indians used to scrape flesh off

a hide. Its point is made of flint, a very hard stone.

nutritious and can be made of

many kinds of meat.

Of what was a Blackfoot Indian

woman proud? She was proud of

taking good care of her family, and

she was very proud of the fine

leather she made. The Indian

woman was the tanner. She scraped

the skin of the buffalo until no

meat or hair was left on it. It was

then rawhide, and it became very

hard when dry. If she rubbed the

rawhide with a mixture of brains,

liver, * and fat, it became greasy.
S.C.E.
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Courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Fig. 37. This picture was made from a painting done one hundred years ago. These Indians are farmer Indians.
They also lived on the Great Plains. For houses they had round-topped lodges covered with earth.

Then it took hours and hours of

rubbing and pulling to make it

nice and soft and dry for moccasins,

stockings, shirts, or the robes that

the men wrapped about their bodies.

This leather was very important

indeed, for of it she made the tepee

as well as the clothes and many of

the utensils. To sew leather, she

took a piece of sharp bone and with

it punched holes. That was her

needle. For thread she used the

leg tendons of the buffalo, from

which she could pluck threads al-

most as we do from a spool. Per-

haps you can get the tendon of a

chicken’s leg and thread a needle

with fibers from it.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Pretend that the Plains Indian’s dog
could talk and that he told you about
his life in an Indian camp. Write the

story.

2. Write two recipes, one for Indian

pudding, the other for pemmican.
3. Below in bold type are the names

of some household articles. Write two
sentences about each article. The first

sentence must tell how the Narragansett

Indians made the article. The second
sentence must tell how the Plains Indians

made the article.

spoons buckets hoes moccasins
shirts needles thread

4. Possibly you may wish to play the

buffalo hunt in your school yard. Two
teams will be needed, a team of Indians

and a team of buffaloes. Before you
play the game, read about the caribou

hunt in Figure 143 of this book.
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FEATHERS, THE SUN DANCE,
AND THE WINTER CAMP

The Plains Indian thought that a

man was great because of the deeds

he had done, and the feathers he

wore in his hair told what those

deeds were. They were like the

medals of an athlete. Once a year,

in midsummer, these Indians gath-

ered for a great festival called the

sun dance. This festival was to

worship the sun god because he was

the source of life and the giver of

all good things. It was something

like the thanksgiving of the Narra-

gansetts. The men had societies.

They were somewhat like our clubs

or fraternities. The Bull Society was

the highest (Fig. 38). Its members
were the older men. The men of

each society had different parts in

the sun dance. Before they could

take part in this great ceremony,

the men often had to fast for three

or four days. Before a man could

lead in this ceremony, he sometimes

had to learn to sing the three hun-

dred songs that were the particular

songs of his society. Here is a

stanza from one of their songs:

“Something Fve killed, and I lift up my
voice;

Something Tve killed, and I lift up my
voice;

The northern buffalp Tve killed, and I

lift up my voiced#
Something Fve killp, and I lift up my

voice.”

When the sun dance was over, the

Indians scattered again. They went
in small bands to hunt buffaloes and
to lay up a store of dried meat and
dp^berries, enough food to last a

Courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Fig. 39. This is Kicking Bear, a chief of the Sioux
tribe, dressed in his war costume.

long time. They could then spend

the whole winter in one place in

some warm valley by a stream.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Below are three words. Use each in

a sentence. Each sentence must tell some-
thing of a Plains Indian camp in winter
after a good summer of hunting.

foods clothing houses

2. Use these words in another series of

sentences. Have each sentence tell some-
thing of a Plains Indian camp in winter

after a poor summer of hunting.
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Courtesy Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R. R.

Fig. 41. This Indian pueblo is in New Mexico. What two kinds of materials were used chiefly in the building
of these houses? How many things do you see in the picture which show trade with the white man? The round

ovens are much like those used in Europe and on American farms one hundred years ago.

THE PUEBLO INDIANS—THE
STONE HOUSE PEOPLE

Indian Life in aVery Dry Country

Sometimes the Plains Indians made
trading journeys. By walking for a

month or two they came to the

homes of the village Indians who
lived in houses of stone or brick or

mud. The Plains Indians took with

them dried buffalo meat, buffalo

skins, and deerskins, and they came
back with their dogs and themselves

loaded with corn, dried beans, and
robes of cotton cloth.

These villages were called pueblos

by the Spaniard Coronado, the first

white man who saw them, and we
still call them by that name and
refer to the Indians who lived in

them as the Pueblo Indians.

The land of the Pueblos is very

dry indeed. One may sometimes

walk for days without seeing a stream

or a spring or any drop of water.

It is too dry for corn, except along

the few streams where the fields

can be watered from the stream.

This watering of a field is called

irrigation.

The Indians of the Pueblos were

very skilful irrigation farmers when
Coronado visited them. The most
important thing these Indians could

own was a patch of land that they

could irrigate. Here they grew

corn, beans, pumpkins, and cotton.

They wove the cotton into cloth.

It was the men's work to grow
the corn and carry it home. Some-
times two days were required to
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make the journey from the corn

fields to the village. The corn

fields were often far down in a

deep, deep valley. The village was

far up on the top of a high, rocky

hill. In some places the people had

to climb up to the village on a

ladder. That made living a great

deal of work, but when all were in

the village and the ladder was

pulled up, you can see that they

were safe from robbers or enemies.

A band of Plains Indians might be

out on a raid to get precious corn,

but they would not find it an easy

task to get into a Pueblo village.

It was the women’s work to build

the house wall of stone or sun-dried

brick or of mud that was put on

by the handful and allowed to dry

in the hot sun. A house with a

mud wall is called an adobe (d-do'be)

house. When the walls were up, the

men put heavy poles across to hold

the roof. Then the women built the

roof by laying small poles across the

big poles and brush across the small

poles. After this framework was
done, a thick layer of mud was
packed down on top of the brush.

Such a roof keeps the house cool.

When a Pueblo girl married, her

husband came to live in her mother’s

family. The young folks would

build a room or two alongside the

house of the bride’s mother or on

top of it. Sometimes these houses

got to be four or even five stories

high. The Pueblo house was kept

clean as a pin with little brooms
made of switches and long grass.

It was the men’s work to bring

wood from some distant stream bank,

and it was the women’s work to

carry the water and to make and

burn vessels of clay to hold stores

of water and food. It was also

women’s work to grind the corn.

Here is what Coronado said about this:

“They keep the separate houses

where they prepare the food for

eating and where they grind the

meal, very clean. This is a separate

room or closet, where they have a

trough with three stones fixed in

stiff clay. Three women go in here,

each one having a stone, with which

one of them breaks the corn, the

next grinds it, and the third grinds

it again. They take off their shoes,

do up their hair, shake their clothes,

and cover their heads before they

enter the door. A man sits at the

door playing on a fife while they

grind, moving the stones to the

music and singing together. They
grind a large quantity at one time,

because they make all their bread

of meal soaked in warm water, like

wafers.”

Sometimes a great rain fell and

made the stream rise and wash away
the corn crop before it was ripe.

This was not so bad as it might

have been, because the Pueblo Indian

always tried to keep a storeroom

with extra corn and strings of

dried pumpkins to last the family

through a bad year and enough

water to last many days. They had
to do this because there is very

little game in such a dry country.
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Fig. 43. Indian sign language. The Indians used many other signs not shown in the pictures.

From “Indians of the Plains” bv Clark Wissler

Fig. 44. Here are four groups Of pictures which show Indian picture writing. In picture A, an Indian, suppose
we name him Double Runner, writes that he was surprised while on foot by four Indians of another tribe, but
he escaped. In picture B, Double Runner writes that he cut loose four horses. In picture C, Double Runner
writes that he captured an Indian boy of another tribe. In picture D, he writes that he had two fights with Indians

of another tribe and took a gun from one of the Indians.

Every Pueblo boy and girl learned

the name of every plant that grew

in their country. They also knew
how each plant could be used.

Sometimes they made long journeys

to the mountains to gather and

carry home nuts that grow on pine

trees and are good for food.

The Indians could send messages

for long distances with smoke sig-

nals. They could talk with signs to

people whose language they did not

understand. They also had a kind

of picture writing (Fig. 44).

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1.

Should you like to use the Indian

sign language? Study the pictures on
this page carefully and then use sign lan-

guage for the following statements:

(a) The meat is all gone.

(b) The blanket is big.

(c) I am big.

0d) I eat meat.

(e) The tree is big.

(/) The big bird is in the tree.

(g) The meat in the bowl is all gone.

2. Figure 44 shows four examples of

Indian picture writing. Think of some-
thing which has happened to you today
and tell about it in picture writing, Indian
fashion. See if your neighbor can read
your picture.

3. From each of the "following groups of

words choose the word that completes the

sentence and makes a true statement:

(a) The stone-house people lived in

tepees pueblos wigwams

(6) The land in which they lived was

forest covered grassland dry desert

(c) Water for their crops came from

rain snow irrigation

(d) They made clothing from
deerskin buffalo hide cotton

(e) Their houses were covered with

birch bark sun-dried brick buffalo hides
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THE ACORN INDIANS AND THE
LOG HOUSE INDIANS

Bread from Trees and Life
without Bread

On the side of our country that

faces the setting sun, there were

Indians who got their living in still

other ways.

Some of these Indians did not

grow corn because they ate acorns

instead. Acorns are the seeds of oak

trees. In a forest of oak trees you

can gather these seeds by the bushel.

The Acorn Indians did this and laid

up a year's supply when acorns were

ripe in the autumn. Most acorns

have a bitter taste, but the Indians

put the acorns in water to soak the

bitter part out of them. Then they

ground the acorns into meal, of

which they made bread. Acorn

bread has much more nourishment

in it than has our bread.

They had two ways of keeping

acorns. One was to put them in

little houses on poles, and the other

was to bury them in the cold mud
by a spring. The cold water kept

the acorns from sprouting and they

remained good for years. Once an

Indian went away and forgot his

acorns, and they were still good to

eat when a white man dug them
out thirty years later.

On the shore of the sea by the

setting sun, there were Indians who
lived in big log houses in villages.

Their sea was rich in food, very

rich. They lived in one place all

the time because the sea gave them
so many kinds of fish and so many

Fig. 45. An oak tree.

Fig. 46. An oak leaf and two acorns attached to an
oak twig.

fish that the people had no reason

at all to move.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Perhaps acorns grow near your school

and you can try making some acorn bread
or porridge.

2. You have now learned about five

different tribes of Indians. Suppose you
were blindfolded and set down in the

country of each one. Tell what you
would see after you opened your eyes

and had a good look.
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Courtesy Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe JR. R.

Fig. 47. The Indian woman is weaving a blanket. She has in her right hand a bobbin—yarn wound on a small
stick. She works the bobbin in and out between the two sets of threads. How many kinds of dye will she need

for this blanket?

THE INDIANS OF TODAY
For many years the Narragansetts

lived peacefully with Roger Williams

and the other white men. More and

more white men came. The white

man’s pigs rooted up the clam beds.

The white man took the Indian’s

corn fields and put fences around

them, turned his cows and sheep

out to pasture, and said the fields

belonged to him. The white man
went into the Indian hunting

grounds and shot the deer. The
Indian’s food became scarce. The
white man wanted the Indian to

become a farmer like the white man,
to live in one place as the white man

did, to build a solid house with a

stone chimney as the white man
did, and to join the white man’s

church.

The Indian wondered why the

white man came to his country.

The Indian wanted to keep on living

as his forefathers had done. The
two ways of living could not exist

in the same land, and so the two

peoples came to dislike each other.

The white men said the Indians were

bad. The Indians said the white

men were bad. Finally war came.

They fought each other. The Indians

used bows and arrows, and the white

men used guns which shoot much
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Courtesy Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R. R_

Fig. 48. Indian basket makers at the door of their stone house. How many stories high is this house? Find
two ladders in the picture. What signs of the white man’s ways of doing things can you find in the picture?

farther. The Indians were beaten.

Their tribes were broken up and

driven away.

The white man's rifle killed the

buffaloes until there is not one wild

buffalo left in all the lands of the

Plains Indians. Most of their land

has been taken by the white man,

but some of it has been left for the

Indians and is called an Indian

reservation. Some of the Plains

Indians still live there.

The Acorn Indian has gone like

the Narragansetts, but some of the

Log House Indians and the Pueblo

Indians are still living in their vil-

lages, catching fish in their sea and

grinding corn on their stones. They

are now buying knives, axes, hoes,

and other tools, and clothes from

the white men, and they find it

easier to make a living than it was
when they had only the things that

they made of stone, clay, and the

material they got from animals and
plants.

There is one part of America that

the white man did not want to take

for his home. It is far to the north

of our country in a land of evergreen

trees where it is too cold for farms.

Here the Indian still lives in his

movable house, very much as he

always lived. We shall soon learn

about him, but first we must learn

about mans.
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Fig. 49. This Indian mother not only weaves baskets but also a cradle for her baby. How many uses could

you name for a basket if you were living as the Indians live?

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. You have now read all the stories

about the American Indians and you are

ready for a test. The first test you will

make up. Choose one story from this

chapter and write five questions for the

class to answer about that story. After

all the boys and girls have written ques-

tions, your teacher will select the best

questions for the class to answer in the

test.

2. The words in bold type below were
all taken from the stories about the Amer-
ican Indians. Tell one fact about each
word.

acorns

irrigation

tepee

tide

adobe Coronado
travois pemmican
Indian pudding clams

canoe parching

3.

Copy the following sentences and
fill the blanks with the right ^words.

() Before the coming of the Pilgrims,

the Narragansett Indians had no ,

no , no , or no

() The Narragansetts lived in ,

Courtesy American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.

Fig. 50. These Indian dolls were made by the Hopi
Indians. Of what material do you think they are

made?

some of which were at the top,

others were at the top.

(c) The Indians used the

with which to shoot game.
(d) They fertilized their corn fields

by planting a with each few grains

of

(e) The Indian way of government
was to call a of the older and
wiser men.

S.C.E.
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(/) The Narragansett Indians made
canoes out of

which would hold men.

(g) They were very fond of , which
they dug out of the sand at the edge

of the ..

(h) The Indians kept meat for winter

use by and it.

(i) The important industries of the

Indians were , , and

O’) The Plains Indians depended on
the for , , .. 7 .., and
4. Below are ten sentences, each of

which has been broken into two parts and
the parts scattered. Select the two parts

of each sentence and copy them neatly in

proper order, and so as to make a true

statement.

(a) The Buffalo In-

dians

(b) The Blackfoot
Indian woman

(c) The Log House
Indians

{d) The Narragan-
sett Indians

(e) The Pueblo In-

dians

(/) The Indians of

today
.(gr) The Narragansett

Indians

(h) The Pueblo In-

dians

O') The Buffalo In-

dians

O')The Narragansett
Indians

lived along the sea-

coast in New Eng-

land.

ground acorns into a

meal and made
bread for her fam-

ily-

lived in houses made
of sun-dried brick,

live on reservations

provided by our
Government at

Washington,

made very good rope

from the bark of

the basswood trees,

which they boiled

and twisted,

made leather from
buffalo skins,

made a dish called

pemmican which is

very nutritious,

dried and smoked fish

over an open fire

in order to keep the

fish for winter food,

boiled meat with hot

stones in a potmade
of a buffalo’s
stomach.

burnt vessels of clay

to hold water and
food.

Courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Fig. 51. This present-day Indian woman is grinding

com between two stones in much the same way as her
people have done for many, many years.

5. Choose one of the five tribes of

Indians for your favorite. Make up a

short talk, telling why you would rather

live with that tribe than with any of the

other four tribes. Try to make your
talk so good that most of your class-

mates will vote to live with you among
your favorite Indian friends.

6. You will agree that you need food to

eat, clothing to wear, some kind of house

in which to live, fuel to keep you warm and
to cook your food, tools with which to work,
such as lead pencils, and playthings. The
Indians also needed these six things. To
test your memory of these Indian stories,

write sentences telling how each tribe of

Indians got the six needful things.

TtfEbtr
/, rE Indian Shoes

TflEY QaUeO MOCCAS/nJ

They ap.e mape of D'e.er^kin,

4 SCUMVkt /v\ADE THJ2£~^



THE EARTH AND MAPS
FINDING OUR WAY ABOUT THE WORLD

Suppose you had been away from

home and had made a new friend

whom your people had never seen.

On your return you would wish to

tell your family about this new
friend. It would help you very

much indeed if you could show a

picture of this strange person. Now
suppose you wanted to tell about a

strange place, a part of the world

that your people had never seen.

You would like to show them pic-

tures of that also. We have several

ways of making pictures of parts of

the world.

Figure 53 is a picture of a very

small part of the world. Point in

this picture to a long body of water.

It is a lake that men made by build-

ing a dam across a stream. The
picture does not show the dam.

Point in the picture to a bridge that

crosses the lake; to a large school

building; and, near it, to a running

track, a football field, and a baseball

diamond. See the goal posts on the

football field. Between the football

field and the schoolhouse you can

also see some tennis courts. The
building with the tall smokestack is

the power house and heating plant.

Point to several roads not far from
the schoolhouse. Can you see, in

the left side of the picture near the

top, another road and some more
houses? Where do ~ you think the

man was who took this picture?

Below the picture is a plan or drawing
of the same part of the world as in

the picture. Find the lake on the plan

and in the picture; the woods.

Figure 55 is another kind of pic-

ture of a part of the world. It

shows only the lake, the playgrounds,

and the buildings of the school. We call

Figure 55 a map. See how many
things you can find in the picture

which are also on the plan and on the

map. Point out in Figure 53 a house

which you think is the home of a

schoolboy named Sam. Take a piece

of chalk and draw on the floor of

your schoolroom or on the black-

board a map of Sam’s schoolhouse

and of his football field. Perhaps

you can also make a map that

shows your own schoolhouse, the

school grounds, the road or street

that is nearest to the school, one

or two other streets, and a few

other buildings. Perhaps you can

make a little map that shows the

house where you live and the streets

or roads that you travel over as you
come to school.

How large should a map be? Sup-

pose you want the map to show all

of that part of the world that you
ride over in an automobile in a day.

And suppose the map were large

enough to show a football field as

large as the one in Figure 55. How
large do you think the map would

be? It would be as large as several

schoolrooms. It would be a great

bother to have so large a map. It

would take several people to handle

it, and you could not see all of it at

B.C.B.
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one time. It would also be very

costly to make. To get away from

these troubles we make maps of

different sizes to show the same part

of the world. Figure 55 and Figure

56a are maps of the same part of the

world made in different sizes or

scales, in the same way that the dolls

in Figure 52 are made in different

sizes or scales.

All maps are drawn to some scale.

If a great distance is shown by an

inch of map, the map is small and

we say that the scale is small. If

a short distance is shown by one

inch, the map must be larger, and

we say that the scale is large.

Examine the plan or map of a

room shown in Figure 57. Suppose

the room is twelve feet square, and

your plan of it is two inches square.

Then two inches on your map will

show twelve feet of distance. Make
another plan of the same room, let-

ting one inch show twelve feet of

distance. We have made two maps
showing the same room, but the

maps are of different sizes, or differ-

ent scales. One has six feet to the

inch; one has twelve feet to the inch.

This means that when you measure

one inch on the map with your

ruler, you would measure twelve feet

if you measured the floor that the

map represents. Perhaps you want
to make a map of your schoolroom.

The maps (Figs. 56a, 566, 56c, and
56d) are about the same size. Figure

56a, however, shows a very small piece

of the world—only the grounds and
buildings of the school. Figure 566

Fig. 52. These dolls had their pictures taken twice.

How tall are they in the top picture? in the bottom
picture? Copy and complete the following sentences

:

The dolls in the upper picture are drawn to a
scale than the dolls in the lower picture. The dolls in

the lower picture are drawn to a scale than
dolls in the upper picture.

shows a larger piece of the world; Fig-

ure 56c, a still larger piece; and Figure

56d, a very large piece of the world

indeed. Be sure to read the legend

under each map. In Figure 56a the

grounds and buildings of the school

can be shown because the scale of the

map is large. In Figure 56d the school

and all the borough of Hightstown

must be shown by a dot because the

scale of the map is small. Your teacher

will help you find New Jersey on the

map of our country (Fig. 284).

Since we can show many things

on maps, there are many kinds of

maps. Some maps show the things

that nature makes, such as moun-
tains, rivers, lakes, and islands

(Fig. 90). Find high land and low
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Fig. 53. This is a picture of the grounds and buildings of Peddie School at Hightstown in the state of New
Jersey. The picture was taken from an airplane as the plane flew over the grounds of the school. Some

of the houses of the people who live in Hightstown also show in the picture. Now look at Figure 54.
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r
0 100 200 300 FT.

Fig. 56a. Look at this map and then at Figure 55.
Are they the same or are they different? These two
maps show you something about the scales of maps.

Tell what it is. Now look at Figure 56b.

HIGHTSTOWN$

^PEDDIE

BENTO N

SCHOOL

Fig. 56c. Trenton is a large city near Hightstown.
On the map point to Trenton; to Hightstown. Is this
map smaller or larger in scale than Figure 56b? Pos-
sibly your father has a road map showing two towns
aad a road as on this map. Now look at Figure 56d.

one
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Fig. 56b. This is a map of the borough of Hightstown.
It shows the streets of the borough and Peddie School.
Map makers use this method of showing towns or
cities on very large scale maps. Now look at Figure 56c.
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Fig. 56d. Trenton and Hightstown, as you see from the
map, are in the State of New Jersey (N. J.). Because
the map maker wished to show the whole State of
New Jersey in a very small space, he used dots to

locate Trenton. Hightstown, and Asbury Park.
S.C.E.
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A = Table

B = Table

C Fireplace

places which they wish to visit.

Figure 59 is a map for automo-

bile drivers. Tell how such a
map would be useful if you were

traveling in an automobile in a

strange country. If it had been

raining for several days, which road

in Figure 59 would you wish not

to drive over?

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Measure with your ruler the width

Scale-/mch=l2 feet\ anc[ height 0f the top of your desk. On
o i* 3 ^4'/ti €> o 3. e 9 i2 a large sheet of paper draw a map of the

Fig. 57. Two maps or plans of the same room. In the larger top of the desk one half size. If the
map, 6 feet of the room is shown by one inch on the map. desk has an inkwell and a pencil groove,
In the smaller map, 12 feet of the room is shown by one inch . ,, . . „ . , , ,?
on the map. How long is the room? How wide is the room? show the inkwell as a Circle and the pen-

cil groove as a long, narrow oblong. On

land on this map. Find islands,

rivers, lakes. See if you can tell

what the map (Fig. 69) tells.

Some maps show the things

man has made, such as cities,

railroads, and the boundaries of

counties, states, and countries. These

are called political maps, and on

them the different countries often are

printed in different colors (Fig. 91).

Perhaps your teacher will point to

two different countries shown on this

map, of which you have heard. What
separates these two countries? Some-

times a boundary of a country is a

river, or a mountain, or a lake. Some-

times it is a line which goes across

smooth, level fields and is shown
only by markers (Fig. 58) in the

same way in which a man's land may
be separated from his neighbor's

land. Did you ever see the cor-

ner stones between two lots of land?

People who drive automobiles

often carry maps to help them find

the other side of the paper draw a second map
of the top of your desk half the size of the

first map. Beneath the smaller map copy
and complete the following sentences:

One inch on the first map which I drew
shows inches of the top of my desk.

One inch on the second map shows

........ of the top of my desk.

These two maps I drew to

The scale of the first map is the

scale of the second map.
2. Fill in these blanks: Maps show the

things that nature made, such as rivers,

, - , , , , , and
Maps also show things man has

made, such as States, , , ,

, and
3. On a map (Fig. 91) find things that

nature made and some that man made.

See who can make the longest list.

4. Draw a map that shows a mountain, a

river, a lake, and an island.

5. Point out the place where you live

on the map of the United States (Fig.

284); on the map of North America (Fig.

91).

6. On the jihysical map (Fig. 90), locate

your home. Is the land about it high or

low? Find and name the nearest moun-
tains, lake, and river.

7. Show the route from your home to a

large city; to two foreign countries (Fig. 87).
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Photo U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

Fig. 58. See the pile of stones in the picture at the left. It is a boundary marker. It is placed on the boundary
between our country, the United States, and Canada. The man is standing in Canada. The pile of stones in
the picture at the right is also a boundary marker between the United States and Canada. This boundary marker
is at the place where the states of Idaho and Washington and the country of Canada meet. You can see this

place on Figure 284.

FINDING DIRECTIONS
Now look at Figure 59 and sup-

pose that your automobile was get-

ting near to the town of X. Several

roads lead out of this town. How
would you tell a person which road

he should take to go to a certain
4

place? There are two ways of doing

this. When men began to think

about this puzzling matter of telling

one another how to go to various

places, they began by naming their

two hands left and right. Hold up
your left hand. Hold up your right
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Fig. 60. The dirt road shown on the map (Fig. 59)
looked something like this after a hard rain.

N
A

w E

S
Fig. 61. The four main directions as we usually have

them on maps.

hand. Point to someone else's left

hand. Now point to someone else's

right hand. You see, there are two
main directions: left direction and
right direction. This is useful when
someone asks us the way. We can
tell him to turn right at a certain

place, or to turn left. Of course,

you have thought of two more direc-

tions: the front direction and the

back direction. Point in the right

direction and then turn around and
again point in the right direction.

This way of telling direction is not

perfectly sure in all cases, is it?

Fig. 62. This road is built of concrete. It is like a
long stone pavement. Find this kind of road on the

map (Fig. 59).

We need to have a direction that

always stays the same.

The sun helps us to get a direction

that always stays the same.

Let the sun shine through your

schoolroom window, and at noon

there will be a shadow line on the

floor, the shadow of the edge of the

window. We call that line north-

and-south: south toward the sun in

our country, and north away from

the sun. Take a piece of chalk and

mark this north-south line on the

floor. That line will always be the

same at noon when the sun shines

in the window.

You can watch the shadow creep

across the floor. Mark the one

o'clock shadow line; the two o'clock

shadow line. That is the way by
which people once told time. Such

a sun clock is called a sundial. You
might make one on your schoolroom

floor, making a mark for each hour.

For a long time men have used

that north-and-south sun line to help
8.C.E.
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Fig. 63. Near the lower right comer of the picture is a sundial. The arm of the sundial points directly north;

that is toward the North Star. See the North Star in the picture. See also the “Big Dipper.” The “pointers,”

stars B and A in the picture, point toward the North Star.

them find direction. In the woods

on a sunny day, a man can get

this north-south line and tell the

direction in which he is going.

Stand with your back to the sun

at noon. When you do this your

face points in the direction we call

north. Your right hand is at the

direction we call east. Your left

hand is at the direction we call

west.

Find what direction is north from

your schoolhouse door; what direc-

tion is east; what direction is west.

Perhaps each member of the class

can tell what direction his home is

from the school.

The Indians had a way of telling

the north by the stars at night.

You will read about this on page 71.

Men need something of this sort

when traveling in the woods or even

on a great level open space. If

a traveler does not have anything

to guide him, he is almost sure to

walk around and around in a big

circle without knowing that he is

doing so.

The white men have an even

easier way than the Indian has of

keeping on going in the same direc-

tion. They use a compass. A com-

pass is a little needle made into a

magnet. Have you seen a magnet,

a piece of metal that picks up
needles or nails or anything made of

iron or steel? We say that the

magnet attracts the other pieces of

metal.

The compass needle is a little

magnet, so balanced that it can

turn freely (Fig. 64). Now there is
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Fig. 64. A compass needle on a stand and a compass
needle that may be carried in the pocket and used as

a guide to directions. The little arrows show how the

point of the needle on the stand will turn toward
the north.

a certain place on the earth’s surface

far away to the north of our country

that has the same attracting power

that a magnet has. It attracts one

end of the magnetized needle so that

the needle always turns toward this

place in northern Canada. No one

knows just why the needle always

points toward this northern place.

You can hold a compass and turn it

around, but the swinging needle will

point in the same direction all the

time. It always points to the north.

You can take your compass out of

your pocket on a rainy day in a

strange forest, and it will tell you

where north is. Men use the com-

pass to find the way when they are

on the sea, in the woods, or in

wild places. It is very useful, in-

deed, especially when the sun does

not shine.

See the letters on the compass.

(Fig. 64.) N is for north, E for

for east, W for west, and S for

south. The direction that is halfway

between east and south we call

southeast (SE). What is the direc-

tion halfway between west and

south? What does northwest mean?
northeast? Can you point northeast?

southeast?

Now let us see how men use the

compass directions in making maps.

Perhaps you may draw a map on

the schoolroom floor. Let lines show

the outside of the school grounds

and the roads or streets. Let the

lines point in the same directions

as the edges of the grounds and

the roads or streets. Put in the

school building. Now lay a piece

of paper down beside this map and

copy it on the paper with a pencil

that makes heavy lines. Be sure

you understand this plan or map.

Point out the various roads or

streets.

Which side of the paper is south?

Mark on your paper map as it lies

on the floor an arrow pointing north.

North on the map is then also north

in the room and north out of doors.

Hang the paper map on the north

wall. Hang it so that the north side

of the map is toward the ceiling.

Map makers usually put the north

at the top of the map, so we shall

hang ours that way. You see the

east is on the right, the west is

on the left, the south toward the

bottom.

Now take the map down and lay

it on a table or desk. Point on the

map to the south; to the west.

Turn the map part way around and

again point out the directions on the

map. Lay it on the floor in a new
place. Hang it up on the side of

the room opposite the place where
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SCHOOLHOUSE ,

1

Road

Fig. 65. This is a map of a neighborhood near a country school. A is a store; B, the storekeeper’s house; C, the

teacher’s house
;
and D, the bank. Tell the direction of the two main roads. The map is drawn to the scale of one

inch equals one hundred feet.

you first hung it. Be sure you un-

derstand the directions on the map as

it hangs in each of these places, be-

cause knowing map directions will

help you greatly in all your study of

geography.

Now look at Figure 59. Your
automobile is coming near the town

X. It is coming on the road from

R. In what direction is your auto-

mobile going? When you get to X,

the next town will be Y. What
direction will you go from X to Y?
If you had been going to Z, in

what direction would you travel from

X to Z?

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1.

Copy and complete the following

sentences:

() My school is dismissed for lunch

at

() If I hurry to the yard and face the

sun, I shall be looking toward the

(c) If I raise my right hand, I shall

be pointing toward the

(d) If I raise my left hand toward the

left, I shall be pointing toward the

(e) will be in back of me.

2. Write a short story about “The
Compass, the Traveler’s Friend.”

3. Tell the class how you go home from
school— in what directions. For example,

“I go south for two blocks, or for half a

mile, then turn or ” — and so

on. As you give the class directions for

reaching your home, ask someone to

make a map of the directions on the

blackboard.

4. The following parts of sentences are

all about directions. Copy and complete

each sentence.

(a) My school faces toward the

(b) The windows in my schoolroom

open toward the

(c) My house faces toward the

(d) The windows in the room in

which I sleep face toward the

(e) The street on which our school

fronts runs from to

(/) I must remember, however, that

when I am looking at a map
north is toward the ;

south is toward the ;

east is toward the ;

west is toward the
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Fig. 66. The earth is shaped something like this

balloon. If an ant were walking on the balloon, the
balloon would appear to be flat because the ant could
see so little of the balloon. In the same way, the earth
appears flat to us because we can see so little of it.

THE SHAPE OF THE EARTH
We can see so little of the world

at any one place that for a long

time men thought the earth was

flat. We can see that the moon is

round, but if we were on the moon
it would look as flat to us as the

earth does. Look at an apple or a

ball through a tiny hole in a piece of

paper held close to it, and you will

see that a tiny part of even so

small a round thing looks flat. The
ant on top of the big balloon was
sure that the balloon was flat, much
flatter than the garden where he

lived. The ant could see so little

of the balloon that it looked flat to

him. But men could easily see that

it was round. The earth looks flat

to us, just as the balloon looked flat

to the ant. But the earth is round,

rounder even than a balloon. It is,

indeed, almost a perfect ball or

sphere.

If a man on the moon looked at

the earth, it would look as round as

does the full moon to us. This book

has four pictures that show us how
the earth would look to a person far

enough away in the sky to see the

whole of one side of it. (Fig. 69.)

I have traveled all the way around

the world. Many people have done

this. This shows that the earth is

not flat. You can easily see how
an ant or a fly on an apple, by go-

ing straight ahead, can walk around

the apple and thus come back to

the place from which he started. If

one travels on a line around the

middle of the earth, it is twenty-five

thousand miles. If you could walk

right around the earth and walked

at the rate of ten miles a day, it

would take you nearly seven years;

but an airplane, going one hundred

miles an hour, would go around in

less than eleven days.

By going to the seashore, we can

see with our own eyes that the world

is not flat. As a ship sails away
from the land, we see at first the

whole ship. Then it seems to sink

out of sight, till at last we see only

the tops of the masts or sails, or

the smoke from its smokestack.

Often a person on the seashore can

see the smoke that rises from a
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Fig. 67. What parts of the ship that is farthest away from the land do you see? After you have read the
story, tell why ships disappear as they sink behind the rounded surface of the sea. See the lighthouse on the

point of land or cape. See the buoys which mark the channel.

ship’s smokestack when the ship it-

self is entirely out of sight below the

horizon, the place where sea and sky

seem to meet. As a ship comes in,

on the other hand, it gradually rises

into sight over the curve of the sea

(or earth), until at last, as it comes

nearer, we see the hull or body of

the ship. This is much like two

ants peeping at each other over the

top of a baseball (Fig. 68). Each

sees the other’s head first, while the

curving surface of the ball still hides

their feet.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. If an airplane traveling 100 miles an
hour can circle the earth in a little less

than 11 days, about how many miles is it

around the earth? Check your answer

with the figures given in the story.

2. Which of these words belong in each

of the blanks below?

moon horizon hull sphere flat

saucer twenty-five thousand miles

(a) The place where the earth and
sky seem to meet is called the

(b) The earth is round like a

Fig. 68. What part of one ant does the other ant see
first as they approach each other on the baseball?

(c) A baseball is round like a

(d) The body of a ship is called the

(e) Sometimes at night we see the

- in the heavens. It is round like

a To us, however, it appears to

be round like a . If we landed on
the moon it would appear to be ,

• as does the earth.

(/) The distance around the middle of

the earth is

3.

Suppose a bird should light on the top

of the balloon (Fig. 66). He sees an ant on

the balloon. The ant is nearsighted and can

see only a hundred times as far as the length

of his own body. The bird can see for

miles. What might they say to each other?



Fig. 69. FOUR VIEWS OF THE EARTH
Blue

,
water. Blue green

, tundra. Light
green

,

cultivated ground, grass and wood-
land. Dark green, forest.
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AS SEEN BY THE MAN IN THE MOON
Yellow

, desert. Light brown
, semi-desert

and poor grassland. Bark brown
, grassland.

White
, snow and ice.
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Courtesy Garrigue Globe Corporation, N. Y.

Fig. 70. There are two kinds of maps in this classroom. The teacher is holding one kind in her left hand.
Name it. Find a second globe in the room. The teacher is pointing toward another kind of map. It is a flat

mao of a piece of the earth called South America.

Courtesy Garrigue Globe Corporation, N. Y.

Fig. 71. This picture of the globe has been made
much larger so that you can see it better. Suppose you
turned this globe in such a way as to make what we call

sunrise. In which direction would North America move?

THE ROUND MAP OR GLOBE
Here is a thing that has puzzled

men for a long time. How shall we
make a map that shows us the round

world? The best map of a round

world is made on a ball, because a

ball is round like the earth. Such a

round map we call a globe. We
mark off on its surface the land re-

gions and the water regions of the

earth’s surface. Three fourths of the

surface of our earth or globe is

water— the great sea— with bodies

of land sticking out here and there.

The parts of the sea which are

divided from each other by the land

are called oceans.

If you look at a globe or map of

the world (Fig. 71), you will see

that all the oceans are connected

with one another by water. Thus

ships can sail from ocean to ocean,

and go all the way around the
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world, as they often do. You will

also see that the land is divided

into many, many parts. Some of

these parts, or bodies of land, are

large, and some are small. The

smaller parts are called islands. No
one knows how many thousands of

islands there are in the world. They
have never been counted. No map
can show them all. Some islands

are only bare rocks, no bigger than

tables. Some are large enough to

have a few trees on them. It would

take you only an hour to walk

around some islands. Others are so

large that you could walk for days

and weeks and not come to the ends

of them.

The seven largest bodies of land we
call continents. Pick out these larg-

est bodies, or continents, on a globe

or on a map. (Fig. 87.) The con-

tinents are North America, where we
live, South America, Europe, Asia,

Africa, Australia, and Antarctica.

(Fig. 72.).

The oceans are separated from

one another by the continents. Long

ago the sailors gave different names

to different oceans or parts of the

great sea. Point out the oceans on

a school globe, if you have one, and

also on the map (Fig. 87). Per-

haps you can find them on Figure

69 — Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean,

Indian Ocean, Arctic Ocean, Ant-

arctic Ocean. Which ocean is nearest

your home?
If you do not have a school globe,

take a smooth round orange and with

pen and ink do the following:

Put on the poles and the equator,

Draw in the outlines of the continents.

Mark each continent with its initials—
N.A., S.A., E., As., Af., Au., An.

Now hold your globe so that you look

at it and see each of the four views

shown in Figure 69.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. If you have a globe in your class-

room, point to and name each of the

continents.

2. Why do you think that the globe is

the best kind of map to use?

3. Choose the right word below to com-
plete each of the following sentences:

(a) The continent south of Europe is

(b) The continent joined to Europe
is

(c) The continents in order of size

are , , ,

, .., and

4.

Copy the following, filling in the

blanks. Keep the map of the world (Fig.

87) open before you: North America is

between the Ocean and the

Ocean. The Ocean is east of South
America and the Ocean is of

South America. The Indian Ocean is

of Asia. The Ocean is north
of North America.

Adapted from Goode's School Atlas.

Fig. 72. Here are small pictures of the seven continents which you read about in the story. Name each conti-
nent. In which continent do you live?
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rotates.

Fig. 74. Pretend that the globe in the picture is the
earth and that the light streaming in the window is

the sun. Point to the part of the earth having day;
the part having night. If you were to whirl this globe,

what would happen to any place on the globe?

OUR SPINNING WORLD
The earth is moving all the time.

You can see how this is if you will

tie a string around the stem of an
apple, or put a ball on a string as

the girl is doing in Figure 73. Per-

haps a basketball or a pumpkin can

be used. Hold the round object up

by the string and spin it. The earth

turns around like this once in

twenty-four hours. We do not notice

the turning motion because every-

thing we see is moving with us.

We have night and day because

the earth turns around. You will

understand this if you will hold the

spinning object in front of a lamp

or a bright window. Let the round

object spin slowly on the string.

Do you see that when one side is

in the light the other side is in the

shadow? The same thing happens

when the earth turns, or revolves.

The part of the earth that is turned

toward the sun has light. This

makes day. The part that is turned

away from the sun is in the shadow.

This makes night. (Fig. 74.)

What really happens at sunrise?

We say the sun “ rises” in the east

and “sets” in the west, but we know
now that it is the earth, not the

sun, that does the moving. People

began saying “sunrise” and “sunset”

long, long ago, when even the wisest

of men thought the sun did swing

around the earth, very much as a

ball on a string swings around a

boy’s hand. In the morning, when
the sun seems to be coming up over

the edge of the world in the direc-

tion to the east, we see it because

our particular spot on the earth’s

surface has turned far enough toward

the east so that the sun’s light can

shine on it. See if you can make
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North Polesunrise with a light and an apple

on a string.

You see that the apple spins

around on its stem. If the stem

went all the way through, you could

easily see that the apple spins around

both ends of the stem. Perhaps

you can push a knitting needle,

or a piece of wire, or a thin

piece of wood through an apple and

let the apple spin around this rod.

Such a wire or rod may be called

an axis. We can imagine one in the

earth, on which the earth spins

around. One end of the earth's axis

always points toward the North Star

and is called the north pole. The
opposite end is called the south pole.

If you should get to the north pole

or to the south pole, you would see

no pole or axis. The pole is imagi-

nary, but the earth does turn around

it just as the apple turns around the

imaginary axis. Point out the poles

on an apple or on Figure 75.

The poles of the earth are very

hard to reach. Both of them are

very cold and icy. For a hundred

years men tried to get to the north

pole, but they always failed. Fi-

nally, in 1909, Robert E. Peary, an

officer of the United States Navy,

reached the north pole after many
trips and many years of hard work.

When he did reach it, he found only

an ordinary piece of ocean covered

with ice, over which he and the

Eskimos walked, while the husky

dogs pulled their sledloads of pro-

visions. In 1926 Richard E. Byrd,

another officer of our navy, flew

Fig. 75. A
drawing of a
globe cut in

two to show
the earth’s
axis and the

poles.

South* Pole

over the north pole in an airplane.

In 1929 Commander Byrd (later

promoted to Rear Admiral) flew over

the south pole, and in 1935 he

completed his second expedition to

this far-away cold land.

Three days after Byrd's flight to

the north pole, Roald Amundsen,

a Norwegian, crossed the pole in

a dirigible. In 1911, Amundsen
had tramped over miles of ice-covered

land to reach the south pole.

We cannot go any farther north

than the north pole, nor any farther

south than the south pole. If we
are going toward the north pole, we
say that we are going north. It

makes no difference on which side

of the world we are, whether we
are in Europe, Asia, or Africa, or

whether we are one mile or ten
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Photo, by H. Threlkeld Edwards

Fig. 76. This picture was taken near the north pole. The farthest point north is usually covered with snow and
ice many feet thick. Beneath the snow and ice is the Polar Sea.

thousand miles from the pole. If we
are going toward the north pole, we
are going north; if we are going

toward the south pole, we are going

south. Point to the north and south

directions on your spinning apple,

calling the stem end the north pole.

Point to the north and south direc-

tions on your school globe.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Let someone volunteer to tell a

story that will explain day and night to a
younger child. Let the class tell why it

is a good story, or how it could be made
a better story.

2. What is the name of that end of the
earth’s axis which points to the North Star?

3. Let the class appoint arctic and
antarctic explorers to represent Robert E.
Peary, Richard E. Byrd, and Roald
Amundsen. Each explorer is supposed to

find out about the experiences of the
explorer he represents and to use the
facts in making a five-minute talk before
the class. The class will vote for the talk

that best shows why arctic and antarctic

exploration is so difficult and dangerous.
4. Point to the sunrise part of the sky;

the sunset part.

5. Where do you see a globe in the
picture (Fig. 70)? What is the girl doing
with the basket ball in Figure 73?

6. In what direction does your shadow
point at nine o’clock in the morning? as
you walk home from school?

7. With some round object show how
the earth moves.

8. Explain the meaning of island, con-
tinent, ocean. Find one of each on a
map.

9. Why did it take so many years to
find the poles?

10. In which continent is China?
Mexico? Brazil? Cuba? France?

11. Make up a story about the dogs
which you see in Figure 76.

S.C.E.
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© Underwood & Underwood

Fig. 77. This picture was taken near the south pole. The farthest point south is also covered with snow and ice.

Fig. 78. At the edge of the polar ice pack is a great wall of ice higher than the masts of the ship.
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Fig. 79. The Northern Hemisphere. Fig. 81. The Southern Hemisphere.

Fig. 80. The earth may be divided into hemispheres
as shown in these pictures.

DIVIDING THE WORLD INTO
HEMISPHERES

There are several ways of talking

about the earth or globe. We have

already had land and water, conti-

nents, and oceans. There is another

way. Cut your apple into two equal

parts, a north half and a south half.

If we could cut the globe in this

way, we would have two halves of

a globe or sphere, each called a

hemisphere (hemi means “half”).

The one with the north pole for its

center— the northern half— we call

the Northern Hemisphere; the one

with the south pole for its center we
call the Southern Hemisphere. The
line halfway between the poles is

called the equator, because it is

equally distant from the poles. Get

a string and tie it around your globe

at the equator. The circumference,

or distance around the earth at the

equator, is about 25,000 miles; the

diameter, or distance straight through

the center of the earth, is about

8,000 miles. Perhaps you can take

pen and ink and mark the poles, the

equator, and the outline of one of

the continents on an orange or on a

new baseball. It will not hurt the

orange or the ball. Examine your

globe to find out in which hemi-

sphere North America is. In which

one is South America? Europe?

Australia? Asia? Africa?

We can make several kinds of

hemispheres. Now take another

apple and cut it in two halves in
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Fig. 82. The Western Hemisphere.

such a way that you split the core.

In the same way (Fig. 80). we could

divide or mark off the globe into

halves by a string or line running

around it and passing through both

poles. A long while ago men de-

cided that they would pretend to

divide the world into two parts that

way by a line in the Atlantic Ocean

between Europe and America. The
land to the east of that line we call

the Eastern Hemisphere, and that to

the west we call the Western Hemi-
sphere. In which hemisphere is

South America? Africa? Europe?

White men have lived in the East-

ern Hemisphere much longer than

they have lived in the Western

Hemisphere. Because they came
from the Eastern Hemisphere to the

Western Hemisphere, they called it

the New World. The Eastern Hemi-
sphere is often called the Old World.

All the people mentioned in the

Bible lived in the Eastern Hemi-

Fig. 83. The Eastern Hemisphere.

sphere. They did not know that

there was any America out in the

great western sea. They had no

safe way of crossing so great a sea.

After a long, long time, someone

invented the compass. Then sailors

were able to have a clearer idea of

where they were as they sailed on

strange seas, and they could take

longer voyages. Later another great

invention was made. This invention

was the art of building a ship so

that it could sail against the wind

(Fig. 289). Then men could cross the

ocean without being afraid that they

could never get back.

In 1492, a brave Italian named
Christopher Columbus started from

Spain with some other men to sail

across the western ocean. He
r

knew
that the earth was round, and that

if he sailed far enough he would

reach Asia. This would be an easier

route for ships trading with the

people in India and China than the
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Fig. 84. The “Santa Maria,” flagship of Columbus, as it would look beside a modern steamship.

long voyage they had had to take

before this time. His three ships

sailed on and on and on. For sev-

enty days they sailed. The sailors,

afraid that they would never again

see home, threatened to throw Co-

lumbus overboard and to go back.

But just as they were about to

turn back, they saw land birds, and
then they knew that they must be

near land. On the seventieth day
of the voyage, October 12, 1492, the

weary sailors landed on an island,

San Salvador, or Watling Island, one

of the group we call the Bahamas.
Columbus did not know that he had
discovered a new continent, but

thought he had reached India. Al-

though he made three more voyages

to America, he died thinking he had
reached India. It was he who called

the natives of this country Indians.

The first men to go entirely around
the world were some Portuguese

sailors. They left Europe in the

year 1519. They went westward

around the southern end of South

America and in three years some of

them got back to Portugal.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. The words given below should remind

you of something you learned from read-

ingthe story. Write one fact about each word,

continents oceans hemisphere north pole

south pole equator northern hemisphere
southern hemisphere eastern hemisphere

western hemisphere

2. Answer the following questions. Then
turn to Figures 79-83 and check your answers.

(a) What continents are entirely

within the Northern Hemisphere?
(b) What continents are entirely

within the Southern Hemisphere?
(c) What continents are in the East-

ern Hemisphere?
(d) What continents are in the West-

ern Hemisphere?
(e) What continents are in the Old

World?

(/) What continents are in the New
World?
3. Pretend that you are out in a woods on

a very dark night. You know the loca-

tion of the woods but you do not know
where you are in the woods. You have a

compass with a radium pointer which
glows in the darkness. Tell how you
would use the compass to guide you home.
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THE FLAT MAP OF THE
ROUND WORLD

The globe is the truest of all

maps, but it is costly to make one

large enough for all our purposes.

If we had a globe made on the scale

of one inch for fifty miles it would

be more than twice as high as a tall

man. Flat maps are easier to make

and more handy to use. Although

maps printed on paper are flat, the

parts of the earth which they show

are really curved like the surface of

a ball or of an orange. If you take

a piece of orange skin and press it

flat, you will either squeeze it up

in the middle or tear it on the edges.

In the same way, when a map is

made on flat paper, parts near the

north and south poles are made
to look too large. When we try to

show the surface of the whole round

globe on a flat map, we must do one

of two things. We must either

stretch the parts near the poles a

great deal or we must separate the

map into pointed parts like the skin

of an orange when we skin it by
cutting the outside in straight cuts

that go nearly all the way from the

poles to the equator. You can see

that very well by skinning an orange

yourself. If you use a knife care-

fully, you may get the skin off in

one piece. Straighten it out flat and

pin it to a board. (Fig. 85.)

If you will examine your school

globe carefully, you may be able to

see how it was made. First it was a

plain ball. Then the map was

printed on flat paper shaped almost

Fig. 85. A whole orange skin carefully cut and spread
out flat on a board. The map of the world (Fig. 87)

was made on much the same plan.

Fig. 86. A half of an orange skin spread out flat on a
board. See how it broke when pressed.

exactly like the orange skin in Figure

85. Then this paper with the map
on it was glued to the round ball.

If the map of the world were cut

into as many small pointed pieces as

is the orange skin in Figure 85, it

would split the continents. This

would not be an easy map to use.

However, Professor Goode has joined

same of the sharp points together to

make a good world map (Fig. 87).

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Take an orange and use it for a

globe. With pen and ink, mark on it the

equator, north pole, south pole. Draw on
it North and South America.

2. Cut the skin with a knife and take

it off as in Figure 85. Cut it in such a
way that North America is divided.

3. Put the skin back on the orange.

4. Find on the map (Fig. 87) about where
you live.
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POLITICAL MAP OF THE WORLD
Fig. 87. This map of the world is a political map.
It shows, by means of colors, the different countries

of the world. All the countries which belong to

the United States have the same color. Find this

color in the color blocks below and find countries
with the same color on the map. Do the same for

Great Britain, France, and Italy.

SCALE ( ILES

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

COLONIAL POSSESSIONS
Portugal

Spain

Netherlands

Denmark

United States

Great Britain

France

Italy

Belgium

The world is round like an orange.

Maps are flat like sheets of paper.

How can we show the surface of the

round globe on the flat map?
The best way to find out about this

is to skin an orange carefully in one

piece and spread the skin out flat like

the orange shown on page 63.

It is not hard to do. It shows you
how the surface of a globe looks when
spread out flat.

Most school globes are round balls

made of pasteboard and covered with

pieces of paper that have been laid out
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flat, like this orange skin. They are then printed and pasted on to the round
1 ball. Examine your school globe carefully.

- The orange skin has eight points. You could push two of these points together

I
and make it have one larger, wider point instead,

j. That is just what Professor J. Paul Goode did

ne
I with the skin of a globe when he made the map

j,
e |

shown on this page. By that means he got a flat

|

map that is so nearly like the skin of the round

0U
globe that it is the truest map we have of the whole

,

world, on one sheet.

Try this. Take pen and ink and mark on your orange the equator, the north

Us
pole, North America. Then take off the orange skin as shown in the picture.

jJ Now look at your North America. Pinch two northern points together. Sup-

jt
I

pose you made the map as wide at the top as it is at the middle.

J*
j

By permission of J. Paul Goode; copyright, the University of Chicago Press

s.c.e.
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Fig. 88. This old Indian chief lives in the northern part of

Canada. Mrs. Chief is making snowshoes. Their hut has
a stove in it. They bought the stove at a trading post.

THE FUR TRAPPER
INDIANS

LIFE IN THE GREAT NORTHERN FOREST

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT WHILE
READING THIS CHAPTER

1. How do the people in this chapter

get their food, clothes, houses, fuel, tools,

and their playthings and luxuries?

2. How do we do it in our country?

The country that lies to the north

of the United States is named Can-

ada. Look at the map (Fig. 91)

and tell what ocean is on the east

of Canada. What ocean is on the

west of Canada?

Northern Canada is a great, cold,

silent land of deep winter snow and
evergreen trees. It is too cold and
rocky for the white man to make

farms, so he has not gone there to

cut down the trees and make fields

and towns and cities. It is still a

great evergreen forest, where the

Indian hunts game from place to

place and lives as he has always

lived.

Strange to say, it was one of the

first places to which the white man
went when he came to America. That

was because of fur. In those days, fur

and fish were about the only things

that the people in Europe wished to

get from America. Some day you

may learn about the fur traders and

the long journeys they used to make
\ B.C.E.
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Fig. 89. Tell what the Indians are doing in these pictures.

through the woods of Canada with

the Indians.

One of the reasons why they could

make these long journeys easily was
because of the Indian boat, or canoe,

made of the bark of the birch tree.

No one knows when the Indians

began to use this bark for wigwams
and canoes. Its greatest use is for

the canoe (Fig. 89). A light frame-

work of strong wood is tied together

with strong cords and covered with

birch bark. The sheets of bark are

bound to the framework with deer

sinews or rawhide or string made of

basswood bark or of spruce root

fibers. You see, the Indians had
several kinds of string. After the

birch bark is bound fast to the frame-

work, the cracks are glued shut with

the gum that is found on the trunks

of the spruce trees. It is a little

like soft rubber. This birch-bark

canoe is one of the lightest, strongest

boats that has ever been made. A
canoe may be large enough to carry

a family, but the man can pick it

up, turn it over his head or shoul-

ders, and walk with it from one

stream to the next.

The Indian canoe is better for the

Indian of the Great Northern Forest

than the white man’s kind of boat,

but most of the white man’s things

seemed wonderful to the Indians, and

they were very happy to trade furs

and game for blankets, guns, powder,

bullets, and beads.

To trade with these Indians, the

white men have built stores at the

edge of the Indian country. They
are called trading posts. When the

warm days of June come, and the

ice is melted, the keeper of the post

at the mouth of Great Whale River

on the coast of Hudson Bay begins

to watch for canoes to come around

the bend of the river. At last he

sees one coming. In front sits Su-

lian, an Indian woman, paddling,

and in the stern sits Otelne, her

husband, paddling and also steering..
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Fig. 90. This is a relief map of North America. It is really a picture of a model of the continent. It shows
the kinds of surface which the continent has. Point to mountains in the eastern part of the continent; in
the western part of the continent. Point to level land, or plains, between the mountains. Point to about

where you live. s.c.e.
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Fig. 91. This map is a political map. It shows the different countries of North America.
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Photos, by Am. Mus. Nat. Hist, and U. S. Dept. Agr.

Fig. 92. How many beavers can you find in the picture at the right? What are the beavers doing? The fur of

the otter (left) is brown. Full-grown otters measure from three to four feet from head to tip of tail.

They are coming to the post to

trade. In the middle of the boat

are a tent, a boy, a girl, a baby,

and a dog. The boy's name
is Akusk (arrow)

;
the girl's name

is Wabogun (flower). The baby,

whose name is Wabshish (little

white hare), is safe and warm in a

bag tied to a board. The canoe

contains one thing more, a very

precious thing—a big bundle of skins.

These furs mean the Indian's wages

for a whole year, his pay for a hard

winter's work in the forest.

The keeper of the post shakes

hands with Otelne. Otelne opens the

bale of furs, and the first afternoon

he trades a few muskrat skins for

some flour, beans, bacon, and canned

peaches. Then the Indians have a

feast, put up their tent or tepee,

and camp at the post. Day by day
other canoes come down the river,

bringing more families, until the post

looks like a great picnic ground.

The Indians talk of happenings of

the year—of how they were lost in

storms, of how their canoes were

upset, of how they fell through the

ice, of the bears they caught, and

of the wolves that chased them.

They wonder what has happened to

the Indians who have not come
back. They race with one another

in their canoes, and the different

groups of families or tribes play

match games of lacrosse. This game,

which the white men learned from

the Indians, is now the national game
in Canada, just as baseball is in the

United States.

In August the trading is over,

and the Indians start back to the

hunting grounds for another year’s

work. Otelne's canoe is loaded full.

Instead of the bale of furs, Otelne

has in his canoe a new tent, a sheet-

iron stove, some stovepipe, twenty-

five steel traps, a rifle, a thousand

cartridges, some fishhooks and fish-

ing lines, a wood saw, knives, axes,

buckets, blankets, and white men's

clothes. He did not buy shoes. He
would rather wear moccasins.
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Fig. 93. At the trading post Otelne and Sulian pitched their tent with the tents of other Indians.

It is hard work to paddle the

heavy load up the river against

the swift current. Presently, where the

stream jumps down over some

rocks, the roaring noise of a water-

fall is heard. The canoe cannot

pass this; so they all get out and

carry the canoe and all of its load,

bit by bit, along a little path that

leads to the quiet water above the

falls. Here they reload and paddle

on again. Soon they come to

another carrying place, or portage
,

as it is called, and have to unload

again. They are not afraid to leave

their belongings while they go back

to the foot of the falls, for no

Indian would steal anything he

found in this way.

You can see why the Indians do

not use white men’s boats; no

white man’s boat is as light to carry

as is the birch-bark canoe. You

can also see why they do not take

much food from the post. They
cannot carry it in addition to things

they need for camping and hunting.

They must have the tent and the

traps; so they take only enough food

to last until they are far enough

from the post to find game.

After a few days’ journey they

come to a place where the stream

widens into a lake with a little piece

of land, or an island, in the middle

of it. Then for many days they go

on up the river and across more

lakes. Over and over again they

have to carry their goods around

rapids. The dark branches of spruce,

hemlock, and fir trees often hang

over the stream. Trout, pickerel,

and other fish dart in behind the

rocks around which the currents flow.

Sometimes a muskrat, a beaver, or

an otter swims quickly into his
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Photo, by U. S. Geological Survey

Fig. 94. This picture shows a divide. See the sharp mountain peaks, the snow fields, the streams in the
valleys, and the lake.

hole in the bank. But sometimes

the rifle is too quick for him, and

the Indians have fresh meat.

Each day they pass the mouths

of little streams, and the main

stream gets smaller and smaller. At
last they can go no farther in the

canoe because the stream is now too

small and rocky. They carry the

canoe over a hill and find here

another stream that flows the other

way, and they go down that stream.

This place where the two streams

start in opposite directions is called

a divide. (See Fig. 95.) Every hill

becomes a divide or water parting

when it rains, because the top of the

hill divides the water flowing down

one side from that flowing down the

other. The Indians know where the

narrow divides or good portages are.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Below are some new words used in

the story, which you must be very sure

that you understand and know how to

spell. Use each word correctly in a
sentence.

trading post lacrosse cartridges

portage rapids divide

2. Prove that you understand every-

thing you read in the story by answering
the following questions:

() Where do the Fur Trapper Indians

live?

() What kind of country is northern

Canada?
(c) Why do white men go into northern

Canada?
(id) Why did the Indian make his

canoe of birch bark?
(e) What is the chief article which the

Indian has to trade with the white man?
3. The Fur Trapper Indians trade with

the white man. Tell why you think

this trade is helpful to the Indians.

4. Start a page in the back of your
notebooks for Countries That We Can
Locate. As you learn the name of a
new country, write it in your notebook.

6.C.E.
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Fig. 96.

Courtesy Hudson’s Bay Company

On the way downstream to the trading post, Otelne and his family made this camp. This was before the
snow came.

HUNTING AND TRAPPING IN
THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
For many days Otelne steers his

canoe downstream, camping on the

bank each night. One morning in

late October he finds the ground

covered with snow, and ice in the

lonely river. Otelne knows that the

season for canoeing is over and that

the time for trapping has come.

The next morning he starts away
from his tent and walks twenty

miles in a large circle, fixing a round

of traps in the forest as he goes.

When he cannot see the sun, he

keeps his direction through the forest

by watching the moss, which grows

heaviest on the shady side of the tree

trunks. He can keep his direction

at night, too, if he can see the stars;

for long before white men came,

Indians had noticed that one star

always seemed to be in the same
place. They call it the Great Star.

5

We call it the North Star. The
“ pointers” in the Big Dipper point to

the North Star. (See Fig. 63.) Have
you ever seen the Big Dipper and the

North Star? Indians watch them every

clear night.

As he makes his circuit in the

forest, Otelne sets a trap wherever

he sees a likely place to catch any
of the fur-bearing animals he wants.

He drags strong-smelling meat along

the snow, hoping that animals

crossing this trail will follow it to

the traps. After a day or two, he

goes around again to put fresh

bait in his traps and to take out

the animals that have been caught.

Can you see Otelne as he visits

his traps? He walks on snowshoes

to keep from sinking into the snow,

which is often three feet deep. His

big dog pulls a sled on which are

an ax, a package of smoked meat
for lunch, and a roll of blankets.
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Photos, by The New York Zoological Society
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Akusk, the twelve-year-old boy, goes

with his father, from whom he

learns all the Indian arts and the

ways of the animals in the forest.

It is all the schooling Akusk ever

has. How should you like to receive

your education that way?

The first trap is empty and the

bait is gone. Otelne puts in fresh

bait. The second trap holds a fine

mink, dead and frozen stiff. His

skin is worth many cartridges at the

post. The third trap has in it the

foot of a muskrat. Some scraps of

fur lying around show that a hungry

animal has raided the trap and eaten

the muskrat! The big dog, Wagush,

smells the trail, whines, and jumps

about so that he upsets the sled.

Otelne turns him loose, and away he

goes, yelping through the forest as

he follows the trail of the big

animal. At last his regular baying

tells Otelne that the dog has treed

the animal. It is a lynx. The rifle

cracks, and the lynx is placed on

the sled along with the mink.

At nightfall, ten miles from the

tent, the hunters come to a shelter

made of boughs. When Otelne set

the traps, he built this shelter to

keep off the cold wind, for he knew
he would have to sleep here on

bitter cold nights. He builds a roar-

ing fire in front of the shelter. For

supper they eat the mink, giving

the scraps and bones to Wagush;
then they wrap themselves in thick,

warm rabbit-skin blankets and lie

down with their heads toward the

shelter, their feet toward the fire,

and the dog beside them. Two
hours later Wagush wakes them with

a growl. Two wolves are prowling

around under the spruce trees.

Wolves fear fire; so Otelne throws

more wood on the blaze, and the

wolves slink away. At dawn the

Indians start on their round again.

Otelne’s rifle kills a bear. This

is great luck, for now they have

meat enough to last for weeks.

Even with the help of Akusk and
Wagush, Otelne has hard work to

drag their bear on the sled six miles

back to the tent. All are so weary
that they rest all the next day.

Sulian, the mother, skins the ani-

mals, takes care of the skins, and
smokes the meat. That is her part

of the work. You may be sure

that the children are glad to see

their father and brother come back,

for there is not another family

within twenty miles. There is not

a single white man within a hundred

miles.

After hunting a few weeks, Otelne

finds that game is getting scarce.

He must move to a place where no
hunters have been at work. He and
his wife hide the canoe in the ever-

greens, put the tent and all their

things on two sleds, tuck the baby
down in the blankets, and trudge

all day through the forest. When
night comes, they put up the tent

on the snow, cut evergreen boughs

to make a thick carpet, and build

a fire in the sheet-iron stove. They
have a moving day like this about

every two or three weeks all through
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the winter, so that the family may
get food and many furs to trade for

the white man’s tools and supplies.

When the trapping season ends,

Otelne and his family are two

hundred miles from the post, and it

takes weeks of canoeing to go back

there for summer trading. They

carry smoked meat to eat where

game or fish cannot be found.

Each summer some Indian families

that went out for furs the autumn
before do not come back. Some-

times Indians get lost and freeze to

death in terrible blizzards. If the

hunting is bad, they starve. The
father may be drowned or may break

his leg and freeze to death away out

in the forest. Then the mother

cannot get enough game to keep the

starving children alive. The fur

gatherers and their families must

be strong and brave, for they have

a hard, cold life in the Far North.

But it is easier than it used to be

before the Indians were able to trade

with the white men for guns, knives,

axes, traps, fishhooks, fishing lines,

and sheet-iron stoves.

When all goes well with the fur

gatherer, the boys and girls in the

little tent play many games. They
are fond of checkers. To make a

checkerboard, they split a piece of

wood out of a log, smooth one side

of it with an ax, mark it into

squares with a knife, and blacken

some of the squares with charcoal.

For checker men they saw off short

pieces of a stick as thick as your

thumb. Jackstraws is another favor-

ite game. For straws there are tiny

canoe paddles, knives, guns, snow-

shoes, snow shovels, and canoes, all

whittled out of wood. They have

also a camp-fire game in which they

shake eight disks of bone in a bowl.

This game is so difficult that a white

man once spent three days learning

it. The rules for counting the score

would fill three pages of a book like

this. White men who hunt with the

Indians like them and say they are

good companions. Some people take

vacation trips canoeing with Indians.

Sometimes a few white men go

into the great forest to hunt furs.

When they do, they live very much
as the Indians do when hunting.

The white men from the trading

posts bring the furs down to our

great cities, where they are made
into muffs, coats, scarfs, and gloves.

While the Indian is back in the

forest following his traps, we can see

people wearing the furs in New York
City, Chicago, or almost any other

part of the United States.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Tell some different ways in which

wild animals get their living.

2. Make a small divide with some
clay. Use a medicine dropper and drop
a little water very gently, one drop at a
time, on the top of the divide, until a
little stream forms, running down each

side. After the next rain, see if you can

find a little divide on your way home from
school.

3. Make up a play about the Indian fur

trappers of Canada.
4. Suppose an Indian family lived in a

place where they could buy food in ex-

change for foxes and make their living

raising foxes. Tell how they would live.



A WET, HOT REGION—THE AMAZON
BASIN

GOING TO THE AMAZON
When we get back home, what will you

tell the family about the people whom
you met on this trip? What will you tell

them about all the dangers you escaped?

The Amazon River is the largest

river in the world. It is so large

that many ships that sail across the

ocean can sail right up the river.

Steamships leave New York every

week for the Amazon. They sail

from a pier in Brooklyn.

We put our trunk and bags in a

taxicab and drive to the big ware-

house that stands on the pier. Men
in blue uniforms take the baggage
and carry it through a long building,

up the gangplank, on to the ship,

and put it in our room.

The sleeping room on a ship is

called a stateroom. The beds are

commonly called berths. They are

like those of a sleeping car because

one berth is above the other. They
take up less room that way.

We go out on a deck and have a

good time watching people come on

board the ship. Many of them have
friends who have come to see them off

and to bring them presents of flowers

and fruit. The ship and the dock

beside it are very busy places on

sailing day.

S.C.E.
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Courtesy Lamport-Holt Line and the United Fruit Co.

Fig. 99. On our trip to the Amazon we had a stateroom like the room in the picture at the left. See how the
berths are arranged one above the other. Other staterooms on the steamer are arranged very much like bedrooms

at home. The picture at the right shows one of these staterooms.

Fig. 100. After you have read the
story, tell what this sailor is doing.

“Bong, bong, bong!” goes the

gong as a man walks about the ship

beating a brass gong and calling out:

“All ashore that’s going ashore.”

“All ashore that’s going ashore.”

The visitors go down the gang-

plank. The men on the wharf pull

the gangplank ashore. The ship

moves out into the river. It moves
very slowly at first because it is

being pulled by a little tugboat. As
it gets away from the dock, the ship

begins to quiver just a little. Its

engines have started. Down the bay
it goes. From the back of the ship

we can see the tall buildings of New
York City on Manhattan Island.

Look at the map on page 77 and

tell what city we see over the left

side of the ship as it sails south,

and what city is on the right side

of the ship as it sails south.

This body of water almost sur-

rounded by land is called New York
Bay. There are many such bays in

the world, but this one is very im-

portant because people use it so

much. We can count dozens of

steamboats lying out on the water

of the upper bay. They are an-

chored and waiting to load or unload

their cargoes before they sail away.

S.C.E.
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There are no big waves in the

bay because it takes miles of water

to give room enough for the wind

to make big waves. That is why
small bays make good harbors. The

water is always quiet, and the ship

can be safe. One of the great

troubles of ships is that sometimes

the wind and the waves throw them

against the shore. Then the waves

lift the ship up and down and beat

it against the shore. If the ship

stays long in this position, it will be

broken and pounded to pieces.

Therefore the sailor's job is always

to keep his ship where it will not

strike anything.

Soon our ship comes close to land

with buildings and trees. It is the

Narrows. You can tell from the

map (Fig. 101) what land is on each

side of the Narrows.

As soon as the ship has passed

through the Narrows, she begins to

go up and down a little. There are

some gentle waves that the sailors

call a swell. The farther down we
go the higher the waves become, and
the ship rocks so that people cannot

walk straight.

To the south is a little point of

land. It is called Sandy Hook. Such
points of land that stick out in the

water are called capes. There are

many such capes in the world. Do
you think that sailors like capes?

“What is that tall, narrow little

building on Sandy Hook?" someone
asks. “A lighthouse," says a sailor.

Every night of the year there is a

light there so that sailors can see it
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Fig. 101. This is a map of New York Bay, part of the
city of New York, and some of the near-by towns.
Tell why you think the Upper Bay is a good place

for ships.

Fig. 102. A lighthouse, the sailor’s friend. Tell how the
lighthouse helps the sailor. Write three sentences.
Have each sentence tell something about the life of a

lighthouse keeper.
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Courtesy United States Lines

103. As we left New York Bay the weather was cool. Some of the passengers, seated on deck, tucked
steamer robes about themselves to keep warm. Between meals the steward brought sandwiches to eat.

and keep their ships away. There

are many lights around New York
Harbor. The ship captain knows
what the different lights mean. They
tell him just where he is at any
moment.

We notice that the ship is not

going so fast now. Her engines have

stopped. We see a little boat with

two men rowing it. It comes out

from a small steamer that waits

near by. The men row toward our

ship. Just then we see a man climb

down a rope ladder on the side of

our ship. The rowboat comes close,

and the man steps from the rope

ladder into the boat. This man is a

pilot. He has been steering the

steamer as she sailed out of the

harbor. That is the pilot's job.

Over most of the harbor the water

is not deep enough for big steam-

ships. In the harbor men have dug

a long, narrow, deep place called the

channel . The channel is deep enough

to permit ships to enter. It is not

very wide, and it is crooked. To
enter or leave the harbor safely, the

man who runs the steamers must
know exactly where the channel is.

Therefore men called pilots take

charge of running ships into New
York Harbor and out of New York
Harbor. They know how to do this.

It is their only job.

“Ding, ding!" rings a bell as our

pilot steps from the rope ladder into

the rowboat. The bell is the signal

to the engineer to start the engines.

“Grrrh, grrrh, grrrh!” goes the

machinery in the ship, and we are

off for the Amazon.
8.C.E.
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The days at sea are much alike.

On a ship everything is done exactly

according to rule. There may be

trouble any time. You never can

tell what the sea may do; so the

sailors must always be ready.

Night and day the engines run

without stopping, and the little

waves bump the ship as she cuts

through the water. Night and day

the propellers turn. Night and day

they churn up the water behind the

ship until the water is foaming white.

Night and day the smoke rolls out

of the smokestacks. Night and day

a man stands up in the pilot house

at the wheel steering the ship. In

front of him is a compass, so that

he can see in just what direction he

is steering the ship.

Night and day bells ring by clock-

work, and members of the crew go

to work and come from their work.

The meals are served exactly at the

time the bell rings.

Some of the passengers sit and

read. Others sit and look at the sea.

Some walk round and round the

ship taking exercise. Some play

shuffleboard and other deck games.

On the second day we see some
ships in the distance. Then for four

days our ship seems to be alone on

the great ocean. When someone

finally sees another ship, everyone

runs to look, as though it were a

great curiosity.

As we go south, the weather gets

warmer. This is indeed different

from New York Bay, where the

water was cold and bits of ice were

The captain is pointing toward the
sun as his ship is leaving New York
Harbor.

The captain is pointing toward the
sun as his ship is crossing the tropic

of Cancer.

The captain is pointing toward
the sun as his ship is crossing the
equator.

//

The captain is pointing toward the
sun as his ship is crossing the tropic

of Capricorn.

i\

Fig. 104. Pretend that these four pictures were all taken
on the same day—December 21 at noon. Where is the
sun overhead? Where is the shadow longest? Why?

S.O.E.
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floating in it. There we were com-

fortable when wearing overcoats.

One morning the captain and the

other officers of the ship appear in

white suits. Ships' officers nearly

always wear white suits in the hot

parts of the world.

As the days go by, the weather

gets warmer and the days get longer.

When we left New York, the sun

rose after seven o'clock; and the

thirteenth day of our voyage it rises

a little after six o’clock. The days

and nights are almost equal in

length. That is one of the great

differences in different parts of the

world. In the Far North they have

one season of long nights and short

days. During a short day the sun

does not have a chance to send

much heat to the earth, and that is

one reason why there is winter.

Near the equator all of the days of

the entire year are of nearly the

same length. Therefore one month
is about as warm as another. Christ-

mas and the Fourth of July have

much the same temperature at the

equator.

Day by day as we go south, our

shadows on the deck of the ship

at noon get shorter and shorter.

At New York we had long shadows;

but on the thirteenth day, when we
get to the equator, we can almost

stand on all of our own shadows.

Your teacher can take the globe and

show you why these shadows are of

different lengths, and what the

equator is.

The morning after we cross the

Fig. 105. This map shows North America and South
America and the route of our steamer from New

York City to Para.

equator we see a dark line on the

horizon. It is the forest near the

mouth of the Amazon. That evening

we reach Para.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. On the sand table, make a model of

the land and the water near Brooklyn.

On it show Manhattan Island, Long
Island, the Hudson River, New York
Bay, the Narrows, the Atlantic Ocean,

Sandy Hook, New York, Brooklyn,

Elizabeth.

2. Let -us divide the class into groups

and make up some more little plays for

the rest of the class to guess. This time

we shall play the things that we might
do or that we might see other people

doing on a trip from Brooklyn to the

Amazon River.

3. Prove that you know what each
of the following words means by using

it in a sentence:

pier stateroom berth dock

swell gangplank cape pilot

4. Tell one reason why we have winter.

5. Look at the globe- In what direction is

our ship sailing? Pretend that we are in New
York City and point toward the Amazon.

B.C.E.
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Fig. 106. This picture shows a part of the city of Para, Brazil.

THE AMAZON BASIN

Try this experiment. Take a basin, a
glass of water, and a spoon. Drop a
spoonful of water just inside the edge of

the basin at several places. What does

the water do? Can you see now why we
speak of the river valley as a river basin?

The land slopes toward the center as the

basin slopes toward the center; so the

water runs toward the center. Now look

at the map on page 83 and tell in what
direction you think the Madeira River
flows; the Negro River; the Tapajos River.

The basin of the Amazon River is

one of the largest river basins in the

world. The city of Para is one

hundred miles from the ocean, and

just see what a very tiny little

distance it is on the map! The city

of Para is on one of the several

mouths of the Amazon River. I

should like to show you the Amazon
on a map a yard long, but that

would be too big for the book. It

is hard to believe that the city of

Manaos is as far from Para as

Chicago is from New York, and that

the city of Iquitos is as far from Para

as the Rocky Mountains are from

New York*. There is room in the forests

north of the Amazon River for you

to put in a row of states as big as

New York, and there would still be

forests all around them. Then you

could do the same thing on the south

side of the great river.

The Amazon Basin is a land of

much rain. That is why no other river

carries so much water. The water

carries mud and silt and gradually

drops it to make a delta. A delta is the

deposit of earth and sand which col-

lects at the mouth of some rivers.

Sometimes it will rain every day for

a month or two months. The people

call this the rainy season. Then at an-

other time of year there is what is'called

the dry season, and there may not be

rain at all for two or three weeks.

It is a lucky thing for the people

in the Amazon that the whole of the

Amazon Basin does not have the

rainy season at the same time, or it

would make terrible floods. As it

is, the branches on the south side of

the river have their rainy season dur-

ing our winter, and the branches on

the north side of the river have

their rainy season during our summer.



Fig. 107. This is a relief map of South America. Find on this map the Amazon River.

“N

S.C.E.
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Eig. 108. This map is a political map. It shows the different countries of South America.
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Photo, by the University Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 109. These two steamboats are “ tied up ” along
the banks of the Amazon River near Manaos. The
house is the home of a rubber planter. In front of

the house are some beautiful palm trees.

Steamships go not only from the

United States to Para, but some of

them also go on up the Amazon to

Manaos, and even to Iquitos. You
can look the world over and you can

never find another river where that

can happen. Why is this? This

Amazon Basin is the flattest river

basin in all the wide world. The
town of Iquitos is almost all the

way across the continent, as the

map shows you, and yet it is only

350 feet higher than the Atlantic

Ocean at the mouth of the river.

There is not a waterfall or even
a place where water flows swiftly

in the whole river from Para to

Iquitos.

This flatness of the Amazon Valley

makes quiet water in the Amazon
and in many of its branches. No
other river in the world has so

l

~
|
Under 10 inches

10 to 20 «

Fig. 110. Point to the Amazon basin on this map.
See how heavily it is shaded. This heavy shading
means that the Amazon Basin has much rain. Point
to a place on the map which is not shaded. This

place has very little rain.
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Photo, by the University Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 111. Along the Amazon River near Iquitos. Some of the Indians have built their houses on log rafts. The
houses are tied to the shore or are floating on the broad waters of the Amazon.

many, many miles of river and

branches up which steamboats can

go easily. There are no railroads

anywhere between Para and Iquitos

nor for many miles to the north of

the Amazon, nor any to the south of

the Amazon. Everywhere the river

is the road; no automobiles, no

wagons; only boats, boats, boats.

Because the Amazon is so very

good for transportation, it can

handle all the trade there is at the

present time. This is fortunate,

because vegetation is so dense and

fast-growing that to cut a road

through or keep it clear after it is cut

through would be a very difficult

and expensive task. The length of

navigable waters of the Amazon
Basin is greater than the distance

around the world.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1.

A large stream can have a delta.

So can a very tiny stream. Have you

ever seen a delta after a heavy rain?

Tell how it looked. Make a stream with

a delta on the sand table.

2. Take the big map and find the

mouth of the Amazon River. How does the

map show that there is a big delta there?

3. How long do you think an automobile
trip from New York to Philadelphia (a dis-

tance of about 90 miles) would take? If we
could go by auto on just as good a road
from the mouth of the Amazon to Para,

how long would that take us? How do
you know?

4. On what ocean did we travel in our
trip to the Amazon? Rub your hand
lightly over the part of the map and the

globe that shows this ocean. Try to tell

how big it seems.

5. What is the equator? Where is it?

In what direction does it extend?

6. Pretend it’s noontime and that we
are standing on the equator. Where did

we see the sun rise this morning? Point

in that direction. Where is the sun now?
Point to it.

7. South America is called a

8. New York is in a different continent.

Name this continent. Name a river in

I each of the two continents.
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Photo, by the University Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 112. The thick and tangled forest of the Amazon Basin. The man is a rubber gatherer. He has filled his

can with the latex of a rubber tree and is returning to the smoke shed.

THE FORESTS OF THE
AMAZON BASIN

Para is a pretty city as we see it

from the ship. The roofs are of red

tile, and palm trees with their

feathery leaves stand above the

housetops.

The forest surrounds the city on

all sides. The houses at the edge of

the town are almost buried in the

shade of the big trees. The ground

is hot to our feet where there is no

shade, but in the edge of the forest

it is much cooler than in the sunny
street.

Near the city the forest has been

cut down and has grown up again.

It is very thick and tangled. A man

cannot get into it at all without

cutting his way. Farther into the

forest the trees are older and taller.

There is less growth between them,

but there is no grass beneath them,

and the ground is covered with fallen

trunks and branches.

The tops of the trees are so far

away that we can scarcely see the

leaves. The leaves are so thick that

only here and there can we see a

little patch of sky. We see vines

everywhere. They have woody stems

—some are as large as your finger;

some are as large as your wrist; and

some are as large as your arm.

The vines climb around the trunks of

the big trees, round and round and
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round, twisting like a snake. Some

hang from the trees like big loops of

rope; some go zigzag from tree to

tree almost like steps. There is one

little climbing palm tree which

will grow from tree to tree. It gets

to be hundreds of feet long. Its

leaves have big, crooked thorns.

They are hooks like the claws of a

cat. Thus the climbing palm holds

to every tree it ever touches. Some-

times a leaf will hang down and with

its thorns will pick off your hat or

tear your clothes as you walk under-

neath.

The vines sometimes squeeze the

trees so hard that they die. One

vine is called the murder vine. It

spreads itself out flat on a trunk of

a tree as you would spread your

hands. Then as you would reach

around the trunk with your little

fingers, this flat vine sends flat

branches around the tree until they

meet and there join together. The

vine goes up and up, sending its little

branches around the tree trunk in

many places. At last it reaches the

top. There it puts out fits flowers in

the sunshine, and in a few years its

clutching arms choke to death the

tree on which it grows. Soon tree

and vine fall down together. This

does not happen until the vine has

got its head into the sunshine, has

bloomed, and made seed.

In the early morning the forest is

cool. Dewdrops cover the plants;

insects buzz; flocks of parrots fly

about talking to each other. By
noon the sun has made the air in
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Fig. 113. The large tree in the center of this hit of

the Amazon forest is a mahogany tree. For what
do we use mahogany?

the forest hot, stifling hot. It is like

that moment before a thunderstorm

in the United States. In the hottest

part of the day no bird flies, no bird

sings, no animal travels around, no

animal makes any noise—only one

little chirping locust. We pass the

hut of a forest man. He is in his

hammock asleep or perhaps sitting

on a mat doing nothing, saying

nothing. Everything sleeps in the

hot part of the day.

Suddenly a great white cloud may
be seen in the distance. It comes

nearer. It hides the sun. The forest

becomes very dark. The wind blows

for a few minutes, and then rain

falls. First it patters on the leaves.

Then it makes a roar like a great

wind as the millions of raindrops

beat against the many leaves. In a
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Fig. 114. The native is tapping a balata tree for its

sap. The sap runs into the cup which you see in the
picture, and later hardens into a kind of gum.

half hour the shower is over, and

the sun comes out. Toward sunset

it gets cooler. Then birds begin to

fly about and sing. The people

move about once more.

There is no winter here. The
weather of the coldest months is not

five degrees colder than the warmest

month. All year long the sun comes

straight up out of the east at about

six o’clock in the morning, and the

day and the night are about the

same length. In some seasons there

is more rain than in others, but even

in the rainy season there are sunny

days, and in the dry season there are

days with showers.

In the United States of America

most of the trees go to sleep in the

winter and start growing again when
spring comes. In the tropical forest

near Para many kinds of trees bloom

and ripen at different times through

the year. Some trees will bloom this

month and other trees will bloom next

month. The fruit also ripens at dif-

ferent times.

Since blossoms and green and ripe

fruit can always be found in the

forest, birds and animals can always

find food. Our birds all build their

nests and lay their eggs and rear their

little ones in the spring, for that is the

time of growth and food; but in the

tropical forest near Para there is food

at any time. Therefore one family of

birds lays its eggs at one time, another

family at another time, whenever it

happens to suit them. Man can plant

a crop any time he wishes, and he can

harvest a crop any week in the year if

he chooses to do so.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Below are words taken from the

story. Write two sentences about each
word. One sentence must be true of

your neighborhood. The other sentence

must be true of the Amazon Basin.

forest seasons day and night

birds trees crops vines

2. Think awhile and then tell two very
good reasons why the Amazon forest is so

thick. What is another word for thick
,

when we talk about a forest?

3. Take a good look at the big map of

South America. Then try to sketch a
small one at your desk. Do it quickly.

See how many can finish it in about five

minutes. What title will you give your
map? Draw in the equator and label it.

Do the same with the Amazon River.

Also put in Para and the ocean east of

South America, and the one west of South
America.

4. Do you think the people in the Amazon
forests spend much time teaching their

children to save things? Explain.

S.C.E.
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INSECTS AND ANIMALS OF
THE AMAZON FOREST

We do not have any flies or

mosquitoes during cold weather in

the United States. At Para they do

not have any cold weather; so they

have flies and mosquitoes all the

time. People in the forest often

wear gloves and head nets, for there

are many mosquitoes and many
flies. Some of the flies make a bite

that leaves a little clot of blood,

and if you scratch it, it will cause

blood poisoning. This is a terrible

sickness. The mosquitoes carry

malaria from one person to another.

It is almost impossible to travel

here without getting this disease.

In the equatorial forest, where there

are so many insects all the time, there

are many animals and birds and even

bats which eat the insects. The
bats work at night and rest by day.

One can often see them asleep in the

top of a tall tree, hanging by their

heels. They look like small packages

which someone wrapped and hung
there.

One of these bats is called the

vampire bat. Most bats live on

insects, but the vampire lives by
sucking blood from animals. He has

some queer power to bite you so

that he can suck your blood and

yet not hurt you at the time. If

you leave your head or your toe

uncovered at night, you may wake
up in the morning to find a little

round hole in your nose or your

temple or your toe. Your bed will

be bloody, for after the vampire
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sucks all the blood he wants it still

runs from the wound.

In parts of the great Amazon forest

the vampire bats are so bad that

men cannot keep cows or horses

because the bats will bleed them to

death. The traveler in the forest

must be very careful to sleep with

mosquito netting covering up every

part of his body. If he sleeps uncov-

ered, the vampire bat may cause him

to lose so much blood in a night that

he will be unable to continue his

journey in the morning.

The most curious insects of all are

the ants. They live in ant cities.

Sometimes an ant city will have as

many ants as a city of people has

of human beings. They will build

a big pile of earth called an ant hill,

which has many tunnels and rooms

underground. They go out through

the forest in long strings that march

all day. Some of them like to eat

wood. They are so fond of it that

they may make a little hole in the

foundation of your wooden house,

go into the logs, eat out the inside, and

the first thing you know your house

will tumble down. The ants have

eaten out the whole inside, and you

did not know they were there.

You may pick up a book from your

desk and find it is only an empty
shell. The ants have eaten the in-

side out of it. Some of these ants

will pinch you; and unless you are

careful, some will bite you very

hard. The best thing to do when
you see them is to get out of their

way.
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Photos by The New York Zoological Society

Fig. 115. Below is a chart for you to copy. The chart has as many spaces as there are pictures. Here are six

words: tapir, puma, anaconda, anteater, peccary, toucan. Put each word in the space corresponding to its

picture. Write a sentence about each picture. The sentences should tell something about the animals and bird.

An American explorer tells this

story of some ants he met in the

upper Amazon:
"We met the sauba ant first in

one of our night camps. We came
to some ideal high ground and the

quick eye of the Indian immediately

knew that a human habitation was
somewhere behind the trees. We got

out of our boat and found a brand-

new moloca, a great community
house eighty feet long. The roof
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had been finished, and it had a

stamped mud floor and fireplaces;

then it had been suddenly deserted.

The only walls were thick jungle

which had not yet been cleared.

Not a sign of life was there. The
builders had just cleaned up and

l gone.

“In the night I awoke, hearing a

I

curious, faint clicking noise. I threw

|

on the flash light, but not a thing

did I see. Nor could I quite locate

|

the sound.

“In the morning we found out

why the builders of that moloca had

packed up and fled. Young America

had carelessly thrown his things on

the good, hard floor when he climbed

into his hammock. And in the night

the sauba had come. The khaki

shirt was a handful of rags; in a

neat scalloped pattern as caterpillars

eat leaf, the ants had clipped it

away. His cord breeches were eaten,

all but the buttons and the lace

tips. His leggings and boots were

scalloped away down to the soles.

The clicking noise we had heard was
the steady clip-clip of the great jaws.

Don't deride. Sauba comes an inch

long and has a spread of jaw of a
quarter inch."

There is no grass beneath the trees

in the Amazon forest; so there are

very few grass-eating animals like

deer. There are many fruits and
nuts, and therefore there are many
animals that eat that kind of food.

Two of these animals are the tapir

and peccary. They are somewhat like

our pig. And there is the puma, an
6
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animal much like the tiger, which

lies around on the branches of the

trees and springs down on tapirs

and peccaries to get his food. The
anaconda, a snake twenty or thirty

feet long, also lies and waits for these

animals as they go through the forest

or come to the streams to drink.

There are many small poisonous

snakes. They like to lie in the sun,

so that the. man who knows the

forest is careful never to step on

a spot where the sun shines on the

leaves or low undergrowth.

This tropical forest of the Amazon
is one of the largest forests in the

world. It reaches almost across South

America from the Atlantic Ocean at

the mouth of the Amazon River to

the foot of the Andes Mountains
near the Pacific. It also covers a

great stretch of land to the north

of the Amazon River and a great

stretch to the south of the Amazon
River.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Take a large sheet of cardboard.

Print at the top, Animals of the Amazon
Forest. Then hunt for pictures of all the
animals about which you have just read.

Maybe you will find them in old maga-
zines and be allowed to cut them out.

If so, you may paste them on the card-

board. If you may not cut them out,

draw and label them. Perhaps, when you
are hunting for these pictures, you will

also find some of the other animals of this

region. If so, you may use them too, if

you are sure that the animals live in this

forest. How can you make sure?
2. Ask your teacher or your mother to

take you to a zoo, where you can see

some of these animals.

3. Is it hard or easy for plants and
animals to find food in this region? Why?
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A WONDERFUL TREE
Many trees along the Amazon bear

fruits and nuts. One of these trees

is the Brazil-nut tree. Everyone

knows the long Brazil nut that is

shaped like the section of an orange

and covered with a rough black

shell. The tree that bears these

nuts sometimes has a trunk six

feet in diameter, and it may be

as much as seventy-five feet before

the first limb is reached. It is the

highest tree in the forest and stands

towering above the rest. Its fruit

has a thick, hard, black shell contain-

ing fifteen to thirty nuts. As the

fruit weighs from two to four

pounds, you can easily guess what
would happen if it hit you on the

head as it fell from the tree, and

you can also guess why the natives

will not travel through the forest

during the season of the ripening of

the Brazil nuts. If they must go

under a nut tree, they pause and

listen. If the fruit is falling, it will

be striking the leaves; and they can

hear it say “clip, clip, clip” as it

strikes the leaves of the trees be-

neath its tall mother.

These nuts do not open when they

fall. The shell is so hard that the

animals cannot eat them; therefore

man can get them. He breaks the

hard outer shell with an ax. Thou-
sands of sacks of the nuts are shipped

from Para to our country. We
might get more nuts than we do,

for whole shiploads of them go to

waste with no one to pick them
up. There are not many people in

Fig. 116. The shell in which a dozen or more Brazil

nuts grow. This is one of the many free foods pro-
duced by nature and mostly wasted in the tropic forest.

the Amazon forest. Perhaps you can

tell some reasons why this is so.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. The tree that gives us chocolate also

grows along the Amazon. Did you ever

eat a Brazil nut with a covering of chocolate

on it? Do you think we might say that the

Amazon forest is a candy forest?

2. On a map of North America, point

to a very dry region. Why do we find

so few people living there? Now point to

the Amazon Basin. Why do so few
people live there?

3. Below are three sentences. One of

them is a true statement. Select the sen-

tence which makes a true statement.

People can live best in a very dry region.

People can live best in a very wet region.

People can live best in an in-between

region (not too wet and not too dry).

Prove that you are correct by naming and
pointing on the map to a region where
you think this to be the case.

4. Would your shadow at noon be
longer in New York or in Para? Why?

5. Pretend that one of the Brazil nuts,

shown in Figure 116, had told you the

story of its life. Write the story.
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Courtesy Pan-American Union

Fig. 117. The man who took this picture was standing on the shore of the Amazon River at the city of Manaos.
He pointed his camera toward the wide Amazon. See the long pier. At the end of the pier is a wharf. It is a
floating wharf. Some of the ships are tied up at the wharf. See the railroad tracks on the pier running out to

the floating wharf. Why are the tracks laid out to the wharf?

UP THE AMAZON TO MANAOS
The boat on which we came from

New York goes on up the river past

Para, but we stay there a few days

and go upstream on a Brazilian

steamboat. At Para the river is

twenty miles wide, but the boat soon

enters the narrow channels that wind

in and out between hundreds and

thousands of little islands. These

islands are made of sand and mud
brought down by the Amazon.
Many of these channels are very

narrow and very deep—so deep

that the steamboat can go so close

to the shore that the branches of

trees sometimes touch its sides.

After a day of this, we come out

upon the Amazon itself. Its banks

are grassy for a short distance, be-

cause the floods of the rainy season

rise so high that they wash away the

trees that stand upon the bank.

Hundreds of fallen trees are floating

down the stream. Some have col-

lected on sandbars in the river.

Sometimes they pile up by the sand-

bars until they make a wooden
island which floats off down the

river with the flood.

The Amazon has a season of high

water and a season of low water.

At the season of high water the land

is flooded. The houses stand on

stilts or poles so that they can be out

of the water in the season of overflow.
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At the season of low water many
sandbars can be seen on the river,

and they change from time to time.

A boat may strike a sandbar this

year in the place where there was

deep water last year. The pilots

who guide the steamers have learned

to watch carefully for any change in

the river course. By noticing the way
the currents seem to run they can

usually tell where the water is deep.

Our boat is full of people. It is

crowded. Nearly all are Brazilians

from a state farther south called

Ceara. Ceara is not in the forest

country. Often there are great

droughts in Ceara, and the people

have no crops. Then the Ceara

people come to the Amazon country

to work in the rubber business which

is carried on in the dry season.

Here they are on our boat going

from Ceara to the rubber forest.

Whole families are crowded together

so thickly you wonder how they can

stand it. Their hammocks hang one

above the other, three or four high.

Yet they are good-natured and pleas-

ant and polite. They spend much
time playing guitars and singing.

The water of the Amazon is yel-

low, always yellow, and after we
have been going up the river for five

days, we suddenly see that the water

on one side is black. This is the water

from a branch called the Rio Negro.

(Negro is Spanish for “ black.”) Near
the mouth of the Rio Negro is the

city of Manaos.

Manaos might be called a rubber

town. The business men of Manaos

are always talking about rubber,

rubber, rubber. They are very much
interested in the price of rubber. If

the price of rubber is high, the

people have plenty of money because

rubber is the chief thing they have

to sell. It is a great rubber market..

The city is more than half as large:

as Salt Lake City. It has a fine

trolley line. The cars were made in

the United States at St. Louis. The
pieces to make a car were packed in

boxes and brought down here on

steamships. Everyone who can afford

it rides on the trolley cars in the eve-

ning in Manaos. In that very hot and

muggy town one is cooler when riding.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Take the map of South America that

you made several days ago. Add Manaos
to it. How long is the trip from Para to

Manaos? Show this also on your map.
2. What do we mean when we say that

we are going “up” a river? What do
we mean when we say that we are going

“down” a river? When we go from Para
to Manaos, do we travel up or down the

Amazon? If we go back from Manaos to

Para, will we travel up or down the

Amazon? Why?
3. We call the Madeira River a branch

or a tributary of the Amazon. In what
direction does it flow? Find other large

tributaries of the Amazon. Name them
and tell in what direction each flows.

Then add all of them to the map which
you are making.

4. Make a list of the things you might
do for pleasure at Manaos. Do the same
for your own neighborhood. Make a winter

list and a summer list.

5. If you were going to send some Christ-

mas presents to a rubber gatherer, what
would you send to him? What things from
his country would you like him to send to

you?
6.C.E.
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Fig. 118 . At the left is Mr. Diaz standing beside one of his rubber trees in the Amazon forest. At the right is

the boat in which he carried the rubber gatherers to his rubber lands. He will use the boat also to float the

rubber from his lands to the large steamers on the Amazon.

THE RUBBER WORKERS
Fifty of the people from Ceara

,

who came up the river on the boat

with us are met by a man named
Diaz, who owns some rubber lands

far back in the interior. He has

paid the way of the rubber workers

from Ceara. He takes them to

a store and buys the things they

need for the rubber gathering and

the clothes that they must have.

Then Diaz takes the people on a

smaller steamboat. They sail up the

river, but soon turn off to a smaller

river, a branch of the Amazon. The
boat creeps along past trunks and

branches of trees that have fallen

into the stream. At last the boat

can go no farther. Here many
i

canoes are waiting. The people get

into the canoes with all their things

and paddle on up the small river.

For two days they are winding in

and out among the fallen logs and

branches of trees, with an alligator

now and then slipping into the water

as they come along.

When they get to Mr. Diaz’s

rubber lands, everything is ready.

A great deal of very hard work has

been done in cutting a path through

the forest all the way around Mr.
Diaz’s rubber land. From this main
path are many side paths called

estradas, which means in Portuguese

“roads/’ or “walks.” Each estrada

winds through the woods from rubber

tree to rubber tree. There are from

seventy to one hundred and twenty

trees on each estrada.

There are twenty men in the party

altogether. Each man is given two
or three estradas to take care of.

Some of the men have wives and

A WET, HOT REGION—THE AMAZON BASIN
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children with them. Each man
builds a hut at the place where his

estrada comes into the main path.

It does not take long for them to

build a hut. A few poles are set

up, some palm leaves are spread

over the top for a roof, a hammock
is hung inside. The cheap wooden
box that serves as a trunk on the

long journey now serves as a chair.

Three or four little poles make a

table, and that is the home during

the rubber season.

A cotton shirt, a pair of overalls,

and a straw hat are all the clothes

the rubber gatherer usually has. The
rubber gatherer gets up in the morn-

ing before daylight; and while it is

still cool, he fastens a little lantern

to his head, as the miners do, takes

his ax and a long knife, and goes

to visit the rubber trees in his

estrada. He cuts a gash in the bark

of each tree and fastens a little cup

at the lower end of the gash. The
latex, or juice of the tree, runs out of

the cut place in the bark and into

the cup. From it rubber is made.

By six o'clock he has made his

round, gashing each of the trees and

putting on the cups. He is now
ready for breakfast. As soon as this

is over, he starts out again with two

buckets. Again he visits every tree.

This time he pours the latex or

white juice of the trees into the

bucket. He carefully turns each cup

upside down over a stick so that it

may drain dry and so that no water

may get into it.

The rubber gatherer gets back to

Fig. 119. One of Mr. Diaz’s rubber gatherers with his

family standing outside their forest home. The man
has in his left hand a kind of hatchet for cutting the

bark and in his right hand a can to hold the latex.

Fig. 120. Another of Mr. Diaz’s rubber gatherers with
his family inside their hut.

Fig. 121. Mr. Diaz’s workers loading balls of rubber
on to the Amazon steamer.
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camp with one or two buckets of

latex. Now he must spend most of

the rest of the day curing it and

making rubber. He builds a fire and

on this puts palm nuts, which make
a very bitter smoke. A metal funnel

is placed over the fire. The small

end of the funnel is a little chimney,

and the smoke goes out through it.

Into this smoke the rubber gatherer

j

sticks a wooden paddle that he has

dipped into the bucket of latex. It

j

looks like a big spoon covered with

;

milk. The moment the smoke hits

i the latex, it hardens and turns

yellow. Again he dips the paddle

;

into the latex, and again he puts it into

j

the smoke—into the latex, and into

[
the smoke, back and forth, back and

forth for hours, until at last the

two buckets of latex have become a

big ball of rubber.

The second day he taps the trees

in his second path, and the third

day he taps those on the third path.

If the rubber trees are good, our

rubber gatherer may get twenty

or twenty-five pounds of rubber in

a day. Rubber gatherers usually

work from 130 to 150 days. On the

average a ton per man is a good

season’s work. He is paid so much
a pound, but before he gets any
money for himself, he has to pay
back the money that was used for

his steamship ticket from Ceara,

the things he bought in Manaos, and

the food he may have eaten while

j

he was working in the forest. It is

l

not a very good business, but some

;

rubber gatherers make money.

Fig. 122. Tapping a rubber tree.

Fig. 123. Smoking the rubber.

Fig. 124. Down the river to market. See the ball of

rubber and the bag of rubber scrap in the boat.
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Photos by The University Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 125. In the picture at the left the native women are scraping cassava roots. In the picture at the right they
are grating cassava.

CASSAVA, THE FOREST FOOD
The chief food of the rubber

worker is called farinha. This is a

kind of meal or flour made from the

root of a plant called cassava. The
plant has big, long roots that look

very much like large sweet potatoes.

These roots contain a kind of poison

that is destroyed by heat. That is

lucky for man, for in many parts of

the Amazon country cassava roots

are about the only thing good for

man to eat which the ants will not

eat first. There are places in the

Amazon country where the ants will

not let man grow a sweet potato or

a corn plant or a sugar cane stalk

because they eat it themselves.

Since the poison kills the ants, they

let the cassava alone. Men can dig

the roots, cook them a little, and let

the heat drive out the poison.

Then the roots are grated and dried.

This makes a coarse meal which will

keep for years. It is the chief food

of all the Amazon people—whether

it is the rubber gatherer making balls

of rubber to ship to New York or

whether it is an Indian far back in

the forest who never saw a white

man. When the price of rubber is

too low and the rubber workers have

not enough money to buy food, they

grow more cassava to keep them-

selves from hunger.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Give two reasons why the rubber

gatherers in the Amazon have to wear so

little clothing.

2. How does it happen that they like to
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Fig. 126. At the left native women in the Amazon Basin are sifting the cassava meal. At the right an Indian is

shooting fish with bow and arrow.

build their homes with poles and palm

|

branches instead of sawed boards?

3. What shape are the roofs of their

huts? Why?
4. Why are the huts often built on

stilts?

5. Ask your teacher for a large desk

map that shows the outlines of all the

continents in the world. Find North
America and neatly label it N. A. Find

South America and label it S. A. Put
a dot exactly where New York is located

and very neatly label it New York. In

the same way, locate San Francisco, Para,

Iquitos, Chicago, Philadelphia. Then draw
a line connecting New York, Philadelphia,

Chicago, San Francisco. On the line, put
an arrow which points toward the west.

What will this show? Then draw a line

from New York to Para and place an
arrow to show in what direction we trav-

eled. Then draw in the Amazon River,

touching Para, Manaos, and Iquitos. Again
use the arrow to show how we traveled.

Call this map Trips That We Are Taking.

Put it away, We shall need it very often.

6. What kind of food do the people in

the Amazon Basin send us? How do
they help us to make our automobile
trips more pleasant?

7. Rewrite the following. Omit the in-

correct statements:

In the Amazon Basin there is so much
rain and heat that it is very (hard)

(easy) for a man to grow a crop. This

means that he (does not have to) (has to)

work very hard to give his family enough
to eat. So he gets very (lazy) (indus-

trious). He (often) (hardly ever) has to ask

a neighbor to help him. He (almost never)

(many times) has to help his neighbor. He
(has to) (does not even have to) think

seriously to find out the best way to plant

and harvest his crop. Nature does (nothing)

(much) for him. In the Amazon Basin, a
man (has to) (never has to) save, because
in the Amazon Basin it is (summer all the

year) (summer part of the year and winter

the rest of the year).

8. Make a chart of pictures and draw-
ings of Things We Use That Are Made of

Rubber,
^.C.E.
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Fig. 127. This is a picture of Battle Harbor, Labrador. Our
ship anchored here to escape the storm. If you look on
page 67, you will see a map picture of the country called

Labrador.

THE FAR NORTH AND
THE FAR SOUTH

FROM NEW YORK
Pretend that you are an Eskimo boy

or a child of an Amazon rubber worker.
If you had your choice, which would you
rather be? Which can have more fun
and find more interesting things to do?

At Para we found that the day

and the night were about the same

length all of the year. We know
that during the winter season in

our own country the day is short

and the night is long. As we go

farther north, the winter days get

shorter and shorter and the winter

nights get longer and longer. If we
keep on going north, we come at

last to a place where the winter is

so long and cold and the summer is

so short that there are not enough

summer days for our farm crops to

grow. Therefore people cannot plant

TO ESKIMO LAND
crops and have farms in the Far

North.

How could people live if they had

no trees, no wood, no wheat, no corn,

no milk, no sugar? The Eskimos

know how to do it. Let us find out

about this kind of life. Let us go to

Eskimo Land far away in the north-

ern part of North America. It is a

long way from our own country.

We sail out of New York Harbor

again. This time when we pass

Sandy Hook, we sail north, not

south. We have to sail in a ship of

our own, for no ships go regularly

from New York to the Far North as

they do to the Amazon. Let us sail

in June. In four days we shall see

some high, rocky land. It is the

S.C.E.
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island of Newfoundland. Soon we
see something white in the distance

—high and white. It is an iceberg;

it shines in the sun like snow. We
are now in a sea where icebergs come
floating down from the North every

summer. They come from Eskimo

Land.

The captain of our ship fears a

storm; so he takes the ship into a

harbor on the coast of a country

called Labrador. We never saw a

coast like this one. There is , not a

tree to be seen. This is because of

the cold sea. The water in the sea

is always ice cold, and the winds

from the ice-cold water make the

air cold. Trees cannot grow in such

cold places. We see only high, bare

hills and a coast with many rocks.

This harbor does not seem much
like New York Harbor. Here are only

a few little frame houses and a

church. Fishermen live in the houses.

After waiting two days for the

storm to pass, our captain sails our

ship out of the harbor. On to the

north we go. Our ship often comes

near floating ice. Often we see ice-

bergs in the distance at the place

where the sea and sky meet. We
call this place the horizon. Have
you ever looked at the horizon from

your school or from your home?
Tell what you saw. Every day of

our journey the sun rises earlier

than it rose yesterday, but it does

not rise very high in the sky. Our
shadows on the deck of the ship

are longer and longer. Your teacher

will explain this by using the globe.

Fig. 128. On our trip to the Far North we shall visit

Eskimo Land and the Great North Woods where the

Indians live. This map shows us Eskimo Land and the

country of the Indians.

Fig. 129. This is a picture of one pare of a globe such as

you have in your classroom. You see other pictures

of this same globe in Figure 69. Trace our journey to

Eskimo Land.

One week after we leave the

Labrador harbor we cross the arctic

circle. This is the place where the

day is so long in June that the sun
S.C.E.
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Photo, by H. Threlkeld Edwards

Fig. 130. This village is in Labrador. It is wintertime. The weather is very cold. Snow covers the ground.
One of the villagers has a fine team of Eskimo dogs hitched to his sled.

does not set at all. We land on the

coast of Greenland.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Look at the globe and tell in what

way the equator is like the arctic circle.

How is it different? See if you can find

how many miles the one is from the other.

2. As we sail from New York to Green-

land in June, are the days getting longer

or shorter?

3. Draw a picture of Eskimo Land.
Show in the picture: some land, the sky,

the horizon, and the sun.

4. Take a good look at the part of the

globe between New York and Greenland.
Then make a big sketch map, on the

floor, of this part of the world. On it

show New York, Sandy Hook, Newfound-
land, Labrador, Greenland, the name of

the ocean on which we sailed in our trip

to Greenland, the arctic circle. Write
the words “north,” “south,” “east,” “west,”

in the correct places on the floor map.
Then draw an arrow to show the direction of

this trip. Also draw an iceberg in its

correct location. How will anyone who
looks at the map know what the arrow
and the drawing of the iceberg mean?

To make sure that everyone does know,
make a tiny drawing of the iceberg in

the left-hand lower corner of the map and
write beside it, “This means an iceberg.”

Do the same with the arrow.

5. Point to Greenland on the globe.

Why do we call Greenland an island?

Make an island on the sand table. Point

to an island near New York and name it.

Name and point to another island that

we passed on this trip.

6. Let us turn to the back of our note-

books. At the top of one page write;

Continents That We Can Locate. Under-
neath, write the names of the two con-

tinents that we know. At the top of the

next page, write: Rivers Thai We Can
Locate. Underneath, write the names of

the four rivers in South America that we
know. Do the same with the Oceans

That We Can Locate; the Cities That

We Can Locate; the Islands That We
Can Locate, and the Mountains That We
Can Locate. Now go over all these lists

again and point to each place on the

map or the globe. Keep these lists care-

fully. We shall often add new names.
7. On Figure 128 point to Eskimo Land;

to the land of the Fur Trapper Indians.
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Courtesy U. S. Coast Guard
1

Fig. 131. As our ship sailed along the Labrador coast toward Greenland, we began to see large pieces of floating

ice. Sometimes our ship had to push aside chunks as long as itself.

THE GREENLAND ESKIMOS
The globe shows that Greenland

is a very large land. It is many
times as large as the whole of New
York State, yet it has not one farm,

one field of wheat, or one cow.

Greenland is one of the lands where

the Eskimos live, but there are only

15,000 Eskimos in all Greenland.

We find that many people living on
one street in some of our larger

cities, and there are many towns
in the United States that have
more than 15,000 people.

Some of these Greenland Eskimos
live hundreds of miles north of the

arctic circle. They live at a place

called Etah, where the winter night

is dark for a month and where in

summer the sun shines for a month.
Do you think there are any other

people in the world who love the

moon so much? Moonlight in the

Courtesy U. S. Coast Guard

Fig. 132. Greenland has a few small villages along the
coast. The picture shows the village of Godthaab as

it appears during the short, cool summer.

arctic night is very beautiful. When
the moon does not shine, the stars

are very bright.

How do people live in such a cold

land? The Greenland Eskimos live

from the sea. The cold land does

not produce much, but, strange to

say, the cold sea is full of life. It

contains many little animals called
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Courtesy Navy-MacMillan Arctic Expedition

Fig. 133. The Eskimos go hunting for walruses in a wonderful little boat called a kayak.

shrimps. A shrimp is about as big

as a man's thumb. Perhaps you can

get a can of shrimps at the store

and see what they look like. Shrimps

eat still smaller animals, and these

little ones in turn eat yeiy small

plants, so small that you could

scarcely see them at all.

The shrimp is the chief food of the

seal, and the seal is the chief food of

the Eskimo. The Eskimos also eat

the flesh of small whales, called

narwhals, and walrus meat. The
walrus is a very big kind of seal.

The walrus has one job. He must
catch clams. He dives down to the

bottom of the sea where it is shal-

low. There he eats clams for

eight or nine minutes, and then he

comes up to the top of the water to

breathe. The Eskimo's chance comes
when a walrus swims up to breathe.

The Eskimos go hunting for walruses

in a wonderful little boat called a

kayak. Besides the kayak, or hunt-

ing boat, the Eskimos make a bigger

boat to be used for traveling. It is

called an umiak and will hold several

people. It is sometimes called the

women's boat. The kayak is twenty-

one inches wide, nine inches deep, a

very wonderful boat. Sometimes it

is built with a framework of ribs

of whale tied together. This frame

is covered with sealskins sewed to-

gether so that they are perfectly

water-tight. The sealskin covers

the entire top of the boat except

the hole where the man sits. The
man wears a coat made of sealskin.

When sitting in the hole of the seal-

skin cover, he puts the bottom of his

coat over the hole and ties it fast.

This keeps water from getting into

the boat. Also his coat is tied

securely at the wrists and neck.

The boat with the man in it might

turn over in the water and come up
without ever having taken water into

the boat or into the man's clothes.
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l
Courtesy Hudson’s Bay Company

i

Fig. 134. This Eskimo has caught two narwhals, a kind of small whale. See the long rawhide rope, the sealskin

full of air, the kayak, and Eskimo spear.

The walrus hunter gets into the

|

kayak and paddles out toward the

I

place where he sees a walrus catching

clams. He sees the walrus go down.

He knows that Mr. Walrus will be up

jin about eight minutes. The hunter

|

paddles quietly close to that place.

The walrus comes up. The Eskimo

|

throws a harpoon so that it sticks

in the neck of the walrus. Fastened
1

to the harpoon is a long rawhide rope

i made of sealskin. On the end of

the rope is a sealskin blown up tight

;and full of air like the bag of a

football or a basket ball. As soon as

I

the harpoon sticks the walrus, he

|

dives and swims under the water;

but the sealskin full of air floats.

It shows where the walrus is. Many
kayaks follow him, and finally, when
jhe has been tired out, the men kill

ihim with a spear.

I

A walrus weighs about as much

as a bunch of twenty boys from the

sixth grade would weigh. When the

men kill a walrus they take him to

the shore, cut him up, and the

whole village has a fine feast. After

the feast they have hundreds of

pounds of meat to be put away for

the winter. This they do by dig-

ging a hole in the frozen ground

They put the walrus meat in the

frozen ground, put some ice on

it, and pile stones over it. In

this way the Eskimo hides his

precious meat and keeps it safe.

Sometime the next winter when it

has been dark for a month, an

Eskimo with a sled drawn by dogs

may come along the shore by star-

light. He will look around carefully

to find the cache—the place where

he stored the walrus meat. His

father and grandfather stored their

meat in this same place, and there
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Courtesy Hudson’s Bay Company

Fig. 135. Sometimes the igloo is built entirely of hard blocks of snow as in this picture. One Eskimo is building

a snow tunnel. The other Eskimo is shaping and putting into place the blocks of snow for his igloo.

are many other caches here. He
finds his own and rolls away the

stones. Underneath is the walrus,

all the pieces frozen fast into one

hard mass of meat. The Eskimo

takes a long, narrow stone which

he uses as a wedge, and he pounds

with another stone. He pounds and

pounds and pounds. The Eskimo
has plenty of time, and he is a

very patient man. No factory

whistle will call him, and he is

not going to take a train; so he

pounds and pounds. One by one

he gets the pieces of frozen meat
loose from the mass. At last after

much work every piece of walrus

meat is stacked up on his sled. He
cracks his whip and away go the

dogs and sled over the snow. They
go toward a place where the man
sees a little light. It is the light

from the oil lamp shining through

the sealskin window of his hut.

Sealskin, when it is used instead of

glass, lets light through, very much
as paper or as ground glass does.

The children shout with joy when
father comes home with the walrus

meat. He takes a knife and hacks

off pieces and tosses the frozen meat

to the children, who are sitting on

a wide bench or bed made of whale

ribs or driftwood and covered with

skins of the walrus and seal. The
children chew the raw frozen meat

as the children in our country would

chew candy. The Eskimos love their

children very dearly. Meanwhile

mother fills the pot and invites the

neighbors to a fine meal of boiled

walrus. The dogs get a share too,

for the dogs are a very important

part of Eskimo life. The Eskimo

has no other domestic animal. When
he goes traveling over the land, the
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dogs pull his sled; and when there

is seal or walrus to bring home, they

pull his sled."

The winter house of the Greenland

Eskimo is called an igloo. It is

usually made of stones chinked with

earth and roofed with pieces of sod.

Snow piled up around it keeps the

wind away. The people often enter

it through a long snow tunnel which

is so low that they must crawl on

hands and knees. This long, low

tunnel keeps cold air from getting in.

The house is very small, and some-

times when several lamps are burn-

ing at one time, the little low room
gets so warm that the people take

off most of their clothes.

These people are able to live in

this strange place because long ago

some one invented a wonderful lamp.

This lamp is a stone dish with a
wick of dried moss in it. The lamp
is filled with the oil made from the

melted fat of seal? and walruses.

The flame from this oily wick is

about two inches long. It lights the

dark little homes on dark winter

nights. Above the lamp hangs the

cooking pot, and above that is a
framework on which the family puts
the boots and clothes to dry.

To keep the family warm, the

women and girls must do a great

deal of work. They must make the
skins of the seals into trousers and
coats. They must make boots, caps,

mittens, sleeping bags, and blankets.

For threads they use the sinews of

the back of the narwhal (small

whale). There is no thread in the
i

?

Courtesy Navy-MacMillan Arctic Expedition

Fig. 136. Two Eskimo girls who live in Greenland.
See the beaded collar which one of the girls is wearing.
The trousers and boots are made of sealskin. The
white stripes on the trousers are pieces of fur from

reindeer breasts.

world so good for sewing skins and
hide.

In summer the Eskimos save some
grass. In winter they put a thick

layer of the dried grass inside their

boots; it keeps the feet warm.
The girls make a collar of beads.

Often it is as wide as a little cape.

No two collars in the village are

alike. The girls are very proud of

their handsome collars.

The Eskimos live almost entirely

on the meat of the seal, walrus, and
whale. They eat much fat meat.
This fat is called blubber. It is very
important to the Eskimos. It helps

to keep them warm. Blubber is

a layer of fat under the skin of the
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Photo, by H. Threlkeld Edwards

Fig. 137 . The explorers on their way to the Eskimo village. Read page 109 .

whale, seal, or walrus. Blubber is

a kind of blanket that keeps these

animals warm even in the ice water

in which they live.

The Eskimo hunter has three jobs

—to get enough of seal, walrus, and
whale to feed his family, to feed his

dogs, and to feed his lamp. The
lamp burns the fat of melted blub-

ber, and sometimes the people will

go hungry so that they may have
enough to keep the lamp going.

Without the lamp there is no light

and warmth in the long winter night

that lasts for days and for weeks.

It is not pleasant to be in a little

house all day with no fire, no sun,

no lamp, and the thermometer forty

or fifty degrees below zero outside.

The Eskimos in their warm clothing

like best to be out of doors.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Make a chart called Animals of the

Arctic. Label each picture.

2. Make another chart called Tools
That the Eskimos Use.

3. Make up a game about the Eskimos.
4. Show by a drawing some ways in

which the Eskimos help one another.

What makes these people want to help
one another?

5. Did the Amazon rubber workers help
one another or did each one work alone?
Why was this' true?

6. In these sentences, fill the blank
spaces with words that will make sense:

In the Amazon forest, the people

save in the summer for the
winter because

In Eskimo Land, the people
save in the summer for the winter because

7. Rewrite the following. Omit the in-

correct statements.

In the Amazon Basin the people (have
to) (do not have to) work hard to get
enough to eat. But in Eskimo Land they
(do) (do not) have to work hard. In the
Amazon Basin the people (cannot) (can)

find food without thinking very much
about it. And in Eskimo Land they
(cannot do this at all) (can also do this).

8. Why do Eskimos use sealskin in-

stead of glass for their windows?
9. Point to Eskimo Land.

10. Make two drawings to show the
difference between New York harbor and
the harbor where we stopped in Labrador.
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Fig. 138.

Photo, by American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.

On his way to the Eskimo village, Mr. MacMillan built the igloos which you see in this picture.

A NIGHT IN AN ESKIMO
VILLAGE

An American explorer, Mr. Mac-
i Millan, has spent much time with
I the Eskimos. He tells a story of

!; how he and his pqirty with their

dogs and sleds came one night to an

|

Eskimo village. Before he reached

the village, the children had seen him

and had waked the others to tell

I them the great news. A white man
was coming! The people of the

|

village stood in the doors of their

|

houses and were glad to see Mr.

|

MacMillan, but no one asked him
to come in. Why was this? Mr.
MacMillan had been in this village

before, and the people were his

friends. Why did no one ask him
to come in out of the cold? Eskimos
feel greatly honored when a trav-

eler stops with them. Therefore no

one invited Mr. MacMillan to come
in because it would be rude for one

family in the village to ask for this

great honor. Every family wishes

to have the guest. The guest is

allowed to say where he wishes to go.

This time Mr. MacMillan picked

one of the smaller houses. It was
owned by an Eskimo named Metik
(eider duck). Since Metik lived in

a small house, he and his wife were

much surprised and delighted. They
had supposed that Mr. MacMillan
would go to the big house of their

neighbor.

When Mr. MacMillan came to the

door, Mrs. Metik, whose name was
Ahl-na-ghi-to, was very busy kicking

bones, dog harness, and pups under

the bed to make room for the guest

in their little house. They were very

glad, indeed, to have him. Metik
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Photo, by American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.

Fig. 139. The long ridge of ice which you see in this picture is a pressure ridge. The dog team rests while the

men are hunting a place where they can take their sled over the ridge.

went out to the cache and brought

in frozen walrus meat, frozen seal,

and frozen birds that had been

frozen since the last summer. Mr.
MacMillan opened his boxes and got

out some tea, coffee, sugar, canned

milk, and biscuit. While Mr. Mac-
Millan stayed, a dish of cooked

walrus meat was kept standing in the

middle of the floor. Anyone could

help himself when hungry.

The first night Mrs. Metik dried

Mr. MacMillan’s boots. She rubbed
them soft with a bone scraper and
padded them with soft grass. She
also mended his clothes with thread

from the sinews of the back of the

narwhal (small whale).

Everyone in the village treated

Mr. MacMillan and his party with
the greatest kindness. He says that

the Eskimos are kind, hospitable,

and honest, and that no . better

friends can be found anywhere.

E-took-a-shoo, one of the Eskimos,

drove Mr. MacMillan’s dog teams for

a year. When Mr. MacMillan’s boat

sailed away for New York, tears

streamed down the old Eskimo’s face.

Read again page 55 which tells

about the north pole, and point to the

pole on your school globe.

The map shows you that the

north pole is far, far north^ef-

Greenland. It is a very hard'place

to reach because the sea is frozen

and so full of ice that no boat can

go there. To go over the ice is

difficult because the wind may blow

and cause the ice to open and make
wide stretches of clear water which

will not freeze over for a few days.

Sometimes the wind blows so hard

that great fields of ice are blown to-

gether. These ice fields may be as

large as a township or a good-sized
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city. They strike one another with

terrific force. The ice piles up at the

edge of these floating ice fields as

they strike one another, just as two

newspapers buckle up if you put

them on the table and push them

against each other with force. These

piles of ice are called pressure ridges.

The open water and the pressure

ridges are the two great troubles of

traveling across the Arctic Ocean

towards the north' pole. The

American, Mr. Peary, who was the

first to reach the north pole, did it

with the help of dog teams and

Eskimo drivers and helpers. He
started out from the land and went

northward over the sea with many
teams of dogs and many men. As

soon as the dogs and men had eaten

nearly all the supplies from one

sled, that team and sled would go

back. When they came to pressure

ridges, they would have to unload

the sleds and carry everything over

the ridges and then load the sleds

again. When they came to open

water, they would have to wait for it

to freeze. Peary tried many times

to reach the north pole. Finally

in 1909 he succeeded. As long as

he lived, Mr. Peary never grew tired

of telling how wonderful the Eskimo

people are. They have strong bodies

and good minds. They are a brave

and courageous people. Even though

they have few comforts and must
meet danger and work very hard,

the Eskimos are cheerful and con-

tented.

Mr. Stefansson, another American,

did a different kind of exploring.

He learned something from the polar

bear. Indeed, he learned how to live

in the country as a polar bear does.

The polar bear is a funny fellow.

He knows the habits of the seal.

Now the seal is a fisherman. He
spends most of his time in the water

under the ice, for he can hold his

breath for a very long time. But
a seal must breathe air just as a dog

does, only not so often. So he has

breathing holes in the ice which he

keeps open by gnawing the ice away.

He comes to the hole in the ice to

breathe. Sometimes he comes up
through his air hole and lies on the

ice to take a nap. Now while he

takes a nap, the polar bear may come
creeping along and catch him while

he is asleep. Then the bear has a

good meal. The bear eats the seal,

but he is not the only one who eats.

The polar bear usually has a party

with him. They come without being

invited. Four or five Arctic foxes

usually follow every polar bear.

When he kills a seal, they stand off

and bark at him while he eats, but

they are careful to keep out of his

reach. One slap of a bear's paw
would end a fox. After Mr. Bear

has eaten all he wants, there is some
left. When he goes away, the foxes

eat the leavings. They then follow

the bear until he catches another

seal. Thus the bear and the foxes

sometimes travel over the ice far out

over the ocean, living on seal meat.

In this way polar bears from Green-

land sometimes get over to Iceland
S.C.E.
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Photo, by H. Threlkeld Edwards

Fig. 140. The two explorers are catching seals on the ice off the coast of Labrador. See the Eskimo dogs. Why
are the dogs watching the men?

and eat the sheep flocks of the Ice-

landers.

Mr. Stefansson found out how
the polar bear lived on the ice, and

he thought that he and his dog

teams could live the same way.

He took a sled, a dog team, a tent, a

rifle, some cartridges, and went out on

the fields of ice in the Arctic Ocean.

Like the bear, he would lie flat on

his stomach and creep up toward a

napping seal until he got near

enough to shoot him. Then he and
his dogs would have a hundred

pounds of meat—enough food for

men and dogs for nearly a week.

By that time Mr. Stefansson would

shoot another seal and again load

his sled with meat. Thus he spent

many weeks traveling around where

no one supposed a man could live.

Mr. Stefansson also tells what good
friends he found the Eskimos to be.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Locate Iceland on the globe. What

is Iceland? Is it east or west of Green-

land? Is it north or south of the arctic

circle?

2. Add Iceland to our list of Islands

That We Can Locate.

3. We can now add two other Eskimo
animals to our Animals of the Arctic chart.

4. Make three or four drawings to show
how ice fields act ^,nd how they make
pressure ridges.

5. Make another drawing of an ice field.

Beside it, draw an iceberg. What is the

difference?

6. Make up another play for the school

assembly. This time it can be about some
explorers in an Eskimo village. Maybe
we can use the things in our exhibit for

the play.

7. Take the school globe and close all the

windows of a room but one. Then play

that the window is the sun. Hold the globe

in different positions and imagine that where
the light falls on the globe it is day. What
part of the globe is having night?

8. Select one of the pictures in the

chapter “The Far North and the Far South”
and write a story about the picture.
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THE INLAND ESKIMO
The Eskimos of Greenland usually

spend their winters in the same place

year after year. Sometimes they run

out of food and have to go hunting

in March or April.

In the country northwest of Hud-

son Bay are some Eskimos who live

inland away from the sea. To these

people the caribou is everything that

the seal, walrus, and whale are to

the shore Eskimos. The caribou is a

wonderful animal. He can stand

fifty degrees below zero and a strong

north wind; he really seems to like

it. The skin of the caribou has

little air bubbles in it, and they

help to keep the heat in the animal’s

body. Besides he has warm, thick

hair.

During the short arctic summer
trees cannot grow, but there is

much moss and some grass and other

plants. When winter comes, this

freezes and is covered with snow.

Now the caribou has long, sharp

hoofs, almost like trowels, and he

can dig through the snow with them
and get the moss to eat. He eats

moss all the long winter.

The caribou travel in great herds,

sometimes several hundred in a

bunch, sometimes several thousand

in a bunch. The great business of

inland Eskimos is to find the herd

of caribou and kill enough of them
to lay up a winter supply of meat
and skins for clothes and tents.

It is hard work to catch a caribou.

The Eskimos have no rifles. They
have only bows and arrows, and

Courtesy Navy-MacMillan Arctic Expedition

Fig. 141. This inland Eskimo womanjsjnakingclothing
from a piece of caribou skin.

Photo, by H. Threlkeld Edwards

Fig. 142. This Eskimo baby is not quite sure that he
likes to have his picture taken.

not very good bows at that, for

they are made of bone. These

Eskimos cannot shoot a caribou

from a great distance. Since it is

an open country, and the caribou

can see them easily, they shoot
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Fig. 143. The caribou hunt. At the right of the picture is a story about this

hunt. Read the story and look at the picture. Then tell the story in your own
words. Make up a play about the caribou hunt.

Story about the Hunt
A lot of Eskimos get together

and travel about until they are
within a few miles of the caribou
herd. Then, just behind the top
of a hill, they build long rows of
piles of stone so placed that,

when some of the men drive the
caribou herd over the hill, the
caribou find themselves between
the two rows of stone piles. At
first the stone piles are a long
way apart, and the caribou start

toward one row of stone piles.

The women and children who are
behind these stone piles make a
noise like wolves, but if the cari-

bou start away from this row of
stones toward the other, the
women and children behind the
second pile of stones make a
noise. Then themen behind the
caribou whoop and yell, so there
is nothing left for the caribou to

do but to go straight ahead be-
tween the two rows of stone piles.

At last the caribou are so near
that the men can shoot them
with their bows and arrows.

Photo, by American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.

Fig. 144. This Eskimo girl has caught an eider duck.

the caribou as shown in the picture

(Fig. 143).

These people spend the winter in

snow houses. To make a house they

start with a snowdrift and dig a hole

in it that goes down to the ground.

They pile blocks of snow on top to

make a roof, and they chink soft

snow between the blocks. Finally

they cover the whole house with

more snow until they are really

living in a snowdrift. Sometimes

they build one of these small, low

houses in an hour. This is the

warmest kind of house they could

have. It is lucky it is so, for these

people do not have much fuel. The
caribou is not so fat as the seal.

He does not have a layer of blubber.

Often these people will have only

one little lamp for a family. In the

lamp they burn dried moss and a

little caribou fat. Often they will

have no fire for days. They eat

raw meat, but they are cheerful and

say they do not mind it.

When the warm weather comes,

the snow house melts and these

Eskimos put up a tent made of

caribou skin and go away to some

other place where they will hunt

caribou or gather birds' eggs. Thus

they may live in two or three places
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every year. Their summer houses

are very much like the tents of the

Indians and the Laplanders, of whom
we shall soon read.

Summer in Eskimo Land is a most

surprising time. After it has been

dark for a month or two, the sun

comes back for a few minutes, and

then the Eskimos have a great cele-

bration. It is the feast of the

returning light. As summer comes

on, the days rapidly get longer and

longer until the sun stays up for a

week or two, for a month, or even

longer. It shines night and day,

although it is not very high in the

sky at any time. This night-and-

day sunshine makes much heat. It

melts the snow. The grass grows, and

flowers spring up and bloom. The
ground is still frozen underneath a

foot or two of mud. The water stands

in pools, and mosquitoes hatch out

from eggs that were left the year

before. They buzz and bite by the

millions.

Soon after the plant growth begins,

wild ducks and wild geese and smaller

birds of different kinds come. After

the dead silence of winter and spring,

Eskimo Land is noisy with their

squawks and cries. These birds

spend the winter in the southern part

of our own country. In spring they

fly far away to the Northland.

They spend the summer there swim-

ming about in the pools, eating

grass, catching mosquitoes, laying

eggs, and rearing their young.

These birds give the Eskimos

something else to eat. The chil-

dren gather eggs by the hundreds,

and they also catch birds. They
make nets that look something like

big tennis rackets with long handles.

Then they hide behind stones,

and as the birds go over, flying

low, the children throw up their

nets and catch the birds. This

is a girl’s job. Sometimes an Eskimo

girl will catch a dozen ducks or geese

in an hour. These they bury in

holes which they dig deep in the

frozen ground. Thus they have a

kind of cold-storage plant which

keeps the birds until wintertime.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Here is another new game to play.

Some of the following sentences are true

and some of them are not true. Read the

sentences carefully. Pick out the ones

that are true. Then pick out the sentences

that are not true.

(a) In the Amazon Basin, the people

wear heavy clothes. .. (6) In Es-

kimo Land, the people have to wear very

thick clothes. (c) The people of

the Amazon Basin can buy their clothes

from the people of other lands, by selling

them rubber in exchange for the clothes.

(d) There are regular steamship

lines sailing from New York to Eskimo Land.

The Eskimos can, therefore, buy their

clothes in other lands and send back
Eskimo things in exchange. (e)

The Eskimos eat more meat than do
the Amazon rubber gatherers

2. Tell why each sentence is true or

false.

3. Make an Eskimo summer home and
add it to the exhibit.

4. Why do the Eskimos move several

times a year?

5. Try to find a picture of Eskimo
Land in the summer time that will show
the flowers that bloom there.

S.C.E.
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Courtesy Swedish-American Line

Fig. 145. In winter the reindeer dig through the snow to get at the moss and grass beneath.

THE LAPLANDERS
In northern Europe there are some

people who are much like the Eski-

mos. They are called Lapps. We
might say that they are a kind of

cousin to the Eskimos. Their land,

called Lapland, is much like the

barren ground of northern North

America.

There is one great difference be-

tween the Eskimos and the Lapland-

ers. The Eskimos live by hunting

the caribou and other wild animals,

but the Laplander is a kind of

farmer or herder. He has rein-

deer. Long, long ago the great-great-

grandfathers of the Laplanders, or

somebody else in Asia, caught the

wild caribou and made him tame.

Because of this the Laplander has

herds of reindeer.

The reindeer eat moss and grass

and dig in the snow exactly as the

caribou do. As a rich Lapp may
have a hundred or even a thou-

sand reindeer, it does not take them
long to eat all the pasture that

can be found near his home. He
must then move the reindeer to find

more pasture. The Laplander must
move also to be with his flock.

Therefore he moves much oftener

than the Eskimo. He has to move
even in the darkness of the long

winter night. Think what a job

that is! In the snow, darkness, and

bitter cold he and his family must
take up their tents and all that

they possess, and move to some

other snowy place in search of food

for the reindeer. People who keep

moving must live in tents, and

because they keep moving they are

called nomads.

The Lapp's tent is stretched over

a bundle of poles and looks very
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Fig. 146. During the short, cool summer the Lapps live in tents which look very much like the tent in this picture.

much like the tent of the American

Indian and the Eskimo. If you

come near, you may find three poles

set together outside the tent, and

on top of them some frozen reindeer

meat and some buckets of frozen

milk. Sleds and harness lie around

the tent door. Inside the tent there

will be a fire in the middle of the

floor, and a pot over it in which to

boil the reindeer meat. The baby
will probably be wrapped in dried

grass and reindeer skin and strapped

in a little box which hangs up near

the top of the tent out of the way.

The tent may be almost as full of

people as an automobile. Eight or

ten people fill a very small tent.

When they have to move so often,

they cannot have a big house. On
the floor will be reindeer skins to

keep out the cold. When bedtime

comes, the Lapp takes off his boots,

puts on a big reindeer-skin coat, and

lies down on the floor with all the

other people; and if a dog or two

can manage to creep in also, he

does so.

Several Laplanders always move
together, because at least two men
with their dogs must be out night and

day guarding the herds. The wolf

is the great danger and the great

fear of the Laplanders. Wolves go

in packs. Sometimes during a snow-

storm they break into a reindeer

herd, kill several of them, and chase

the rest of them so far away that

they never come back. Thus a

Lapp who is rich today may be

poor tomorrow. When the cry of

“Wolf!” comes, everybody jumps up.

Men and women put on their skis,

call the dogs, and away they go to
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Fig. 147. These two lads in Lapland pose for their

pictures. How do you know that the weather here is

very cold?

help protect the deer, for there are

no barns in Lapland and no fences.

Why does not the Laplander build

fences as the American farmer does?

If he built a wire fence, he would

have to buy wire and posts. He would

have to haul them. He would need

very long fences because each acre of

his cold land yields so little. Worst
of all the reindeer is a good jumper.

When the Laplander moves, he

travels in sleds which the reindeer

draw, for these useful animals not

only give meat and milk for food

and skins for clothing and trade, but

they are also his horse, his auto-

mobile, his train, his motor bus, his

bicycle, his roller skates, and his

airplane.

The hardest task the Laplander

has is to train reindeer to pull the

sled. When a reindeer is three years

old, the men catch him, put a rope on

his horns, a collar on his neck, and
harness him to a sled. He bucks and
kicks and fights until he is exhausted.

This goes on many days before he

gives up and is willing to work for

his master.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1.

Copy and fill in the blanks in the

following sentences so that each sentence

makes sense. You may have to use a
good many words for each blank space.

When my family needs food, my mother

When the Amazon rubber gatherer needs

food, he
When the Eskimo needs game for his

dogs or his family, he

When the Laplander’s reindeer need
food, he

2. Tell why each of these filled-in sen-

tences is true.

3. Why is it true that the Eskimo has

to move to find food for himself as well

as for his dogs, while the Laplander has to

move only when no food is left for his

reindeer?

4. What is a nomad?
5. Add the caribou and the reindeer to

your Animals of the Arctic chart.

6. Put the two charts, Animals of the

Arctic and Animals of the Amazon Forest
,

side by side. Look at the two charts

and tell how the animals of the one are

different from the animals of the other.

Why are they different?

7. What helps the Lapps and Eskimos to

find their way when they have to travel

during the long winter night?

8. Tell some ways in which the Lapps
are like the Eskimos and also some ways
in which they are different.

9. In what continent did we find Lap-

land? Run your hand over this continent

on the globe or the map, and then add
its name to your list of Continents That We
Can Locate.
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Fig. 148. In the lower picture you see a great physician, Sir Wilfred Grenfell. Your teacher will tell you some
facts about the work of Dr. Grenfell. He has paddled out from the Labrador coast in his kayak to see a visitor

from Greenland. What is the visitor’s name? The visitor broke away from the big glacier which you see in the
top picture and floated away. What will happen if the visitor floats too far to the southward?

THE ICE CAPS, THE GLACIERS,
AND THE ICEBERGS

There is one part of Eskimo Land
where the snow does not melt each

summer. The greater part of Green-

land is covered with snow all the

time. During each winter more
snow falls than the summer can

melt; so the piles of snow get higher

and higher. Snow has piled up
there year after year until it has

become as high as mountains. Now
after snow has piled up to a certain

height, it freezes very hard at the

bottom and is squeezed together into

ice. Then a strange thing happens.

The great mass begins to move a

little. It moves so slowly that you
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could not see it move if you looked

at it. Suppose you were to put

three stones in a straight row, two

on land and one on the ice. Look

at them the next day. They will

not be in a straight row any more.

The ice has moved a little, perhaps

a few inches a day, or a few feet,

or possibly a few yards.

When ice piles up like this and

begins to move down a mountain side

or across the land, we call it a glacier.

If it comes to the sea, a big piece

breaks off and floats away. We call

that piece an iceberg.

You remember there were icebergs

in the sea off the coast of Labrador.

They came from the Greenland ice,

or Greenland ice cap, as it is called.

This Greenland ice cap is several

times as large as your home state.

Each year it sends many glaciers

to the sea, and they float away
down past Newfoundland. Some-

times people who are crossing the

ocean from our country to Europe

see huge icebergs floating south-

ward.

We have been talking about the

arctic lands and the north pole,

but our old world has two icy

regions. One is near the north

pole and the other is near the south

pole. The cold region around the

south pole is called Antarctica.

The antarctic circle is just as far

south from the equator as the arctic

circle is north from the equator.

The north pole is in the ocean.

The south pole is on the land, a
highland and much larger than the

United States. All this land is

covered with ice.

This ice covers so much of Ant-

arctica that no one has ever lived

there except for the short time that

explorers have been there. Two
different parties of explorers with

Eskimo dogs to help them have

traveled over this ice to the south

pole. Now that we have flying

machines, Rear Admiral Byrd, an

American, and an Englishman named
Wilkins have explored much of this

great land of ice by flying over it

in airplanes. (See page 55.)

Rear Admiral Byrd discovered

new mountains and claimed some
of the land of Antarctica for the

United States. He found that the

ice was more than a mile deep

in some places, and that a large

area that seemed to be land was
ocean with ice many feet deep.

Byrd brought back with him records

of the climate, of the country, and of

every other thing that he saw. Sev-

eral times he broadcasted over the

radio from Antarctica. These broad-

casts were heard in the United States.

When sailors go near Antarctica,

they find only a great wall of ice

many times as high as a ship and
hundreds of miles long. Some-
times it breaks off into icebergs—the

biggest icebergs in all the world.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Make drawings to show how ice caps,

glaciers, and icebergs are different. Which
of the three is most like an ice field?

2. On the blackboard show that there

is land around one pole and water around
the other. Which is which?



Fig. 149. A caravan on the Sahara Desert. Hakim and
Suleika saw many caravans, for they lived at the edge of

the Great Desert.

THE HOT, DRY LANDS
—THE SAHARA
HAKIM, THE ARAB BOY

We are now going to travel with the
Arabs. We shall see in how many ways
they help us by giving us the things we
need. What do we give them in ex-

change? What do the Arabs also ex-

change with one another?

We have seen how the rubber

gatherers live in a hot, wet land

where plants grow very well. We
have seen how the Eskimos live in

a cold land where there are no farms

at all. Now let us go to see a hot,

dry land where there are no farms.

If a country is very dry indeed, we
call it a desert; and the greatest

of all deserts is called the Sahara

Desert. It is in Africa. It is easy

for us to go there if we have the

money to buy the tickets.

Many big passenger steamers sail

from New York across the Atlantic

Ocean into the Mediterranean Sea,

and stop at a city called Algiers.

At Algiers we can take a railroad

train and travel south into Africa.

At first we see farms with wheat and

hay and sheep and cows. This looks

much like parts of our own country.

But the next day our train has left

the land of farms. We see no trees,

no barns, no fences, only a little

scattered grass and bushes. This is

the Land of the Deserts Edge. How
could you live in a country where

S.C.E.
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there was only a little grass and

scattered bushes? Hakim's people

know how to do this.

Hakim is an Arab boy. The day

he was ten years old he was riding

on a donkey. A camel carried his

mother, Suleima, and his sister

Suleika. The camel carried many
bundles also. Hakim's family was
moving. This was on the edge of

the Sahara Desert in Africa, in a

country called Algeria. Enough rain

may fall at some seasons on the edge

of the desert to make some grass

grow; but for many miles there may
be no spring or stream. In such

places it is often much trouble to

find water to drink.

Hakim's family was not the only

one that was moving. There were

four other camels beside the one

belonging to Hakim's family, and
they were all heavily loaded, for the

Fig. 151. On this picture of another part of our globe,

point to Africa
;

to Algiers; to Cairo; to the Nile River.
Trace our journey through the Mediterranean Sea to

Cairo.

camel is a great burden bearer. Two
small donkeys followed behind

Hakim's camel, with loads that

seemed big enough to break their

backs. But the donkey is a very

strong little beast, well able to carry

heavy loads. Everything these

people had, except their animals, was
fastened on the camels and donkeys.

Water was carried in a goatskin

water bottle, which had been filled

that morning at a pool beside the

way. Half a mile behind the don-

keys came Hakim's father, Abdallah,

driving a big flock of sheep and

goats.

Toward evening the party stopped

at a place near a well where there

was water. Here they would camp.

The camels knelt. Quickly the loads

were taken from their backs. To
keep the camels from straying, one

end of a short rope was tied to the left
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Fig. 152. A camp of Bedouins near the edge of the Sahara in southern Tunisia. The tents are surrounded with
piles of thorn bushes to keep the goats, sheep, donkeys, and camels out of the tents.

front leg; the other end was tied to a

stake in the ground. The tents were

unrolled, spread upon the ground, then

put up on poles, and the pegs were

driven securely into the ground.

The sacks, the blankets and cover-

lets, the cooking dishes, the grinding

stones, and the coffeepots were put

inside the tent. The watering

trough of hide and the leather

buckets used in watering the animals

were left outside

Hakim and Suleika and their little

friend, Yussuf, started toward some
bushes they saw in the distance,

hoping to find enough sticks for a

little fire.

In an hour the tasty smell of

broiling goat meat filled the air.

By the time supper was ready,

Hakim’s father, Abdallah, had come
up with the sheep and goats.

Suleima took a wooden bowl and
milked eight goats. For supper

they had milk and meat and some
barley bread which was nearly as

hard as bones.

The next morning everybody got

up early and went to work, for the

camp was not yet finished. First

of all it was necessary to make
fences around the tents to keep out

the camels and goats. The Arabs

have a saying that if a camel gets

his head into a tent, he goes all the

way in. It is true; and a camel

fills a tent very full, too. Besides,

he may eat all the flour or meal and
some of the clothes as well. Since

the goats are glad to help him eat

things, the first thing the people do
when they set up a camp is to cut

thorn bushes, of which there are

many in the desert. These they

pile around the tents so that the

goats and camels cannot enter. When
they try to get into the tents, there

are the strong, sharp thorns.
S.C.E.
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Fig. 153. This map is a relief map of Africa. It shows the kinds of surface which Africa has.
S.C.E.
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Fig. 154. This map is a political map. It shows the different countries of Africa.
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Fig. 155. The tents of the Arabs on the Fig. 156. Ismail, the headman or chief, with his wife. The chief’s

edge of the desert. The tents are made of clothing is loose and flowing. It is striped with white and various
cloth woven by the women from goats’ hair. colors. Around his head is wrapped the cufia.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Why do the Arabs have to be nom-
ads? What other nomads have we met?
Why did they all have to move so often?

Why are the people of your state not nomads?
2. Which do you think that you would

like better, an Arab supper or one with
the Eskimos? Why are the two meals so

very different? What do the Arabs eat

that most of us like very much?
3. Make sand-table models of a sea, a

lake, and a bay. Then explain how each
of these bodies of water differs from the
others.

4. Make a floor map of the Mediterra-
nean Sea. What continent is north of it?

What continent is south of it? Label these
two continents. Also label the Atlantic

Ocean and Algiers.

5. What two continents are west of the
Atlantic Ocean? What two are east of it?

6. Add Africa to the list of Continents
That We Can Locate and add Algiers to the
list of Cities That We Can Locate.

7. In what country is Algiers? Add
this new country to the list of Countries
That We Can Locate.

LIVING ON THE EDGE OF THE
DESERT

There were five tents in the group;

four were close together, one stood

alone about thirty yards away.

That was the tent of Ismail, the

headman or chief. He was called

a “Prince of the Desert.” Sheik

(pronounced shake) is the Arab
word. If the people had any diffi-

culties, they came to ask the sheik

what to do. He had his tent by
itself so that people could not over-

hear the business done there.

The Arabs camped here for ten

days. There were five men and
several boys. A man always stayed

near the camp. Each morning one

of them went away for a few miles

with a camel and two donkeys and

brought back earthen water jars

and goatskins filled with water.
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Fig. 157. Suleika and her pet Fig. 158. Suleika’s father and his flock of sheep. In the days of the Roman
lamb. Empire a city stood where the sheep are walking. Scattered over the ground

are bits of brick from the buildings of the city.

Another man went out with the

flock of sheep and goats. Another

man took the camels and donkeys

out to graze. The she-camels were

milked before going to pasture. The
milk may be drunk warm or put into

a skin bucket to sour, or it may be

boiled and cheese made from the

curds. With plenty of camel's milk

Arabs need not starve. All of these

animals hunt their living in the

scanty grass and coarse bushes.

Each herdsman sings his own song;

his camels know the song and follow

his voice.

Hakim and Yussuf went with the

men to learn how to take care of

the animals. It was the only school

the boys had. While the camels

grazed, the men taught the boys

how to track camels, so that each

boy could pick out the tracks of

his father’s camel from among many
camel tracks. The boys had to run

races to make them fleet and long-

winded, so that they might be able

to follow runaway camels. It is a

terrible thing to lose one’s camel in

the desert.

Hakim’s father taught him some
chapters of the Koran, the Arab
Bible. Abdallah could not read,

but he knew many chapters of

this book by heart, and also

many interesting stories of the kind

that we read in a book called

Arabian Nights.

Suleima, Hakim’s mother, and the

other women went at their work too.

One of the women sat down with a

lap full of wool from the sheep. She

took a stick, which she whirled

somewhat as we spin a top, and
began to spin yarn. Another woman
spun goat’s hair into a strong rope

to be used to tie the camel fast at

night. Still another wove striped

cloth of goat’s hair to be made
into a tent. All their tents were

made of goat’s-hair cloth. While
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Fig. 159. These women live in Tunis, a city in Africa near Algiers. (See Fig. 154.) One of the women is weaving
a rug on a loom in her home. Two others are carding wool.

the women worked, the girls helped

them and in this way learned to

spin and weave. In the spring the

girls gathered the loose hair from

the camels, and from it they made
saddlebags and blankets. Sacks for

holding grain are made of goat’s hair.

After Hakim’s mother had spun

yarn for two weeks, she began to

weave the yarn into cloth for a long,

white wool robe, or burnoose, such

as all Arab men and boys wear.

This one was for Hakim, and she

worked hard for a week to weave
it. When it was finished, it was so

strong and firm that it would last

for years.

When Suleima, with the help of

her daughter, had made all the ropes,

sacks, halters, clothes, and tent cloth

that the family needed, she began to

make something to sell. She had
kept the wool of the white sheep

separate from the wool of the bl^ck

sheep. This gave her white yarn

and black yarn. She dug up a* root

and boiled it in a pot. White yarn,

soaked in the water in which the

root was boiled, became red. Some
of the yarn was soaked for three

days with sticks from a desert

bush and became yellow. Some
other yarn Suleima dyed green

with a very precious powder, ft>r

which she had traded two goats

and a sheep. She had bought it from

some Arabs she had met the year

before as they returned from a dis-

tant part of the desert. She now
had yarn of five colors: white, black,

red, yellow, and green; and she

began to weave a rug., She wove
into it figures of camels and flowers

and trees. Although the rug was
only seven feet long, Suleima was
six months in finishing it. When it
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Fig. 160. This Bedouin is wear- Fig. 161. In another part of the desert a Bedouin woman was milking a
ing a burnoose such as Suleima sheep. A boy, about the age of Hakim, held the sheep’s head. The tent

made for Hakim. The headdress in which the family lived had a roof of goatskin cloth. The walls were made
k£eps the sunshine off the neck. of reed matting with goat-hair strings.

was done, it was so valuable that

shir knew she could sell it for much
money when she reached a town, or

that with it she might buy a small

flock of sheep, or several donkeys.

All of these things were not

finished in one camping place.

Within ten days after the Arabs

first made their camp, the animals

had eaten all the food that could

bv found within five miles. In order

to get food for the herds the family

had to move. The tents were rolled

up. Hakim climbed up on the camel

beside his mother. There he rode

with all the tents and the bundles.

Twelve miles to the north they rode,

until
,

they came to some water.

There they again pitched the tents

and cut thorn bushes and hunted

firewood.

These people can never stay long

in one place because grass for the

sheep, goats, donkeys, and camels

is so scarce that they soon eat all

there is. The herds and their

owners must, therefore, keep moving.

For this reason we call them nomads.

The people in many dry countries

are nomads.

The nomad Arabs of North Africa

are called Bedouins. Hakim and

his family are Bedouins. Their

only wealth is flocks and herds and

the things they can carry when
they move. No one ever has a piece

of land for his own except while he

camps on it.

In the country on the edge of the

desert it is warm and there is no

snow, but it rains a little in the

winter. This makes some grass grow
at that season. There are several

kinds of bushes that can live all

summer in the blazing sun without

a drop of rain. In the winter when
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Fig. 162. Hakim’s baby camel and its mother.

it rains, grass and water are found

in places that are entirely without

water in the summer. In such places

the Arabs pasture their flocks and

camp in the winter. Then, as spring

comes and the rains stop, the grass

withers and dies, and the nomad
people go north toward the Atlas

Mountains and the Mediterranean

Sea to find grass and food. Find

these mountains and this sea on the

map of Africa.

At the fourth camping place,

Hakim and Abdallah came to the

tent of their friend, Selim. They
had started south with the coming of

the rains. Enough rain falls in

this part of Algeria in some years

to make a crop of barley, though it

is a poor one. Barley is a kind of

grain very much like wheat, except

that it will not make soft, light

bread. Barley does not need as

much rain as wheat needs. It is

grown in the moister places in many
dry countries where wheat fails.

Before the Arabs went south, they

had harnessed the camels to wooden
plows. These plows were really

nothing but crooked pieces of wood.

With them the Arabs managed to

scratch up a little ground in which

to plant barley. Selim and his

family camped by the field all

winter. They had two watchdogs to

keep other people's sheep, goats, and

camels from eating the young bar-

ley plants. The barley belonged

to all six families of this little

nomadic tribe. While Selim stayed

there and took care of the barley

crop for the tribe, the others took

his flocks along with theirs in search

of pasture.

Selim took care of one of Hakim's

camels that winter. A baby camel

(colt) was by her side now. The Arabs

breed camels and sell them to mer-

chants at the trading places, or

exchange the camels for things they

need.

The tribe came back north in

time to help Selim harvest the

barley. There had been no bread

to eat for two weeks before they

returned; so the very first morning

Suleima and another woman went

out and pulled a blanket full of

barley heads. These they spread

out on a smooth, hard piece of

ground and beat the grain out with

sticks. Within an hour they had

ground enough grain between the

two stones of the hand mill to make
a barley loaf, and they all had bread

for supper. The donkeys and the

camel were very grateful to have the
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Fig. 163. Camel and horse plowing together on the edge of the desert. Hakim’s father will plant barley in this

field.

' barley straw for supper. They
thought it was a good change from

i twigs and leaves and the tip ends of

|

thorn bushes.

For a few days everybody was

busy harvesting and threshing the

!

barley, of which each family had

!
three big goat-hair sacks full. That

I was more than the camels could

carry .with all their other load.

What should they do with the

barley? They had no house, and

|

they had to keep moving all the

time. The only thing they could do

was to hide the grain. After drying
1 the barley well by spreading it out

j

on blankets in the sunshine for

several days, Abdallah, Suleima, and
Hakim worked all one night hiding

their part of it. After dark they put

two full sacks on the camel, led him
off to a secret place, dug a deep

bottle-shaped hole, lined it with six

inches of straw, put in the precious

barley, covered it with straw and

earth, and carefully carried away in

sacks all the earth that was left, so

that no one could find their store.

In the morning they were back in

their tent as though nothing had
happened. No one knew their secret.

The next fall as they went south

again, they would dig up the barley,

safe, sound, and dry. In this way
they would have a good supply of

barley for seed and for their winter

bread.

After the barley was harvested,

our nomad campers, now increased

by Selim’s family, went roving on

to the northward, always seeking

pasture.

One day they met a large band of

Arabs. One of the men rode a white

horse and wore finer clothes than

anyone in Hakim’s camp. This
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Fig. 164. Feisal, the sheik of sheiks.

man was Feisal, the sheik of sheiks.

Feisal was the sheik over Ismail,

Hakim’s sheik, and also over many
other little groups like Hakim’s

group. Hakim’s father killed a fat

kid, and they gave Feisal’s party

the best meal they could provide.

Feisal was very proud of his horse.

Only rich Arabs can have horses,

because horses cannot live on thorns

and coarse grass as the camel does.

Horses must have barley, and this

is very expensive indeed on the

desert’s edge.

After a while, Hakim’s party came
to a town. This town is on the

railroad that comes down from
Algiers. The French people had
helped the people of Algeria to build

this railroad. The French rule most
of Algeria except the people who live

out in the tents and move around.

In this railroad town the nomads
sold some sheep and wool, and
Suleima sold her rug. With the

money they bought rifles and car-

tridges, knives, beads for Suleika, and
many other trinkets. Suleima wanted
a teakettle and tin dishes, because

these are useful articles and light to

carry. After much talk Abdallah

bought a little phonograph and some
records, made in New Jersey. These

were not easy to carry about in the

desert, but Arabs dearly love music,

and the family rejoiced at having

enough money left to pay for the

new treasure. Hakim had been a

good boy and had worked so well

at helping tend the sheep that his

father gave him a tin watch. Soon

the family started away again for

another year of tenting in many
places and of living from their flocks

and herds.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Choose one boy to be an Arab boy
and one girl to be an Arab girl. Then
let each of them tell the rest of the

class all about school on the edge of the

desert. They may use pictures or sam-
ples of the things they are telling about to

make their stories more interesting. The
rest of the class must listen very carefully.

Possibly some of the pupils will want to

ask questions of the Arab boy and girl

after they have finished telling their

stories.

2. Tell one important way in which an
Arab school is like an Eskimo school.

3. Add the Atlas Mountains to the floor

map and to the list of Mountains That We
Can Locate.

4. What seems to be the Arab’s main
treasure? What was the Eskimo’s?
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Fig. 165. The Sahara is almost as large as our own country; but it is not all covered with shifting sands. The
surface of some parts of the desert is bare and as hard as a road.

THE SAHARA
South of Hakim's country is the

Sahara, the largest of the deserts.

Hakim wants to cross the great

desert when he is old enough.

You would not want to do that,

for it would not be a pleasant nor

a safe journey for you. People who
cross this desert must travel for

hours over bare, dry clay, baked

almost as hard as a floor. At other

times they must pass for miles and
miles over bare rock, so hot under

the blazing sun that it would ' cook

an egg almost as quickly as a hot

frying pan does. The stones get so

hot that they make terrible burns on
bare feet, and the people have to

wear shoes of camel's skin. The sun

is so hot that the people wear thick

wool even in summer to keep the

heat out. They wrap many layers

of wool around their heads even in

the heat of the day, so that it may
keep the heat of the sun away from

their skins.

Dry air cools off very rapidly.

Because of this the desert, which is

very hot by day, is often cool at

night. Sometimes there is even

frost at night in places where the

sand and stones would burn your

feet in the heat of the day.

You will understand this better if

you will do the following: On a hot

summer day put your hand on a roof

of metal or slate or slag on which

the sun is shining, and then put it

on some green grass on which the

sun is shining. Then feel the same
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Fig. 166. Moving day on the Sahara. See the goat’s-hair grain sacks and the stone water jars on the camels-

things in the early morning before

the sun is up.

On the rocky parts of the desert

the hot winds blow away every

grain of sand or dust that comes

loose from the stones. Most of the

way across the desert there is sand,

sometimes piled high by the desert

wind or stretching away in wavy
piles called sand dunes. There are

waves of sand as far as the eye can see,

and they look somewhat like the ocean.

This sand moves every time the wind
blows. The wind picks it up from

one side of the sand dune and blows

it over the top to the other side.

Thus the sand dunes are always

moving a little every time the wind
blows. Hakim is used to this kind

of country and climate, but you
would not think it a pleasant place.

Men could not cross this desert

without the help of camels, which

are called ships of the desert. These

animals have lived in dry countries

so long that they are able to carry

men and goods across the desert for

several days without eating or drink-

ing. The camel can do this because

of his hump, which is a kind of

camel’s pantry. When he gets plenty

to eat, he gets fat and stores the fat

in his hump. Then he can go for a

week, walking every day and carry-

ing a load, and never eat nor drink;

but each day the hump gets smaller

and smaller, for he is living on the

fat that he has stored there. Then,

too, the camel can make a good meal

of the twigs of the desert thorn

bushes. His mouth and teeth are

not like those of any other animal,

and he can eat thorns as though

they were soft grass

It is wonderful that there is an

animal that can get on so well in
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such a hard situation. The camel

would rather walk on soft sand than

on a good, hard road. His feet are

made for soft sand. They are much
like a cushion. When they come

down on the sand, they spread as a

cushion would and keep him from

sinking in. Sharp hoofs like those of

a sheep or goat would sink and make
it much harder to walk.

Sometimes there are terrible sand

I storms in the desert. Clouds of dust

|

and sand as large as thunderclouds

I
sweep down upon the travelers. If

it is a mild sand storm, the animals
1

will turn their tails to the wind and

stand still. The men cover their

heads with their loose robes. If it

is a hard storm, the animals lie

down. The men lie beside the cam-

els and cover their heads with cloths

to keep out the stifling sand and chok-

j

ing dust. Here both men and animals

I

must swelter, sometimes for hours or

even for a whole day, until the hot

rain of burning yellow sand and dust

stops. Sometimes it kills people.

Sometimes the dust covers up the

I trail, and the travelers lose the way
to the springs or wells. The man

i who crosses the desert must know
the road that will take him to the

springs or wells. If anyone is lost in

the desert, he dies of thirst. The

j

journey is long. It takes many days.

It is one of the hardest journeys in

the world.

Fierce robbers sometimes attack

travelers in the desert, for there can

be no policemen in such a place.

For protection, travelers go in large

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 167. The camel driver cuts a few thistles beside
the road so that the camel may have a quick lunch.

numbers, often fifty or even several

hundred together. Such a body of

people is called a caravan. These

caravans take cloth, metal wares,

and beads into Africa, and bring

back to the Mediterranean ports

ostrich feathers, skins, and fine

leather. These they get from the

tribes south of the desert.

The best parts of the desert are

the oases. An oasis is a place where

there is water. It is a welcome

sight for the thirsty men of the

caravan to see across the glaring

sand the dark green tops of palm

trees growing where a spring brings

water to the surface of the desert.

Whenever the nomads find a

spring of water, they plant date

trees; and some of them settle

down, build villages, and live in

one place as we do. Their one-

story houses made of sun-dried brick

have flat roofs and are always built

out in the desert, so that they will

not occupy any of the land that

becomes so precious when irrigated.
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Fig. 168. An oasis in the desert. The water which you see in the picture comes from an underground spring.

Compare this scene with Figure 165. In front of the camel and at the water’s edge is a small young date palm.

These Arabs of the oases live

mainly on dates and the things

that will grow beneath the date

trees—apricots, olives, beans, and
other vegetables. There are also

little patches of alfalfa, which the

Arabs cut and carry to the milch

goats. Sometimes these goats pasture

on the bushes of the surrounding

desert, along with the flocks of the

nomad Arabs who do not own any of

the precious date gardens and who,

you remember, live almost entirely

on meat and milk, a little barley,

and such things as they can buy.

Oasis towns are the trading centers

of these regions. The nomads often

come to trade goats, sheep, camels,

wool, or skins, for dates, vegetables,

hay, and barley loaves. In the cool

of the morning the market beside an

oasis village is a lively and interest-

ing place. At noon in the heat of

the day everyone is taking a nap.

In the cool of the evening all are

busy again—chatting, walking to and

fro, carrying jars of water, and

listening to story-tellers and music.

Hakim often visits oases, for there

are many big springs along the south

slope of the Atlas Mountains where

Hakim's people follow their flocks.

In years when the grass is poor,

Hakim's people go to the oases at
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the time of the date harvest and

earn money picking dates for the

oasis people.

Sometimes dates from these oases

come to the United States. Farther

out in the desert the oases are

smaller, sometimes having only a few

date trees around the spring.

Would you like to visit an oasis

and see a long camel caravan come

in across the sands? Would you like

to hear the Arabs tell how narrowly

they escaped from sand storms and

robbers, and how they lost the water

bottles, and how, in the end, the

camels brought them safely through?

Look at the map of South

America (page 82) and of Africa

(page 124). Which continent has

the greater number of rivers? We
learned, you will remember, that there

are enough rivers in the Amazon Valley

to make a watercourse long enough to

reach around the world. North Africa

has only one great river, the Nile, and

that comes into the eastern end of

the desert from a country far to the

south of it, where there is much
rain. The water from the Nile flows

across the desert to the Mediter-

ranean Sea. The oases of the Nile

River will be described in a later

chapter.

The Sahara Desert is a very big

desert. It is wider between the

>Atlantic Ocean and the Nile River

than is the whole United States

between the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans. As you see on globe B
(Fig. 69), this desert continues

through Arabia, far into Asia.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. A teacher once asked a class “What

is a desert?” A boy replied, “A desert

is a sandy place.” Was his answer right

or wrong? How do you know?
2. How does it happen that the Sahara

Desert gets so hot in the daytime and so

cold at night?

3. How does the Arab’s burnoose pro-

tect him at night as well as in the day-
time? Why can’t the Arabs dress like the

people in the Amazon Basin, since that is

a hot land also?

4. Add the Sahara Desert to your floor

map.
5. Look at the globe and find the arctic

circle. Do you see how far it is from
the north pole? Now look at the equa-

tor. Then let your eye move north on
the globe, to find another dotted line.

This new line should be just as far from
the equator as the arctic circle is from
the north pole. Have you found it? Do
you notice that it runs through the Sahara
Desert? What is its name? Add it to

the floor map.
6. Make a chart to show the Animals of

the Desert and of the Desert's Edge.

7. How is each animal on this chart

useful to the Arabs?
8. Do you know what we mean by Na-

ture? Well, how has Nature helped each

of these animals to live in this kind of

land?

9. Draw an oasis with an Arab settle-

ment.
10. Fill in these blanks:

The roofs of the Amazon huts are

and the roofs of the houses in the

desert settlements are This is

true because

11. Where did the Indian fur trappers

do their trading? Why? Where do the

desert people do a great deal of their

trading? Why?
12. Which is wider, the northern part of

Africa or the central part of North Am-
erica? How do you know?

13. Let us make up eight or nine little

plays about the Arabs. They ought to be

very, very interesting.
B«.E.
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Fig. 169. The Bedouin stops to let me take his picture

as he rides across the flat, dry plain near Baghdad. The
donkey is a strong little beast.

THE ARABIAN DESERT
The Sahara Desert has a sister,

the Arabian Desert. In fact, for a

very long time caravans of camels

have gone from the deserts of Africa

across the Nile and on into Arabia.

All this is desert except where it is

irrigated by the waters of the Nile.

The Arabian Desert is a big desert.

It is nearly half as long as the

distance across the United States.

It is very much like the Sahara

indeed. It has the same sand dunes,

the same scanty pasture here and
there, the same camels, the same
sheep, the same goats, the same
nomad Arab people speaking the

same language. There is one differ-

ence between the Sahara and the

Arabian Desert. Central Arabia

is a highland like the Atlas Moun-
tains in the northwestern part of

Africa. This highland, of course,

gets more rain in winter than the

lower lands near by. There are a
few streams and springs and a

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 170. The wooden plow drawn by oxen makes
a furrow. The boy is dropping grain into the furrow.

This picture was taken in Palestine.

number of oases along the edges of

the central Arabian highland.

These things make it really very

much like the Sahara. We found in

the Sahara that the people had their

winter pasture out in the desert and

their summer pasture on its edges

and up in the Atlas Mountains.

The same is true in Arabia. The

desert people spend their summers in

the highlands. When the rain comes

in the winter, they go down into the

lower lands toward the Arabian Sea

and the Persian Gulf. Then as the

summer comes on, they move back

again, a few miles at a time, back

to the upland pasture.

If the earth does not receive

enough rain in autumn, the grass

may fail and the people and animals

will be hungry. Hoping to prevent

it, the wives and daughters of the

Bedouins form a procession to carry

what they call “ mother of rain.” It

is a woman’s gown stretched over two

sticks forming a cross. The women
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Fig. 171. A caravan in Mongolia nearing the Chinese border.

and girls go from tent to tent

singing:

“0 mother of the rain, rain upon us;

Wet the mantle of our herdsman!
0 mother of the rain, rain upon us;

With pouring rain allay our thirst!

0 mother of the rain, rain upon us;

A real flood let our share be!”

Palestine, a country at the eastern

end of the Mediterranean Sea, is

much like northern Algeria—a land

of wheat fields and olive orchards.

East of it is a desert sometimes
called the Syrian Desert. It is really

a part of the great Arabian Desert.

Our map shows that the desert

regions of Asia go on far to the

. northeastward, beyond Arabia, central

Asia, and on into China. The part

of this great desert country that is

in China is called Mongolia. Some of

it is like the Sahara, full of sand
dunes and worthless. Other parts are

like the edges of the Sahara. They

have enough grass for flocks and

nomads.

Mongolia is very much like Ha-
kim’s country. There are flocks

of sheep and goats and camels.

There are nomads living in tents;

but the nomads are not Arabs.

They are Mongol people with yellow

skins. They are close cousins of the

Chinese. There is one great differ-

ence between living in Mongolia and

on the edge of the Sahara: Mongolia

has a very cold winter. Therefore

we find the people there must dress

in warm clothes. In winter they

wear sheepskin coats and sheepskin

caps and boots. To keep their

hands warm, the Mongolians have
sleeves much longer than their arms.

The Mongol tent is a much thicker

tent than the Arab tent, and the

Mongol camel has thicker, warmer
hair than the Arab camel Also he

has two humps.
E.C.E.
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Fig. 172. Flooded rice fields in the Indus Valley, India. The rice plants grow in the water. The mounds of

earth hold the water on the fields.

THE DESERTS OF INDIA
In southern Asia there is a country

called India. Our map on page 51

shows that in the northwest part of it

near the Indus River there is much
desert. This Indian desert is some-

times called the Thar Desert. Very
few people live in the desert itself, but

it has many large oases. These are

along the banks of the river Indus

and its branches. This river comes
down from the mountains that are

to the north of India. When the

warm weather comes, the snow on
the mountains melts just as it does

in the western part of the United

States. The rivers then run full of

water, and the farmers on the banks
use this water to irrigate their fields.

That is why the oases of the Thar
Desert have many people. When a
desert has a river running into it,

the oases can have rich farms.

THE AUSTRALIAN DESERT
Get your globe and find Australia.

It is almost on the other side of the

world from us. Australia also has

much desert. The people of England

and America are very fond of explor-

ing strange places, but there are

many parts of the Australian desert

in which no white man has ever yet

been. There is one part of it,

though, that the white men know
very well. That is a line across the

middle of it from south to north.

There is a telegraph line that crosses

here. For a long time that telegraph

line was the only way the people ot

Australia had of sending telegrams to

India and other countries. This

telegraph line is called an overland

telegraph. It goes across the desert

for hundreds of miles. It was hard

work to put up this line. Far out

into the desert they had to carry
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poles and wire and men and tents

and food. How do you suppose they

carried all these things out there?

They sent to Arabia and got a ship-

load of camels and brought them to

Australia. Wherever there is a hot

desert, there the camel feels at

home. He is a child of the desert.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. When you were at the seashore, did

you ever feel the hot sand on your bare
> feet in the middle of the day? How did

it feel when you went back again about
an hour after sunset? Imagine that you
could try this experiment in the Sahara
Desert. Which of the two would be
colder at night, sea or Sahara? Why?

' 2. Read only the correct statements in

I

the following sentences:

; On the edge of the desert we find

|

(very few) (many) streams to irrigate

plants. So we find (many) (very few)
plants.

!

That means (very little) (plenty of)

food for people to eat.

Therefore (many) (very few) people live

here.

3. What part of the United States has
hot, dry lands as in Africa?

4. Copy and fill in these blanks so that

the whole will make sense:

When we were at the seashore, we

|j

looked out over the ocean and saw waves
of When we were at the edge
of the desert, we looked over the desert

and saw waves of These were
called In the desert, we saw
very few plants, except at places called

where there was a tiny stream or

a spring. We saw rivers, except
one large one called the River.

|

But this river was just at the very
edge of the Sahara Desert. We also

found cities because We
saw people traveling in tribes with a

at the head of each tribe. Some-
times we saw several hundred people

i traveling together with their camels. Such
a group of people we call a The

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 173. A mud village in the drier part of India.

There are thousands and thousands of villages like

this. The man, the cow, and the calf are in the court-

yard. The barn opens to the left side of the court.

The house is at the right, with a grass awning over the
door. Behind the cow a mud fence separates two

yards or courts.

Bedouins often travel in these large crowds
to protect themselves from

5. Why do the Arabs enjoy story-

telling and music better than playing

lacrosse like the Indian fur trappers of

Canada?
6. Study the globe carefully to find the

Arabian Desert, the Syrian Desert, the

Mongolian Desert. Does the tropic of

Cancer run through any of them? Look
at the northern part of the Mongolian
Desert and then at Newfoundland and see

if you can explain why the people in

Mongolia require heavier winter clothes

than the Arabs do. Find Palestine and
China and add them to the list of Coun-
tries That We Can Locate. Find the Nile

River and the Indus River and add them
both to the list of Rivers That We Can
Locate. Run your hand over Asia and
Australia and add them to the list of

Continents That We Can Locate. It hap-

pens that Australia is the only continent

that is also a country. So add it to the

list of Countries That We Can Locate.

7. Add the Nile River to the floor map
and save this floor map for the next

chapter.

8. How would you know the difference

between an Arabian camel and a Mongo-
lian camel?
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Fig. 174. “ Father Nile ” at high water. In the background
of the picture may be seen three of the pyramids. The
Pyramid of Cheops at the right is 451 feet high. Your

teacher will tell you how high your school building is.

EGYPT—A DESERT _
MADE PRODUCTIVE BY A GREAT RIVER

“FATHER NILE”

An Experiment for the Class

Get a quart of good, clear building sand;
put it in a washbasin; fill it with water;
stir the water and the sand; and wash
the sand. Do this several times until the
sand will not make the water at all dirty.

Put the sand into two flowerpots. Plant
several kinds of seeds in each. Water one
with clear water. To get water for the
other, take a quart of the richest dirt

you can find. Put it in a bucket with
about a gallon of water; stir it up until

it is muddy. Water the other pot of

seeds with this muddy water. Keep it

and use no other kind of water. Watch
these plants grow for several weeks, and
you will understand something about
Egypt.

We learned in the last chapter

about the Sahara, the great desert

in North Africa. We also learned

that one river, the Nile, flows

through the eastern side of the

desert. For a long, long way this

river has no streams flowing into it

because the country has no rain.

On the upper part of its course many
smaller rivers flow into the Nile.

Suppose we are traveling in the

Sahara near the western bank of the

Nile River. Suddenly we find our-

selves upon the top of a hill. Behind

us is the bare desert—not a blade of

grass, not a bush, not a tree is to

be seen in that direction. All is

sand, dry dirt, and stones as bare

as the pavement of a street. It is of a

light yellowish color. The sun beats

(142)
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upon it so fiercely that the glare

hurts our eyes. In this hot place

the air dances up and down as air

shimmers over a hot stove.

Such is the desert upon which we
i stand, but what is this a little lower

down in front of us? What is all

this greenness lying right beside the

,

desert? It is an oasis. The great-

est oasis in the world. This is the

j

Nile Valley, and it is so green, oh,

I so green, with fields of wheat and

!
clover and many other crops. Why

|

is Egypt so green? One word tells

I j

us. That word is Nile—the great

i
river. “Father Nile,” the Egyptians

j

call it.

i We have already found that a

little stream of water in the desert

makes an oasis. Here is a great

j

stream of water flowing in the desert.

This makes a great oasis,

j

The Nile brings water into Egypt
1 from Abyssinia, a land far away to

!
the south of the desert. This land

!

has much rain, and the Nile very

j

kindly carries the water down into

!

the desert and makes Egypt. If the

Nile should stop running, all this

! beautiful green valley would be a

bare, hot desert; and where there

! is now a village with a thousand

j

people, there would not be food for

[

two grasshoppers.

I

The Nile is the kindest river in

!

the world. It furnishes the water

to irrigate an oasis, and then it very

kindly does the irrigating for the

people.

In June the river is low. Its

banks stand high and dry. About the

143

seventeenth of June comes what the

people call “the night of the drop.”

They say that a magic drop has

fallen into the river, for the water

begins to rise. Day by day the

water in the river gets deeper. It

creeps higher and higher up the

banks. For three months the river

rises, and about the middle of Sep-

tember its banks are full. This is

the great day for the farmers of

Egypt. This is the day when the

water flows over their fields. They
have been working for weeks to get

ready for it.

Each farmer has divided his land

into little squares by making a low

bank of earth around each square or

basin. He has dug a ditch that goes

from the river to one of the little

squares. The river is now full of

water. The water will flow from the

river into the little ditches. Each
farmer now takes his shovel and

removes the little dam of earth built

in the end of each of his ditches to

keep the water from flowing in before

he was ready for it. Now the water

flows from a ditch to one of the little

squares. It fills the little square.

Quickly the farmer opens the next

little dam, and the water flows to

the second square, and so on, and on,

and on across the flat land of the

valley. As soon as one little square

is full of water, the farmer shovels

dirt back into the opening, thus

turning the square into a little

pond. In this way hundreds of

farms are turned into many little

ponds—thousands of farms, tens of
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Fig. 175. After you have read pages 143 and 144, tell what these farmers are doing.

thousands of farms—all turned into

little ponds or basins, each basin

filled with muddy water brought by
the river Nile from the high, wet
region of central Africa and Abys-

sinia.

Land in Egypt is so precious that

the people do not waste any of it by
putting up fences. It looks like one

huge field. After the crops are cut,

you can see little stones stuck in the

ground to show where one man’s
land ends and another’s begins.

Soon the water in the river begins

to go down. The rainy season is

over in the rain land far to the

south of the desert. The water in

the basins soaks into the ground, and
the mud that is in the water stays

on the earth. This mud is rich with

plant food. It has plant food enough

to feed a good crop. The farmers

now take their seed wheat, their seed

barley, their peas, and their beans

and sow them in the mud of their

little fields. They hitch the donkey

or the ox or the cow to some bushy

tree tops, which they drag across the

fields, stirring the seeds into the mud.
That is all they have to do. The
seeds sprout very quickly in the rich,

warm mud. The sun shines without

ceasing in November, December,

January, and February on the earth
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Fig. 176. Threshing in Egypt. Read this page and then tell about the picture.

!

that has been soaked with enough

i

water to make the crop.

! In March and April comes the

!

great harvest. Everyone helps with

this work. Wheat and barley are

!

cut with little knives held in the

i hands of the harvesters. The stalks

!
of grain are tied into bundles by

* hand. The bundles are loaded into

:

great nets of rope and carried away
on the backs of donkeys and camels

j

to the threshing floor.

The threshing floor is a piece of

I

hard, bare ground. The sheaves

of grain are spread upon it. Oxen
or camels or donkeys are driven over

the grain dragging something that

j

looks a little like a sled. This

crushes the straw and shakes out the

|

grains. The people then pitch the

|

straw to one side with forks. A pile

of grain and chaff remains on the

floor. This they throw up into the

air with shovels when the wind is

blowing. The wind blows the light

chaff to one side, and the heavier

grain falls straight down to the

ground. Here is grain for enough

bread to last until the next harvest.

Now do you see why these people

call the river “ Father Nile”? For

thousands of years Egypt has been

as it is now. Each year the Nile

floods. It irrigates the fields; it

fertilizes the fields. For thousands

of years the people have raised good

crops and have had enough to eat.

They did this before there was any

United States, before Columbus
discovered America, before the time

of Christ—long, long before the time

of Christ.

In the little flood basins are grown

wheat and barley for bread, peas,

beans, onions, and other vegetables,

and clover and vetches for the don-

keys, oxen, and camels.

If the people want to grow crops

during the time of low water, that

is quite another matter. In some

places the water can be carried from

the river to the land in canals, but
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in many places men have to lift it

up from the banks of the stream.

This is very hard work. The picture

(Fig. 177) shows how they do it

with a balanced pole called the

shaduf (plural shawadif). It works

exactly as did the well sweeps that

were used on farms in America a

hundred years ago to lift water from

wells in farmyards. A lump of

dried mud or a stone fastened to

one end of the pole balances the

bucket full of water on the other

end of the pole. A man pulls the

leather bucket down and dips it into

the river, lifts it up, and pours the

water into a pool behind him. If

the bank is high, another shadufer

lifts it up a second time and perhaps

another does it the third time. Then
the water runs out to the field. All

day and all night the shaduf works

for a hundred days in the season

of low water to make the crops of

cotton and0 corn and sugar cane and

peanuts and rice, and to keep the

gardens growing. Thus the people

may have fresh vegetables all the

year. The Egyptians are splendid

gardeners. It is hard work to keep

the shaduf going. The men sing

and chant songs as they work. Here

are two of their songs:

“Shawadif

—

Their ropes are of palm fiber

And their pails are of goatskins,

And it was in ancient times that

shawadif were invented

By the blessed Salid Zabadi.”

The second one speaks of the hard

labor of working a shaduf:

“Wilt thou strangle me, 0 God?
Loosen the noose!

No mother weeps, (for me)
No aunt,

No sister.”
S.C.E.
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Fig. 179. Plowing in Egypt. What kind of plow is being used? How do the cattle pull the plow? Do you
think that the soil here is hard or easy to plow? Why do you think so?

Another way to get the water up

on the land is to use^ a wheel

(Fig. 178), in which the donkey or the

ox does the hard work. This ma-
chine creaks and groans; so there are

two water songs, the creaking of the

water wheel and the singing of the men
at the shaduf, all through the spring

and summer season of low water.

When the Egyptian farmer plows

his field, he uses a plow of wood
with a bit of iron on the end. This

kind of plow has been used there for

thousands of years. It would not

do good work in hard ground, but

the Egyptian soil is soft and has no

stones.

The Egyptian farmers live in

villages, and most of the people of

Egypt are farmers. What else could

they do? No forests will grow on

the land that is not irrigated, and

what they irrigate they use for grow-

ing food crops or cotton; therefore

the Egyptians cannot be lumbermen
or woodcutters. There is not enough

rain to make pasture on the land

that is not irrigated, and they can-

not keep large flocks. There are no
mines of iron or copper for men to

dig. There is no coal to run facto-

ries. There is only the rich soil and
the river water, and the warm sun

shining in the rainless sky. There-

fore Egypt is a land of farmers.

Every boy knows all about crops.

You can easily guess that when
Egypt sends goods to other countries

she sends farm crops. The people

eat nearly everything they grow
except cotton. They sell much cot-

ton. It is the finest cotton in the

world because the fibers are so long

and so strong. You see some of it

almost every day, for it is used in

making automobile tires.
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Fig. 180. A rear view of the one-story houses of an
oasis town. Palm trees are growing in the background.
Why are the houses without shade? Can the people

use the roofs as porches?

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Pretend that you are traveling up the

Nile River toward Aswan, about three

o’clock in the afternoon. Turn your face

toward Aswan. Where is the sun? Is

your shadow longer or shorter than it

was in Eskimo Land?
2. We are back in our own school. Point

to Egypt. Would our shadows be longer

here or in Egypt?
3. Make a model that will show how

the Nile River irrigates the farms for the

people of Egypt.
4. Explain, with a model or a drawing,

how the people in the Nile River Valley
irrigate their farms during low water.

5. There are three good reasons why the
Egyptian people can make a living best
by farming, and there are four very good
reasons why it would be very hard for

them to do other things. Try to think
of all these seven reasons.

6. Write a sentence about each of the
pictures in this section.

© Underwood & Underwood

Fig. 181. Stone circular threshing floors in the little

fields beside the Nile. On the farther side of the river

the stony desert is seen. What kind of trees do you
see?

THE PEOPLE OF EGYPT
Most of the people of Egypt are

called by the name fellah (plural jel-

lahin). It is an Arab word meaning

“one who digs or tills/

’

They are

big, strong, good-natured, dark-skinned

people. They love a joke, even if

the joke is on themselves.

You might call Egypt the land of

mud. Nile mud makes the fields

rich. Mud is used to make bricks

of which the houses are made.

When a fellah wants a house, he

takes some mud or clay and packs

it into a little wooden box. The
mud takes the shape of the box.

Then he turns it out on the ground

to dry in the sun. This is a sun-

dried brick. He builds the walls of

WORLD FOLKS
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his house of sun-dried bricks, which

he sticks together with soft mud.

Perhaps he will plaster the outside

of his house with more soft mud.

When his little home is ready for

its roof, he puts two or three palm

logs across the top of the wall, and

on the top of the logs he lays many
long palm leaves. A palm leaf is

longer than a man. Its central rib

i

is as strong as a broomstick. The

I

leaflets are also tough, almost like

reeds. Thus a layer of palm leaves

across the palm logs is a good sup-

j

port for the mud roof. The mud
! roof is almost the most important

part of the one-story, one-room

house. A wall is built around the

roof to a height of two or three feet

(Fig. 180). Thus the roof becomes a

kind of porch where the family can

sit after sunset and watch the people

come and go in the narrow village

street. The roof serves as a cat

[j

run, as a dog run, and as a drying

place. Bundles of sticks or bundles

of cornstalks for the family stove

are often stored on the roof. There

too is the granary that holds the

family grain. It may be kept in

a tough, strong basket made of palm

ribs, or in pots made of clay. Here

also may be some chicken coops or

some pigeon houses made of mud.
The Egyptians are very fond of

pigeons. In fact, the house roof is

really a combined porch and back

yard. A house usually has a yard

where the donkey and the goat or

|

the cow stay at night.

It is never very cold in Egypt; so

many of the houses have only a

curtain instead of glass windows.

Sometimes there is no door; only a

curtain of homemade rush matting

hangs in the doorway. Flies buzz

in and out by the thousand.

Any Egyptian can make a mud
stove in ten minutes. Here the

cornstalk fire will boil a pot of water.

He can even make a little mud stove

on which to bake his cakes. When
he once gets it hot, he bakes

enough thin cakes to last for a week

or two. The rich people eat wheat

bread and the poorer people eat corn

bread.

What do you think would happen

to this mud house if a heavy rain

came? It would settle down into

nothing but a pile of dirt and logs.

I have seen some of them after a

flood. They certainly are a mess.

One of the great dangers of the

Egyptian village is that water at

time of flood may rise high enough

to reach the houses. The land is so

level that most of it is covered by
the flood. Here and there are places

a foot or two higher than the rest.

Here are the villages. If the water

happens to rise high enough to touch

only the bottom of the wall, it will

settle down like lumps of sugar in a

cup of coffee. After this has hap-

pened, you may see the poor fellah

digging in the mud to pull out some

of his possessions that are buried

under the mass of stuff that makes

the roof. I saw a man working hard

in such a place, pushing away the

mud and pulling out palm leaves.
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Fig. 182 . This is the village of Mena in Egypt. At low water it is on a part of the mainland. When “ Father
Nile” is in flood, however, the land on which the village is built becomes an island. See the date-palm trees;

the crossbars of irrigated fields; the flat-roofed houses.

Finally he got out a goatskin full of

butter. He put it on his shoulder

and carried it to the house of a

friend.

In flood time the village is an

island of dry land in a sea or lake of

water. As the village is nearly

always shaded with date-palm trees,

it is also an island of trees in a sea

of fields. With the flood comes a

plague of mice. They go scamper-

ing into the villages to keep from being

drowned in the fields. Do you think

the cats like the flood?

Under the palms of the village we
may see a weaver with his strings

tied to two palm trees while he

works back and forth weaving some

homespun cloth. At another place

we may see the potter and his wife.

She treads the clay with her bare

feet to give it a smooth, even qual-

ity. He shapes the clay into pots

ready to be burned in a clay oven

and afterwards sold in the market.

The market place in an Egyptian

village is a wide open space of hard,

bare ground shaded by palm trees.

The market is really the village

store. It begins at dawn, for that

is the cool time of the day.

In the market you will find dozens

of people squatting on the ground

waiting for buyers. They have little
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Fig. 183. A market scene

piles of things on the ground in front

of them. Some have onions or

I

tomatoes. Others have little heaps

of garlic, sacks of wheat, baskets

of beans, loaves of bread. Others

have bundles of sugar cane just

ready to eat. This is the Egyptian

stick of candy. The. children love

to chew it and suck the sweet juice.

One section of the market place

is the sheep market, another the

goat market, another the camel

market, another the donkey market.

Over at the meat market the butcher

has a carcass of sheep or beef hung

up. He killed it an hour ago. You
may pick out the piece you want,

i

and he will cut it off for you.

Another section of the market has

© Ewing Galloway

near the pyramids in Egypt.

women with pails of cheese and

butter that they have carried in on

their heads.

The tinsmith is busy cutting up
kerosene-oil cans that came from

Philadelphia. While you wait he

will make for you a mug or a lamp
or some other tin thing. The shoe-

maker sits at the edge of the market

making shoes, and he has some to

sell. The fortune teller is there; so

is the tattooer; and also the water

carrier offering you a drink of Nile

water. There is much talk and no
hurry. If a woman expects to get

three cents for the onions, she will

ask you six, and you will spend five

or ten minutes in making a bar-

gain. Egyptian merchants do not
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like to sell their things for a fixed

price. They much prefer a long talk

and a bargain. The village market

is indeed a most interesting place, to

buy or sell, see your friends, and get

the news. There are village markets

in many parts of Asia and Africa

and in some parts of Europe.

Every village has two things—the

market and the mosque. Mosque is

the name of a church building of the

people of the Mohammedan religion.

Every mosque has a tower called a

minaret. Five times each day the

priest climbs to the top of the

minaret and cries out in a loud voice

telling people to say their prayers to

Allah, the Mohammedan name for

God.

This great oasis, the Nile Valley,

reaches from Aswan to the Medi-

terranean (Fig. 69). In all that

distance of four hundred and seventy-

five miles, boats can run up and
down the Nile River. Everywhere
it has the same flood that we have

been talking about, the same farms,

the same shawadif, the same villages

with their mud houses, their markets,

and their mosques.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. You have seen a small stream. Usu-

ally it flows quietly along. Once in a
while, though, it overflows. What makes
it overflow? Think hard and tell us why
the Nile River overflows every year.

2. Copy and fill in the blanks:

A little stream in the desert turns the
land near it into an , which means
a fertile spot in 'the desert. The Nile
River turns Egypt into the largest

in the world. That is why people
can live in Egypt. Then, too, they do not

have to be like the Bedouins in

the Sahara Desert, but can live in one
place all the year around. When the Nile

overflows and goes down again, it leaves a
layer of earth that is full of plant

Just because the plants can find good
in this new layer of earth, they

can grow well. When the crops are ripe,

the Egyptian people can use them as

for themselves and their animals.

That is why the fellahin of Egypt can have
animals like the and the ,

which the Bedouins cannot keep. Some
of the crops that the fellahin raise are

, , and These are

all used to feed either themselves or their

animals. However, there is one crop that

neither the men nor the animals can eat,

but which is very important because they
can sell it to people from other lands. This

crop is It is very cold in

Egypt- We know that this is so because

the people can have to eat

all year and because the houses often have
instead of windows and doors.

The mice do not like the flood because it

may them. The cats like the flood

because it brings them many _. If

the flood runs into a mud house, the house

3. Try to make a model of a shaduf for

the school museum, and be sure to look

for a real one on your next trip to the

town or the state museum.
4. On the blackboard, write the names

of the twelve months of the year. Then,
alongside of each month, write a few

words about the Nile River and farming

in Egypt for that month. Think carefully

what you are writing and be sure that

what you write is really true for the

month about which you are writing.

5. Tell five or six ways in which the

Nile River has something to do with the

kind of houses in Egypt.
6. What did the Eskimos use for fuel?

What do the Egyptians use?

7. Suppose you were up in an airplane,

looking down on an Egyptian village dur-

ing a flood. Tell what you would see.

8. Make a drawing of an Egyptian
house roof at sunset.



Fig. 184. The culti- Fig. 185. This is a picture of the Nile River above Aswan. The high rocky banks
vated land in Egypt come right down to the water’s edge. We say that the river flows through a narrow
follows the Nile. Why? gorge. The four big figures on the other side of the river guard the entrance to the

rock tombs that are far back under the hill.

EGYPT, THE DAUGHTER OF
THE NILE

Above Aswan there are no farm

lands. At Aswan the river comes

I tumbling down over some rocks.

Above Aswan it flows through a

i

narrow gorge. In some places it is

;
less than two hundred yards wide.

There is no rich mud land here.

;

For miles and miles above Aswan
! there is nothing but rocky gorge,

|

with the desert on both sides of the

I water and the rocks.

Between Aswan and Cairo the

valley is wide. Sometimes it is

:

thirty miles between the high hills

on each side of the river. Only a

part of this valley land can be

i irrigated. At no place is the farm

land more than nine miles wide, and

often it is only two miles wide.

Beyond the farm land is the desert.

The villagers do not go into the

desert at night, for the hyenas might

get them. These animals live in the

desert and prowl around the edges

of the villages looking for something

on which to make a meal.

At Cairo the river divides. The
Nile has many mouths. Below

Cairo the valley is called the delta.

It is made of mud which the river

has carried down. Point on Figure

184 to the delta of the Nile River.

It is somewhat like the Amazon
River, which you remember also has

a delta. This Nile delta widens the

valley out still more and is a great

land of farms. Altogether Egypt
has more people then New York
State—many more than are to be

found in all the great Sahara which

stretches across the whole width

of Africa.

Egypt is one of the most interest-

ing countries in the world for a

traveler to visit. The helpful Nile

with its floods made it the first coun-

try in the world to have farming

with good crops year after year.
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Fig. 186. The Sphinx. This big statue carved out of Fig. 187. An unusual view of the pyramids at Gizeh,
rock has the head of a woman and the body of a lion. near Cairo, Egypt. The Great Pyramid (Cheops) is

It was made hundreds of years before Christ. the tallest one in the picture.

This made it the first country in all

the world to have cities, and we
know a great deal about them.

A long, long time ago there was a

king of the delta and a king of upper

Egypt. At last their two kingdoms

became united into one kingdom
called the Kingdom of Egypt. This

happened about 3,400 years before

Christ. How long ago was that?

Here is a way to find out. Find the

youngest member of your class.

How many lives as long as his life could

have been lived since the time of

Christ? How many could have been

lived between 3400 B.c. and the

time of Christ? Find someone in

the neighborhood who is about fifty

years old. How many lives as long

as his could have been lived since

3400 B.c.?

These people who lived 3,400 years

before Christ had a belief and a habit

which were lucky for us because they
caused them to leave records which we
can read today. They believed that

the spirit of a person lived after death

and had very much the same kind of

life as before death. In order that

he might live this spirit life, it was
necessary, the Egyptians thought, for

his friends to preserve his body. To
do this they filled the dead body
with spices and other things to keep

it from decay. They wrapped it in

many layers of fine cloth and put it

away in a room underground or in a

stone chamber cut in a hillside. If

the body, or mummy as it was
then called, was that of a king, a

splendid tomb would be built to

contain it. Indeed, the great pyra-

mids of Egypt are tombs of kings.

These buildings are one of the

wonders of the world. We in Amer-

ica have built no building that will

last so long. A story that comes

out of ancient Egypt says that to

build one of these tombs a king

kept 100,000 men at work for

twenty years. A row of pyramids

extends for forty miles along the edge

of the desert south of Cairo.

To make their future life pleasant
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Fig. 188. Joseph may have seen these carvings and hieroglyphics on the wall and pillars of this temple during
his stay in Egypt. They are almost as clear and sharp today as they were in his day.

for the spirits of the dead, many
things were put in the tombs with

the mummies. Vessels of food that

|

they had liked while they were alive

were put in the tombs, fine furniture,

jewelry, musical instruments, and

many other things. To make the

;
spirits feel at home when they came
back to the tomb, the walls of the

I
tombs were painted with scenes from

|

the life of the one who was buried

there. From these rock pictures and

i from things found in the tombs we
have learned a great deal about

(

ancient Egypt. We know, for
! instance, that in 3400 B.c. the

Egyptian ships sailed down the

Red Sea and across the eastern

end of the Mediterranean Sea to a

country called Phoenicia, now called

the coast of Palestine. We learned

that those ancient peoples could

make gold
.
jewelry that was about

as fine as our own, that their hand-

woven cloth was finer than the cloth

made by our machines, that they

had palaces and gardens and servants

and musicians. They were, indeed,

so much like ourselves that it is

surprising. The pictures show that

they had oxen and donkeys to work
on their fields, but there is never

a horse or camel to be seen. They
had not yet been brought out of

central Asia.

Cairo, the capital of Egypt, stands

at the head of the Nile delta. Cairo

is at a place where the Nile divides

into many delta streams. This makes
it a natural center for boats, a natural

trading center.

Cairo is a strange city where one

may see many kinds of things and

many kinds of people. Autos dash along

the streets past caravans of smelly cam-

els walking slowly in from the desert.
S.C.E.
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Fig. 189. You are looking across the city of Cairo. Many of the houses are white. They glisten in the bright

sun. See if you can find Cairo on Figure 154.

The water company has laid pipes

that carry water to the homes of the

rich, just as is done in American

towns; but in the poorer parts of the

city the native water carrier still

carries Nile water in goatskins and
sells it by the cupful to the people

in the streets.

Cairo has three Sundays every

week: the Mohammedan Sunday on
Friday, the Jewish Sunday on Sat-

urday, and the Christian Sabbath.

Most of the people are Mohamme-
dans, and their priests can be heard on
the towers of many mosques calling

to the people to pray. Find a minaret

(tower of a mosque) in Figure 189.

The city seems to have people

from everywhere. One reason for

this is that so many travelers like

to go to Egypt. The Suez Canal is

another reason why Cairo has so

many kinds of people. This canal

lets the ships pass from the Mediter-

ranean Sea to the Red Sea, and the

ships from America and the coun-

tries of Europe pass through the

Mediterranean Sea and the Suez

Canal on the way to India and other

countries of Asia. This makes Cairo

an easy place to visit.

The people in Cairo seem to have

nothing to do. In the central part

of the city there are hundreds of

cafes that are full of chairs and

tables. The sidewalks in front of

them are full of chairs and tables

also, and there are chairs and tables

even in the parks. Hundreds and

thousands of people are sitting in
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Fig. 190. As a big steamer passed through the Suez Canal, one of the passengers, standing on deck, took this

picture. The buildings are the signal station from which messages are sent to guide the ships through the canal.

these chairs, and others are looking

for chairs in which they may sit.

People sit there for hours. They
visit, they doze, they drink coffee

and sugar and water, they eat

candy, they read, and they talk and

talk and talk. While the people sit

at the cafe tables, peddlers come by
with things to sell. They will try

to sell glass tumblers, combs, tooth-

brushes, safety pins, a piece of pine-

apple from an open can. A man
with a flute plays while his monkey
dances, and then he passes the hat.

With sitting at the cafes and having

three Sundays we really wonder how
the people of Cairo can make a

living.

i The stores, banks, and offices are

open from nine until one o'clock.

Then everybody goes home and takes

a long nap because it is so hot in

|

the middle of the day. The business

places open for another hour from

five to six in the afternoon.

In the little side streets one sees

the bazaar, a kind of store that is

common in many countries of Africa

and Asia. The shoemaker or the

tentmaker or the jeweler has a little

room beside a narrow street. It is

open in front. He sits in the opening

and works at his trade when he is

not busy selling things to people who
pass. These bazaars are interesting

and noisy places. One may walk for

blocks and blocks past nothing but

bazaars full of workers and full of

goods. They are all there because

“Father Nile" runs water into the

desert. As the stalls in the bazaars

are often open to the street, the

street itself is arched over to pro-

tect the people and goods from the

sun. Small openings in the top let in

light and air.

S.C.E.
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THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. You have saved the floor map that

you made when we were traveling over

the Sahara. We want to add quite a

little. First of all, follow the Nile River

(on the globe) to the place where it starts.

What do we call the place where a river

starts? What do we call the place where
it flows into the ocean? After you have
followed the Nile all the way to its source,

on what dotted line of the globe do you
find it? Draw the full Nile on the floor

map. Show one or two tributaries. Where
are they, in the upper or the lower Nile?

Put in the equator. Also show the Red
Sea and the Suez Canal. Then show the

Nile delta, Cairo (on which bank of the

Nile is it?), and Aswan. Suppose we
could travel from the Mediterranean Sea
to Aswan by auto at a speed of thirty

miles an hour, how long would it take

us? How many times as far is it from
the mouth of the Nile River to Aswan
as it is from New York to Philadel-

phia? What do we mean by the head
of a delta? What city is at the head of

the Nile delta? What city is near the

head of the Amazon delta?

2. To add this trip to our map about
Trips That We Are Taking, we will have
to label the Nile River, Cairo, and Aswan,
and have the arrow pointing up the river.

3. You may make whichever you would
like, a sand-pan model or a drawing, to

show the three different parts of the Nile
River Valley.

4. Make a model of a canal connecting
two seas. What is the difference between
a canal and a river? Did you ever see a
real canal? Do you know how it works?
A boy I knew once made a small canal on
the bank of a small creek. Then he took
a small piece of wood and made believe it

was a canal boat. And he floated the
boat in his canal to show the class how a
canal was worked. If you have a small
creek somewhere near your school, maybe
some of you would like to try this too.

It was great fun.

5. Copy the following sentences. Some
are about the Amazon River. Some are

about the Nile River. Some are about both.

FOLKS

If the sentence is about the Nile, write N
in the blank after it. If it is about the

Amazon, write A. If it is about them
both, write A and N in the blank. If you
wish, you may use the map or the globe

to help you. Here are the sentences:

It touches the equator.

The mouth is north of the source

The mouth is east of the source

It is parallel to the equator.

Large boats can travel from the mouth
almost all the way to the source.

Boats can sail about a quarter of the

way from the mouth to the source.

It floods very often.

The people along its banks send rubber
for automobile tires to other lands

The people along its banks send us

cotton for our fine cotton dresses.

It has a large delta with a city at the

head of the delta.

The people along its banks have to work
pretty hard to grow food and make cloth-

ing. —
The people along its banks wear very few

clothes

The people along its banks build their

houses for flood time on stilts.

The houses of the people along its banks
are often all washed away in flood time.

It has many, many tributaries.

It has no large tributaries at all in the

lower part, only a few nearer the source.

6. Let us have a spelling bee of all the

names on all our location lists.

7. Suppose you had something that

you thought the Egyptian people might
like to buy. Where would you try to sell

it, in Aswan or in Cairo? Prove that

you are right by giving a few good reasons

for your answer.

8. Make up a play about the people of

Egypt. Be sure to show how “Father Nile”

helped them. Also have in it a scene in

a market place. Maybe you would like

to draw a picture of a mosque on the

blackboard. It would be fun also to have
a caf£ scene and a bazaar scene.



LANDS OF THE BLACK PEOPLE OF AFRICA
THE CONGO

! This trip will show you many things

;

like those you saw in the Amazon Basin.

I

When you get back home, you will be able
to tell your friends just how and why the
banks of the Amazon are so much like the

j banks of the Congo River. But in some

jj

ways they are very different, too. What
j

are these differences?

You remember that we found in

i South America near the equator a

great river, the Amazon. It flows

through a great forest, the equatorial

forest of South America.

Africa also has a great equatorial

forest and a great river which flows

!

through it. Both of these rivers
10 n

IAIN FOREST

reach the Atlantic Ocean near the

equator. Steamships sail from New
York to the mouth of the Congo
just as they do to the mouth of the

Amazon. These steamers carry goods

from our country to the forest people

of South America and Africa, and
they bring back useful goods which
the forest people send us.

Our steamer enters the mouth of

the Congo River. The water is still

and deep. In the mouth of this

river are many small, low islands.

They are made of mud that the

S.C.E.
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Fig. 192 . This picture was taken near the mouth of the Congo River. See the rocks in the stream. The water
rushing between the rocks forms rapids. Big boats cannot pass through these rapids. Why?

river has brought down, and they

are all covered with forests. We see

on the shore of an island a grayish

black log with rough bark. We look

again. The log moves. It slides into

the water. It is a crocodile. Ahead
of us on the limb of a tree we see a

big black and white bird sitting very

still. He looks as though he were

asleep, but he is not. He is watch-

ing the water. Suddenly he darts

downward. He flaps his wings and

plunges headfirst into the water.

In three seconds he comes out with

a fish in his claws. He is a fishing

vulture and flies away into the forest

to eat his dinner.

As our steamer passes close to the

shore, we see big flowers with red

and gold colors. These beautiful

flowers of the equatorial forests are

orchids. Where we live, orchids

must be grown in houses of glass,

but here they are wild flowers.

The forest is so thick that we can-

not look far into it, but if we look

carefully we may see some brown
monkeys in the trees watching us

as we pass.

The steamboat from New York
does not sail as far up the Congo as it

does up the Amazon, because the

Congo has many falls near its mouth.

When the Congo tumbles down over

the rocks, it makes a great roaring

noise that can be heard for nine

miles.

Because of these falls, it is much
harder to get into the interior of

Africa than it is to sail into the in-
S.C.E.
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Photo, by Brown Bros

Fig. 193. These natives are cutting a wide path through the dense jungle of central Africa. Later they will

lay railroad tracks. These tracks will form part of a railroad which will some day connect Cairo with Cape Town.

terior of South America. , Because

of the falls, our boat cannot go

beyond a little town called Boma.
At Boma we leave the boat for a

railroad that goes through the forest

and around the many falls. We
travel all day on the railroad, which

ends at a little town called Brazza-

ville on the river. At this little

river town above the falls there are

many steamboats for rent or hire,

but they do not look like the one

that came across the Atlantic. These

are river steamers. They travel for

hundreds of miles on the quiet, deep

waters of the upper Congo as it

winds in and out through the forest.

On the river steamers we can never

Fig. 194. This map shows oxer steamer route from
New York City to the Congo.

see far ahead of us. We seem always

to be going toward a wall of forest.
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Along the Congo River. The river steamer has drawn up to the bank to unload passengers and supplies.

Then the river bends, and we go

around a turn. The river always

leads us out, but it never lets us see

far ahead. There is forest in front

of us, forest in back of us, forest on

both sides of us—a thick wall into

which we can never see far.

If we should be on the shore of

the river at night, we might hear

the deep, roaring voice of the hippo-

potamus, the “ river horse,” as the

ancient Egyptians used to call him.

He is a curious animal who lives in

the water and whose eyes stick right

up in the top of his head. He can

look at you without showing as

much of himself as your two fists

would be. Sometimes the natives

in boats can kill a hippopotamus
with spears. Then they have a

grand feast, for a hippopotamus has

a great deal of meat on him.

We come to a clearing. It is a

trading post. Here is a shed made
of galvanized iron that came from

America or Europe. The forest

people use galvanized iron for their

buildings because the ants will not

eat iron, although they will eat a

wooden house in a short time.

Our river boat stops alongside the

sheet-iron warehouse, and many pack-

ages of goods are unloaded. They have

come by ocean steamer from New
York to Boma, by railroad round the

falls, and by steamboat from Brazza-

ville to this place. A long line of negro

men and boys carry off the packages

of freight that are to be unloaded

from the boat, while another line of

boys carry on wood for the engine

from the big pile of firewood beside

the iron warehouse. The boys must

carry a great deal of wood to the
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Fig. 196. These African carriers or porters are resting beside a path in a forest clearing. The bales of goods
are wrapped in banana leaves.

boat because that is the fuel that is

used in getting up steam.

The freight has been taken ashore,

and now it must be sent to the

people who will use it. There is no

railroad to take the goods inland.

There is no automobile, no horse

and wagon, no ox or cart. Indeed,

there is not even a road here,

only a narrow path about three feet

wide, a footpath. The packages that

came off the boat are all of the

same size. Each weighs about sixty

pounds. We soon see why. A black

man picks up a package, puts it on

his head, and walks into the forest.

Another follows him, another, and

another, until a long line of men
disappears into the forest.

This is the country of the tsetse

fly. This is a terrible little insect

that carries a disease from one

animal to another, so that his sting

is death to horses and cattle.

Therefore these people have no

beasts of burden and have to carry

their freight on their heads.

Let us follow the carriers along

the path into the forest. It is much
like the Amazon forest. It has high

trees with tops so thick that we can

almost never find a patch of sun-

shine as big as our hand. On both

sides of the path are ferns, plants

with red leaves, striped leaves, brown
leaves. There are plants with large

flowers of many colors. There are

creeping vines so thick that we can-

not leave the path. The path has

been cut with knives to make a way
through the thick undergrowth.

Most of the animals of this place

live in the trees. We see monkeys
climbing around the tree tops and big

red and green parrots; and if we
look carefully, we might see a big

snake climbing up the tree to see if

he can get a monkey to eat.
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THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Orchids are wild flowers in central

Africa. If you lived there, you could go
out and pick them without paying any-

thing for them. Why do they cost so

nuch in our country? If we lived in

northern Canada, what could we buy
cheaply from the Indians? What makes
this same thing so very dear in the United
States?

2. On a large sheet of paper, make a
sketch map of Africa. Be sure to put
these things in it:

The equator

The tropic of Cancer
The Nile River
The Congo River and its tributaries

The Sahara Desert

The equatorial forest

The railroad from Boma to Brazzaville.

Keep this map. You will need it again.

3. Suppose you were told that you
could have a trip in the African jungle,

or in the South American jungle. Which
would you choose? Why? Which would
be harder to travel through? Why?

4. The answer to these blanks is always

either “Nile River,” “Amazon River,” or

“Congo River.” Some of the blanks may
need two of these answers, or maybe even

all three of them.

It has equatorial forests along its banks.

Its banks are an oasis in the desert.

Its source is near the equator

It empties into the Atlantic Ocean.

It empties into the Mediterranean Sea.

It has a very large delta.

Large steamers can sail almost its whole

length.

Smaller boats can sail about 475 miles

up from its mouth

5. Why do people instead of animals

carry freight through the Congo forest?

6. As we sail toward the mouth of the

Congo River from New York in June, do

the days get longer or shorter? Point

toward Boma.

WORLD

Fig. 197. These natives have just arrived from their

home deep in the forest, to trade with the white man
at the trading station. In one column make a list of

things which the native has to trade
;
in another column

make a list of the things he will get at the station.

Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 198. These women live in the Congo forest.

They are carrying water in jars balanced on their heads.

Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 199. These natives live in Angola. They are
carriers or porters. What are they carrying?
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Fig. 200. Under the trees at the left of the picture are a group of natives who live in the Congo forest. At the
right is a stockade made of trunks of small trees. The houses of the people are within the stockade. Why?

THE CONGO VILLAGE
At last we come to a clearing, a

' little place where men have cut

down the trees, but we still see the

forest on all sides of the clearing.

How would you make a house if

you did not have bricks or boards?

Boards, you see, need a sawmill to

make them, and the natives of the

Congo forest have no sawmill. To
start one of their houses they set up

four poles with forks on the upper

ends. The part of the pole that is in

)

the ground is burned so that the

ants will not eat it. Other poles are

tied to the four corner posts with

tough pieces of climbing vine. Thus

they make the framework of the walls

and the framework of the roof much
like rafters. The roof and walls are

covered with rough, coarse grass or

long palm leaves. The grass or

leaves are bound fast to the frame-

work of poles with pieces of vine

instead of rope. This makes a very

good roof indeed. It keeps the rain

out and, being thick, it also keeps

out the heat of the sun much better

than a tin roof would. Sometimes
their houses are round. The wall is

made by planting strong sticks in

the ground.

These people like beautiful things.

Sometimes they use vines of different

colors for tying. the roof, and the

bits of vine will make figures of

different shapes and different colors

on the under side of the roof, just

as we may have different colors in

the wall paper of our houses.
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Fig. 201. A native village in East Africa. One of the

women is crushing corn for bread with a wooden ram-
mer. The houses are built on stilts as a protection

against mosquitoes.

The inside walls may be hung with

mats made of different-colored grass

to make them beautiful. Baskets,

pottery, and tools may also be hang-

ing on the wall. The bed is a frame-

work of poles covered with mats

made of grass or long leaves woven

together.
,sr" What do these people eat? They

are farmers, but not like the farmers

of the United States. Every villager

has a garden. In the season of the

year when there is the least rain,

they prepare their new gardens.

They go into the forests and with

their knives and axes cut down all

the ferns and bushes and vines.

In two or three weeks these will be

dry enough to burn. The fire that

burns them will kill some of the

trees, the others may be killed by
cutting all the bark with axes, so

that now the villagers have a place

in the forest where there is no
undergrowth and where only dead

trees are standing. Here with sharp

sticks they plant corn, rice, tomato

plants, beans, and some other vege-

tables, peanuts, and bananas. They
also plant the cassava. We have read

about that in South America. The
forest people are fond of eating

pumpkins; so they grow many of

them in their gardens.

The forest has many useful trees

in it. There are several kinds of

coffee trees; there are many kinds

of rubber trees. One of the palms,

called the raffia palm, has long,

stringy bark which gives the people

string for tying things and for fish-

ing lines. The most useful of all the

trees is the oil palm. In America

we eat butter and bacon, olive oil,

and other kinds of cooking oil.

The natives of the Congo village do

not have much bacon. They do not

keep any hogs or cattle. The only

meat they can get is that of wild

animals. They have no cows to

give them cream and butter, but the

oil palm gives them something like

those things. This palm has big

clusters of fruit which contain much
oil. To get the oil they put a

cluster of the fruit into a pot of

water and boil it; the oil comes to

the surface, and they skim it off

and put it away in a gourd or a

wooden vessel made of a hollow

log. That oil is their cream, butter,

and bacon, and with their cassava,

corn, rice, peppers, other vegetables,

bananas, and palm oil, they have

plenty of food to eat.

It takes a great deal of work to
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Fig. 202. Seated is the chief, or headman, of a Congo village. He is holding court. The man who is holding
out his hands is telling his story to the chief. The chief is the judge as well as the king of his tribe.

i

keep the weeds out of the garden;

but the worst trouble of all comes
from the elephant. The elephant

lives in the forest, and he loves

!

to eat up gardens. Indeed, a gar-

! den is candy to an elephant. He
will go twenty miles in a night to

;

eat the gardens of a village. The

!

natives have to take turns in watch-

i
ing their gardens night and day to

' keep out the elephants and wild

i pigs, which in a single night might
: eat up all the gardens in a village.!

Each village has a headman who
is a kind of chief or king of the

village, and he and the older men^
i

have learned from their fathers just

!

how the village is to be governed.

These people do not have books;

they cannot read, but they have a

great many rules about how every-

thing shall be done. They have

many rules and laws that the villag-

ers obey, but the headmen of the

village keep these rules in their

memories instead of in a book. These

rules decide how the people shall

place their houses in the village, how
they shall settle quarrels, where they

shall make their gardens, whom they

may marry, and many other things

for which we also have laws, and

some for which we have no laws.

Although they have no books,

these people have a great many
stories, and they have songs and
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Fig. 203. How many elephant tusks can you count in this picture? The tusks are ivory. They are longer than
a man is tall. What will the ivory be used for?

Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 204. Read this page and tell how this drum was
made. For what purpose does the African native use

this drum?

games. These they remember all

their lives. Many of them are

stories about what happened in the

villages long ago. The grown-ups

teach all these things to the chil-

dren. They also teach them about

the things they see. They know the

name of nearly every plant in the

forest. How many wild plants can

you name?
One of the big men of the village

is the drummer. Drums are made of

leather stretched across the end of a

piece of hollow log. Long before the

white men came to Africa, the natives

^had a kind of radio or telegraph by
which they could send messages for

hundreds of miles in a night if they

wanted to. In the quiet of the night,

when the forest is still and there is

no wind, the air is damp, damper
than it is by day, and sound travels

S.C.E.
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Fig. 205. These natives live on the Gold Coast. They are having a funeral procession. Some of the natives
are carrying on their heads the belongings of the person who has died.

j

well. At night the drummer sends

;

his messages through the forest eight

1 or ten miles by drum taps. With
1

little drums and big drums, fast

j

beats and slow beats, they have

worked out a set of signals like the

i

telegraph. If white men are com-
ing, the word can be passed from one

i

village to the next and the next and
the next, a very long distance in a

single night.

The day of an elephant hunt is one

of the greatest in the village. When
the elephants have been killed, they

i

will no longer eat the gardens.

The natives will also have a fine

feast of meat, and smoke some of

it to put away for future use.

Then, too, the elephant has tusks

which make valuable ivory. This is

one of the things that the carriers

take back to the river to send down-

stream to pay for the goods they

buy.

Killing an elephant causes great

rejoicing in the village. It is cele-

brated with a dance which lasts far

into the night. A big fire is built

for light. The drummers beat; high,

sharp sounds come from the little
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Fig. 206. Native boys in the market square of an
African village.

drums, and low, deep sounds from

the bigger drums. The people sing

and dance around the fire. They

eat elephant meat and talk about the

hunt.

The children in the village play

hockey, dumb crambo, hide-and-

seek, riddles, and many other games.

In a country as warm as this,

people do not need many clothes to

keep them warm. They are often

better off without clothes than with

them, for when it rains the clothes

get wet. If they have no clothes

on, they soon dry off. Therefore

they wear very little clothes, except

when they wish to ornament them-

selves. Then they put on clothes

made from the bark of trees, and
ornaments made from the feathers

of birds and the skins of animals.

These are worn for beauty rather

than to keep the body warm. Now
that the white men’s steamboats go

up and down the river, the natives

can trade some ivory or some palm

oil or some rubber for pieces of cotton

cloth to wind around their bodies.

They can also purchase wire for

ornaments and knives, pots, and
pans to help out the work of the

garden and the house. Every year

the steamboats are carrying in more
and more things from America and
Europe and carrying out more and

more palm oil, cacao, and other

things that villagers can grow in

their gardens along with their food.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Make a chart of The Animals of the

Congo Equatorial Forest.

2. So far we have met people of seven
different lands. Let seven pupils each

choose one of these seven different peoples

and pretend that his home is with them.

The game is for each pupil to prove that

his people are the most interesting. He
may just talk or, if he wishes, he may do
other things, too, to prove that he is right.

The class will be the judges.

3. Do you remember what the people
on the banks of the Amazon send to our

country? What do the people of the

Congo send to us?

4. Find from pictures how the roofs of

the Congo homes are shaped. How are

the roofs of the Amazon homes shaped?

Why is this?

5. Do you remember how the Amazon
natives dress? How do the Congo
natives dress?

6. Add this Congo trip to the map of

Trips That We Are faking. Look over the

map and see if you have labeled Europe,

Asia, Africa, and Australia.

7. Add the Congo River to the list of

Rivers That We Can Locate.

8. See if someone can bring a piece of

galvanized iron to add to the school

museum.
9. What kind of food do the natives of

the African jungle eat?
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Fig. 207. A village in the African grasslands. Tell how this place differs from the one shown on page 165.

Some of the houses are surrounded by wooden fences or stockades.

LIFE IN THE AFRICAN
GRASSLANDS

In Africa we have already studied

about the desert, the great Sahara,

where there is no rain or almost

none. This is near the tropic of

Cancer. We have also studied about

central Africa, the great forest along

the Congo near the equator.

We found that in Africa and also

in South America there are forests

where it rains nearly all of the year.

Now it so happens that in Africa, be-

tween the Sahara and the forest

along the equator, there is a wide

land called the Sudan. The Sudan
has a rainy season when it rains

every little while for several months,

and a dry season when there isn’t

a bit of rain for several months.

This rainy-season, dry-season kind of

climate does not suit trees vLy well.

They want something to drink all

the year. Grass does not mind a

rainy-season, dry-season climate, be-

cause it can grow up in the rainy

season and die down in the dry

season and grow again when rains

com% Therefor^ the Sudan is a

land of grass. Such countries are

sometimes called grasslands. Some-

times groups of trees will be found

in damp places, especially along the

banks of streams. There is moisture

all the time along the streams.

Now, what kind of wild animals

would you expect to find in a coun-

try that is covered with grass? They

are grass-eating animals, of course.

This is the home of the zebra, who
is a cousin to the horse, and of many
deer and antelope and other animals
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Fig. 208. Here are the names of eight animals and birds of the Congo forest: lion, crocodile, parrot,

wild pig, vulture, monkey, hyena, elephant. Make a chart like the chart on page 90; put each word
in the space corresponding to the picture of the animal or bird, and write a sentence about each picture.

S.C.E.
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that eat grass. If there happen to

be hills and rocky places, there the

rhinoceros lives. He likes to live on

grass if there are some rocky hills

near by in which to hide. Here also

is the home of the giraffe, who has a

great long neck so that he can eat the

leaves from the few trees that are

to be found. Travelers who have

been to the grasslands of Africa tell

of seeing hundreds and thousands of

these grass-eating animals.

Now the lion is a meat eater. He
also lives in this country. He creeps

through the grass, sneaking up close,

so that he can spring on to the back

of an antelope, kill him with one

blow of his great paw, and have a

good meal of fresh meat. The lion

does not hunt alone. You remember
how the polar bear had company
when he hunted. So does the lion.

Two mean-looking animals follow

him. They are the hyena and the

jackal. They eat the leavings after

the lion has had a meal. The hyena

picks the bones, and then the jackal,

who has terribly strong jaws, cracks

the bones and eats them.

Along the grassland streams there

is often a growth of trees. Creeping

vines with beautiful blooms hang
from the trees, and monkeys jabber

and chatter and call to each other

with coughs and grunts as they

swing from the creepers. In the

water of the stream the crocodile

hides, waiting for a chance to snap

up some animal that comes down to

drink and isn't careful where he

puts his nose.

In the rainy season there are

thunderstorms every few days, but

the sun shines most of the day.

The grasslands are now green, and

the grass grows sometimes six feet,

eight feet, ten feet tall in a few weeks.

In the dry season the wind blows in

from the desert; the country is hazy

with dust; the grass dries and turns

yellow and brown. It is so dry that

if you dip your pen in ink, you can

hardly write a whole word without

dipping again. Your shoes shrink

so that they will not fit. Your lips

crack. The dust gets into the works

of your watch and stops it. The

shutter of your camera will not

work. The dry season in the grass-

lands is a very unpleasant time.

The grassland people are farmers

wherever there is rain enough to

make a crop. It is lucky for them
that most food crops grow quickly,

as grass grows, and get ripe in a few

months. During the dry season the

people of grassland villages burn the

tall grass from the place where they

want to make a field, and, when the

first rains come to soften the earth,

they take big, strong hoes and dig up

the grass and turn it upside down so

that it will not grow. Between these

piles of sod they plant the seed.

Sometimes the farmer makes a hole

with his toe, drops in the seed, and

pushes the dirt over with his foot.

Sometimes he uses a stick for mak-
ing the hole, and the children plant

the seed and cover it. Then, after

more rains come, the seed and the

grass start to grow. Out come the
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Fig. 209. What is the animal shown in this picture?

Fig. 210. What is the animal shown in this picture?

Fig. 211. What are the animals shown in this picture?

men and the boys with the big hoes

to dig up the grass and draw the

earth up to their crops. They do

this two or three times. The women
and girls do the lighter hoeing. The
chief things they grow are corn,

millet, which has grains like small,

round grains of corn, sorghum, a

grain much like millet, sweet pota-

toes, pumpkins, tomatoes, beans, and

peanuts.

After the crops are nearly ripe,

the birds begin to eat them, and
now the boys are busy protecting

the crops from birds. They throw

stones at them from slings. They
hang up big, hollow gourds, or cala-

bashes, with something in them that

rattles when a string is pulled. They
build scarecrows, as people do in the

United States. If the fields happen

to be near trees, the monkeys may
eat half the crop and the wild hogs

come in at night and make trouble.

Worst of all is the locust. Some-

times locusts come flying up from

the forests, clouds of them, so thick

that they make it seem as though

the sun had gone down. The locusts

eat every green thing in sight in a

few hours. The Bible tells about a

plague of locusts.

These people know very well that

the peanut plants and the bean

plants have lumps on their roots

which make the ground richer, so

that the crop that follows them is

better than if the peanuts had not

been there. For this reason they

are careful to plant peanuts and

beans and then grow a crop of

grain in the same ground. After

they have planted from four to

eight crops, they change the field

to some other place and let the

land rest.

We found that the forest people

eat butter from the palm-oil tree.
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Fig. 212. What material is used to make the roof of this African grassland house? What material is used to

make the side wall? Compare the dress of the natives in this picture with their dress in other pictures of this

chapter. The jars are used to hold water.

The grassland people have another

butter tree called the shea. They
are very careful never to hurt the

shea-nut tree. They crack the nuts

between stones, pound the kernels

in a mortar, put them in a pot, and
boil them. The oil that rises to the

surface they skim off and put in a

gourd. It is the family's butter,

lard, olive oil, bacon, and cream. If

they do not have a shea tree, they

use peanuts. They prepare the pea-

nuts in the same way they do the

shea nuts. The kernel of peanut

that is left after the oil is boiled off is

made into a cake. Sometimes oil is

boiled with wood ashes, and there

is enough potash in the wood ashes

to turn the fat into soap.

Another of their foods is porridge

made of the seeds of a locust tree.

These trees, like the shea tree, are
ii

Fig. 213. This picture shows part of a field of peanut
plants. One of the plants has been torn from the
ground. See the peanuts. It is said that negro slaves
from Africa brought the first peanuts to our country.

very carefully preserved wherever they

are found.

After the crop of grain is gathered,

it is stored in a granary. Sometimes
this is made of grass and put upon
a pole away from the ants and rats.

Sometimes the granary is made of

clay, allowed to dry hard, with a
S.C.B.
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Fig. 214. These natives work in the copper mines in the Congo. They live in a kraal
,
or village, of native houses.

Do you think that the white men who own the mines had anything to do with the arrangement of this village?

little clay top like a plate to keep

out mice and ants, and a grass cover

to keep off the rain.

When they wish to get the grain

ready to eat, they nearly always

pound it by hand in a mortar.

To get meat, they go hunting. The
people of a village usually join to-

gether. They begin by burning the

grass from an open space. They
are careful not to get it too large.

Then they spread out in a great

circle through the grass in a long

line and drive the animals into the

burnt place. As the hunters (called

beaters) come through the grass,

they shout and yell and beat drums.

The animals flee from the noise and
finally come out into the open space

where they can be seen. Here the

waiting hunters kill them with

bows and arrows and spears. They
have a grand feast. Some of the

meat they salt and smoke so that

they may eat it later with their

meal and vegetables.

Most of the grassland farmers live

in houses with earth floors, clay

walls, and grass roofs. Clay is mixed

up into a stiff mud and packed

tightly to make the walls of the

house. The house is cool by day;

and if the rains do not strike it, it

will last a long time. A white man
traveling in this country wished to

see the inside of a house near the

Sudan city of Kano, but of course

he had to be invited in before he

could see it. This is the way it

happened. He saw an old woman
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standing in the door of her house

and said, “Good day.”

Old woman: “Thank you.”

Visitor: “Blessings in your work.”

Old woman: “Thank you.”

Visitor: “How are you?”
Old woman: “Very well.”

Visitor: “How is weariness?”

Old woman: “None.”
Visitor: “How is your household?”

Old woman: “Very well.”

Visitor: “Thank God.”

Old woman: “Thank God.”

And then, pleased with his polite-

ness, she said, “Won’t you come
in?” So, you see, the grassland

people are as fond of politeness and
manners as anyone else. The house

had a low doorway, but there was
no door. The floor was of clay,

pounded until it was hard. A clean

mat of grass lay on the clean-swept

floor. At night you could lie on the

mat to sleep, and by day you could

sit on it when eating. On the wall

hung some calabashes from which

to eat and a larger one for carrying

water. The people grow many gourds

to use for drinking vessels, eating

bowls, buckets, and many other

things which we make of metal or

crockery. On a wooden peg hung a

bow and a leather sheath of arrows.

That was all. So, you see, house-

keeping is not a hard task for the

grassland-village woman.
Some of them spend much time

in decorating their houses. The out-

side of the wall is rubbed all over

with a kind of oil to make it shine

like nice paint. Inside it is brushed

with a little bunch of leaves dipped

in colored 0

water. With this they

make pictures and figures on the

wall. Some of them are really very

pretty.

The Sudan is such a hot country

that the grassland people do not

need many clothes. When first seen

by a white man, some of them
wore breech cloths woven of soft

bark fiber; others wore skins of ani-

mals. Some wore cotton. They have

grown cotton in this country for a

long time and, also, indigo. Indigo

is a plant that makes a blue dye.

Some Sudanese wear their cotton

white and some wear it blue. When
white men first came, the tribes

that grew cotton spun it by hand

into thread and wove the thread

on little hand looms into cloth.

Some travelers have even seen

caravans of men carrying packs on

their backs and spinning cotton

thread as they walked along.

When white men first came to this

country, the natives were making

good iron, for iron ore is very

plentiful. They also make beautiful

leather and dye it red and yellow

and black and green. Leather goods

are among their best-loved orna-

ments. They also made pottery and

glass.

They do not make so many of

these things now because their ways

of making them took a lot of work.

It is easier to buy them now from the

white men, for there is a railroad

crossing from the African coast near

the mouth of the Niger River, up
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Fig. 216. This animal is a waterbuck. It lives in the

African grasslands.

Fig. 217. This African grassland animal is an antelope.

through the forest and into the

grassland country. The people near

the railroad can now sell peanuts

and cotton, and buy from us the

things we make so easily by machin-

ery.

People from Europe built the rail-

road into the Sudan. They are very

anxious, indeed, to get the Sudan

people to grow cotton and sell it

to Europe so that the people in

Europe can weave it into cloth.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Add the Sudan to your desk map.
2. Copy the sentences and fill in the

blanks:

The African jungle is where it is because

this part of the world has so much
The Sahara Desert is where it is because

this part of the world has so little

The Sudan is where it is because this part

of the world has enough to grow
grass but not enough to grow trees.

It seems that the nearer to the equator
we go, the more we have.

3. Make a chart entitled Animals of the

African Grasslands.

4. Here’s a new game: Each person in

the class have a sheet of paper. Let one
boy find the charts of the animals that we
have made. Then let him read off the

names of all the animals, slowly and care-

fully. As he reads, each person in the

class writes one animal’s name in large

letters on his sheet of paper. When the

name of every animal from every chart

has been written on a sheet of paper,

collect all the papers. Mix them all up.

Now in one corner of the room, on the

floor, write Eskimo Land. Somewhere
else on the floor, write Amazon Basin and
so on for each land that we have visited.

Now give out the papers again. The class

may form in line. Each one in the class

may then read the name of the animal he

has and tell in what land it belongs. If

he names the land correctly, he may put
the paper in its right place on the floor.

If he makes a mistake, he must take his

animal and go to the end of the line.

Keep on playing until all the animals are

safe in their proper homes.
5. How are the farm tools of the Sudan

farmer different from those of the Nile

Valley farmer? Why is this so?

6. Make up a little play to show the

family and work of a Sudan farmer.

7. What products do white men trade

with the Sudanese?
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Fig. 218. The tall mountain which you see in the picture

is the Matterhorn. It is one of the most beautiful of the
Swiss mountains. Down in the valley is the Swiss town
of Zermatt. People like to visit Zermatt for winter sports.

See Figures 238, 239, and 240.

LIFE IN MOUNTAINS—
THE SWISS

GOING TO SWITZERLAND
This will be a trip to a land of many,

many interesting and beautiful scenes.

As we travel, we shall stop at five or six

places and sketch pictures to take home
with us. Be sure to name every picture.

Perhaps we shall color some of the pic-

tures. Maybe when they are finished, we
shall collect all the pictures into a booklet.

What title should we give the booklet?

We can go all the way from New
York to Switzerland by boat. In

about eight days a fine, big passenger

steamer will carry us from New York
to Rotterdam, a city on the river

Rhine near its mouth. How different

Congo! The Rhine, like the Congo,

has low islands made of the mud
that the river has brought down;

but it is very unlike the Congo,

because these islands at the mouth
of the Rhine have all been made
into farms. We shall study about

them in another chapter that tells

about Holland.

At Rotterdam we can change from

our ocean steamer to a river steam-

boat, a Rhine steamer. For several

days the river boat takes us up-

is the Rhine from the Amazon or the stream. Here there is not much to

(179 )
S.C.E.
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Courtesy German Tourist Office

Fig. 220. On our journey to Switzerland, we sailed up the Rhine River. We saw many old castles built on top

of the high river banks. The castle in the picture is Burg Stolzenfels (Proud Rock Castle).

make us think of the Amazon. We
never pass a big forest. There was
once a forest here, but it was cut

down, and the land was made into

fields and little farms. We see

villages. We pass cities where there

are many factories with tall smoke-

stacks. We see railroad trains with

locomotives puffing and whistling

along the shore of the river. Every-

where we see signs of many people,

many cities, towns, villages, and little

farms. We are in Europe. Europe

is more like our own country than

any place we have visited. The chief

difference between Europe and our

country is that there are so many
people in Europe that they have to

use their land very carefully in order

to grow enough crops for all the

people. In the United States we

have so much land that we do not

yet take good care of all of it.

As we go up the Rhine, we pass

many interesting things; but we shall

read about that in another geography

year after next. At last the moun-
tains come close to the river, and we
stop at a city called Basel. Basel

is on the edge of Switzerland. Switz-

erland is an interesting and beautiful

country. Thousands of Americans go

to Switzerland every year because it

is such a nice country in which to

travel and enjoy a vacation.

If you look at the map of Switzer-

land (Fig. 222), you will see that it

has mountains in the north and

many wide mountains in the south.

The land between these mountains

is lower than the mountains, but it

is higher than the Amazon Valley.
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It is called a plateau. Most high

plains are called plateaus. This

plateau of Switzerland has many
lakes on it. One large lake at the

southwest is called Lake Geneva,

and another large lake at the north-

east is called Lake Constance. If

you look closely at the map, you
will see that two rivers come out of

the high mountains of Switzerland

and flow into these lakes. The one

that flows into Lake Constance is

the Rhine. It goes on down to the

North Sea. The other that flows

into Lake Geneva goes down to the

Mediterranean Sea. Can you find

its name on the map (Fig. 221)?

The map (Fig. 221) shows you

that Switzerland seems to be a

country from which rivers run in all

directions. We have seen the two

rivers run off in two directions. If

we look closely, we see that the

branches of the Danube run off to

the east and the branches of the Po
run away to the south. These four

rivers show us that the mountains

in and near Switzerland divide the

water so that it runs away in many
directions. Switzerland is the top

of western Europe. The most inter-

esting thing about it is its high

mountains, the Alps.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1.

Make a floor map of Switzerland.

Then show the land around it as far north

as the North Sea and as far south as the

Mediterranean Sea. Show the location of

the four rivers, the two cities, the two
lakes, and the two seas that we have just

visited. Add all the new names of places

to your location lists. But first be abso-

Fig. 223. On this globe our steamer route from New
York City to Rotterdam has been drawn.

Fig. 224. This map shows a part of Europe. The
black area shows the position of Switzerland in Europe.
Run your finger up the Rhine River to Switzerland.

The dash lines represent canals.

lutely sure that you can really locate all

these places.

2. Make sand-pan models to show the
difference between a mountain, a plain,,

and a plateau.

3. Add the Switzerland trip to the Trips
That We Are Taking.

4. Where else on our travels have we
found a land that divides the waters of

two or more rivers? What did we call it on
account of this? What then might we
call Switzerland?
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 225. The body of water is Lake Geneva in Switzerland. The snow-clad mountains are the Alps. The
steep hillsides have been terraced and planted in vineyards.

THE HIGH MOUNTAINS
Before reading this section try to find

how high your schoolhouse is. Perhaps
your teacher will help you to find how
many such buildings, one on top of an-
other, would be a thousand feet high.

Travelers who have crossed the

United States on the Lincoln High-

way or some other highway, tell us

that the weather is much cooler in

the mountains than on the plains.

It is always that way in the moun-
tains. The higher up we go, the

cooler it gets. There are two ways
to get to cool places. One is to

go to the Far North or to the

Far South; the other is to go up
a mountain or up in an airplane.

One of the travelers who came
with us on our boat from America,

wants to climb a high mountain.

He wants to go to the very top or

peak. Let us go with him as far as

we can. As we stand here on the

central plateau of Switzerland look-

ing toward the south, we see tall

mountains. The tops of the moun-
tains are covered with snow, winter

and summer.

We get into an automobile and go

south across the plateau toward the

shining white mountains. The pla-

teau is a land of farms, all well

kept and very neat. Every bit of

good land is made into fields with
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

This picture shows a section of the famous St. Gothard Pass in Switzerland. The road winds round
and round as it climbs the mountain, in order to avoid steep grades.

orchards of apple trees and plum
trees and walnut trees along the

road. Here and there on a hillside

that slopes' toward the south, we see

many grapevines.

As we go up the good road and

reach a height, or altitude, of two

thousand feet above the level of the

sea, we leave the grapevines; but we
keep on passing the hay fields, the

wheat fields, and the oak trees until

we come to three thousand feet above

the sea, At three thousand feet we

leave the oak trees. Our road now
enters a valley, for we are getting

into the Alps. We see high rocky

hills on each side of the valley.

Nearer to us are little fields and
small villages of a few stone houses.

As we climb up and up the valley,

we meet a stream coming swiftly

down the mountain. It flashes white

in waterfalls as it jumps over the

rocks on its way down to the lakes

on the plateau.

Between three thousand and five
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thousand feet above sea level the

fields have barley in place of wheat,

and the trees are the white-barked

beeches instead of the oak. At five

thousand feet the barley fields stop

and the beech trees stop. Instead,

we see evergreen trees, pines, and

firs. On up we go along the good

road that the Swiss have worked so

hard to make. In and out the road

bends, and back and forth it goes so

that it may not be too steep. We
look up at the forest of evergreens,

and we see a long strip where there

are no trees, only bare earth and
stones. A great pile of earth and stones

lies at the foot of a hill. It tells us

that here was a landslide. In the

spring of the year, during heavy rains,

a large amount of rocks and dirt

slipped loose from the mountain side

and crashed down through the forest,

sweeping everything in front of it

and leaving a bare place behind it.

At seven thousand feet we pass

the last evergreens. We have come
to what is called the tree line.

Above this it is too cold and windy

for trees. The last trees we see look

as though someone had been sitting

on them nearly all their lives, and

indeed that is the case. The little

trees that look as though someone

had sat upon them have spent their

winters under heavy snow, and in

the summer the wind has blown so

hard that they could not hold their

tops up. Trees that try to grow in

such places have to bend to the wind

and so grow crooked. A tree may
be no higher than your knee, but as

old as the big trees down on the

plateau or as old as the trees along

the streets and yards near your

home.

Our automobile goes on up for

half an hour. We are beyond trees,

but not beyond plants. Indeed, this
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 228 . The smaller picture shows an avalanche which has just

torn its way down the Swiss mountain side into the valley. The
big pile of snow makes the men seem very tiny. In the largei

picture you can count the paths of at least four avalanches. Each
path is shown by a patch of bare earth and, higher up, a snow pocket.

is a very beautiful place, because the

Alps, like most other high mountains,

have many beautiful flowers that

bloom above the tree line. This

place is much like the tundra. You
remember that when we went to

Eskimo Land we went so far north

that we got beyond the tree line and

found the tundra full of flowers.

Here on the mountains in Switzer-

land we are above the tree line, and

we find that this place, too, is full of

flowers. One of these, a red plant,

is called the Alpine rose. The Swiss

think it is a sign of youth and life.

Another plant called edelweiss grows

only in the rockiest places. It is a

silvery white.

Suddenly the road, which has been

going up, up, up for miles and miles,

now goes down in front of us. We
have come to the top, but we see

many higher mountains to the right

and to the left. The low place

between these high mountains is

called a pass. The road goes through

the pass and down the other side of

the mountain.

When we reach the pass, our

mountain climber with his two com-

panions leaves the automobile. The
two men are Swiss guides. It is

their business to help mountain

climbers from foreign countries to

climb the high peaks. We go with

them a little way, for we see some

snow, and we want to know what

snow is like in July. When we get

to it, we find a big drift of dirty,

whitish snow. Beyond it and above

it there are some bare rocks and

then more snow, and up as far as

we can see are snow and rocks.

Why is snow here in summer?
The winter storms bring snow and

more and more snow. It is piled so

high that it cannot all melt during

the short summer of the high, cool

mountain. Each year adds to the

pile of snow. Sometimes it gets to
6.C.B.
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Courtesy U. S. Forest Service

Fig. 229. After you have read page 188, tell what has
happened to this tree.

Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 230. A glacier in a Swiss mountain valley. The
glacier is fed from the snow field at the top of the pic-

ture. Trace with your finger the central moraine.

be forty or fifty feet deep on the

mountain and slowly works its way
down the steep slopes.

You remember that when we went

to Eskimo Land we read about the

glaciers in Greenland. Switzerland

also has glaciers* but they are not

nearly so large as those of Green-

land. Switzerland has one glacier

that is twelve miles long. The snow
on the high mountains slowly works
its waypdown the steep slopes into

the little valleys. Sometimes a valley

that is much deeper than a house

will be full of snow. The snow melts

a little by day and freezes by night,

and finally turns to solid ice. It

fills the little valley full of ice,

with a crust of snow on the

top. This is a glacier. We may call

this valley full of ice a valley with

a stream of ice in the bottom of it.

Slowly this stream of ice flows down
the valley, a few inches or a few

feet or a few yards each day. If

the stream of ice comes to rough

stones or boulders that lie in the

bottom of the valley, it may crack

open at the top in trying to get over

the stones. Such a crack is a danger-

ous place. You may fall into a crack

and be killed. People are killed on

the Swiss glaciers nearly every year.

Rocks and dirt fall down from the

steep mountain sides, rest on top

of the glaciers, and ride down the

valleys with them. Sometimes two

glaciers come together as two streams

do. Then the streams of rocks and

dirt that were along the edges of

the two glaciers come to the middle

of the glacier. This string of rocks

is called a central moraine. As the

glacier pushes along down the valley,

it freezes around rocks, clasps them
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 231. Your teacher will show you how to find the

Rhone River on Figure 222. In the picture you see
the stream which pours from the end of the Rhone
glacier in Switzerland. This stream is the beginning
of the Rhone River. Find the Rhone River on

Figure 221 also.

tight in its icy mass, and then

pushes them forward, just as you

might take a sharp stone in your

hand and push it around on a table.

You would scratch the table in doing

this; and in the same way the gla-

cier pushing the stones scratches the

valley and digs into the earth. For

that reason, valleys that have had

glaciers in them often are wide and

round, because the glacier has shaped

them that way. They are not sharp

and narrow like the mountain valleys

which are made by streams of water.

Finally, as the glacier goes down-

stream, it gets to lower and lower

valleys where the heat of summer is

greater. At last it comes to a place
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where the ice melts as fast as

the glacier brings it down. This is

the end of the glacier, and here the

glacier dumps off the rocks and dirt

almost as a truck would dump
them. Often it builds up great

piles of them. This pile of stones

that the glacier brings down is

called the end moraine or terminal

moraine. The Swiss valleys have

many terminal moraines, and they

are also to be found in many other

parts of the world. Often the

terminal moraine makes a dam
across the valley. Water stands

behind this dam and makes a lake.

In that way most of the Swiss lakes

were made.

While we have been looking down
into the valleys at the glaciers, the

American who wants to climb the

mountain has gone up over the snow
with his two guides. Each of the

men carries a stout cane called an

alpenstock. It has a sharp piece of

iron on one end. He sticks this

into the ground. On the other end

of the alpenstock he has a little ax

and a little hoe. He uses the hoe to

dig out steps in the mountain side

and the ax to cut steps in the ice.

To climb a high mountain made
of bare rock and covered in places

with snow and ice is a very hard

thing to do. When they get to the

worst places, the two guides tie a

rope from their belts to the belt of the

climber, so that if one of them should

slip, the other two may hold him.

It is a great thrill to climb a

high snow-clad mountain. People

go to Switzerland from the United

States and many other countries

just to climb these mountains.

There are many men in Switzer-

land whose business it is to help the

travelers make these dangerous trips.

On many of the mountains there

are little huts far up on the moun-
tain side. Here the climbers sleep

on the way up. Then they some-

times get up before daylight and
start on the last part of the jour-

ney. Sometimes the snow is deep

and the climbers must get over it

and reach the top before the snow
gets soft. If it does, it makes the

walking very hard indeed. Some-

times, if the snow is soft, it slides

down with the climbers. Many
have died this way.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Add the Alps Mountains to the floor

map. To what else shall we add the

name Alps Mountains?
2. Make some drawings that will help to

explain these things:

() The central and the terminal moraines
of glaciers.

() How a mountain pass looks and how
it helps travelers.

(c) How the side of a mountain looks

with its different kinds of plants at differ-

ent altitudes. What does the word alti-

tude mean?
3. Make a sand-pan model of a dam.

Show also how a dam made by a terminal

moraine can cause a lake

.

4. What kinds of trees do we find along

the roads in our neighborhood? What
kinds of trees do the Swiss people plant

along their roads? Why do you suppose

they do that? Which is better, their way
or our way? Why do you think so?

5. Try to find pictures of an Alpine

rose and of an edelweiss.
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Eailroads

Fig. 233. In May the herds of cows set out for the mountain pastures.
By the middle of June they are well up the mountain side—almost to

the timber line. Now look at Figure 234.

THE SWISS MOUNTAIN
FARMER

Adolph Schneider is a farmer. He
lives in a village in a little valley at

the foot of the high Alps. When
spring comes, he is very busy plow-

ing his ground and planting his

garden and his field of potatoes.

He must get these jobs done before

it is time to take the cows to the

mountain pasture for the summer.

This happens every year in May,
when the snow has melted from the

lower slopes of the mountain above

the village.

The farmers of this valley do not

have land enough near the village

for the wheat field, the potato field,

the garden, the orchard, the hay
field, and also for pasture. The cows

spend the summer on the mountain

pastures where the land is too steep

to be farmed. Everyone is greatly

excited on the day the cows set out

for the pasture. There are a hun-

dred cows to go from this village.

Five men of the village go with

them to take care of them. Every-

one in the village goes the first

mile with the herdsmen and the

cows. Every cow has a bell, and
the leading cow of every man’s herd

has a bigger bell. The bells tinkle,

and the people sing songs and play

music as they go along with the

herdsmen. This is a stanza from one

of their songs:

“No life like the herdsman’s, so lusty

and fair,

Breathing and joying the sweet moun-
tain air:

With the sun in the morning he rises

and swells

With joy as he hears the gentle cow
bells.”

Adolph Schneider has only four

cows of his own, but he will take

care of twenty cows because he has

the herds of three of his neighbors.

In return for his care of their cows,
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Fig. 234. It is midsummer. The cattle are above the timber line. They are grazing on an alp. An alp is a high
mountain pasture in Switzerland.

they will help with the work on his

place while he is absent.

For the first two or three weeks

the herd is only about a mile or two
from the village, and some of the

men come back every night; but by
the middle of June the cows will

have eaten all of the grass and must
be taken farther up the mountain.

By midsummer the snow has melted

farther up, and there is fresh grass

up there. All the men now live in

a room at one end of a log shed,

which is big enough to hold the

cows at night. It is only a rude

house. It has a rough table and
rough benches. Sometimes the men
sleep on hay spread on the benches.

For food they have chiefly milk and

cheese, and bread which one of their

neighbors brings each week from the

village.

Soon they move on. They move
again and yet again. The last move
is made in July. This time they are

above the timber line, and they live

in a stone hut. Here the work is

harder because the men must carry

wood up from the forests below.

Wood is needed to heat the milk in

the great caldrons where they make
cheese. Every day each man milks

his sixteen cows and makes the milk

into cheese. Cheese can be kept for

winter and sold in the city markets.

In August the nights are getting
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Fig. 235. An air view of a Swiss lake in the Alps Mountains during the wintertime. The lake is in a narrow
valley which a glacier has dammed by pushing dirt into it.

shorter and colder and the cows have

eaten all the grass on the upper

pasture. The herders now bring

|

them back to the lower pastures,

where they eat what is called the

aftergrass. Finally, in October, they

get back to the village. Soon the

snow comes. The cattle must now
be fed in the barns until spring.

There are stacks of hay waiting for

them. This summer trip of the

herdsmen to the mountains is called

a seasonal migration.

While Adolph Schneider was on

the hills taking care of his own
cows and those of the neighbors, his

wife and Kurt, his fourteen-year-old

boy, and Kurt’s little brother and sis-

ter all worked early and late pulling

weeds, hoeing, plowing, and helping

to harvest the hay. The neighbors

whose cows Adolph keeps also help

with the hay. Maria, Kurt’s seven-

teen-year-old sister, went away for

most of the summer to work in a

hotel where many Americans came to

stay a few days as a part of their

European trip.

As soon as Mr. Schneider came
back from the mountains, he spent

two busy weeks digging potatoes,

planting the wheat, and picking the

apples. Mrs. Schneider dried some of

the apples over the kitchen stove to

make them keep until next winter

and spring.

By November the ground was
covered with snow. Kurt and the

younger children went to school.

Now Mr. Schneider and his neigh-
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bors went up into the forest far

above the village. They cut down
trees and dragged them through the

snow to the village. When spring

came, they all had neat piles of

firewood piled up by their houses, to

keep the fires running for another

year.

While they were working in the

timber, they had to be very careful

where they went because of the

danger of avalanches. The snow

gets so deep on the steep sides of

the Alps that it often slides down.

It sometimes catches people and

buries them alive. In some villages

the people do not dare to go away
from the village for weeks, many
long weeks during the winter, be-

cause there is danger of avalanches

at that time. The villages, of course,

are built in places where avalanches

never come.

After the year's wood supply was
in, Mr. Schneider spent several hours

each day carving wooden toys to

send to America. This was some-

thing he could do in the house. By
carving toys he could make a little

piece of wood give him a job for

several hours. The Swiss must do
everything they can to make a living

in a country where there are so

many people that no one can have
a large farm.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Here is a new kind of interesting

chart to make. At the top of a very
large piece of cardboard print, How the

People of Switzerland and the Rest of the

World Help One Another. Then draw a
vertical line from the title to the lower

edge of the cardboard. This will give you
two columns. At the top of the first

column, print, What Other People Send to

Switzerland. At the top of the second
column, print, What the Swiss People Send
to Other Lands. Try to find a sample of

everything that ought to go on this chart.

Paste each sample neatly in the correct

column. Be sure to label each sample.
If there happens to be something for which
you can’t find a sample, make a drawing
of it instead, and label the drawing.

2. Would you say that the Swiss people
are nomads or not? Why?

3. Why do you think the Swiss farmers
eat more cheese and less meat than farmers
do in the United States?

4. Switzerland is a long way from
Greenland. Why are there glaciers in

both places? Which has the largei

glaciers? Why is this so?

5. Tell something about avalanches.

6. Pretend that you are far, far up
in an airplane, and have very, very strong

field glasses. With them you can see the

ground all the way from the equator to

the north pole. Make a drawing to show
how the earth looks with its different kinds

of plants at different places between the

equator and the north pole. Look at the

sketch that you have just made and then

look at the drawing you made the othei

day about the side of the mountain. How
are the two drawings alike? How are thej

different? Why is this true?

7. Copy the sentences and fill in the blanks:

Suppose we start at the equator and
travel toward the north. The farther

away from the equator we go, the

it gets. Now go back and start at the

equator again and travel toward the

south. The farther away from the equa-

tor we go, the it gets. Now we
are going to climb a mountain. The
higher we climb the it gets. Thus
we can see that two general directions have

something to do with how hot or how cold

a place is:

A. Distances away from the equator.

B. Distances up from sea level.
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 236. The Swiss have plenty of white coal. Water tumbling down the mountain sides is caught by dams
like the one in the picture. Some of the water is led by pipes from the dam to the power house in the valley.

The force of the falling water is used to make electricity. The electricity is carried to the cities over the power
lines which you see in the picture.

CITIES, WATER POWER, AND
TRADE

Mr. Schneider has two boys.

What will they do when they grow

up? Can he divide the farm into

two farms and make a farm for each

of the boys? No, the farm is too

small. Only by hard work can it be

made to provide enough for one

family. One of the boys will have

to get another job. What is there

in Switzerland to give people work

to do? Switzerland is a little country,

and there is not room for any more

farms or any more forests or any

more cows. Therefore one of the

boys must do factory work or other

work in town. In town he will work
ip,

for wages and buy everything he

uses, very much as people do in

our country. What will he do in

town?

Long ago the Swiss began to make
watches. They made / very good

watches, and the Swiss government

now has several schools where people

can go to learn to make watches. It

takes skill to make a watch. The
Swiss make watches by the thou-

sands; they send nineteen watches

out of Switzerland for every one that

they need to keep at home.

Some time ago I saw a wonderful

instrument for explorers to use. If

the explorer has one or two perfect

watches and this instrument, he can
S.C.B.
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take it out at night in a strange

place, look at the stars, and tell

almost exactly where he is. This is

a great help to an explorer. This

instrument was made in Switzerland.

It is called an instrument of preci-

sion. There are many instruments of

precision needed in factories, colleges,

and physicians' offices. The Swiss

make many kinds of fine machinery

and sell half of it to other coun-

tries. They have to buy all the

iron and steel and tin and copper,

but they can sometimes make a

hundred dollars' worth of instru-

ments from raw material that cost

only a dollar.

They buy cotton and make cloth

and embroidery. They sell fifteen

times as much embroidery as they

keep at home. They buy silk and

make ribbon, and sell eight times as

much ribbon as they keep. Some of

their milk is condensed and sold in

tin cans to neighboring countries,

and they sell six times as much of

this as they keep at home. They
also sell milk chocolate, buying their

chocolate and getting the milk from

their own cows.

Every year we buy thousands of

fine watches from the Swiss; also

fine machinery, ribbons, and much
Swiss cheese and chocolate. We send

them grain for their bread, also

some for the cows to eat. We sell

them cotton and petroleum and auto-

mobiles.

The Swiss have no coal to run

their factories, but that does not

bother them. The streams tumbling

down from the mountains have much
power. The Swiss have water wheels

that make electricity. The electricity

runs their street cars and their fac-

tories and lights their houses. There

are some country districts in Switzer-

land where every house has electric

lights. A Swiss family uses more
electricity than a family in any other

country in the world. The houses in

the Swiss cities are nearly all made of

stone because there is plenty of stone

in Switzerland.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Do you think the Swiss are a skilful

people? How would you prove it?

2. Tell about some Swiss schools.

3. Lines on the map and the globe that
tell us how far from the equator a place is

are called parallels. Draw such a line on
the floor map to show how far from the
equator Switzerland is. Fipd a lake in the
United States that is as far from the equator
as Switzerland is. How do you know that
your answer is right? Which is nearer
the equator, Switzerland or the state you
live in?

4. Here is a new kind of drawing to

make. With the yardstick, draw a long

line a few inches from the bottom of the

blackboard. We’ll call this the base line.

Now near the left-hand end of the board,

draw a vertical line one inch long up from
the base line. Leave a space and draw
another line up from the base line; this

time, nineteen inches long. These two
lines are supposed to show how many
watches Switzerland sells to other coun-

tries for every one that the Swiss people

make to keep for themselves. How could

you label these two lines to make them
show this? Draw lines from the same
base line to tell the story about Swiss

embroidery and Swiss condensed milk.

Be sure to label each line. What title

could we give to the whole drawing?

Drawings like this are called graphs.
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SUMMER TRAVEL AND WINTER
SPORTS

We have been traveling all day.

We are tired. We reach a Swiss

hotel. The manager sees us coming

and walks to the door to meet us.

He looks at us and speaks to us in

I

good English. If we had been

French, he would have spoken to

us in French; if we had been Ger-

man, he would have spoken to us in

[German; if we had been Italian, he

would have spoken to us in Italian.

A boy carries our baggage upstairs

|to the bedroom. It is sweet and

clean and comfortable. We feel at

[home. We eat a good dinner and

feel much better. During the night

we wake up and notice a little

sound. It is the quiet, sleepy sound

made by falling water, as a snow

stream tumbles down some little

i

valley at the edge of the village.

In the early morning we hear the

tinkling sound of cowbells from the

pastures on the hills. We look out

lof the window. The hotel garden is

green with grass, and it has beautiful

flowers, well-kept shrubs, and neat

walks. On the hill back of the town

we see pine trees, and far away the

pink of morning sunshine on the per-

petual snow of an Alpine peak.

We have a nice breakfast and go

iout for a walk. The streets are

|clean, the houses are neat and well

painted. The shops are pretty.

They have lace, wood carvings,

jewelry, musical instruments, toys,

ichocolate, and many other things

we want to buy. The people are

Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 237. Up the side of the Swiss mountain and
through the tunnel our cogwheel railroad car climbs.

polite. A little path leads off into

the woods. We go along it and

smell the clean odor of pine trees.

We admire the flowers. We pass

the gardens and orchards and

terraced fields of the well-kept farms

in this little valley. We say that

this is a nice place to travel. It is

warm enough to be pleasant and

cool enough to make us feel like

walking. If we are young and

strong, we can climb the hills and

mountains, climb as far as we like.

Perhaps we can hire guides and

climb to the top of a snow peak.

This will take two days. We must

sleep by night in huts that have

been built for climbers far above the

tree line. It is a great thrill to

i
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© Underwood and Underwood

Fig. 238. The men are climbing an Alpine peak
in Switzerland. See Figure 218.

climb for hours over snow and rocks

and dangerous ice and stand finally

with nothing above us but the sky,

with snow-capped mountains and

glaciers around us, and the valleys

with their towns and cities far, far

below.

If we want a hiking trip, Switzer-

land can please us. The country is

full of pleasant little paths. You can

put your pack on your back and

walk from inn to inn. If you do not

want to climb or hike, you can go

to the top of the mountains by cog-

wheel railway, and thus get the fine

view. Or you can stay at your

hotel and take short walks, rest, and
listen to music.

You can travel over all the coun-

try in automobiles and busses, or

the railroad will sell you a special

ticket. It is good on every railroad

in Switzerland for two weeks. You
can ride all day long and go wher-

ever you wish, and it does not cost

much.

Perhaps you now see why it is

that every year thousands of people

from the United States, from Can-

ada, and from many other countries

go to Switzerland for a rest and a

change and to get something new to

think about when they are home
again.

The Swiss winter is cold, yet

warm. The air is cold, as the ther-

mometer, the snow, and the ice will

show, but it seems warm. This

is .because in the valleys behind

the high mountains there is no wind,

and you can, therefore, feel the

warmth of the sunshine. In this

place where the weather is both cold

and warm, there is a sanitarium for

sick boys. The boys go out in the

snow and sunshine wearing only a

breech cloth as though they were in

Africa. They are comfortable, and

the sun bath helps to make them
well.

Hundreds and thousands of people

from England, Germany, and the

United States go to Switzerland in

the winter for snow and ice sports.

The lakes and ponds are swept every

night and sprinkled with water; so

there is always a good surface.

Some go to Switzerland to play ice

hockey or even to take part in the

international hockey games. Others
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Photo. .Publishers’ Photo Service

Fig. 239. These men are playing the game of curling on an open rink in Switzerland.

like to do figure skating. Some
waltz on skates to music. Profes-

sional teachers are there to teach

you how to do these things. There

are many contests, and the person

who wins the golden skate has the

greatest honor that can come to

skaters.

The older men will often be on

another part of the lake playing

a game called curling
, which is very

popular in Scotland also. They use

a stiff broom to push a polished

stone across the ice. It goes spin-

ning along. The point of the game
is to make the stone stop at a cer-

tain place. The player whose stone

stops closest to the mark wins.

This is a very exciting game. There

is a covered rink where match games
of curling can go on even in a storm.

St. Moritz, in eastern. Switzerland,

is the most important center for

snow sports. The town is spread

out on the southern slope of the

hill above a lake. The mountain

keeps the wind away, and the sun

shines warmly on the town and on

the frozen lake. Mountains lie in

front. Ice on the lake gets so thick

that horse races are held there. It

is even thick enough to hold a

fence and grand stands and stables.

Many thousand people go out on the

ice to watch the racing. The horses

have special shoes so that they can

stand up on the ice.

Coasting is another sport. Tobog-

gans, bobsleds, one-person sleds, all

kinds of sleds, can be hired or

bought. The courses are carefully

arranged. There is one on which
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Fig. 240. In winter the Swiss lakes are frozen and skating is great sport.

The skater at the right is Howard Nicholson, an American.

you can start and go winding about

and down for five miles. A train

will take you back, and you can

coast down again.

The winter sport that requires the

most skill is skiing. Skis are long,

slender pieces of wood fastened to the

shoes to enable a person to walk or

glide over snow. The first time you

walk on skis, you do nothing but

fall down. Teachers will show you
how to use them. The beginners

go out on what they call the nursery

slope. The slope is gentle and not

very long. You can fall down here

and nothing worse will happen than

getting snow down your neck. After

weeks of practice you learn to slide

down without falling. In the ski

contests you sometimes go a mile a

minute down long, steep hills. Some-
times you jump a hundred feet. It

is a thrilling sport.

On the skis you can go over soft,

deep snow where you could not

possibly walk in ordinary shoes. One
can reach some parts of Switzerland

in no other way in winter. The
Swiss guides will not allow you to

start on one of these trips until you
have passed an examination. For

more dangerous trips you must pass

an even more difficult examination.

In this way the guides make sure

that you are able to meet the

dangers of such a trip.

What do the Swiss do during all

these winter sports? They haul

snow to patch up the sled runs, they

sweep the ice at night and spray it

with water to make a smooth surface.

They teach skiing and lead parties

across the snow fields. The Swiss

are also busy taking care of the

many visitors. They cook and clean,

make beds, and serve tea. They have

learned so well how to please that

many people like to travel in Switz-

erland. The Swiss also win many of

the winter sports contests.
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THE SWISS PEOPLE
The Swiss are an intelligent people,

a hardy people, a courageous people.

They are a people who love liberty.

One of their heroes is William Tell.

|

More than four hundred years ago

j

they built a chapel on the place

where his house stood. The people

|

wish always to remember him as

one who helped to free Switzerland

from some cruel rulers. Perhaps

your teacher will tell you the story

of William Tell.

The Swiss show in many ways that

they are an intelligent and hardy

people. Their mountainous country

I

is a hard country to use, but they
1 use it very well. If they plowed

! their hillsides carelessly, a few rains

might wash their fields away, and

they would have no fields. There-

fore they plow the valley lands and

|

make hay on the hillsides, so that

the grass roots will hold earth on

the hill. Sometimes they make the

hillsides into terraces. See Figure

;

225. In other places they plant

trees so that the roots will hold the

earth on the hillside. In some places

on the high pastures the soil is so

shallow that the cows' feet would

knock it loose. The Swiss have passed

laws to keep the cows away from

these places and let only the sheep

j

and goats go there.

I have traveled back and forth in

the Alps and I have scarcely ever

seen a gully or a place where there

had been a forest fire. Perhaps your

j

teacher vail get a report from the

Bureau of Forestry at Washington

Fig. 24L This statue of William Tell and his son
stands at Altdorf, in central Switzerland.

Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 242. The citizens of a Swiss canton, or state,

voting in the public square of their capital, Glarus.

about forest fires in the United States.

The Swiss have forests scattered over

their mountains so that they are near

to every village. These forests are
S.C.E,
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 243. This farmhouse in Switzerland has a thatched

roof. The workmen are repairing the roof with straw.

Fig. 244. A tunnel entrance on a double-track Swiss
railroad. Is there a wagon road in this picture?

cared for almost as carefully as we
take care of parks and gardens in

the United States. The little trees

are planted in rows like rows of

corn. When they are cut down,

the wood is all carefully saved for

firewood or building wood.

The Swiss are a courageous people.

They*have to be so. The herdsmen

must follow the flocks to pasture,

sometimes in places where a misstep

might be death. Working in the

forest, they risk death every minute.

But when mountain climbers wish

to climb mountains in Asia and

Africa, nearly always there are Swiss

guides there to help them do it.

The Swiss are a liberty-loving

people. They love their country

very much. Many times they have

fought to keep it free from foreign

rulers; but more important, they

work for it every day. The Swiss

government is a very good govern-

ment. Some of the best and most

intelligent people in Switzerland are

the government officials, and they

work for a very small salary. People

who spend the government money,

spend it honestly; so the government

is very well run. For example, the

government owns all the railroads,

which it runs well and without

waste. This is a very hard thing

for a government to do. There are

few rich people in Switzerland, and

none are very poor. All the Swiss

learn to work. They all go to school

and are a well-educated nation.

There are many schools in Switzer-

land where people learn how to be-

come skilled workers.

Now you see how the Swiss have

managed to have a good nation with-

out having any ports or any ships to

carry their trade to foreign lands.
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Courtesy Swiss Federal Railroads

Fig. 245. The ski-jumping champion of Switzerland. Thousands
of people come to St. Moritz to see the ski racing and jumping. How

do the things in his hands help the skier?

THINGS™ do or to think about
1. Di iCle the class into eight groups.

Then !'t each group choose one of these

titles or a play:

(a
'The Mountains of Switzerland in the

Surfer.

) The Valleys of Switzerland in the

garner.

c) The Mountains of Switzerland in the

/tumn.

(d) The Valleys of Switzerland in the

atumn.
(e) The Mountains of Switzerland in the

'inter.

(/) The Valleys of Switzerland in the

^nter.

q) The Mountains of Switzerland in the

Sp7S-
(/^The Valleys of Switzerland in the

Spring.

After group has finished giving its

little pla the leader of the group may
ask oth ^chiMr-er* in the class to tell

what pNe in our country or some of

the frie 3 we met in foreign lands would

be doin at this time of year.

2. L( at the globe and try to guess

how n lY times the United States is

larger i&n Switzerland. How many
languag do most people in the United

States eak? How many languages do

many people in Switzerland speak? Why
do they learn to speak them? What are

some of the languages they speak there?

3. Add Zurich and Geneva to the floor

map and to the Locations list.

4. Add this trip to the map of Trips

That We Are Taking.

5. How do the Swiss people manage to

do some trading with people in other lands?

Would they do more or less of this trading

if the ocean touched Switzerland? Why?
6. What makes you think 'you would

very much like to meet some real Swiss

people instead of just make-believe?

7. Tell us a few reasons why there are

no large cities in Eskimo Land. Then
tell us just why the cities of Switzerland

are on the plateaus instead of in the

mountains. Why does Switzerland have
more of her people in cities than the other

countries we have studied?

8. How do the Alps Mountains help the

Swiss to be very wonderful people? How
do they help these people to earn a living?

9. After you know the story of William
Tell, make up a play about this hero.

Perhaps your music teacher has a talking-

machine record of a part of the opera,

“William Tell.” When you hear it, see if

the music tells you anything about the

life of the Swiss people.
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Fig. 264. The Rock of Gibraltar, which guards the western
entrance to the Mediterranean Sea. Figure 190 shows the

Suez Canal at the eastern end of the Mediterranean.

MEDITERRANEAN SEA
AND LANDS

THE MEDITE

How do the different countries of the
world learn about one another today? Many,
many years ago, before men had all these in-

ventions, the Mediterranean Sea helped them
to learn about one another. How was it a
help? How is it a big help even now?

If you look at the map (Fig. 263)

you will see that a sea with a very

long name covers most of it. That
long word, Mediterranean, is made
from two words of a very old

language—Latin. Medius means “mid-

dle”, and terra means “earth”; so

the long name means “the sea in the

middle of the earth” or the center of

the world. Can you tell by looking

at the map why the people who

LRANEAN sea

lived in Italy a long time ago gave

that name to the sea? (Fig. 265.)

When we were studying about

Egypt (page 155), we learned that

the Egyptians sent their ships from

the mouth of the Nile across the

eastern end of the Mediterranean

Sea. This was a very brave thing

to do, because in those days people

dreaded the sea. There were good

reasons why they should dread it.

At that time men had no compasses.

A compass is a useful little instru-

ment. Perhaps your teacher will

show you one. The compass tells us

the direction in which we are going.
S.C.E.
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Fig. 265. Strabo’s map of the world as he knew it. Strabo was a Greek. He lived nearly 2,000 years ago.
He drew this map and put it into a very wonderful geography book which he had written. This map and page

225 help you understand why the sea between Europe and Africa was named Mediterranean.

But the Egyptians and the other

ancient peoples who lived along the

Mediterranean Sea could tell in

which direction their ships were

going only by looking at the stars

or by looking at the sun or by fol-

lowing along the shore of the sea.

When they were in sight of the shore,

they knew where they were, but this

was dangerous, for the wind might

blow the ship on the rocks. At that

time ships had poor sails. These sails

would take the ship only in the direc-

tion in which the wind blew. Men
now know how to sail a ship in any
direction at any time. They do it

by what is called tacking. Tacking

is explained on page 247, Figure 289.

In those days, long ago, when men
could sail only with the wind, the

sailors had to use oars to keep the

boat off the shore when the wind
blew toward the land. Therefore

the ships in the early days had many
oars, sometimes two or three rows of

them. (Fig. 270.) Sailors put up the

sails only when the wind was blowing

in the direction in which they wished

to go. Now the engine in one of our

steamships can drive the vessel in

any direction. Our ships are many
times as large as the ships of the

ancients.

Look closely at the map of the

Mediterranean to see if you can tell

why it was a good sea for people of

those days to sail on. It has many
islands, many peninsulas, many bays;

so people could go from country to

country and never be long out of

sight of land. It is very dangerous

to be out of sight of land without

a compass. Because the Aegean Sea

has so many islands, ships could

go from Asia Minor to Greece in

clear weather without once being out

of sight of land.

The ease of getting from shore to

shore made the Mediterranean lands

the first places in the world where
several nations could easily know
one another. When one nation found
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Photo, by Commercial Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 266. A Phoenician ship. This ship was 109 feet long, 20 feet wide, and could sail in water 5 feet deep.

something new, it was easy for some-

one to sail over from the next coun-

try and learn about it. In this way
every nation became a schoolmaster

to other nations.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. On a large outline map of the Medi-

terranean Sea and the lands around it,

label the Mediterranean Sea, the Nile

River, the Aegean Sea, Italy, Greece,

Arabia, and Egypt. Point on the map to

a peninsula, an island, and a bay. Tell

the class what these words mean. Maybe
you will want to make a sand-table model
of a peninsula.

2. Tell why ships could sail on the

Mediterranean Sea many, many years

before it was safe for them to sail on the
Atlantic Ocean. Use the map to help

you. What made it safe, after a while,

to sail on the ocean too?

3. Find a picture of a large, modern,
ocean-going steamship. Put this picture

alongside that of the boat in Figure 266.

Tell about the many, many differences

between the two.

THE PHOENICIANS
The greatest of these sailing school-

masters were people called the Phoe-

nicians. A long time ago, perhaps

when the Egyptians were building

their pyramids, some Bedouins who
looked like Hakim and his people

(pages 121-132) came out of Arabia,

settled down, and began to farm

good land at the eastern end of the

Mediterranean Sea. When they be-

came farmers and had crops and
gardens, there was no reason why
they need move; so they built villages

of stone houses and brick houses, and
finally they built cities. The land of

these people was called Phoenicia.

It was a small country, but it had

two cities, Tyre and Sidon. Close

to one side of these cities was the

beautiful blue Mediterranean; on the

other side were gardens and orchards
eS.C.E.
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reproduction in University Musuem, Philadelphia

Fig. 269. Early Greek metal work. A gold cup and a dagger. On the
blade of the dagger is a hunting scene.

Columns 1 and 2

show the letters as written by the Egyptians; column 3,

by the Phoenicians; 4, by the Greeks; and 5, by the

Romans

In University Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 268. A schoolbook found in Babylon. The les-

son is in the upper left corner. The blank space at

the right and below is for copying the lesson.

and farms and pastures where people

grew their food and kept their flocks.

The Phoenicians soon built boats

and sailed across the Mediterranean

to Egypt. There they learned many
things. They learned how things

could be made of brass and copper;

how to weave linen, and how to dye
it in different colors. Now it hap-

pened that along the shores of Phoe-

nicia there was a shellfish whose
body made a purple dyestuff. The

people of Tyre used the purple dye,

and their purple cloth was much
prized by other peoples along the

shores of the Mediterranean. Purple

cloth from Tyre became the clothing

of kings. The Phoenicians in their

ships sailed to Greece, to Italy, to

North Africa, to Spain. They even

sailed out on the western end of the

Mediterranean, and some of them
settled on the Atlantic coast of

Spain. Finally these brave sailors

ventured beyond the sea they knew
so well and went to England, where

they traded their cloth and other

things for tin.

These sailing Phoenicians taught

the Greeks many kinds of skilled

work which they had themselves

learned from the Egyptians. The
Phoenicians taught the Greeks one

thing that was more important than

knowing how to weave cloth or make
brassware or any other kind of

goods. It was a new way of writing.

The Egyptians wrote what we call

picture language. When they wanted

to write the word man, they made
a little picture of a man. When they
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From a model in the Commercial Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 270. A Greek warship. This ship was 150 feet long. It was rowed by the use of three banks of oars.

wanted to write house
,
they made a

little picture of a house. This was
better than no writing, but it was
really very awkward. The Phoeni-

cians found a much better way. They
invented marks to stand for certain

sounds. They could take these marks,

which we now call letters, and with

a small number of sounds and a

small number of letters, make a great

many words—hundreds and thousands

of words. (All the words in the dic-

tionary are made of only twenty-six

letters.) This alphabet is the most
useful single invention that man has

ever made.

About the year 900 B.C., some travel-

ing Phoenicians taught the alphabet

to the Greeks. That alphabet is now
used by all the people of Europe,

North America, and of western

Asia as far as India. With the alpha-

bet, man can tell other people what he

knows or thinks. The Chinese still

use the ancient picture writing or word
signs. The Chinese boy must learn

thousands of them. This takes years.

THE GREEKS
About the time that the Phoeni-

cians came out of the Arabian Desert

and settled on the eastern shore of

the Mediterranean, another group of

people with herds of cattle, sheep,

and goats came wandering along the

western end of the Black Sea and
the western shore of the Aegean
Sea. They settled in the peninsula

of Greece and on the islands near it.

These people, whom we call Greeks,

were remarkable people. After the

Phoenicians had taught them to

work in metal and to write and use

the alphabet, the Greeks started in

with much joy to use their new
powers. They seemed to delight in

using both their minds and their

bodies. They had many athletic

games and sports, foot races, jump-

ing and spear-throwing contests. Per-

haps your teacher or some older

boy or girl in your school will tell you

about the Olympic games, when they

began, and where the last meet was
held.

u S.C.E
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Fig. 271. The statue is the Venus of Melos. The building is the Parthenon in Athens. They were made by
the Greeks more than two thousand years ago.

Greece is a stony country; some

of the stone is beautiful white

marble. Soon after the Phoenicians

taught the Greeks how to work in

stone, wonderful marble buildings

began to rise up in Greek towns and

cities. To this day people say there

have never been more beautiful

buildings than those built by the

Greeks. To make their buildings

even more beautiful, the Greeks

carved parts of the outside and dec-

orated them with paintings. Greek

sculptors carved figures which were

placed inside the buildings and on

their porticos. Better sculptures

than those made in ancient Greece

have not been made anywhere in the

world.

The wise and learned men of

Greece put down their thoughts on

a kind of paper which they bought

from the Egyptians. Thus were many
books written. They also founded

schools which were somewhat like

our schools. The Greeks made many
inventions. They studied plants and

animals and wrote books about them.

They founded cities on the shore of

the Black Sea. One Greek sailed to

England and found that the island

was shaped somewhat like a triangle.

While there he heard about the

Eskimo’s land of ice beyond Iceland.

When he told about this in Greece,

no one believed him.

The educated Greeks spent much
time in libraries. Some of the books

that were written by men who taught

in the Greek schools are still studied

by students in many colleges.

THE ROMANS
Soon after the people of Greece

began to do such wonderful things,

the people of Italy began to learn

from the Greeks. Some Greeks

sailed over and made their homes in
S.C.E.
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Fig. 272.

© Ewing Galloway

The Colosseum in Rome. The Romans used the Colosseum for their games. As many as 80,000
Romans would crowd themselves into this big arena to see an athletic contest or a circus.

Italy. Some young men from Italy

went over to Greece to attend schools.

These people of ancient Italy were

!
not like the people of ancient Greece.

The Greeks were very fond of study-

I ing and knowing things. The people

' of ancient Italy were more fond of

! doing things. The city of Rome

|

soon became the most important city

I

in Italy. Then these Romans who
were so fond of doing things con-

quered one neighboring town after

another until- they ruled all Italy.

5 Next the Roman armies conquered

every country on the Mediterranean

j

Sea, until finally the Roman Empire

ruled all the countries that touched

this great sea. To rule so much land,

the Romans made many laws. They
built great cities with fine public

buildings, good streets, and water-

works. They had policemen to keep

the city in order. They built roads

from one end of the empire to the

other. These roads were built so

well that some of them may still be

seen, and a few of them are still

being used. Almost every boy who
goes to an American college reads

some of the books written by the

Romans telling about their country.

When Rome began, it was the

capital of a little country called

Latium. From this came the word
Latin.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Try to find as much as you can about

the Olympic games that the old Greeks
used to play.

2. Try to write some sentences about
the Egyptians or the Phoenicians in pic-

ture writing. Let the rest of the class

try to guess what your sentences mean.
3. Make a chart called What Ancient

Peoples Have Given Us. Make drawings

or find pictures to paste on this chart.
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© Ewing Galloway

Fig. 273. In many places along the Mediterranean shores of Europe the mountains come right down to the sea.
The buildings on the hillsides face the sea. Travelers like to visit these warm nooks in winter. At this season

thousands of travelers go there. The picture was taken along the Riviera.

THE CLIMATE OF
MEDITERRANEAN LANDS

The Mediterranean Sea is nearly

as long as the United States is wide.

If it were placed on the United

States, it would reach from

New York City almost to

the edge of the Sierra Nevada.
Around the shores of the

Mediterranea Sea there are

many, many countries. All

of these countries—at least

ranean Sea. Even in winter time snow
is uncommon here. The ground al-

most never freezes. Indeed, the win-

ter is so warm that orange trees can

be found on the eastern shores of the

Mediterranean, on the western

shores, on the northern shores,

and on the southern shores.

Winter is a time of rains.

There will be a rainy day

and then several days of sun-

shine. The grass is green,

the parts that are near the j
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Fig. 275. This picture was taken in southern France near the Mediterranean Sea. The flowers are roses. They
will be picked and used in the making of perfume.

big red poppies and thousands of

white daisies, and over all is the

bright sunshine and a sky that

is very blue. During this time of

beauty on the Mediterranean, it is

still cloudy, cold, and frosty in Hol-

land and the other countries of

northern Europe. This makes the

Mediterranean countries a fine place

to visit in the late winter and early

spring. Many people of northern

Europe take a train from Rotterdam,

and the next day they are in Italy

or the south of France. Here on the

shores of the Mediterranean are many
towns where there are hundreds of

hotels. These towns on the Medi-

terranean shore have very much the

same kind of business that we find

in Switzerland. Many of the peo-

ple of the towns make their living

by taking care of travelers.

The Mediterranean is a very beau-

tiful sea. Its waters sometimes have

a wonderful blue color that we
never see in the Atlantic Ocean along

the shores of the United States.

Thousands of people come to Medi-
terranean countries for a winter or

a spring vacation trip. Many of

these people are from the United

States.

Visit the Mediterranean country in

August. What a change you will

see! The green grass is gone. There

has been no rain in August; there

was no rain in July; there was no

rain in June; and perhaps no rain

in May. These countries do not

have summer rain. Instead, there is
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Fig. 276. An old-fashioned village fountain in Sicily.

The houses are built of stone.

hot sunshine, and in August the

flowers and grass of spring are gone.

The country is brown and bare, the

roads are dusty, and the sun shines

day after day. As we go through

one of the cities in the middle of the

day, we wonder what has happened

to make it so quiet. We do not see

long strings of automobiles and peo-

ple walking as we do in any town

in our country. Everyone is in

the house as quiet as night, taking

a midday rest. They go about early

in the morning before it is hot and

again in the late afternoon when the

sun is low.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. From Figure 274 tell when the Medi-
terranean lands get most rain; least rain.

2. Write a story about Figure 275.

FOLKS

THE MEDITERRANEAN
FARMERS

Most of the people of the Mediter-

ranean countries are farmers. How
can the farmer make a living in a

country where it does not rain in the

summertime? That is a hard ques-

tion to answer. Let us visit an
Italian village and see if we can find

out about this. Let us visit a village

in the island of Sicily. Every house

in the village is built of stone. In

every house in the village we will

find baskets of dried figs, jars of

olive oil, and strings of onions hang-

ing from pegs on the kitchen wall.

If we happen to be there near meal-

time, we will find that the people eat

bread, olive oil, figs, onions, and
other vegetables. They are also very

fond of lettuce, cabbage, and other

leaf greens. Many of these people

do not eat meat more than once a

week or once a month.

In May the farmers cut the wheat

which grew through the period of

winter rains, very much as wheat

does in our country. This wheat

makes the bread for the village.

These farmers live in the village

and go out every morning to work in

their fields outside the village. Some-

times they must walk a mile or two

miles. Strange to say, nearly every

farm is in two or three pieces. It

has a piece of each kind of land that

is near the village. One piece is

by the stream that flows down from

the mountain. There is water in

the stream all summer. This is

very precious. The farmers use this
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Fig. 277. An Italian village on the Riviera. Your teacher will show you the Riviera on Figure 263. In the
valley is a stream. This may be used for irrigation. On the hillsides are terraces. The farmers worked long

and hard to build these terraces. On them they grow grapes, olives, chestnuts, and other crops.

water to irrigate the valley of the

stream. Here we find row after row

of dark green orange and lemon trees.

These trees must have a great deal

of water and would die if they were

not irrigated. A second set of crops

grows in between the orange trees.

Here the farmer grows lettuce, cab-

bages, onions, and other garden crops

for the people to eat. The ships

that sail away from Sicily carry

oranges and lemons to other coun-

tries. Sometimes Sicilian lemons

come to the United States.

The third part of the Italian farm

is on the hillsides where the land

cannot be irrigated. Here there are

olive trees, fig trees, and grapevines.

For some reason the olive tree and

the fig tree do not need nearly so

much water as the orange and lemon.

For this reason they are able to live

on the hillsides during the long, dry

summer. In the autumn they have

the figs and olives for the farmers.

The figs are picked and spread out

on the hard ground to dry. After

they are dried they can be kept for

a year or two. The olives are laid

down on a hard stone, and a stone

wheel is rolled around and around

over them to crush them into mush.

The mush is put in a press and

squeezed very, very hard. This press-
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Fig. 278. The city is Naples, Italy. The mountain is Mount Vesuvius. It is a volcano, as is Mount Etna
in Sicily. Find these two mountains on Figure 263.

ing squeezes out the oil. The Italians

eat this oil as we eat butter. It

is a very important food for them.

It. too, will keep for a year or two.

The grapevine manages to live

during the long, dry summer because

it has very long roots. The grape-

vine has roots much longer than the

vine itself. The roots go far down
in the ground and find the deep

water that has worked its way into

the earth during the period of

the winter rains. While the figs

are drying beside the fig trees, the

grapes will be drying on the ground

on trays beside the grapevines. After

a few days in the hot sun, the

grapes become raisins, which every

boy and girl likes to eat.

Our village is at the foot of a

great mountain called Etna. The

people near it are always watching

this mountain. It sometimes makes
trouble, for Etna is a volcano. From
time to time volcanoes throw out

clouds of dust and steam which look

like smoke. They sometimes throw

out melted rock called lava. Some-
times this lava runs down the side of

Mount Etna. Sometimes it covers up
fields and even whole villages. First

the hot lava sets them on fire; then it

covers the ruins. Many villages on

the slopes of Mount Etna have been

destroyed from time to time during

the hundreds of years since the days

when Sicily was a part of the great

Roman Empire. Dust from Mount
Vesuvius often falls on the streets and

housetops of the city of Naples. (Fig.

278.) Then the people must shovel it

away, as we do snow after a storm.
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Photo. Underwood & Underwood

Fig. 279. Part of the city of Rome (Roma) as seen from an airplane. The large church in the center of the

picture is St. Peter’s. Find Rome on Figure 263.

THINGS TC DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Use the world map and name two
i countries on the Mediterranean Sea that

( are exactly east of Philadelphia. How
I do you know that your answer is right?

2. Why are southern Spain and Italy

|

warmer in winter than Pennsylvania?

Now you can name three different things

that help to make a land warmer or

colder. What are they?

3. How would you know that it was
summer or winter in Italy? What do
people mean when they say that the

Mediterranean lands have two seasons?

4. Make a crayon picture of a winter

scene in Italy and then make one of a

summer scene in Italy. Have the two
best pictures in the class copied on the

blackboard. Tell why each scene looks

the way it does.

5. Do you know what a winter or a

summer resort is? Then copy the sen-

tences and fill in the blanks, either with the

word summer or the word winter

:

Atlantic City is mostly a
resort.

Switzerland is mostly a
resort, although some travelers go there in

the also.

Many cities in Italy are

resorts.

Now tell why each of the above sentences

is true.

6. Why do the Italian farmers live in

villages, instead of living on their farms

as American farmers do? Make a sketch

showing the three parts of an Italian

farm. Why do the people in Mediter-
ranean lands eat so little meat?

7. What do the Italian people raise for

food for themselves? What do they raise

so that they can help the rest of the
world?

8. Add Sicily to the outline map.
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Fig. 280. These fish are tuna fish. They were caught in the Mediterranean off the coast of Sicily and kept in

large tanks. They are taken from the tanks as needed by the canning factory.

OTHER MEDITERRANEAN
COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES
In Spain the weather is very much

as it is in Italy. Greece also has

this kind of weather, and it is the

same also in Algeria across the Med-
iterranean. With the same kind of

weather, we may expect to find the

same kinds of plants and the same
crops and the same kinds of farms.

In all these four countries we find

the farmers living in villages of stone

houses, growing wheat in the winter-

time and oranges and vegetables on

the warm low spots by the sea.

They also grow olive trees and fig

trees and grapevines on the dry

hills. Spain sends many oranges to

other countries, and Greece sends

much olive oil.

In all these Mediterranean coun-

tries wood is scarce. The people

quarry much stone to be used for

houses and roads.

These countries are like Holland,

because they have many people and

not as much good land for farms as

the people would like. They can-

not get more land as the Dutch do,

because the Mediterranean Sea is

everywhere deep, too deep for the

building of dikes and the draining

of the sea bottom. The Italians and

Greeks and Spaniards make more

land by terracing their hillsides.

They build walls to hold up little

strips of garden. (See Figure 277.)

It takes a lot of work to make a

little land by this means.

Many of the people from these

Mediterranean countries have come
to the United States to work. They
do the things they have learned to

do in the home country. Many of
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the stone quarries in this country are

worked by Italians. They build

many of our stone walls and roads,

and in some places they grow vege-

tables and fruits for city markets.

When a ship stops at Algiers, a

city on the shore of North Africa,

it may load boxes of dates which can

later be bought in the stores in our

country. These dates come to

I
Algiers by railroads from the desert

|

about which we read on page 136.

There is. one more thing that the

Mediterranean peoples do. It is fish-

ing, and if you will look at the map,
; you will see why this is so. The

|j

countries have much seashore, and

! many people live on islands. There-
: fore the sea and fish are always near.

Fish is one of their most important

!

foods.

The Mediterranean Sea has three

gates. Two of them were made by

I

nature, and one was made by man.

! Find the one that opens out into the

j

Atlantic. It is a narrow body of

I
water called a strait. The second

gate to the Mediterranean is the

: strait that lets ships go on into the

Black Sea. The third gate connects

;

the Mediterranean and the Red Sea.

It is the Suez Canal, which men
were able to dig because of a nar-

row, level, low stretch of land be-

i tween the two seas. These three

gates make the Mediterranean a great

ship road. Ships come in from the

Atlantic and go on into the Black

Sea, or down into the Red Sea,

I

and beyond that to the great ocean

which leads to China, a country
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about which we shall study later.

(Page 259.)

The Suez Canal crosses a narrow
body of land that connects two larger

bodies of land and is called an isth-

mus, the Isthmus of Suez. This Isth-

mus of Suez was very important in

ancient times. It formed a road on
which the people and trade passed

from Africa into Asia.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Many people from Mediterranean
countries come to the United States. Why
do you think they come? How do they
help this country when they get here?

Are there children in your class who were
born in any of the Mediterranean lands or

whose parents were born there? If so,

they may tell us something about these

countries. Maybe they might also have
some interesting things or pictures that

came from those countries to bring to

class.

2. How do the Dutch make more land
for their many people? How do the
people of Spain, Greece, and Italy make
more land?

3. Why are most of the Mediterranean
houses made of stone?

4. Explain by a sand-table model what
an isthmus is. Point to one on the map.
Label it on the outline map.

5. Then make a sand-table model of a
strait. Label two important straits on
the outline map.

6. Add Algiers and Mount Etna to the

outline map.
7. Add to your Locations List all the

new places about which you have learned

on this trip.

8. Make a chart that will show the

Products of Mediterranean Lands.

9. What is the difference between a
mountain and a volcano? Try to find

pictures of some of the famous volcanoes

in the world.

10. Pretend that Mount Vesuvius told

you the story of its life. Write the story.
S.C.E.



SOME PEOPLES OF THE SEACOAST—NEW
ENGLAND, NEWFOUNDLAND, NORWAY

GLOUCESTER, i

This is going to be the finest chapter
yet for making a lot of plays. And for
every play we make, we are going to
draw a quick, rough sketch on the black-
board to show just what the scenery of
the play looks like. Then, maybe, some
of the artists in the class might like to
copy these rough blackboard sketches on
large-sized cardboard. If they would, we
could keep the cardboard sketches for
movable scenery and repeat all the plays
for the school assembly.

Sam Lawrence lives in the city of

Gloucester, a small seaport on the

Atlantic Ocean. The boy is ten

years old. He wants to own a fish-

ing boat when he is a man. The
people of Gloucester have been fish-

FISHING PORT

ermen for more than three hundred

years. In 1623 some English fisher-

men sailed into the harbor at Glouces-

ter, anchored their ships, and built

some racks for drying fish. Then

they built their houses and sailed out

to sea and began fishing. From that

day to this, fishing has been their

chief business. Sam’s home town of

Gloucester is the greatest fishing port

in the United States.

Sam’s father owns a fishing

schooner. This boat is named “Hes-

ter.” The fishermen of Gloucester

often name their boats for their chil-

dren, and Hester is Sam’s sister,
6.C.E.
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Photo, by H. W. Spooner, Gloucester, Mass.

Fig. 282. Here are two pictures of the “Hester,” Captain Lawrence’s boat. After being built at the shipyard, she
slides into the water. Then her masts and sails are attached and she is ready to go.

The boat has two masts and is some-

times known as a Gloucesterman.

Early in the spring, Sam's father sails

the “Hester” around to the shipyard;

a strong rope is fastened to her, a

steam engine winds the rope around
a drum and pulls the schooner up a
little railway until she is out of the

water. The ship is to have her

spring overhauling. The bottom is

scraped, all the little cracks are

stuffed full of tar-covered fiber called

oakum . This keeps the water out.

Every inch of the ship is painted so

that the wood will not get wet and
rot. If any of the ropes are worn,
they are replaced with new ropes.

She gets a new sail and several

patches are put in the old sails.

When everything is done, the “Hes-
ter” slides back into the water and
Captain Lawrence gets ready to go
to sea. They must take all that the

men need to eat for three or four

weeks, except fish. We see them load-

Photo. by H. Armstrong Roberts

Fig. 283. Captain Lawrence is telling the children
something about a crab.

ing barrels of flour, sacks of potatoes,

some ham and bacon, many boxes of

canned food, a barrel of apples, and bot-

tles of lime juice. Then they put in

tons and tons of ice. This is to make
the ship into a refrigerator, so that
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Photo, by H. W. SpooDer

Fig. 285. Sam, his mother, brother, and sisters

walked along this long sea wall to the lighthouse in

order to watch their father put out to sea in the
“Hester.” See the ships in the far distance.

Fig. 286. The mate
of the “Hester”
knows justwhere to

sail in the shallow
waters because the
channel is marked
by buoys like the
buoy in the picture.

This is a whistling
buoy. Every wave
makes it whistle.

Even at night the
sailors can guide
their ships by the
sound of the whis-
tle.

fish can be kept as fresh as when
they are caught.

The “Hester” is now ready to sail.

Down the harbor she goes with Cap-
tain Lawrence, the mate, and the

eight men called the crew. One of

the men will go as cook. He will

do no fishing, but his work will be to

feed the hungry men, and he will

receive a share of the profits as his

pay. Sam, his mother, little brother,

and two sisters, get into their auto-

mobile with some other children

and ride down to the point. They
want to see the boat sail out of the

harbor and into the sea. Sam and
the others walk out to the end of the

sea wall, or breakwater, that has been

built to keep the waves out of

Gloucester harbor. (Fig. 285.)

As the “Hester” sails out of the

harbor, she passes so close to the

end of the wall that Sam can see

the mate standing at the wheel steer-

ing the schooner. They all wave
good-by to their father, who is stand-

ing on deck waving good-by to them.

As she passes the point, she

changes her course and sails out into

the ocean. The mate knows just

where to sail in the shallow water,

because the channel is marked by
buoys. These are floats that are

chained to the bottom to show where

the deep water is. Sam watches the

boat every second. Soon he can no

longer see the men. Then the boat

seems to get smaller and also lower.

Finally her hull seems to go down
behind the water. Sam can see only

the sails. In a little while he can see

only the tops of the sails. Then the

“Hester” is out of sight. Sam’s eyes

are very sharp. Almost at the place

where he saw the “Hester” disappear,

he sees the top of another boat, and

beyond that is a little cloud of smoke.
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Photo, by H. W. Spooner

Fig. 287. Captain Lawrence and his crew in the “Hester” standing out to sea. They are on their way to the
open sea in order to catch mackerel. See the Gloucester lighthouses.

Sam knows that the smoke stands up
in the sky above the place where a

steamer is passing. Why can they

not see the steamer? It is because

she is down below the horizon. The
horizon is the place where the sea

and the sky seem to meet. You can

understand the way the ship goes

down behind the horizon if you look

at a globe. Put your finger down
flat on the globe. Now push your

finger away from you farther and

farther until it finally disappears and

goes down behind the surface of the

globe. It is just that way with the

surface of the sea. It is round like

the surface of the globe or the sur-

face of a ball. The ships, as they

sail away, go over the horizon and

are soon out of sight. Explain how
the boats in Figure 285 show that the

surface of the earth is curved. Figure

68 will also help with this problem.

FISHING FOR MACKEREL IN
SAILING BOATS

Captain Lawrence is sailing away
in his schooner to meet the mackerel.

The mackerel is a fish that lives in

the open sea. Like the birds, mack-
erel spend the summer in the north

and the winter in the south. Each
spring Captain Lawrence and many
other fishermen sail down the Atlan-

tic coast to Virginia. There they

meet the mackerel swimming slowly

northward. They sail until they

meet a school of mackerel. Many
fish swimming together are called a

school. The fishermen get out their

big nets and carry them around the

school of fish and catch hundreds

of them, almost enough to load their

boat. The mackerel are quickly

packed in the ice. Now Captain

Lawrence sails away as fast as he

can to the nearest port to sell the
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Fig. 288. Fishing for mackerel. After you have read page 245, tell about this picture.

fish. He sells mackerel in Norfolk,

in Cape May, and in New York.

After three or four weeks the mack-

erel have gone farther north. The
boats catch some not far from

Gloucester and sail with them to

Boston. Then the schooner sails

for home. She gets there one night

after dark.

How do boats find their way into

the harbor at night? By means of

lighthouses, tall lighthouses with sig-

nal lights which tell the sailor where

he is. The lights on different houses

are different; some are white, some
are red, some shine all the time, some
wink quickly, some wink slowly.

Captain Lawrence has a big map
that shows every harbor and tells

him just how every light looks. Even
at night he can know by the kind of

light just where he is on the coast.

He can read the lights in much the

same way that you read a book. The
letters and words on this page are

really a set of signals.

There is great rejoicing when Cap-
tain Lawrence and his crew get back.

All are safe; no one has been sick

or hurt, and they have had a good

catch. That means that Mr. Law-
rence has some money in his pocket.

Sam can have the little boat his

father promised to give him as a

reward for his good record at school.

Sam's boat is sixteen feet long. It

is called a catboat and it has a mast
and a sail. In it Sam sails up and

down the harbor when he has an

older person to go with him. He
hopes that he will learn to be a good

sailor before he is grown. He must
be a good sailor if he is to own a

fishing schooner some day.

It is great fun to sail a little boat.

As you learn to do this, you can

make the boat do more and more
things you tell it to do. Sam spent

nearly all the next summer learning

to sail into the wind. That is to

say, when the wind was blowing

from the north he learned to sail his
S.C.E.
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boat north by tacking it back and
forth as shown in Figure 289. You
remember that this was something

that the Phoenicians and the Greeks

and the Romans did not know how
to do.

Sam loves the sea. Nearly every-

body who lives near the sea loves it.

I

It is only a short walk from the

|

town of Gloucester across the little

!

peninsula to the shore of the ocean.

In some places the shore is as high

|

as the top of a house and made of

solid rock. The waves have beaten

upon it and have worn away all the

earth long ago. In some places the

I rocks are red; in some places they

are gray. Sam loves to see the

shore when there is a storm. These

storms, when the wind blows from

the northeast, are called northeasters.

It is fun to watch such a storm from

the land, but no Gloucesterman

wants to be on the sea at that time.

The waves rise up higher than a

man’s head. They curl over and

dash against the rocks. White foam
climbs high and runs back. Drops
of water called spray blow in your

face. You can taste the salt water.

No two waves are alike. Sam has

often seen visitors to Gloucester sit-

ting by the hour where they could
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Photos, by H. W. Spooner and the Canadian National Railways

Fig. 291. Much of the shore of New England and southeastern Canada is rocky. The storm waves beat against

the rocks. The salt spray flies in all directions. The water beating against the rocks carved out the “ flower-
pot ” which you see in the picture at the right.

watch waves dash on the rocky shore.

Waves seem to charm people.

In several places near the town of

Gloucester the shore is low and sandy

—strips of sandy beach between two

rocky places. Here the waves beat

upon the sand, and, in quiet times in

summer, Sam and his friends go here

to swim in the waves.

Sometimes Sam and his family get

into their automobile and go to some
favorite spot along the shore. Sam
likes to go to a cape called Folly

Point. A cape is a point of land

that sticks out into the sea. Folly

Point is very pointed and rocky.

You can see the ocean on three

sides of you and ships near by and
far away.

On the way home, Sam and his

family come around the western side

of the cape. On this side is a bay.

There are no big waves like those on

the ocean side of the cape. In this

bay there are plenty of clams. When
the tide runs out, narrow strips

of sand called sandbars are left un-

covered. When the clam digger sees

in the sand a round hole smaller

than the end of your pencil, he

knows a clam is getting air through

this hole. The clam digger has a

big fork that looks very much like

the garden fork your father may use

in the garden. He digs up the sand

with the clams in it, picks the clams

from the wet sand, puts them in

buckets, and takes them to market.

Clams are good to eat. Clams and

oysters are cousins. Oysters live on

the bottom of sandy salt-water bays,

but clams live a few inches below the

surface of the sand.

The seashore along a part of this

bay is low and flat and muddy. It

is a salt marsh with tall green grass

growing in it. Sometimes the sea

rises above the surface of the land,
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but mostly the land is above the

water. Some of the plants growing

here are higher than Sam’s head.

Sam is fond of boats, whether they

are in the water or on land. He
likes to go to the shipyard and climb

over the new boats that are being

built. Some of them are schooners

for fishing at sea, and some of them
are pleasure boats called yachts.

Many people who own yachts sail up
to Gloucester in summer from New
York and Boston. Some yachts are

small, some are large. Some have

sails only, some have sails and engines

too, and some have only engines.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Let us begin by making some plays.

We may call them:
(a) Overhauling a Sailing Schooner in the

|

Spring. (Be sure to remember the scen-

I

ery. This time, it might be a large pic-

;

ture of the boat itself and the dock.)

!
(b

)

Getting Ready to Go on a Fishing

j

Trip.

(c ) On Deck as the Boat Leaves the

|

Harbor.

(d) On Shore as the Boat Leaves the

j

Harbor.

|

(e) Catching Mackerel. (What will the

!
blackboard scene be this time?)

i (/) Selling Mackerel.
2. Suppose you were on shore, watching

a ship coming back into the harbor.

Which part of the ship would you see

|

first? Why?
3. Do you pass a lake or a pond on

your way to school? Watch it for several

|

days? What does it look like on a windy
day? What does it look like when the

air is calm, with no wind? Could you
guess, from this, what makes the ocean
have waves? What would make the ocean
have higher and rougher waves sometimes
than it has at other times? What do
the New England fishermen call bad
storms on the ocean? Why do they give

Photo, by H. W. Spooner

Fig. 292. Here and there the shore is low, flat, sandy,
and good for surf bathing.

them this name? Have you ever watched
a weather vane during a storm? If you
have, in what direction was the wind
blowing at that time?

4. Below are several words used in

the story. Prove that you understand
what you have read by using each word
correctly in a sentence.

school lighthouse tacking

peninsula northeaster cape
yacht catboat clams
schooner harbor sandbars

5. Bring to class all the pictures of dif-

ferent kinds of lighthouses that you can
find. How are they alike? How are they
different? How do they help the sailors

and the fishermen?

6. What is a buoy and what is a pilot?

How do buoys and pilots help people at

sea?

7. What would happen to plain sand
that had the ocean waves beating on it

all the time? What would be left along

the seashore at Gloucester after all the

sand had been ground up and washed out
to sea?

s.c a.
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Fig. 293. Inshore fishing for cod. After you have read this page, tell what the fishermen are doing.

FISHING FOR COD
After Sam has learned to sail his

boat about the harbor, his father lets

him go with him to catch cod. First

they go on what is called inshore

fishing. They go in a boat like the

boats in Figure 293. They sail out

for an hour or two beyond the light-

house, catch fish for half a day, and

come home at night. The water here

is shallow, and they use hooks and

lines to catch the codfish that swim
along near the bottom.

Sam likes inshore fishing, but he

wants to go in the “Hester” on a

big fishing trip. He wants to go cod

fishing out on the banks (fishing

banks). Fishing banks are shallow

places out in the ocean, so shallow

that people can drop a baited hook
over the side of the boat and catch

the fish as they swim near the bottom.

After Sam had learned to sail his

little boat well, his father let him go

on a trip to the banks. Sam thought

it was great fun to be sailing away

on a five days' journey and to be

out of sight of land. He liked to go

down the little stairway from the

deck to the small cabin and sleep

in one of the top bunks. This was

what his father and grandfather and

great-grandfather and great-great-

grandfather had been doing for three

hundred years.

It took them five days to reach

the banks, which are not far from

the island of Newfoundland. They
dropped the anchor overboard and

took in the sails. This was to be

their home for two weeks. There

was a nest of little boats, called dories,

on the deck of the schooner. A dory

was put overboard; two men got

into her and rowed out a little dis-

tance from the schooner. Here they

dropped overboard one end of a

trawl line. A trawl line is a heavy

cord about half a mile long. It is

carried coiled up in a tub at the

front of the dory. Short lines two

feet in length are tied fast to the
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Fig. 294. Fishing for cod on the Newfoundland banks. Read pages 250 and 251. Find in the picture a fishing

schooner, a dory, a float, a trawl line, short lines fastened to the trawl, codfish.

trawl at every six feet. These short

lines have baited hooks on the end.

The hooks swing in the water near

the bottom and catch the codfish.

Near each end of the trawl is a

weight to make the line sink and a

float to show where it is. One of

the two men in the dory rows the

boat, and the other throws the line

over the end of the boat until it is

all out. Then with their little boat

tossing over the waves, they row

back to the other end of -the trawl,

pull it up, and begin to take off the

fish and bait the hooks again. When
they have a dory load of fish, they

go back to the schooner, where other

men clean the fish, wash them clean

in sea water, and pack them down in

sea salt.

Cod fishing is a dangerous busi-

ness, especially on the Newfoundland

banks. This is a place where two

ocean currents meet. A current

comes from the north, from Labrador

and Eskimo Lan^l. It brings the ice-

bergs and the cold water. We read

about that in the chapter about the

North Lands. There is also a warm
current that comes from the south.

It comes from near the Amazon.
Sometimes the boat will be in warm
water, sometimes in cold water. The
air over the warm water will be

warm. The wind blows it over the

cold water. There it does just what
the steam from a teakettle does

when it comes out into a cool room.

Moisture in steam turns into fog.

Sometimes when the men are out in

the dories fishing, thick clouds of fog

settle over the cold sea more quickly

than showers of rain fall down on us

on land. In the thick fog where one

cannot see fifty feet, the men in the

dories sometimes miss their way.
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Fig. 296. The white objects which you see on the frames in the picture are pieces of codfish. They are drying
in the open air at Gloucester.

Then they miss the schooner and

their little boats drift out to sea.

Sometimes great storms come up and
upset the dories. Storms may even

upset the schooners or drive them
against the rocky coast, and the men
may be drowned. The sea is very

changeable and often it is cruel, but

it charms men, and they love it.

On Sam’s trip there is nothing worse

than a great storm. The waves went

across the deck of the boat, but no

one was hurt.

When they reach Gloucester the

fish are unloaded and washed in fresh

water to take off all the salt that is

on the outside of them. They are

now spread out on frames to dry.
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Photo, by H. W. Spooner

Fig. 297. In the picture at the left. Gloucester men are skinning fish. In the picture at the right, you see a few
of the thousands of herring, or bloaters, which are hanging in this smokehouse for curing.

After this they go to the skinning

sheds, where men or women v/ith

sharp knives skin them and take off

the fins. They are now ready to sell.

They are about as hard as pine

boards and will keep almost as well.

Dried codfish will keep for a year in

a store in a warm country where

fresh fish would spoil in an afternoon.

Many kinds of fish come into

Gloucester harbor. The inner harbor

north of the little island often smells

of fish. There are drying racks,

there are skinning lofts, pickling

sheds, fish-smoking houses, canning

factories. The fish are sold in bar-

rels, in kegs, in boxes, in paper car-

tons. They are sold salted, they are

sold pickled, they are sold fresh.

Some as hard as bones are sent away
by mail frozen.

The heads, skins, fins, and bones

are boiled to make glue, and what is

left after the glue is taken out is

ground up for chicken feed or made
into fertilizer. The fishermen of

Gloucester can now catch more fish

than ever before, because most of

them have motors in their fishing

boats to help them when the wind

does not suit.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Make a sketch map of the shore of the

United States from Boston to Norfolk. On
it, name and locate the places mentioned in

these fishing trips.

2. Try to find pictures of the different

kinds of boats that we have just read

about. Make a chart of these boats.

Maybe some of the boys would like to try to

make models of some of the sailing schooners.

3. Make a chart of pictures to show the

kinds of sea food the New England people

give themselves and us.

4. Would you rather go fishing with the

Eskimos, the Fur Trapper Indians, or with

Sam Lawrence’s father? Which would be
the most dangerous? What big animals

that live mostly in the water do the Es-

kimos use? Are these animals fish?

5. Here are the titles for some talks:

(a) Deep Sea Cod Fishing.

(b

)

Workers in Gloucester Harbor.

(c) Preparing Cod for Market.
6. Make a drawing that will explain

about ocean currents and the fogs near

Newfoundland.
S.O.B.
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Photo, by H. W. Spooner

Fig. 298. A monument in the city of Gloucester to

“They that go down to the sea in ships.”

FISHERMEN, SHIPBUILDERS,
AND TRADERS

The Gloucester fisherman needs to

be brave and industrious. His is

rough work. It is hard work. It is

dangerous work. The sea along this

part of our country is a very stormy

sea. Fierce winds blow, the waves

dash high, the fogs are thick, and
the ships are sometimes lost at sea

or beaten to pieces by storm waves
on the rocky coast. There is many
an orphan on the fishing coasts.

Sometimes the ships go down with

all on board. There are many
widows on the fishing coasts. In

some places the people hold a meet-

ing on a certain day in the fall,

when the names are read of all those

lost at sea during the year. The
people throw flowers into the sea, for

that is where their loved ones were

buried when the ships went down.

For several hundred miles along

the coast of this part of North

America the shore is high and rocky

like that of Gloucester, and full of

little bays that make good harbors.

Along this part of the coast are many
towns where people live and catch fish,

which they salt and sell very much as

do the people in Gloucester.

The business is now not quite so

dangerous as it once was, because

many of the schooners now have

small engines in them. When one

gets into a storm, the engine is a

great help in reaching a place of

safety.

You can easily guess that build-

ing boats has been one of the things

that men have done in the harbors

of fishing towns.

Long ago, in the time when the

kings of England ruled our country,

these fishermen would load their

boats with salt fish and sail away to

sell them on the coast of Virginia,

where the codfish is not found.

They also took longer trips. They
went to the West India Islands and

brought back hogsheads of sugar and

molasses. They even sailed to the

Amazon country and to Europe.

Then they built bigger ships. The

forests along this coast had fine tim-

ber, and the people were very careful
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Photo, by H. W. Spooner

Fig. 299. Because Gloucester uses so many fishing schooners, it has become a busy shipbuilding city.

|

to save the good, straight trees for

|

masts. These bigger ships were

I

called clipper ships. They were the

fastest sailing vessels in the world at

! that time, and men from Gloucester

and other fishing towns sailed with

j

them all the way around the south

point of Africa. They went even to

India, China, and the Dutch East

i
Indies. Your teacher will show you
on the globe how they went. They
brought back cargoes of tea and
spices, and, with these products, the

people of Gloucester and other fish-

ing towns became great traders in

the colonial times after our Revolu-

tionary War. I know of one family

in Gloucester that had seven sons,
1

all of whom sailed in ships going out

to eastern Asia about 1825.

International Photo

Fig. 300. One of the famous clipper ships

These clipper ships are not built

now. The steamship driven by an

engine run by coal or oil now does

the work that the clipper ships did.

The large steamers need deep har-

bors. Therefore they do not come
to Gloucester and many smaller

towns that had the clipper ships.
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Photo, by Brown Brothers

Fig. 301. A harbor on the coast of Newfoundland. See the long racks for drying cod. A ship, loaded with
fish, is sailing away from the warehouse. See the schooner by the warehouse and the barrels of fish.

Photo, by H. W. Spooner

Fig. 302. This codfish has been cleaned and is ready
for drying. Compare its size with the man.

EARLY FISHERMEN AND THE
NEWFOUNDLANDERS

The people of Gloucester were not

the first fishermen in the world,

by any means. You remember that

we read about the fishermen of

Holland. They were catching fish in

the ocean near Holland before Co-

lumbus sailed to America. So were

the people of England, and for a

long time the people of Europe

thought the most important thing

about the discovery of America was
the fishing banks off the coast of

Newfoundland where the Gloucester

and Newfoundland fishermen go.

A few years after Columbus dis-

covered America, the fishing boats of

England and France sailed all the

way across the Atlantic to fish on the

banks of Newfoundland, and then

sailed back taking the fish to Eu-

rope. This they did for years and

years before anyone from Europe

settled on the coast of North America.

The people of Newfoundland live

near the Grand Banks.
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Fig. 303. This picture gives you a very good idea of a fiord in Norway. What are the fishermen doing?

NORWAY AND THE NORSEMEN
Long before the time of Columbus,

the greatest fishermen of all Europe

were the people of Norway. In

those days they were called Norse-

men. Their coast had many long,

deep bays with high, rocky shores

and deep water. Such bays are

called fiords. (Fig. 303.) Fiords are

splendid harbors, but the land along

them is so steep that very little of

it is good for farms. What could the

poor Norwegians do? About all

they had was harbors, little garden

patches, a few pastures, and steep

hills with stout trees upon them; so

after they had made farms on the

little bit of land that was good for

farms, they used their trees for

building ships. Then they sailed

away to catch fish. The cool climate

of their country made them feel like

working. They are today a very

industrious people.

We should not care to go to sea

in a Norse boat (see Fig. 305), but

the Norsemen were brave sailors.

In their little ships they sailed

across the ocean to Iceland and

settled there. They sailed on to

Greenland and settled there, and

they sailed to Labrador and on to a

place which they called Vineland.

They called it Vineland because they

found wild grapevines there. They
were very much excited about this

grapevine country. They went

back to Greenland and to Iceland
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Photo, by Williams, Brown & Earle

Fig. 304. The long, deep, narrow fiords of the Norway
coast enable boats to bring their freight far inland.

Does this country look good for farming?

Fig. 305. In ships like the one in this picture the
Norsemen sailed all the way from Norway to the coasts
of North America. This was before Columbus dis-

covered our continent.

and to Norway telling stories about

Vineland, but no one knows where

Vineland was, for they did not stay

long.

To this day the people of Norway
catch fish, load them in their boats,

sail away to other countries, and sell

them. The Norwegians are great

sailors. They build many ships and

carry freight for other people. It is

almost certain that in some of the

stores where your father and mother

buy things for you, there are things

which were brought across the sea in

Norwegian ships. There are Nor-
wegian ships in New York harbor

every day in the year. If you will

look through the magazines, you
may find an advertisement of some-

thing that comes from Norway and
other places where codfish are

- caught. It is cod liver oil. Many

||

people use it as medicine.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Make sand-table models of these

“land forms/’ as we call them:
(a) peninsula (b ) cape
2. Make drawings to show the difference

between a bay and a fiord.

3. Make a sketch of a good harbor that

will show why it is a good harbor.

4. Make a large map that will show
Newfoundland, Greenland, Iceland, Nor-
way, Gloucester, the Atlantic Ocean, the

arctic circle.

5. Is there any place in Norway 'where

the horizon might look as it did in

Eskimo Land at midnight? If so, why is

this true? If not, why not?

6. Look carefully at a map of New
England. Then look just as carefully at

a map showing the coast near Atlantic

City. Which of these two coasts would
have more good harbors? What makes
you think so?

7. Here are some more play titles:

() The Old Norsemen. (Your teacher

will read you some stories about them.

Why are so many of these stories about
the sea?)

() The Norwegians of Today.
(c) How the Newfoundland People Make

a Living.

8. Why do many people in New Eng-
land and Norway help to build ships?

Why do many of them sail the sea?

9. If a Norwegian ship came to this

country, what are some of the things that

the Norwegians might buy and take back
to Norway?
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Fig. 306. On our trip to China our ship landed us at

Shanghai. We saw this stream. It is Soochow Creek. It

flows through the city and is usually crowded with native

boats. They can sail for hundreds of miles on this creek
and the canals that connect with it.

THE CHINESE—
A NATION SEPARATED FROM OTHER

NATIONS
GOING TO CHINA

While we are visiting in China, let us
make a chart to show What the Chinese

Use Instead of Trains and Automobiles.

Most people would be glad to take

a trip to China.

i iiC Chinese are very interesting

people. Their country is in eastern

Asia. When you have found it on

the globe, put one hand on China

and the other hand on your own
state. You then see that there are

two ways by which we might go to

China. We may go eastward from

where you live and we may go

westward from where you live. The

quickest way to go to China from

any part of our country is to go to

one of the large Pacific seaports—

Seattle, San Francisco, or Los An-

geles—and take a fast steamer west-

ward across the Pacific Ocean. In

fourteen or fifteen days we reach

the city of Shanghai. Shanghai is a

great seaport at the edge of China.

Or we can take a steamer from

one of the Atlantic ports and go

eastward to Shanghai. This can be

done in two ways. Get your teacher

to show you the route by way of

the Panama Canal and the route

by way of the Suez Canal.

( 259 )
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Every few days steamers come into

New York from Shanghai by way of

both of these canals.

Shanghai is at the mouth of a

great river. Perhaps you can find

its name on the map or on the

globe. To the north of this river

is another large river. What is its

name? These are the two great

rivers of China. They flow through

a flat land, the great plain of China.

We have studied before (page 93,

Amazon; 207, Rhine) about the low,

level land at the mouth of a river,

the land that the river has made by
washing down sand and mud. Such

plains are sometimes called deltas,

or delta plains. This plain of China

is a great delta plain. The river

has built it out many miles into the

ocean. The great rivers brought the

sand and mud from the highlands

in the western part of China. As
you know, the land of such plains is

Fig. 310. Trace on this map an all-water route to

China by way of Honolulu. Describe a rail-and-water
route from New York City to Shanghai.

very rich. The farmers can grow a

great quantity of food, enough to feed

many, many people. Indeed, most of

the people of China live on this great

plain.

We went to see Li Wang. Li Wang
is a Chinese boy. He is eleven years

old. His father is a farmer. When
Li Wang was a little boy, his father

promised him that some day he might

go down the canal to Shanghai with

his uncle, Wing Fu, who was a boat-

man. The trip was to be a kind of

prize that Li Wang could win by
learning to say without a mistake

two hundred pages of a certain book

made by a great Chinese named Con-

fucius.

Li’s uncle Wing lives in a boat with

his wife, Sui Wong, his son, Pao Ties,

and his daughter, Pao Thes. The
boat is their home. It is also their

place of business. They carry freight

in it, and they also live in it.
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Fig. 311. The buildings on the far side of the river are a part of Canton, China. The river is the Pearl River.
See the native house boat. One person is using a pole to drive the boat along. The other person is using an oar.

BOATS, CANALS, AND THE GREAT
PLAIN OF CHINA

When we first see Li, he has won
the prize and has gone with his

uncle to Shanghai. Now the boat

is loaded with freight, and they are

ready to start back to their home
in the country. The boat carries

two bundles of cotton yarn that

came from Europe, and a full load

of five-gallon cans of kerosene that

came from the United States on

an American steamer by way of

Panama. The boat is about twenty-

five feet long. Because it is rather

wide, it will hold much freight.

The boat has one oar. It is fas-

tened at the back of the boat. It

is fastened to a rope in such a way

that when someone pulls the rope

back and forth even a little, the oar

rocks from side to side in such a

way as to push the boat forward,

very much like a process which we
Americans sometimes call sculling a

boat. The Chinese are clever in

making one oar do so much work.

They also use poles to push the

boat along. Where the water is shal-

low, they do this by putting the end

of the pole on the bottom. Someone
pushes against the pole, and this makes
the boat go forward.

Shanghai is somewhat like a city

we saw in Holland. It has many
streets that are canals. It takes Wing
Fu and his family most of the after-

noon to get out of Shanghai. They
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Fig. 312.

Photos, by J. Russell Smith and American Board of Foreign Missions

In the larger picture the Chinese women are preparing dinner in their house boat. See the stove at
the left side of the boat. In the smaller picture a Chinese lad is eating rice with chopsticks.

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 313. House-boat visiting on a Chinese river.

now begin to pass fields where many
people are at work. Some are

spading the ground, some are hoe-

ing, and others are weeding the

crops. Every minute or two they

meet other boats. Some are even

smaller than their own boat, and boys

pole them along. There are also

large boats in the canal. Some have
engines and carry many passengers.

Li's uncle is thirsty. He asks

for a drink. His wife dips up water

from the canal and puts it in a

kettle. She then makes a little

fire of charcoal in a little earthen-

ware stove that sits on the deck of

the boat. When the water boils,

she pours it on a few tea leaves.

Everyone drinks cups of hot tea

without sugar or milk or lemon in it.

The members of the family take

turns working the boat. Sometimes
it is Aunt Sui, sometimes it is Uncle

Wing, and the children help, too. Li

takes his turn at pulling the rope

back and forth to keep the oar

moving. Someone always uses the

pole to guide the boat so that it

will go just where they wish it to go.

When they are hungry, Li's cousin,

Pao Ties, makes another charcoal fire

in the little earthen stove, which

boils the rice pot. Soon everyone
S.C.E.
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 314. A canal street in China. The houses come down to the water’s edge. The boats tie up to the front

steps. Water for drinking and household purposes is scooped from the canal. Why do you think that it should
be boiled before being used?

is eating except Aunt Sui, who takes

her turn at the oar while the others

sit on the deck of the boat with

bowls of rice which they eat with

chopsticks. Besides rice, they have

cabbage for supper. They do not sit

down at a table. Each takes his rice

bowl and eats where he chooses.

When darkness comes, they tie

the boat to the bank of the canal

in a quiet place away from any
village or house. We wonder where

Li will sleep. The middle of the

boat is full of kerosene cans covered

over with the arched top of the

boat. (See Fig. 311.) This boat

happens to have three of these

arched tops, one over the top of

another. They can be moved so

that one covers the kerosene cans,

one covers the back deck of the

boat, and one covers the front deck

of the boat. Everybody sleeps on

the deck of the boat. They put

quilts about an inch thick on the

hard boards of the deck and lie

down on the quilts. Many Chinese

can sleep well on a stone floor with

only a cotton quilt on the stone.

Wing is up at daylight to start

the boat. As it passes along the

canal in the early dawn, Li sees

the people in the villages as they

go to work. Li wonders what

his own people are doing at this

moment in his village. The wind

begins to blow. It blows in the

same direction as the boat is going.

Li’s uncle puts up a sail. The sail

catches the wind, and the wind

pushes against the sail and makes
the boat go faster and more easily.

They still keep the oar working.

That also makes the boat go faster.
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© Keystone View Co.

Fig. 315. The Chinese and Japanese eat with chop-

sticks instead of forks. Chopsticks are slender sticks

of wood or ivory. It takes much skill to use them.

Fig, 316. Chinese junk or sailing boat.

They meet many other boats like

their own, for thousands of people

in China live in these little boats

on the canals and rivers.

We learned on page 211 that Hol-

land has many canals, but China

has many times more canals than

Holland. There are thousands and
thousands of miles of these canals

crossing the great low plain of China

in all directions. On the banks of

these canals are villages where farm-

ers live—villages, villages, oh, so

many villages! China is a large

country with many, many people

—

many times more people than Hol-

land has. It has more people to

the square mile, and it is many
times as large as Holland.

After several days, the boat reaches

Li's home. He is back again in the

village. He has never before been

far away from home. He wanted to

take a trip in his uncle's boat, but he

is glad to be at home again with the

boys of the village. He is also glad

to see his dog. He loves his dog just

as boys in America love their dogs.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Use a large world outline map. Show
three ways in which we might travel to

China from your home. Use three differ-

ent colored crayons and draw each of these

routes in a different color. Mark each

route with the number of days it would
take. Label all the important bodies of

water and the large countries through which

we pass. Add the quickest route to the

map of Trips That We Are Taking.

2. Make a large sketch of China. On it

show the Plains of China, the two impor-

tant rivers, and Shanghai.
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 317. The Chinese village in which Li and his family live.

THE CHINESE VILLAGE AND
FARM

Li’s home is in a village of one

hundred families. These people are

all farmers. Their farms are around

the village, and all together the

hundred farms have only two hun-

dred acres of land—not more than

we often find in one farm in the

United States. Nearly all the people

of China are farmers and live in

villages.

Li’s father’s house is one story

high like most of the others. Its

roof is of red tile, which is clay

burned hard like bricks. The floor of

the house is of earth. There is not

much wood in this house, for wood
is scarce in China. The Chinese

use all of their good land for raising

things to eat. What do they use

to boil the rice pot? They use

straw and the twigs that are pruned

Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 318. A close view of the house in which Li lives.

from the tea trees. They do not

have enough straw and twigs for

the cooking and also for heating the

house; so the house is not heated.

The people wear thick clothes in-

stead. (See Fig. 336.) In winter-

time the Chinese wear very thick

clothes. If the people are rich,

they may wear fur. If they are

not rich, the clothes may be of

quilted cotton, which is also very

warm.
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 319. The small trees in the picture are tea trees. They are planted on the hilly part of Li’s father’s farm.

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 320. Li’s father is watering his garden. See the

buckets supported from his shoulders; the long pipes

from the buckets to the plants.

Li's father's farm has only an

acre and a quarter of ground. One
acre of this ground is low and flat.

It is good rice land. A quarter acre

is on the hillside. A small part of

this is a vegetable garden, and on

the rest tea trees are planted.

The acre of lowland is planted

to wheat in October, and in May
when Li comes home from Shanghai,

the wheat is ready to cut. They
have a good crop, and his father is

very happy, for he feels sure that

he can get a good crop of rice, and
if he has a good crop of wheat too,

there will be plenty to eat for all

the family for a year and also

some grain to sell. The wheat is

cut with a little crooked sickle which

Li's father holds in his hand. The
wheat is tied in bundles and care-

fully stacked up to dry. When it

is dry, it is threshed by hand.

The people take the wheat in their

hands, beat the heads against the

side of a box, and the grain falls

into the box. It is slow work,

but they get all of the grain, and

they do it themselves.

As soon as the wheat is off, they

make the fields ready for rice. They
have no horse; they have no ox;

but their neighbor has a cow. The
cow pulls a plow. The neighbor

brings his cow to plow the Wang
family's rice land. Li's father works

for his neighbor to pay for this help.

Around and around the fields goes
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Fig. 321. Man power is cheaper than machines in China. All day long these two coolies walk on this tread-
mill. The paddles, as they move through the long wooden trough, lift water three or four feet from the river to an

irrigation ditch. The beginning of the ditch shows just below the left leg of the nearer coolie.

the cow with the little plow. Li

and his brother and father with

their hoes help by breaking up
the lumps of dirt. Finally all the

earth in their acre is soft and

smooth and fine. It is now ready

for the water. Rice is a plant

which loves water. The Chinese

flood the rice land and let the

rice plants stand in a few inches

of water. The water must not be

too deep. Therefore each field

must be as level as a floor. It

takes much work to make the fields

level. Each small field has a low

bank of earth around it to hold the

water in. To get water from the

canals to the rice fields is a big

job. The water has to be pumped
up from the canal, which is usually

about four feet lower than the land.

The cow does most of this work.

She walks round and round and
turns a wheel that lifts the water.

She works under a little shed

roofed with straw to keep off the

sun. There is so much work on

the rice land of both farms that

the cow cannot plow both farms and

pump all the water that they need.

One family has to work a foot

pump. (Fig. 321.) This is very

hard work, but they must have

water on the rice field.

At last the water is four inches

deep all over the fields, and the

planting begins. For several weeks

the little rice plants have been

growing in the seed bed while the

wheat was ripening in the fields.

The seed bed is about as large

as a small room. It has very

rich soil. It is full of rice plants

all standing close together. The
16

8.C.E.
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 322. See the flooded rice fields and the mounds of earth which hold the water on the fields. The bunches
of rice plants have been separated from the seed bed and are ready to be put into the hands of the planters.

rice plants look like dark green

grass. They are about ten inches

tall. Wang is proud of this seed

bed. It means good food next

winter.

Now the whole family plants rice.

They take big chunks of rice plants

out of the seed bed. They hold the

rice plants in one hand, and wading
barefooted in the mud, they walk
slowly backward down the little

fields planting two rows of rice

plants as they go. Each rice plant

is put about a foot from any
other plant. Li is very proud be-

cause he can plant rice as fast as

does his father.

Now the summer’s work has

begun. They must keep water on

this rice field, and they must keep

the weeds from growing. The water

keeps many of the weeds from

growing, but some weeds grow in
S.C.E.
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Fig. 324. After the rice has been cut, it is spread on threshing floors, as in the picture. The Chinese farmers
are beating the rice grains from the straw by means of flails.

the water. These must be pulled

out. Some days all of the Wangs
except the little tots become wading

weeders, bending their backs in the

hot sun as they go up and down
the rows of rice pulling out the

weeds. Some of the weeds they

feed to the pig and some to the

chickens. Some they give to the

neighbor’s cow to help pay for her

work at plow and pump. Some of

the weeds are rolled up in little

balls and pushed into the mud
between the rice plants. This is

fertilizer for the rice plants to eat.

All summer long this rice is kept

perfectly flooded and perfectly clean.

Not a weed is allowed to grow.

The Wangs cannot waste any of

their little farm by raising weeds.

They must raise things that they

can eat. They even have a row

of beans on the little bank of earth

that keeps the water on the rice

field.

At last the rice is turning yellow.

They drain the water off the field

and let the ground dry. The rice

is cut and threshed just as the

wheat was cut and threshed. They
get twenty-five bushels of wheat

from the acre in May and thirty-

three bushels of rice in October.

There are three children in the

family, and also a grandfather and

a grandmother. Each person needs

about seven bushels of grain a year.

There is enough for the family, and

there are several bushels to sell.

That is fine. There is straw enough

to boil the family rice pot and a

little for the neighbor’s cow to help

pay for her work. If the wheat

crop had failed, as it sometimes does,

things would not have been so good

at the Wang household.
s.c.e.
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Photos, by Underwood & Underwood and American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 325. In the picture at the left the busy workers are picking tea leaves from the low tea trees. In the picture

at the right the leaves are drying in the open air on trays made of split bamboo.

Photo, by The Commercial Museum, Philadelphia

Fig. 326. Sorting and firing tea. Read page 273.

GROWING TEA
Tea is grown on the hillsides that

are too steep for rice.

Tea grows on little bushes which

are planted five feet apart and grow

to be about three feet high. The
tea plant likes warm, moist weather.

Early in the spring, Li’s father
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 327. This picture was taken in Canton. The people are sorting tea in the Canton Guild Hall.

;

spades up all the ground between

the tea trees. That is heavy work.

All summer long the family pulls

up the weeds and feeds them to

the pig and the chickens.

The early part of April is a very

!

busy time on the Wang farm. This

is the time of the first tea picking.

The mother and children and some

girls from the village pick the tea

while Li’s father is at work spading

up the ground. Tea must be picked

with great care. Leaf by leaf they

pick the young leaves from the

branches until baskets are full of

1 tea leaves. The baskets are then

carried to the house, and the tea

leaves are laid out on bamboo racks

to wilt. The next day Li’s father

rolls the leaves with a wooden roller

to crush them. This brings out a

good flavor. They are next put out
j on trays to ferment. This gives

the tea its color. After this the

leaves are rolled again. Now comes
the most important part. It is

called firing. A slow fire is made
under an iron kettle. The damp
leaves are poured into the hot kettle

and stirred until they are almost dry.

Li’s father does this, because no

one else knows how to fire tea. It

must be done very, very carefully

or the tea will be spoiled. Grand-

father stands by while this goes on.

No one can fire tea quite so well as he.

Li’s father learned tea firing from

grandfather, who learned from great-

grandfather. Li’s people have been

making tea on that hillside for

hundreds of years.

Tea is picked again in June and
in August. They sell all of the best

tea, keeping only a little of the very

best to have at New Year’s time.

Most of the time they drink the tea of

the poorer quality, because it will not

bring much money.
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 328. This old Chinese woman is operating a hand loom. She is weaving cloth for clothing for her family.

THE CHINESE, AN ECONOMICAL
AND BUSY PEOPLE

If people do not waste things, we
say they are economical or frugal.

The Chinese are economical, a very

economical people. They have to

be. They do not waste things and

they do not waste time. Li’s

mother has two jobs which she can

always do. If she has no other

work, she can make shoes or weave

cloth. It takes a great deal of

time to make the shoes that a Chi-

nese family needs. The soles are

often made of pieces of old clothes.

Many thicknesses of cotton pieces

are sewed together until the cloth

is as thick as sole leather and almost

as hard. The tops are of cloth. The
women seem to be always making

shoes—very tiresome work.

Li's mother also makes cloth.

Many hours through the winter she

spends with her hand loom, weaving

strips of cloth about fourteen inches

wide. She makes this out of the

cotton yarn that came back in the

boat from Shanghai. Hundreds and

thousands of farmers’ wives in China

are busy all winter long making
cloth on their little hand looms and
making shoes. They could make
shoes more easily out of leather, but

they have no leather. Leather is

made from the skins of animals, and

there are not many animals in China.

In the United States our farmers grow

corn and hay, and feed them to the

animals, but the Chinese farm is too

small for this. The people must
eat their own grain. Therefore

there are very, very few sheep in

China, and very few cattle. The
people eat very little meat. They
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Photos by J. Russell Smith and the American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 329. The two Chinese children in the larger picture are playing hopscotch. The two lads at the right are
carrying fire baskets beneath their jackets. This is one way of keeping warm in China.

do not drink milk or have butter.

The cows cannot pull the plow

and also give milk for the family.

The only animals on Li’s father’s

farm are a few chickens and

a pig. These animals eat things

that people could not eat. The

people live almost entirely on rice

or some other grain food, like wheat

mush or millet mush or noodles,

together with beans, bean oil, cab-

bage, potatoes, and other vegetables.

Once in a while they eat a chicken

or an egg, but this is rare among the

poorer people. The great feast of

the year comes at New Year’s time,

when the family eats pork with

its vegetables. Every farmer who
can possibly do so raises a pig for

the New Year’s period of feasting.

Thousands and millions of people in

China are hungry all the time, and

millions never taste meat.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Copy the following paragraph. Leave

in only the statements that are correct.

China is a very large country. It is

(almost as large as) (larger than) the

United States. It has (more) (less) people

than live in the United States. Most of

the Chinese people live in the (mountains)

(plains) of China and nearly all of them
get food for their families by (trading)

(farming). They have (plenty of) (hardly

any) room to raise food for their animals.

So they (can’t) (can) have many animals.

Therefore they eat very (few vegetables)

(little meat) and much (vegetables) (meat).

This is also true of the (Italians) (Lap-

landers). It seems that when a country

is crowded with people, there is (never)

(always) room for many animals. This is

so because there is (not enough) (plenty

of) room to raise food both for the ani-

mals and the people. So, since crowded

countries (can) (can’t) have many animals,

the people in crowded countries (can’t)

(can) have much meat to eat.

2. Make squares to show the size of Li’s

father’s farm; of a farm in your neighbor-

hood.
3. Tell about a Chinese shoe.
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 330. It is the Chinese New Year. See the banners hung across the street and the large lanterns in front

of the shops. The two little girls are being carried about the streets during the festival. They are bound to

poles and raised high above the heads of the crowd.

THE CHINESE NEW YEAR
The Chinese people work hard,

but they all hope and plan to have

a good frolic at the Chinese New
Year. For two weeks the shops

are closed while the people enjoy a

holiday with feasting, visiting, and

many celebrations. This is the right

time for paying one’s debts. In China

a man who cannot pay his debts

at the beginning of the new year

is very much ashamed. The women
are busy getting everything in readi-

ness for the New Year. They move
the furniture and make the house as

clean as possible. They want to

get clear of every speck of dust.

The windows have no glass. Instead,

there is thick rice paper. Each New
Year the housewife takes off the

old window paper and puts on new
paper. Most homes have a motto

over the door. The old mottoes

are now taken down and fresh

mottoes put up. The motto is to

bring happiness. One may read,

“Open the door and see joy.” Over

the door of business houses there

may be a motto like this: “Success

in all affairs.”

The day before the New Year

festival, the sound of chopping can

be heard throughout the village. It

is the women chopping the meat for

the New Year meat dumplings called

chupo-po. Poor indeed is the family

who will not have a feast of these

meat dumplings on this day.

On the night the New Year begins,

no one expects to sleep. That is be-

cause everyone is setting off fire-

crackers. During the New Year’s

week, people treat one another to

sweet cake made of rice and bean

meal and sugar. This means the

same as “I wish you a prosperous
6.C.E.
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Fig. 331 . The larger picture shows the main banking room of a Chinese bank.
The time is the Chinese New Year. The banking room is gay with pennants
and incense burners. In the smaller picture is the president of the bank.
He is standing beside a pile of 2,950,000 Chinese cash, strung together in

thousands. A cash is a round coin with a square hole in the center. It is

worth less than one tenth of a cent.
Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

and happy New Year.
,, Drums may

be heard beating in the houses. In

the streets there are processions of

children carrying lanterns and paper

images. Men call on their neigh-

bors and make little presents. They
go to the temples every day and

make vows as to what they will do

this year. Also they worship their

ancestors, for that is a part of the

Chinese life—to be respectful to old

people and to worship one's ancestors.

The Chinese also have some spring

festivals. On the first day of spring

the Chinese emperors for hundreds

of years went to a certain place in

the capital of the country and

plowed a furrow while some of the

highest officials of the government

dropped five kinds of seed on the

ground in front of the plow. This

was called the “Ceremony of the Open-

ing of the Ground." The empress also

had a part. She plucked leaves from

some mulberry trees in the palace

grounds and fed the leaves to the silk-

worms. Caring for the worms which

make silk is a very important industry

in China. The emperor encouraged the

silk industry by planting some mul-

berry trees. This tree-planting day

was somewhat like our Arbor Day.

These things are still done in nearly

every city in China every spring.

This was a great religious ceremony

in the days of the Chinese Empire.

The ceremony was performed in a

place called the Temple of Heaven.

It is just outside of Peiping, in a large

park. It has a great marble platform

as large as two or three tennis courts.

It is open to the sky. Here, before

the great ceremony of opening the

ground, the Emperor worshiped and

prayed that his people might have a

good season.
8.C.E.
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Fig. 332. China still depends very largely on man power. The pictures show Chinese coolies pulling a cart

loaded with sacks of flour through the streets of Peiping; coolies carrying a well-to-do gentleman in his sedan
chair; and a coolie carrying 100 pounds of bamboo fiber along a mountain road.

ROADS AND TRANSPORTATION
On the low plain of China most

of the people and freight are car-

ried by boat. But in the hilly

lands of China, inland from the

great plain, it is very different.

Every home is almost like that of

Li. The people grow their own food,

make most of their own clothes,

and need to buy and sell very little.

Therefore there is very little freight

to be carried, there are very few

roads, and most of these are

very poor. In many places the

road is only about two feet wide,

and the only kind of wagon which

travels upon it is a wheelbarrow.

Here a rich gentleman may travel

by having four men, called bearers,

carry a chair which is hung between

poles (Fig. 332). In some places

the roads are wide enough for carts.

These carts have to be made very

strong (Fig. 332), because the road is

so rough that it would bump a cart

to pieces if it were not a strong one.

In these parts of China, away
from the canals, you can easily see

that travel is very slow and that it

would cost a great deal to carry

goods. You can easily understand

why crop failure makes a famine and

why people who live only a hun-

dred miles apart, or even fifty miles

apart, rarely see one another or hear

from one another. It is as though

they lived in different countries.

This is one of the reasons why
China has so many different spoken

languages.
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Fig. 333. This picture was taken in Tibet, a part of China (Fig. 308). See the terraced mountain sides. Off

in the distance are the Himalaya Mountains, the highest mountains in the world.

A COUNTRY ISOLATED AND OLD
We remember that Greece and

Holland are so placed that it is

easy for people of these countries

to meet people from other countries.

People say that Greece and Holland

are in places easy of access
,
because

it is so easy for the neighbors to

get to them. In China it is quite

different. China is not easy of

access. She is a very great way
from any neighbors. For hundreds

and hundreds of years it was very

hard to make the journey from

China to any other country. To
the south of China there are moun-

tains and rivers and swamps that

are very hard to cross, and very

few people live there. To the west

of China there are wide deserts and

high mountains where no one lives

except a few scattered nomads. We
may almost say that China had no

neighbors on that side. On the

ocean side is the Pacific, the greatest

of oceans. This ocean is wide and

empty. How different it is from

the Mediterranean, where many
countries are close together! Greece

was able to learn from her neighbors.

China did not have a chance to

learn much from her neighbors.

Also her neighbors did not bother

her and make war on her, as was

the case in the Mediterranean. So

we say that China has been isolated.

The people of China learned to

read and to write, to have schools,

to govern their country, to make
tools, to build buildings, and to be

what we call civilized a very long

time ago. It was the Chinese who
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 334. This Chinese bridge is called “ The Bridge of a Thousand Ages.” Why? The gay little boat is a
spirit boat. If allowed to float downstream, it will drive away evil spirits. The two birds are spirit birds. They

are perched on the walls of Fenchow to protect the city from evil.

Not long ago nearly every school-

Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 335. The birds are cormorants. The fisherman
poles his boat quietly through the shallow water. As
the birds sight fish, they dive and bring up the catch

in the pouches under their bills.

invented printing, the compass, gun-

powder, and many other things.

China was an old country even when
Greece was building her wonderful

buildings (Fig. 271). Greece was
conquered by Rome and her schools

were broken up, but China has kept

on and on and on.

boy in China was studying from books

made by a wise Chinese called Con-

fucius. The books that Confucius

wrote brought together the best things

in the writings of the wise men who
had lived a long time before he

did; so you see that China is a very

old country indeed. We know little

or nothing about how our ancestors

lived at a time when the Chinese

had already become a civilized peo-

ple. The Chinese are very proud of

this, and they do not forget that

we are a very young nation.

For many hundreds of years the

Chinese boys began school by learn-

ing to repeat pages and pages, and

cultured Chinese gentlemen could re-

peat by the hour the sayings of the

philosophers and the poems of some

of the Chinese poets. Here are two

samples of their poetry:

a

S.C.B.
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Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 336. The winters in northern China and in the mountains are cold. To keep warm the people dress in

clothing made of cotton batting.

Oaths of Friendship

If you were riding in a coach

And I were wearing a li*

And one day we met in the road,

You would get down and bow.

If you were carrying a teng, f

And I were riding on a horse,

And one day we met in the road

I would get down for you.

Shang Ya!
I want to be your friend

Forever and ever without break or decay.

When the hills are all flat

And the rivers are all dry,

When it lightens and thunders in winter,

When it rains and snows in summer,
When heaven and earth mingle—
Not till then will I part from you.

When our country was founded

one hundred and fifty years ago,

* Li means a peasant’s coat made of straw,

f Teng means an umbrella under which a cheap-Jack
sells his wares.

Courtesy American Board of Foreign Missions

Fig. 337. The Chinese barber carries his outfit with
him. He shaves his customers or cuts their hair wher-
ever he meets them. The charge is eight or ten cash.

George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson and the other great men
of that time had farms that were

very much like the farms of the

people in Rome. George Washing-
ton's farm and the Roman farms

were carried on in very much the

same way. In the one hundred and
fifty years since George Washington's
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Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 338. An out-of-doors restaurant in China. One of the coolies has set down his burden. He has
bought a dish of rice and is about to eat it.

stones over stalks of reed. The stone flattens the
reed so that it can be woven into matting.

time, we have found out many new
things and learned how to make a

great many kinds of machinery. The
Chinese did not hear about this for

what seems to us like a long time.

They were well satisfied with every-

thing they had, although they had

been using their things for such a

long time. But now they know about

our machinery. They have sent

some of their young men to the

schools and colleges in America and

Europe. These students have gone

back to China to teach their own
people how we run printing machines

and factories and railroads and ships

and telephones and automobiles.

China is now beginning to change,

because she is learning how to do

things in the way that uses machinery.

China now has some of nearly every-

thing that we have, but not very much:
some railroads, some telegraphs, some
telephones, some radios, some steam-

boats, some steam engines, electric

motors, and factories, some auto-

mobiles, and a very few good

roads. Many Chinese who live in

cities wear western clothes and

speak English and other European

languages.
S.C.E.
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Fig. 340. This Chinese farmer beats the pile of beans
and separates the beans from the pods.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Here is a chance to make up some
very interesting plays about China. You
may call them:

() Growing and Preparing Tea

() Making Shoes

(c) Weaving Cloth

(d) With Li Wang on a River Boat
(e) Rice Growing.
2. Look over the list of Cities That We

Can Locate. Be sure it has on it every city

which we have visited. Point to each

of these cities and locate and name the

body of water on which each city is.

How many cities on the list are not on a

large body of water? How many cities

on the list are on a large body of water?

3. How do the Chinese celebrate the begin-

ning of the new year?

4. Write a story about having your
hair cut in China (Fig. 337) and in your
neighborhood.

Photo by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 341. These Chinese girls are raking fuel near
their homes in Peiping.

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 342. This Chinese boy is carrying two buckets
of fertilizer for his father’s rice field.

5. On our travels, we have seen how
neighborly Holland is with other countries.

We also learned how Greece, many years

ago, was neighborly with other lands.

China is so very much older than Holland;

yet she has never been neighborly with

any of the rest of the world. Use your
sketch map and add anything you need to

help you explain this.

6. Will China ever be as neighborly with

the rest of the world as Holland is now?
7. The farmers in the plains of China

cannot afford to have forests. Why?
8. Why do the Chinese people have to

be so careful about saving time and all

other resources?

9. What are some of the interesting

things about which a cultured Chinese

gentleman might tell you?
S.C.E.
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Fig. 343. In some of the following stories you will read
about the Japanese village of Kamisuwa. The family which
you see in this picture live in Kamisuwa. They run the Batan-
ya Hotel. They have one son in an American college. Tell
some ways in which their clothing differs from your clothing.

THE JAPANESE, A CHANGING PEOPLE
GOING TO JAPAN

Here are three things to notice as you
read about the people of Japan:

1. What do you notice about Japan
and China that is like something you
can tell about America and Europe?

2. The Japanese are an economical

people. Tell why they are economical.

3. Why are they a changing people?

The Japanese are “world folks”

whom you will wish to know. Since

you are in China, why not stop and
see them on the way home. You
can go by steamer from Shanghai,

(2

China, to Yokohama, Japan, in three

or four days. Travelers to the Far

East
, as we call this part of the

world, nearly always visit Japan.

The country is beautiful, and the

people are most polite. You are

sure to have a good time in Japan.

You cannot possibly visit all of the

islands that together make that

country, for besides four large islands

there are many, many smaller islands.

You can see on the map how far

this string of islands reaches. It is
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Fig. 344. Small sailboats, no larger than the boats in this picture, brought the first people to Japan from the
shores of Asia. The boats are called sampans. They are sailing across the Sea of Japan. Point to Japan on

the map (Fig. 308). Now point to the Sea of Japan.

as far as the distance across our

country from north to south.

On the map, look at Mongolia,

China, and the islands near Asia.

Long ago many people who lived

on these shores and on the islands

near Asia were sailors or fishermen.

They paddled and sailed around in

boats, and sometimes the boats

were wrecked and the men were

very glad to take refuge on an

unknown island. It is thought that

the first settlers of Japan were

shipwrecked sailors and fishermen

whose boats were driven away by
storms. We say that the Japanese

are a mixture of other races. The
spoken language of Japan was

formed very slowly from the lan-

guages of all these peoples. Japan

got her written language from China.

Many hundreds of years ago the

Japanese asked teachers from China
XI

to come and teach them how to

write. Therefore the Chinese and

the Japanese have the same written

language. A Chinese and a Japanese

may not be able to understand what

the other says, but if what is being

said is written, both can read it.

If you went to school in Japan,

you would have to learn several hun-

dred Chinese characters (or word

signs). If you became well educated,

you would need to learn to read and to

make thousands of word signs. The
Chinese and the Japanese use a

different sign for each word, and

they make the word signs by using

a brush dipped in ink. Figure 345

shows some word signs or characters

in this language.

Do you remember the chapter in

this book that tells about the Phoeni-

cians and their great invention, the

alphabet? It was a most useful
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Fig. 345. A Japanese schoolboy writes his Japanese
characters with a brush.

invention. For example, you can

use the letter c for cat, cow, cart,

catch, and crocodile, and for hundreds

of other words. You need learn only

twenty-six letters, and from them you

can build thousands of words. The
poor little Japanese schoolboy must
learn a sign for every word, so grad-

ually he learns hundreds and hun-

dreds of word signs (Fig. 345). The
Chinese and Japanese teachers of the

present day are trying to cut down
the number of necessary word signs.

The English language is also being

taught in many of the Japanese

schools today.

In the earliest days, boats were

small and often got into trouble in

the waters of the seas and of the

Pacific Ocean. As time passed and
men learned to make larger boats,

they made more journeys between

the mainland of Asia and the many
islands.

Thus, gradually, many of the arts

and customs of China found their

way to Japan. Chopsticks, rice, silk-

worm culture, pottery, and other

arts were introduced to the Japanese.

In our own country are many in-

dustries found also in Europe, the

continent from which our forefathers

came bringing seed and tools and the

knowledge of how to use them.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Figures 309 and 310 show three

routes by which one may travel to Japan
or China. Look carefully at these maps
and also at Figure 87 and then complete
the following sentences:

(a) To reach Japan I can sail from
New York across the Ocean,

through the and Seas, across

the Ocean, through the Sea,

and Ocean to Yokohama, a city '.i

in Japan.

(b ) To reach Japan I can sail from

New York through the Ocean to

Panama, pass through the Canal,

and cross the Ocean to Yokohama.
(c) To reach Japan I can go by rail

or airplane across the United States and

sail from or across the

to Yokohama.
2. By which of these routes would you

prefer to travel to Japan? After you

have chosen one of the three routes, give

several reasons why you chose it instead

of one of the other routes.

3. With the map (Fig. 308) before you,

imagine that no people have yet come to

Japan. What things on the map would

not be on the map of old Japan?

4. Imagine that you are a native of

eastern Asia of long ago; you are fishing

in a boat along the eastern shore of the

mainland. With the map (Fig. 308) find

China, Korea, the Philippine Islands.

Imagine some great storms (typhoons),
j

Now tell a story about early Japan.
S.C.E.
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JAPAN, A MOUNTAINOUS

COUNTRY
Wherever you go in Japan you will

see no wide, level plains. Japan is a

very mountainous country indeed. It

is really the top of a great moun-
tain system that sticks up out of the

sea. Ever since these mountains

came up out of the sea the Japanese

rivers have been busy as rivers

always are— busy cutting valleys in

the mountains and carrying sand,

clay, gravel, and small stones down
the valleys and into the sea, where

they are spread out to make plains

at the foot of mountains. These

plains are not wide plains like the

plains of China. They are so small

and narrow, and there are so many
mountains, that it is said one can

never be out of sight of mountains

while traveling in Japan. There is

much rain in Japan, and as a result

of this the mountains are green with

forests.

The Japanese are very fond of

looking at their beautiful mountains.

The favorite view is that of a very

perfectly shaped mountain, a round

extinct volcano named Fujiyama. In

English its name is Mount Fuji.

The Japanese make pilgrimages to

see this mountain. Every year thou-

sands of pilgrims make the long

climb to the top of Fuji. Many of

them worship the sun from its sum-
mit. Often they take pictures of

Fuji and use them in decorating

books, newspapers, calendars, boxes

of tea, and fans. They even deco-

rate their sliding paper doors with

Oroc Photos

Fig. 346. Snow-capped Fujiyama, highest mountain
in Japan, as seen from a quiet Japanese lake.

views of this beautiful cone-shaped,

snow-capped mountain.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Imagine that you are taking a walk-

ing trip across Japan from east to west
at the widest point.

() About how many miles will you
walk? (Use Figure 308, your ruler, and
the scale of miles). Describe your trip,

telling what sort of country you walk
through as you travel west.

() Suppose that you are able to

walk fifteen miles a day, how long

will it take you to cross the island?

(c) Make a list of things you might
want to take with you. Remember
that you are carrying all your belong-

ings. Choose four articles which you
think most important.

(d) Imagine that you are miles from
any town and there is not a farm or

anyone in sight. You have lost your
way. What would you do to find your
directions again? How would you go
about it if you had left your compass
at home?
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Fig. 347. The Japanese town of Kamisuwa where Shoichi Kajima lives. See the rice fields and the terraced

hillsides. Why are the hillsides terraced?

S.C.E.
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Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 348. Shoichi Kajima lives in the house in this picture. The house is almost hidden by pumpkin vines.

At the right of the picture is a little rice field with water in it. In the center of the picture is the ornamental
pine tree. See the sign in Japanese characters.

A JAPANESE BOY AND HIS
FARM HOME

Shoichi Kajima is a boy who lives

in a town called Kamisuwa. This

town stands in the side of a valley

at the foot of a mountain on the

largest island of Japan. The moun-
tain is on one side of the town, and

on the other side is a flat valley.

In summer the entire valley is

covered with rice, which is planted

in hundreds of little fields, each field

having about six inches of water

in it. These rice fields are like those

in China (page 269). The town of

Kamisuwa is on higher ground at a

place where a small stream has cut

a small valley in the side of the

mountain (Fig. 347).

Shoichi ’s father, Keiji Kajima, is a

farmer. His house is on the edge of

the town. The house has a roof of

clay tiles much like those that are

used in China. Some of the neigh-

bors have houses with roofs of straw.

Farmer Keiji owns nearly an acre of

land. Half of it is near the house.

The other half is on the slope of the

mountain. Not long ago I visited

Shoichi and his family. As I walked

along the narrow path that passes

their home, I could scarcely see the

house at all because the porch and the

house roof were covered by hundreds
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Fig. 349. One of Shoichi’s neighbors has this garden behind his house. See his pine tree. At the very bottom
of the picture is his fishpond.

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 350. By cutting or pruning the pine trees, the
Japanese cause them to grow into beautiful shapes.

of the big leaves of a huge pumpkin
vine. If one has to get a living for

a family from one acre of land, he

cannot waste even the sunshine on

his roof. So you will often see

pumpkin vines running over the

farmhouses in some parts of Japan.

Their roots will be out of the way
behind the house, and the pumpkins
will ripen in the sunshine on the

roof. Many times I have seen a
pumpkin vine that had climbed a

tree. The owners then made little

straw baskets to hold the pumpkins,

and tied them to branches of the tree.

Most of Keiji’s small garden is

filled with rows of garden vegetables,

and not a weed is to be seen. There

is one bit of land, about as large as

a room, that is not used for crops.

This patch of ground is a tiny gar-

den. In it are some flowers, a fish-

pond, and some little dwarf pine
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Photos, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 351. Two pictures of Japanese gardens. In the picture at the left, the vegetable plants crowd the garden
from the street to the house. In the picture at the right, the farmer has built a trellis to support his gourd vines

and so save space for other plants. How do these two pictures show that Japan is a very crowded country?

’ trees which are kept small by pluck-

ing off the new growth of twigs.

There is also a large pine tree that

is nearly as high as the house. Keiji

is very proud indeed of this tree.

The pine tree is a symbol of long

life, and for that reason there are

thousands of pine trees growing in

the gardens of Japan. Each year

i

someone goes over every branch of

these trees and plucks many of the

leaves and little twigs to give the

tree an unusual shape (Fig. 350).

The Japanese love to look at such

trees, and almost every family has

one near the house.

The Japanese people love flowers

so much that people in the cities

will do the best they can to make a

garden in a place not more than four

feet square. I have seen rows of lit-

tle window boxes full of flowers in the

second- and third-story windows of

small apartments in the big cities.

These were the homes of people who
had no gardens at all except the little

window boxes.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Compare the physical map (Fig. 307)

of Japan with that of the eastern part

of China. What differences do you see?

Read again page 287, which tells us that

Japan is a mountainous country. Look at

the plain of China on the map. In which
country would it be easier to grow much
rice?

2. Do you think Shoichi’s father might
use another piece of land the size of your
schoolroom? How?

3. Which of these is true: The Keiji

family (do) (do not) like beautiful things.

Prove your answer.
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Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 352. A Japanese farmhouse by the side of a narrow road. Climbing over the roof of the house are pumpkin
vines. In front of the house is a field of rice. On the earth bank which edges the rice field, beans are growing.

RICE FIELDS AND FISH
Keiji’s fishpond is about as big

as a large dinner table. It is exactly

like thousands of other small fish-

ponds in the gardens of Japan. A
little stream of water runs into the

pond from the rice fields above, and

out of the pond to other rice fields

below. In the pond are several fish,

some of which are a foot in length.

The fish are red with silver spots

and brown spots. When you come
near, they come to the top of the

water and look at you. They are

asking for rice or something else to eat.

If Shoichi should throw a stone

over the house, it would splash in

the water of the rice field just be-

hind the house. The water runs first

to the highest field, then to the next

little field, and the next, and so on

until it reaches the field that is

lowest. • Every field has a bank of

earth built around it which holds the

water back so that it cannot run

away and leave the rice to dry out,

for rice needs a great deal of water.

The bank of earth is about eighteen

inches wide and a foot higher than

the water on the field.

It took days and days of work
with a shovel for the men to make
the sloping field into these water

steps or terraces. Each of the little

banks between the rice fields— or

paddies, as they are called— has on

it a row of beans, for the Japanese

must use every inch of land that

will grow something that can be of

use to the people.

As Shoichi stepped up on the bank

to show me the rice, we heard a
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Courtesy Consulate General of Japan, N. Y.

Fig. 353. Keiji and some of his neighbors are transplanting the little rice plants to the rice paddies. After you
have read the story, tell about this picture.

splashing sound. The fish that lived

in the water in the rice fields were

swimming away. Each spring when
the rice paddies are flooded, Shoichi

takes many small fish from the little

pond in the yard, buys others from

a neighbor, and puts them in the

rice paddies to spend the summer.

Here they catch snails and bugs and

eat little weeds and grow big and

fat. When the rice paddy is drained

in September, the farmer has fish to

sell and he also may have many eels

to eat with his rice.

The eels are born in the sea and

come up the little stream that runs

through the rice paddies.

Keiji takes care of his rice al-

most as does Li's father in China

(page 268), Very carefully he pre-

pares the soil for a seed bed. He
makes the earth very fine. He
plants there the grains of rice. When
the young rice plants are strong

enough to be transplanted to the

rice paddies, several of the neighbors

come to help with the work. The
men and women form a chain

entirely across the field, and' each

worker sticks the tiny roots of the

rice plant into the soft mud. To
do this they often wade in deep

mud almost to their knees. The
Japanese nearly always sing as they

plant rice. They make rice planting

time gay and joyous.

Weeding the rice fields requires

many hours, and much of the work
is done by women and girls. The
uprooted weeds are pushed into the
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Fig. 354. One of Keiji’s neighbors has an ox. His wife leads the ox through the muddy fields while her husband
guides the plow. It takes much wading in mud to make a rice crop.

mud, for they help to feed the little

plants.

In August, after the rice plants

are tall and there are no more weeds
to be pulled, Keiji and Shoichi spend

several days going up to the forest

on the mountain, where they cut

weeds and tough grass with their

small hand sickles. These they put

into big baskets which they carry on
their backs. They bring them down
to their home and put the weeds and
grass in a pile in a corner of the

garden. When mixed with earth

and allowed to rot, the leaves and
grass become fertilizer to be used

for the next crop of rice.

In September, Keiji cuts the ripe

rice with a hand sickle, and then,

perhaps, he quickly plows the land

and plants it with cucumbers or

some kind of beans. Thus he can

get two crops from his land the

same year. Keiji hires a neighbor to

come with his ox and plow the land.

Another neighbor, whose rice land is

smaller than Keiji’s, cannot afford to

hire the ox, so he takes a spade

and digs the whole of his paddy

with his own strength. It is a back-

breaking job. But he does not have

the money to hire an ox, and he

could not possibly afford to keep

one for himself, because he does

not have enough land to grow food

for an ox and for his family as well.

S.C.E.
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Fig. 355. In the picture at the left is a bale made of rice straw. The hale holds nearly a bushel of wheat. In
the picture at the right we see how the bale was made. The farmer’s wife, in her spare time, made the end

pieces for the bale and is now weaving the matting for the sides.

In the fall, Shoichi and his father

spend another week carrying fallen

leaves from the forest, for they wish

to make another compost pile to

fertilize their precious little fields

again the next year. Some of the

rice fields are planted to wheat in

the autumn. The wheat lives

through the winter and is harvested

early in the summer before the rice

is planted.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 356. A nailless fence. The wooden parts of the
fence are held together by rice-straw rope.

1. Make a map or drawing of Keiji’s

farm and home. Be sure to put in as

many things as you can.

2. Make a drawing like steps to show
the rice fields. Does the drawing have a
row of beans in it?

3. If Shoichi were to throw a stone
and hit a rice plant, his father would be
very sorry. Why is every stalk of rice

so important in Japan? What else in the

story shows you that the great problem
in Japan is to grow enough rice to feed

the people?

4. Perhaps fertilizer comes to your
neighborhood in sacks. How do the

Japanese farmers get fertilizer?

5. Tell the life story of Mr. Keiji’s

fish; of an eel that he caught.

6. If Mr. Keiji’s neighbor could afford

to keep an ox, how could the work in his

rice fields be made easier?

7. Many American fences are made by
cutting down trees and then sawing the logs

into boards. Why is this method not as

economical as the nailless fence in Figure

356?
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Photo by J. Russell Smith

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 358. Here is a close view of three terraces. On
top and bottom onions are growing; in the -middle

mulberries.

Fig. 357. Mulberry trees as far as the eye can see.

In the left of the picture is a terrace held up by a stone

wall. On the top of the terrace, mulberry bushes
are growing. At the bottom of the picture you can
just see mulberry bushes which grow on a lower ter-

race. The hillsides in the distance also are terraced.

MULBERRIES AND SILK

Keiji owns two pieces of land, one

on the edge of the village where he

lives and grows rice, and one a mile

distant up the side valley. This land

is on a hillside that is so steep that,

had it been spaded up and planted

to crops, the summer rains would

soon have washed away all the earth,

leaving only rocks. To save their

land they spaded strips of it along

the hill and left strips of grass

between. This made steps or ter-

races in the hillside (Fig. 358). The

grass growing on the steep bank
S.C.B.
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holds the earth in place. The level,

soft, rich land is easy to work.

Keiji’s mountain land is so high

that no water can be made to run

to it, so rice cannot be grown there.

A small part of it is in sweet pota-

toes and other vegetables. Keiji

I

plants pumpkin seeds there so that

vines will run over the grassy slopes

between the terraces. In the autumn
there will be golden-yellow pumpkins

on the terrace banks. All the Kaji-

mas like to eat pumpkin. On most

of his terraces Mr. Kajima has

planted mulberry trees. We should

call them bushes. The mulberry

;

bushes would become trees, but Mr.

|

Kajima cuts them back and prunes

I,

them to keep them no higher than

his own head.

Mulberry leaves are the food that

silkworms eat; so you can see that

this mountain land is valuable.

No doubt you have seen the

cocoon that some caterpillar had

;

made to protect himself while taking

I

his long winter sleep. Long ago

someone in China discovered that he

!
could unwind the cocoon made by a

big Chinese worm and get the little

|

threads that we call silk. Also,

|

someone found out long ago that

many of these tiny little threads,

when twisted together, made thread

!
that is strong enough to be woven
into cloth or used for sewing. So,

when we see a piece of silk, we
should know that we are using the

|

secondhand clothes of a worm.
For hundreds of years the people

of China and Japan have raised silk-

Thoto. by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 359. Matting made in China and Japan is used
for floor coverings in many of our homes. This
Japanese woman is weaving matting. Her husband is

a fisherman. He was out on the lake fishing the day
I visited their house. This matting came to America.

worms, that they might make silk

for themselves from the worms’

clothes. The way they do it is an
interesting story which you will read

about on pages 299-303.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. What can you tell about each of

the different parts of the Kajima farm?

2. Which part grows the money crop?
3. What do you remember about

terraces in one of the European countries

we have read about in this book?
4. Get some sand or earth in a box; make

it into steps or terraces like a Japanese hill-

side garden. Use green paper to show the
grassy banks of the terraces; stick in some-
thing to represent two rows of mulberry
trees on each terrace. Can you make a
forest-covered slope above the terraces, and
rice paddies below them?

S.C.B.
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Fig. 360. The Japanese boy at the right has picked a
basketful of mulberry leaves and is carrying them
home. His father has taken a handful of leaves and is

sprinkling them on the tray for the silkworms to eat.

Fig. 361. The moth that lays the silkworm eggs.

One moth lays about 350 bluish-colored eggs, each
about the size of a pinhead.

Fig. 362. Silkworms feeding on mulberry leaves. It

does not take them long to eat their weight in leaves.

Fig. 363. A silkworm ready to spin its cocoon.

Fig. 364. A worm spinning its cocoon.

Photos, by J. Russell Smith and Belding Bros. & Co.

Fig. 365. The finished Fig. 366. A silkworm after

cocoon, natural size. it has spun its cocoon.
S.C.E.
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THE KAJIMA FAMILY’S
SILKWORMS

First, mulberry trees must be

planted, for the silkworm lives by
eating the tender leaves. Sometimes

people go to the woods and gather

the cocoons of the wild silkworms;

but, as there are not enough of

these, thousands of little farms have

a patch of land planted with mul-

berries, which the farmers care for

just as Keiji cares for his land.

In the spring, when the leaves

begin to grow, Keiji spends many
days spading the ground between his

mulberry trees and fertilizing the

trees. Every day after school, Shoichi

helps him. When the mulberry

leaves are growing nicely, Shoichi’s

mother gets many little sheets of

paper (Fig. 369) on which mother

silkworms have laid hundreds of eggs,

sticking the eggs fast to the paper

as they laid them. These sheets of

paper with the silkworm eggs are

put in a room that is just warm
enough to make the silkworms hatch.

Shoichi’s mother watches very closely

to see that the temperature of the

room becomes neither too warm nor

too cool. In a few days the eggs

begin to move. They have become
little worms, able to crawl across the

paper in search of food. She places

the sheets % of paper and the tiny

worms on a bamboo tray, chops a

few mulberry leaves into very small

pieces, and puts them close to the

paper. In a few minutes the silk-

I worms are on the leaves, eating,

eating, eating. In a little while the

299

mulberry leaves are all eaten but the

veins and stems.

For thirty days Shoichi’s mother
works over these silkworms with all

the care that anyone could give to

a newborn baby. Each day she

goes up the hill with her basket to

pick mulberry leaves. She carries

the leaves home, chops them into

bits, and puts some on every tray.

Several times each day she feeds the

little silkworms, and also at night.

How the worms grow! In a few

days they become still and do not

move for several hours. Then their

backs split open. They have grown

too big for their clothes. The
worms come through the split

wearing bright new suits which have

grown beneath the old tight ones.

The tray is full of silkworm skins.

The worms shed their skins several

times in the thirty days, and in

that time they change in size

from little specks the size of pin-

heads to big, fat, light-gray worms
as large as your finger.

As the worms get larger they

eat more and more leaves. Mrs.

Kajima has to carry bigger and

bigger basketfuls, and finally her

daughter has to carry leaves also,

and Shoichi has to carry leaves.

They spend hours every day picking

leaves and carrying them to the

hungry silkworms. Every day as

they go to the mulberry orchard,

they carry and put on the ground

the twigs that the silkworms do not

eat, also the droppings, and even the

skins that worms leave when they
S.C.E.
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Courtesy Belding Bros. & Co.

Fig. 367. These Japanese women are reeling the strands of silk from several cocoons into one thread. See
the trays of cocoons at the left.

change their coats. In Japan noth-

ing can be wasted.

The silkworms are kept on bamboo
trays three or four feet long. Racks
made of bamboo reach from floor to

ceiling and hold the dozens and hun-

dreds of trays. They fill almost half

the house. Mrs. Kajima is very

careful to keep a little fire in the

room; if the room gets too cool the

silkworms might sicken and die by
the thousands, as sometimes they do.

At last, when the worms are about

thirty days old, they again get

drowsy. Mrs. Kajima knows what
this means. She gets rice straw and
sprinkles it over the trays. The
worms crawl up on the straw. They
have finished eating. Soon a worm
pushes his head against a piece of

straw, moves away from it, and

there is a little thread of silk coming

from a hole in the top of his head.

The other end of the thread is stuck

fast to the straw. The worm twists

himself around and around and

around, thus pulling this endless

thread of silk out of his head as he

turns. Round and round he turns,

spinning the thread, sticking it to-

gether with a kind of gum, until

after hours of this twisting work he

has a perfect cocoon and he is inside

it. Now he will sleep for several

days, and then he will come out as

a moth (butterfly). Most of Mrs.

Kajima’s silkworms, however, never

become moths. Instead, the family

spends hours picking the cocoons out

of the straw and piling them on
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trays. The trays of cocoons are put

into an oven and heated gently for

several hours. This dries the worms,

,and the cocoons are now ready to

send to market or to be unwound
into silk thread at home. If the

worm in the cocoon is not dried but,

instead, is allowed to become a moth,

it will bite a hole in the wall of the

cocoon in order to get out and the

silk thread will be cut into very

short pieces and spoiled. The dried

worms that come out of the cocoons

are fed to the fish.

Most of the cocoons are sold to

the cocoon buyer who comes out

from a large silk factory and buys

the cocoons of the entire district.

Shoichi’s grandmother (Fig. 368)

wants something to do, so some of

the cocoons are left at home for her.

She unwinds the silk, making it

ready for spinning as the Japanese

have done in their homes for hun-

dreds and hundreds of years.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. You can make a very good story if

you let a silkworm tell about everything

that happens to him.

2. Tell why the fish in the rice paddy
is interested in the silk business?

3. Is it true or false to say that Mrs.

Kajima is not very busy?
4. Why do Mrs. Kajima and Shoichi

take back to the mulberry orchard the

twigs that the silkworms do not eat, the

droppings of the worms, and the skins

that the young silkworms shed?

5. If you can find a few caterpillars in

woods or garden, put them in a cardboard

box with a few leaves or blades of grass.

Place a piece of wire screen over the top

so that the caterpillars cannot crawl out

and so that you can watch them. If you
18

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 368. This is Shoichi’s grandmother. She is

winding or reeling silk from the big reel at her left to
the small reel in front of her.

do not forget to look at them several

times a day, you will soon surprise them
spinning their cocoons in much the same
way as do the silkworms.

If it is winter you may find the cocoon
of some moth or butterfly and put it in

the box in a warm room and watch it.

6. In the Japanese stories which you
have read thus far are the words shown
below. Prove that you remember and
understood the stories by using each word
correctly in a sentence.

Far East sampans word signs chopsticks

Fujiyama ornamental pine tree paddies

eels mulberries terrace cocoon reeling

7. Look closely at the pictures on page 298,

in the order in which they are numbered.
Write the story which these pictures show.

8. Are you sure that you are studying
the pictures in these Japanese stories as care-

fully as you are reading the stories? Test
yourself on the pictures as follows: Turn to

Figure 343, cover the legend with a sheet of

paper, write a few sentences about the pic-

ture, uncover the legend, and decide whether
your sentences are correct. Do the same for

each picture in the Japanese stories.

8.C.E.
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Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 369. The man with a mustache in the picture is a Japanese silkworm inspector. He is looking at trays of

paper rings in which silkworm moths are laying their eggs. At the left edge of the picture you can see rings of

silkworm eggs.

THE SILKWORM EGGS
Some of Mrs. Kajima's silkworms

are not baked in the oven but are

kept to lay eggs for the silkworm

crop for the next year. She picks

out several hundred of the nicest,

largest cocoons and puts them into

a large cage. After some days there

is a little tapping in the straw in the

cage. It is the flapping of the wings

of the first silkworm moth. A few

days later many moths are ready to

lay eggs, and Mr. Kajima places

each moth in a paper ring somewhat
like a napkin ring. Figure 369 shows

the moths in their rings, and the

circle of eggs that each moth has

laid in her own ring. After the eggs

are laid Mr. Kajima very carefully

keeps each moth by herself and puts

a number on her cage and the same

number on her egg ring. Thus he

can tell which moth has laid each

ring of eggs. The moths are then

sent to the government silk labora-

tory and each moth is carefully ex-

amined by a man with a microscope.

He is looking for germs. If a silk

moth has a certain germ, it will

cause all of the worms that are

hatched from her eggs to die of a

disease, and other worms might also

catch the disease. After a few days,

the director of the laboratory sends

a report to Mr. Kajima which tells

him that the moths with certain

numbers have the germ. The eggs

that have been laid by these moths

are destroyed. The eggs that the

healthy moths laid he keeps for his
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Courtesy Consulate General of Japan

Fig. 370. Japan wants the silk which she produces to be of the best possible quality. She employs the men in

this picture and many others to test silk and to find ways of producing better grades of silk. The machines in

the picture, which look like round white tanks, are used in testing silk.

own next hatching, or sells to neigh-

bors. Only the best silk growers can

sell silkworm eggs in Japan and then

only after their moths have been

examined by the government silk-

worm inspector. Silkworm eggs are

kept in a vault during the winter

so that they will not hatch too soon.

When the danger of frost is over

and when the new leaves are well

out on the mulberry trees, the

farmer is sure that he can provide

enough food for his hungry worms.

He then starts his crop of silkworms.

When I saw Keiji, he was worried

about one thing in the silk business.

He knew that most of the Japanese

silk was made into thread and sent

to the silk mills of the United States

to be made into silk cloth and silk

stockings. Keiji was afraid that the

styles would change in America. He

feared that certain kinds of cloth-

ing made partly or entirely from

silk might go out of style. This

might lower the price of silk and

make Mr. Kajima and his neigh-

bors poorer. As it was, he got

his money from the silk and his food

from the wheat, rice, and vegetables

grown on the patch of ground by the

house, and from sweet-potato ter-

races on the mountain side. He did

not want the price of silk to become

less. That might cut the money he

would get in half.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Why was Mr. Kajima interested in

American styles?

2. Suppose all of the silkworms in

Japan died; how would this affect us?

3. Copy and complete the following

sentences:

Keiji had one money crop, He grew

several food crops: , ,
and

S.C.B.
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Courtesy Consulate General of Japan, N, Y.

Fig. 371. Shoichi’s big sister works in this Japanese silk mill. Here big machines do the work that Grand-
mother is doing by hand in Figure 368.

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 372. This Japanese woman ran a little store.

In her spare time she wove cloth on a loom as she is

doing in the picture. Many years ago in our own
country, cloth was woven in the home. It was called

homespun. Now our cloth is woven by machinery
driven by steam or by water power.

A SCIENTIFIC PEOPLE
The Japanese are a scientific

people. Years ago they had a wise

emperor who found out that the

people of Europe and the United

States knew many useful things

which his people did not know. He
said, “We must learn from all

nations.” So hundreds of able young
men were picked out and sent to

colleges, universities, and trade

schools in the United States and
Europe to be trained in science.

The Japanese wanted to know how
to make engines, railroads, ships,

telephones, chemical things in labora-

tories, machines for factories, type-

writers, adding machines, and the

hundreds and thousands of things

which, the people of America and
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Europe use in their farms, factories,

offices, railroads, and ships. When
these young men returned to Japan

they began to teach in the Japanese

schools and colleges, and in a short

time Japan began to have many new
industries and to build factories.

In Kamisuwa there are a railroad,

telephones, telegraph offices, and a

very good post office..

In a town three miles from Kami-

suwa, there is a silk factory, and

Shoichi’s big sister works there at

machines driven by steam engines.

These machines spin silk and wind

it much faster than Grandmother can

do it on her old hand machines.

Even with a silk factory in the

next town, Mrs. Kajima does not

stop using her own hand loom. In

the spring and summer she is busy

with the silkworms, the rice, and the

garden. In the autumn and winter

she spends a part of each day with

her hand loom, making some of their

silk into cloth. She earns only thirty

or forty cents a day, but she needs

the money. There is a merchant in

the town who puts silk out to dozens

of housewives and pays them a

certain price a yard for weaving it

into cloth. One of Mrs. Kajima's

neighbors across the little four-foot

street makes brushes which are sold

in ten-cent stores in America. There

are brush factories in Japan, but

the Japanese housewife still makes

brushes and many other things by
hand. She does not get much money
for this work, but every little bit

helps.

Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 373. Some of Shoichi’s friends in the town of

Kamisuwa live in houses like the house in the picture.

See the tile roof. In the garden back of the house is

the ornamental pine tree. The Japanese gentleman
has on his native dress and shoes.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT
1. Tell what you mean when you say

we are using science. Can you say some-
thing about silkworms and science?

2. The Japanese have learned much
about science from other peoples. Tell

things to prove that fact.

3. Why do you think that the emperor
who said “We must learn from all

nations” was wise?
4. Here is a riddle for you to solve:

I am thinking of two pictures in this

story. One picture shows the old way
of doing things. The other picture shows
the new way of doing things. Solve the

riddle?

5. Tell something about two kinds of

household industries which you have read
about in this story.

6. Complete the following sentences:

Japan wished to learn how other na-
tions made things, so she

After these students returned to Japan,
they
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Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 374. At the hotel in Kamisuwa, two of the servants
greeted me in this polite manner.

A POLITE PEOPLE
While I was in Kamisuwa, I

wished to examine an English ency-

clopedia. I sent a note to the pro-

fessor of English in the high school

asking if I could borrow the volume

that told about Japan. He sent me
a note in English saying that the

school had the encyclopedia, but that

there was a rule that it must never

leave the building; however, since I

was a foreigner, they would be

pleased to lend it to me. They sent

the book to my hotel by messenger,

and asked me to keep it as long as

I wished.

One afternoon I started out of

town to visit Mr. Kajima’s mulberry

trees where he and Shoichi and Mrs.

Kajima were at work. As I was
passing the last house on the edge

of town, it began suddenly to rain.

I stepped behind this house to keep

the wind from blowing the rain upon
me. About this time the owner of

the house came in from the near-by

field. He spoke no English. I spoke

no Japanese. He was a workman
and very poor. He earned only

thirty-five cents a day. His house

was small and had almost nothing

in it, but he invited me to go in out

of the rain. I went. He smiled

pleasantly, and in a few minutes he

got out a handful of charcoal, made
a tiny fire in a little earthen stove,

and boiled a cup of water. He then

poured two little cups of tea and

offered them to my son and me.

We were his guests, and in every

Japanese house, sometimes even in

the stores where one goes to buy,

the stranger must drink tea with his

host.

The Japanese are a very polite

people. You will see old men on a

railway-station platform bowing low

as they bid each other good-by or

as they greet each other upon meet-

ing. When a man has lost his dog

he goes to his neighbor and says,

“Have you seen honorable white dog

today?”

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Tell a story to prove each of these

facts: “The Japanese are thrifty and
economical.” “The Japanese are indus-

trious.^ “The Japanese are polite.”

2. You have read two stories about

politeness. Do the stories suggest some-

thing that Americans might learn? How
do you think tourists and travelers

should treat everyone they meet in Japan?
3. Tell what the two Japanese girls are

doing in Figure 374.

4. Tell some way in which you have been

polite today.

5. Here is a riddle: There is something in

this story which tells me that Japan wants

to learn from other nations. What is it?

e.cx.
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FESTIVALS AND GREAT DAYS
The Japanese have many festivals-

They celebrate great days in their

lives more than people do in this

country. When a girl gets to be

seven years old she may wear a sash

like the one her mother wears. Her

friends and her mother’s friends

come to the house. They drink tea

and eat cakes, and the sash is tied

on the little girl. This is the sash-
: tying ceremony. It means that she

j

must be a womanly little girl and

!
help in the home.

When the little boy is five years of

age and puts on his first kilt shirt

like the one his father wears, there

|

is a ceremony for him. This means

that he must be a manly little boy.

He must smile even if he has pain.

He must smile even if he has

trouble. He must “carry on.”

The third day of the third month

I
is a great day for sister and the

j

other little girls in Kamisuwa and

everywhere else in Japan. It is the

day of Ohina Sama, the Girls’ Festi-

val, sometimes called the Feast of

Dolls. Mrs. Kajima gets out some
dolls that belonged to her when she

wras a little girl, some that belonged

to her mother, and some that be-

longed to her grandmother and even

to her great-grandmother. These are

j

very precious. One of them repre-

sents a great emperor who lived long,

long ago; another, a great empress.

A feast is prepared in small dishes

as if for the dolls to eat. Sister
! serves this meal to the dolls. The

mother shows her little daughter

Methodist Prints

Fig. 375. Japanese dolls and their furniture all ready
for the doll festival. All the dolls in the picture belong

to the girls of one Japanese family.

how to serve it perfectly; everything

must be done as though the dolls

were really the emperor and the

empress. This feast of dolls helps to

teach sister her duties as a house-

keeper and to show her how im-

portant it is for the nation to have

good housekeepers. Afterwards the

little girl and her friends eat the

food themselves.

The fifth day of the fifth month is

Tango Day, or Boys’ Festival, some-

times called the Honorable Going-Up

Day, or Flying Fish Day. Every

family that has little boys under

seven years of age puts a flag on top

of the house, one for each boy. On
the Boys’ Festival Day paper fish

are put up on the liberty pole. Each

of these fish has a large bamboo
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Methodist Prints

Fig. 376. The Boys’ Festival. See the tall bamboo
poles from which paper carp are flying.

circle pasted in its mouth so that

the wind will hold it up. They
wave gracefully in the breeze and
look as though they are floating

through the water. Some of the

fish are ten feet long. Sometimes
there are eight or ten fish of varying

sizes fastened on one pole. The city

looks gay when every household puts

out its floating fish. On this day
every Japanese family hangs the pic-

ture of a carp (fish) in the place of

honor in the house. The carp is a

very courageous and skilful fish, and,

on Boys’ Festival Day, Japanese

fathers tell their sons the story of

the carp that climbs the waterfall.

“Dead fish,” his father told Shoichi,

“float down the stream, but the live

carp can climb the waterfall, and

you must climb against difficulties —
up, up, to honor and fame. Be a
man, my son! Be a man!”

In the spring, at the time called

equinox
,
when the sun rises at six

and sets at six, the men and women
of Japan have a great festival. It

has to do with the planting of their

crops and with praying for a good

season and for good crops and for

enough food to eat for the year; and
in the fall they have their thanks-

giving. October 17 is the Gods’

Tasting Ceremony. On that day
Mr. Kajima and his neighbors go

to the temple and offer rice to

the gods of Japan; and on the 23d

of November the emperor tastes the

new rice crop and the people eat

new rice as a part of their thanks-

giving for the season that they have

had.

One of the great holidays in Japan

is the Emperor’s Birthday. On this

day there is no school. Instead

there are picnics, games, sports, and

speeches. This holiday happened

while I was in Kamisuwa, and in the

afternoon I went up to the athletic

grounds at the high school. Two
school teams were playing baseball.

I heard much yelling and shouting,

all in Japanese, of which I did not

understand a word. Then quiet

came, and the game began.

“Str-r-r-ike one!” cried the umpire.

“Ball one!” cried the umpire.

They have learned the game of

baseball from Americans. They

spoke Japanese. They yelled Jap-

anese. But the baseball names, like
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Courtesy Consulate General of Japan, N. Y.

Fig. 377 After you have read the story, tell what this picture shows. How do you know that this is not a
picture of a game between two high-school teams in the United States?

the game itself, were in English be-

cause the game had come from

English-speaking people.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. Suppose that you are a Japanese boy
or girl; tell the story of your own festival

or great day. Tell what other people do
for you on that day. Tell also what you
are expected to do for others.

2. The class could act some scenes to

show something about the Girls’ Festival

and the Boys’ Festival.

3. Perhaps some Japanese lady or

gentleman lives in your neighborhood,

whom you could invite to visit your
school to talk about Japanese celebrations.

4. Prove that you remember what you
have read in this story by copying and
completing the following sentences:

() The sash-tying ceremony means

() After a boy is five and has put
on his kilt skirt, he

(c) The Feast of the Dolls teaches

little girls

(d) On Flying Fish Day the boys
are taught to

(e) The Emperor’s Birthday is cele-

brated

(/) At the Japanese thanksgiving cer-

mony, the people

(g) At the time of the equinox, the

people of Japan

Ch ) On October 17, the Japanese

© Keystone View Co-

Fig. 378. This Japanese lady is taking a ride in a
jinrikisha, the pull man car of Japan.

S.C.B.
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Methodist Prints

Fig. 379. These prize chrysanthemums are at the Chrysanthemum Show in Tokyo. The kimonos which the
Japanese ladies are wearing are almost as gay as the flowers.

FLOWERS AND POETRY
The Japanese people love beauty

and flowers and poetry. There are

many flower shows in Japan. Flower

shows are held in the villages and

towns, and a large flower show is

held at Tokyo, a great city and the

capital of Japan.

Many boys and girls try to see

who can have the finest chrysanthe-

mum in their village. The chrysan-

themum is the national flower of

Japan. The people have worked

with this plant, and fertilized it, and

planted new kinds of seed, and
picked out the best plants, and im-

proved it very much indeed. It was

once a little weed, but now some of

its blossoms are almost as large as a

child’s head and of many beautiful

colors. Every workman in Kamisuwa
has a flower garden. If his home is

only an upstairs room there are

boxes of flowers in the window. I

have seen whole rows of these flower

boxes in the second-story windows on

back streets in the big cities of

Japan.

Some years ago the Emperor of

Japan sent to the American people a

present of some flowering cherry trees

like those of Japan. The trees were

planted in a park in the city of

Washington, and now thousands of

people from distant places go to

Washington each spring to see the
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cherry trees in blossom. When we
go to see these beautiful trees, we
are doing as the Japanese people do

in their own country. For a long,

long time they have been going out

in the spring to view the cherry

blossoms. Business men leave their

work and make special trips to do

this, and often they will write poems

about the cherry blossoms and read

poetry under the cherry trees.

Nearly everyone in Japan writes

poems at some time in his life.

Each year there is a great national

poetry contest. In the month of

December the Emperor gives out the

subject or theme upon which the

poems must be written for the annual

national competition. Anyone may
write a poem for the competition.

The poems are usually written as the

New Year dawns and are then sent

to the Imperial (Emperor’s) House-

hold. Sometimes twenty thousand

poems are sent up to the national

capital in the competition. They are

read and examined by judges of

poetry. The few best are selected,

and from them finally one is selected

as the best of all. It is a great

honor to succeed in writing the best

New Year poem. A very humble
or poor person may receive this

honor.

Perhaps you would like to read

these two Japanese poems aloud to the

class:

“Many paths there be
To reach the mountain height.

But all who climb there see

The same moon’s light.”

© Underwood & Underwood, N. Y.

Fig. 380. A Japanese lady and gentleman in their
flower garden.

“Tonight the summer moon is at its best,

Therefore we thank the clouds that

sometimes come
To give our necks a bit of rest.”

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. If someone in the class writes letters

to a Japanese schoolboy or girl, perhaps

your correspondent would send you a
copy of the poem that was chosen last

year as the best New Year’s poem.
2. You will find, in the daily papers,

fine pictures of the Japanese cherry trees

that bloom in Washington, D.C., each

spring. The members of the class might
bring some to school, as well as pictures

of Japan, and with them make posters

for your schoolroom.

3. Someone in the class might be chosen

as “Emperor,” and give out the subject for

a poetry competition. The rest of the class

will write poems about the subject chosen.

After the poems have been read, the class

will vote for the best poem.
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Photo, by J. Russell Smith

Fig. 381. This is Mr. Oguchi who lives in the Japanese
town of Shimosuwa. He has on his very best clothes.

He carries a fan as we might carry a cane in walking
on the street.

THE OLD JAPAN AND THE NEW
JAPAN

These are a few of the customs of

what is sometimes called the Old

Japan. The Japanese have been on

their islands for many hundreds of

years. They have had emperors

from one family for more hundreds

of years than you have fingers and

toes and ears and eyes. Japan was
an old, old country when Christopher

Columbus sailed out into the West-

ern ocean and found North America.

During all these hundreds and hun-

dreds of years the Japanese people

grew their rice and silk and tea and
built their houses and lived almost

without change. Each year they did

the same work and celebrated the

same festivals. Their customs and

ways of doing things became very

tightly fixed in their minds.

Now the New Japan is coming.

The thousands of young men re-

turned from the universities of

Europe and America with the new
knowledge of science and with ma-
chinery that they had bought. The
Japanese have built some big cities

that look much like our own. They
have buildings of steel and cement,

elevators, telephones, trolley cars,

automobiles, motor busses, bicycles,

daily papers, magazines, radios, and

factories with smokestacks and ma-
chinery. They have steamships that

go to the United States and to many
other countries. Some of the Jap-

anese people who live in these cities

do not keep up all the festivals and

customs and ways of the Old Japan.

They live much as Western peoples

live. But many more of the people

live their lives unchanged and follow

the ancient customs and ways of Old

Japan.

THINGS TO DO OR TO THINK ABOUT

1. The Emperor of Japan traces his

family for 2600 years. How many grand-

fathers and great-grandfathers do you
suppose he can name?

2. Write a letter supposed to be from

a young Japanese to his uncle who lives

in America. Let the letter tell about the

New Japan.

3. Read again Things to Do or to Think
About, Number 8, on page 301. Test yourself

on the pictures from page 302 to page 312.

4. You have now read all the stories about
Japan and are ready for a test. This test

you will make up. Select one of the stories

and write three questions which may be an-

swered by reading the story. Your teacher

will select the best questions for the test.
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Fig. 382. A sample of mountain lands and of how mountains
help people. High up are the snow fields and glaciers which
supply the valley stream with water in which man may fish

and from which he may take water for irrigation. Below
the snow are the forests for lumbering. Where the scenery
is very beautiful, as in this picture, men build summer-resort

hotels for people from the hot cities.

THE BIG IDEA OF THIS BOOK—THE
SAMPLES AND THE WORLD

STUDYING BY SAMPLES
Do you know what a sample is?

Perhaps someone can bring to class

a sample of cloth, linoleum, or

paper and explain why people give

one another samples of things. In

this book we have been learning

geography by taking samples of differ-

ent kinds of places in the world.

That is why we have skipped about

the world a great deal, from near to

far, from hot to cold, from wet to

dry, from low to high. Perhaps you

can name a place or a chapter or

a part of a chapter which comes to

your mind as you think of each of

these words.

As you read this chapter, ask your-

self at the beginning of every section:

Where is the sample? What is the

sample like? Where are other places

like the sample?

Each place that we have studied

is a sample of other places in other

continents that are very much like

it. We will now find some of these

other places that are like the sam-

ples which we have studied.
B.C.E.
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Fig. 383. The World

The pictures below and the little stories after each picture are called a key. They will help you
to unlock the meaning of the map. Look carefully at each picture; read the story about the picture;
then find

i as many samples as you can of the same kind of land on the map as in the picture.

The ice caps—lands of ice and icy water. | ,1 Lands with dry summers—the Mediterra-
J

T? nean climate.

The far cold north—lands of the Eskimo Grasslands with cold winters,
and of the Laplander. grass|ands with dry summers.

The cold forest country—home of the fur .

: Dry lands,
trappers.

]

Seacoasts rich in fish. Wet, hot forest lands.

Farmlands with frosty winters. Desert lands made rich by rivers.

Lands with long, wanrf, wet summers. High mountain lands.
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as the Home of Man.

As nearly as we could do it, this map
has been made to look like a picture of

the land in each part of the world. The
little green pine trees show forested lands.

The little bunches of grass show lands

Sthat are covered with grass. The little

!
fields show farmlands. The pictures in the

ovals show only one or two of the many
things which are to be seen in the different

kinds of lands.

Point on the map to the land near your
i home. In how many other parts of the

j

world do you find lands that are like it?

Point to a land which you would like to

visit as a traveler; as an explorer. Sup-
pose you had to move to another part of

the world to live, where would you choose

to go and why? Point to parts of the

world which your father might visit were

he a salesman for plows; were he a fur

buyer. Suppose the penguin, in one of the

ovals, had to move away to a distant part

of the world. Where would he go if he

knew as much about the world as you do?
Would the giraffe and the penguin like to

exchange homes with each other?
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i

Fig. 384. A sample of farming lands which have warm summers and frosty winters. The windmill tells you
that this picture was taken in Holland.

THE NARRAGANSETT LAND AND
THE GREAT FARM REGIONS

WITH FROSTY WINTERS
Is there something in the Narra-

gansett chapter that tells you that

the country of the Narragansetts

had a frosty winter, a warm sum-

mer, forests, and weather that would

let the people be farmers? If we
make a list of the good points

about this kind of land, we see that

it provides man with wood for

tools, for house material, and for

fire. The weather helps him to

grow grain for bread and to keep

animals. This is a list of things

that* are very valuable indeed if

man would build a home and keep

his family comfortable. Of what
use are animals? The map (Fig.

383) shows a large area of this good

farm land in North America, and

it also shows two large areas of it

in Europe and Asia. Find some
smaller areas in other continents

that have the mark which shows

that they are the same kind of

land.

You will notice that Holland

(pages 207-223) is in this great

area of good farm land. Its climate

does not differ very much from that

of the Narragansett country. It,

too, grows trees, grass, and grain.

The weather is not warm enough

in the summer to grow Indian corn,

but it grows wheat, oats, and bar-

ley, so that people can eat wheat

bread and oatmeal and have barley

for their horses, cows, and other

farm animals.

This land of grain, trees, and

winter with freezing weather is a

very important part of the world.

In our own North America it is the

home of more than half the people

in the whole continent. When we
study Europe, we shall see that

there are many nations whose land

is all in the great belt of the earth

having this frosty -winter-and -warm-

summer kind of farm climate.
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Fig. 385. A sample of lands which have enough rain for grass but not enough for trees. These lands are used
for pastures for sheep, cattle, and other animals. The picture was taken on the Great Plains of our own country.

THE PLAINS INDIAN AND THE
MEN OF FLOCKS AND HERDS
What was the great difference be-

tween the land of the Plains Indians

and that of the Narragansetts? It was

a matter of water. There is little rain

in the Plains country— enough for

grass, but not enough for trees.

Therefore the Plains Indians had
nothing but wild berries and grass.

They had no corn fields and no

farms, only the wide plain, covered

with grass and a few trees along

the streams. Therefore men had

to get their food from wild plants

and from animals that could eat

grass. The Plains Indian was
lucky because the Plains had enough

wild animals for him to live on.

The map (Fig. 383) shows a large

area of the same kind of grass

country in Asia. These lands have

grass and cold winters, very much
like those to be found in the Plains

of North America. In one way
people on the grasslands of Asia

were more lucky than the Indians be-

cause they found, very long ago,

running wild in Asia, several animals

that they could tame: sheep, goat,

Fig. 386. A sample of pasture lands in Asia. The
Kirghiz in the picture are milking a sheep.

horse, cow, donkey, camel. The
Kirghiz (Fig. 386) and Mongols on

the cold winter grasslands of Asia

live on grass by way of sheep, goats,

cows, horses, and camels, which use

grass for food.

Men of Europe and the United States

have gone to two other large areas

of this kind of grassland in southern

South America and in Southern Aus-

tralia. Find these places on the map
(Fig. 383). These men of European

races took with them sheep, cattle,

and other animals that live on grass,

and now they have great flocks of

them there.
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Fig. 387. A sample of the cold forest lands of^the
earth. This picture was taken in the northern part of

Europe.

THE CANADIAN FUR TRAPPER
AND THE COLD FOREST

COUNTRY
Ask your teacher to help you

locate a square mile of land near

your school. Perhaps you can get

some idea as to how many people

live on this square mile. On the

ice caps of Antarctica and Greenland

there are thousands and thousands

of square miles where there is not a

man or any other living thing. In

some cities there are many thousands

of people on one square mile, and

in some farming countries there are

several hundreds of people who
live and make their living by farm-

ing on a single square mile. Do
you think that there will ever be

many people to the square mile

where they make their living by
selling fur, as do the fur trappers

about whom you read on pages

64 to 74?

This cold forest region covers a

great deal of land. How many
miles is it from New York to San
Francisco (Fig. 91)? Is the North-

ern Forest belt of North America

as long as the distance from New
York to San Francisco? Do you
find this kind of land in Europe

and Asia? Find Switzerland and
Holland on the map (Fig. 221).

Then tell what you think about the

size of these countries and the size

of the cold forest region of Europe

and Asia. What would you expect

this cold forest land of Europe and
Asia to produce?

Suppose you should visit the

Great Northern Forest of Canada,

and then travel blindfolded in an

airplane, not knowing whether you

were going in circles or in a straight

line. Then suppose you should land

in the forest of Russia or the forest

of Siberia. Do you think you

could see any difference between it

and the forest of Canada? You
would find the same kinds of trees,

the same kind of snow, the same

kind of cold weather, and in some

places even the same kinds of wild

animals, and men catching them for

their furs. These furs from the

Old World forests are sent to the

great fur markets of Europe, just

as the furs of Canada come to the

fur markets of the United States.

These cold forest lands are shown

on the map (Fig. 383) by means of

small evergreen trees.
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Fig. 388. A sample of the wet, hot forest lands where the banana grows.

THE WET, HOT FOREST LANDS
We found in the chapter on the

Amazon (page 75) and in the

chapter on the Congo forest (page

159) that land in these two great

river valleys is covered with very

thick forest. This forest is leafy

and green all the year, as is always

the case with forests in lands that

are hot all the time and wet most
of the time.

Nearly all of the land on both

sides of the equator has these wet,

hot forests. The map (Fig. 383)

shows a large area of it in South

America, another large area in Africa,

some in Asia, and more of it in

many large islands that lie between

Asia and Australia. The map
(Fig. 87) will help you to find the

names of two or three of these big,

forested islands.

If you look again at the map (Fig.

383), you will see that there is some
of this forested land also on the

shore of the southern part of North
America.

What do people eat in these

forest countries? One of the things

you, too, have doubtless eaten is

the banana (Fig. 388). Since man
has learned to run steamships very

rapidly and keep them cool inside,

he can now bring bananas from the

wet, hot country where there is

never any frost to lands as far

away as our own country and

Europe, where there is so much
frost that no banana plant can live

more than a few months. Figure

388 shows a banana plantation in

the southern part of North America,

which is called Central America.

Perhaps you can look at the map
8.C.S.
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Figs. 389-390. The picture above is a sample of the rubber
plantations which are found in southeastern Asia. The
picture at the left is a sample of the coconut palm which grows
in all hot, wet lands. See the large cluster of coconuts on

the tree.

(Fig. 87) and tell why you think it

got its name of Central America.

In the forests in the hot, wet lands

are many kinds of trees bearing

many kinds of fruits and nuts that

are good to eat, good for birds,

monkeys, and other wild animals, as

well as for man. One of these nut-

bearing trees gives us a food which

nearly every schoolboy and girl in

the United States has seen. We can

buy some of it in almost any
candy store (Fig. 390). This tree grows

in every continent and on every large

island that has the wet, hot forests.

The coconut tree is very useful to the

people who live in those countries,

as you shall learn in a later grade.

In telling about the Amazon, we
learned how men get a useful product

from another tree. It is not a food.

It stretches and does many other

useful things.

How many uses can you name
for rubber? The rubber tree has

been taken about the world and
planted by men in very much the

same way that they have carried

sheep from one continent to an-

other. The wild rubber tree that

grew in the Amazon has been

planted on the peninsula that is the

most southern part of Asia. What
is its name (Fig. 308)? Rubber
trees from the Amazon have also

been planted on an island just

south of India and on the three big

islands nearest to the southernmost

peninsula of Asia.

Men from England, men from

China, men from the United States

have gone out to these distant

lands to be managers of the rubber

plantations. Perhaps you have seen

and used rubber that came from

the very trees shown in Figure 389.
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Fig. 391. A sample of Eskimo Land and of Lapland during the short summer. In winter this land is covered
with snow as in Figure 145. What animals do you see in the picture?

THE FAR COLD NORTH AND
THE FAR COLD SOUTH

In our study of samples of the

earth’s surface, we have gone from

the hot, wet forests to the iciest

places in the world, to the home of

the Eskimo, the polar bear, and the

seal, and to the ice caps of Green-

land and Antarctica. The Eskimo

we met in the chapter beginning on

page 103 lives in the northern part

of North America, but other conti-

nents have the same kind of climate,

the same kind of plants, and the

same kind of animals, and men
who must live in very much the

same way because they live in the

same kind of place. What continents

show land that bears the same
mark as that which is found on

Eskimo Land? Wbat is the great

difference in the way the Laplander

and the Eskimo make their living

(pages 116-118)?

Now look at the map and see if

you can answer this: Would you
19

expect the men in the part of Asia

that is nearest to Lapland to live

as do the Laplanders or as do

the Eskimos of America? From
which group would it be easier for

the men of Lapland to learn new
ideas and ways of doing things?

Would it be easier for them to get

animals from their neighbors in

Asia or from their Eskimo neighbors?

A great thing happened to some
of the Eskimos not long ago. Some
school teachers from Lapland brought

herds of tamed reindeer from their

own country and taught the Eski-

mos how to make use of them. The
Eskimos found that the reindeer meat

was good to eat, and that the skins

made warm clothes. The herds soon

began to increase. Now the reindeer

herds are so important to the Eskimos

that the governments of the United

States and Canada are helping them

to protect the reindeer. Tell what

difference this will make to the

Eskimos.
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Fig. 392. A sample of most of Greenland and most of Antarctica. The birds in the picture are penguins.

THE ICE CAPS
What do most of Greenland and

most of Antarctica look like, both

summer and winter (Figs. 76 and

77) ? What can an animal find

there to eat? Men do not want to

live in the antarctic regions, but

the penguin is able to live in this

land of ice and ice water. When
you have finished reading this, tell

how the penguin is like the seal.

The penguin is a funny bird. There

are many kinds of penguins. Some
are nearly three feet high, but their

wings are not much larger than a

child's arm. Of course they cannot

fly, but they are wonderful swim-

mers. A penguin is perfectly at

home on the ice cakes in the Ant-

arctic Ocean. He will plunge into

the icy water, and with his feet

and his little wings he will swim
under the water almost like a fish.

Indeed, he swims so fast that he

can catch fish! He lives upon fish,

and fish can live in ice water be-

cause there are tiny plants living

in the ice water, and tiny fish live on

these little plants. Penguins have

lived in Antarctica for hundreds of

years without ever seeing a man.

They have not learned to be afraid of

man as other wild creatures are, so

they do not fear a man any more

than you fear a fence. The explor-

ers have a very interesting time

playing with them and laughing at

them because they are such funny,

dignified birds. They look very

conceited. They stick out their

chests and strut and make you think

that they think themselves the

smartest fellows in the world.

There are explorers on the Ant-

arctic ice cap or on the Greenland

ice cap nearly all the time. They

try to find out about the weather

and keep a record of what happens.
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THE HOT, DRY LANDS
Find on Figure 383 the great Sahara

Desert which you read about on pages

133-137. If you look closely, you

will find that this desert region

goes on into Asia, and that other

large deserts are to be found in

other continents.

The people who lived in these

deserts in the other continents were

not lucky enough to have the camel

until white men began to take

camels about the world. Page 134

tells something about camels in one

of these deserts. Do you think it

is a good thing or a bad thing for

North America that its hot desert

is much smaller than the ones we
find in Asia and in Africa?

Why do you think these lands of

little rain would look alike in North
!

,

America, in North Africa, in South

I Africa, in Australia, and in Asia?

DESERT REGIONS MADE RICH
BY RIVERS

The chapter on Egypt (pages

142-158) told about a country whose

|

people sometimes call a river

“Father.” Why do people call

Egypt “the gift of the Nile”?

What do you suppose would

happen if there should be another

river like the Nile that would flow

out into some part of the Sahara

Desert and carry water there?

Egypt is not the only country

with a great river flowing into a

desert. Turn to the map (Fig. 308)

and find the Persian Gulf and the

two rivers which flow into it. The

Courtesy American Geographical Society, N. Y.

Fig. 393. A sample of the hot, dry lands of the earth.

The camels are crossing a part of the Sahara.

one to the west is named Euphrates.

The one to the east, with the city

of Baghdad upon it, is called the

Tigris. These two rivers are like

the Nile. They, too, flow into a

desert from mountains where much
rain falls, and, like the Nile, they

have fed irrigation canals for a

long, long time. These irrigation

canals have carried water to the

fields, and the fields have made
crops that fed many people who
lived in the great oasis called

Mesopotamia— a word that means

“the land between two rivers.”

A long time ago there was a city

here, named Babylon, and another

named Nineveh. Perhaps your

teacher will tell you about them.

They are mentioned in the Bible.

When you study more geography

you will learn about two other great

rivers that flow into deserts: one in

India is named the: Indus; one in the

United States is named the Colorado.

Perhaps you can find them on

the map (Fig. 284 and Fig. 308).
e.c.B.
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Fig. 394. A sample of the hot grasslands near the

wet, hot forests. This picture was taken in Africa.

See the lions in the tall grass.

AFRICAN GRASSLANDS AND
OTHER HOT GRASSLANDS

Beginning on page 171, there is a

chapter about the African people

who live in a land where there is

much grass and few trees. If you

will look closely at the map, you

will see that one of these grassland

regions joins the hot, wet forest land

on the north and that another joins it

on the south. These lands have a

hot climate. Look closely at the

wet, hot forest land in other conti-

nents. Do they have grasslands

beside them? Point out all the

places that have this kind of land

near the wet, hot forests.

In some of the tropic grasslands

white men have done the same

thing they did in the cold winter

grasslands like those of the Plains

Indian. They have taken animals

there and started new industries.

Cattle ranches owned by white men
now take up some parts of the

tropic grasslands of Australia and

South America and South Africa.

Like the sheep (page 317), these

animals from the ranches are sent

by ship to other countries for food,

and their hides are sent to other

countries to be made into leather.

Perhaps your shoes are made of

some of this leather, for we buy
hides from many countries.

LIFE IN THE MOUNTAINS
What is the great difference one

sees in looking at the land in Hol-

land and in Switzerland? You can get

the answer to this question by looking

at all the pictures in the chapters

beginning on pages 179 and 207.

In the chapter on Switzerland,

we learned many things about how
men live in high mountains. There

are many other high mountains in

the world. Perhaps your teacher

will help you find the Pyrenees

Mountains, the Caucasus Mountains,

and the mountains of Scandinavia

(Figs. 219 and 221). Now find these

same mountains on the globes (Fig.

69). Can you also find the Rocky
Mountains of North America, the

Andes Mountains of South Amer-
ica, and the Himalaya Mountains
of Asia? Now look at the Hima-
laya Mountains again in Figures 307

308, and 333.

What does Figure 227 show you
about the things that man can do

in mountains? Can you find any-

thing in Figure 227 that reminds

you of something in Figure 382?

We will learn more about all these

mountains as we study other books

in geography.
fl.C.B.
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THE LANDS WITH DRY
SUMMERS — THE MEDI-
TERRANEAN CLIMATE

Pages 232, 233, and 234 tell

three very important things

about the weather in Medi-

terranean countries. Look very

carefully at the rainfall graph

for Jerusalem (Fig. 274).

Now look at the rainfall graph

for Los Angeles. Get your

teacher to help you find Los

Angeles on a map (Fig. 284).

What do these two graphs tell

you about the rainfall of these two

places? These two places are also

very much alike in their tempera-

ture; so, of course, they must be

very much alike in their plants, in

the way the weather feels, and the

way the country looks at the differ-

ent seasons of the year, and in the

things that men can do there.

Tell about the people who travel

in the Mediterranean countries for

pleasure, and why they travel

there (page 233).

Of course, other places that feel

like the Mediterranean countries

and look like them would also be

nice for travel. We have such a

region in the United States. The
map (Fig. 383) shows that four

other continents have land with

climates like that of the land around

the Mediterranean Sea. Your

teacher will tell you what State in

the United States has the Mediter-

ranean climate. Perhaps you know
some people who have been there

for a winter visit.

Tell what kind of crops

(page 234) grow in the Medi-

terranean climate. Men from
the countries along the Medi-

terranean Sea have gone to

every one of the regions in the

four other continents that

have the same kind of climate,

and they have carried with

them the plants that belong

in this climate. There is a

city in Spain called Valencia.

A kind of orange called the

Valencia orange grows there.

They now grow Valencia oranges in

California, in a country in South

America called Chile, in a little tip

of South Africa, and in a part of

Australia.

Men from the Mediterranean have

also carried their varieties of grapes

and wheat and many other crops

from the old Mediterranean land

to the new-found lands with the

Mediterranean climate.

COAST PEOPLES AND FISH
Name two or three important

things about seacoast peoples (pages

240-258). Find on the map (Fig. 383)

the coasts that are the homes of

the people mentioned in this chapter.

On the same map you will see that

there are similar coasts on the western

side of North America and on the

eastern side of Asia. If there had

been space, we could have told many
things about how the people of Japan

go out to sea to catch fish, and how
the people on the western coast of

North America do the same.

Fig. 395. The heavy
bars in this draw-
ing show the
amount of rainfall

each month in Los
Angeles. In March,
forinstance, enough
rain fell to cover
the ground to a
depth of three

inches.
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THE CHINESE, THE JAPANESE,
AND THE LANDS OF LONG,

WARM, WET SUMMERS
How many signs of water can

you find by looking at the pictures

in the chapters on China and

Japan which begin on pages 259

and 284? These pictures tell you

that these lands must have much
rain. Tell how the rice crop de-

pends on rain. In a land where

there is so much rain in summer,

and where the summer is long and

warm, many kinds of plants can

grow. The Chinese and Japanese

grow a great deal of rice, as well

as many other crops. If you should

name all the crops that they grow
it would make a list longer than

you could count on all your fingers

and toes. The Chinese and Japanese

grow many kinds of beans. They
also grow corn, cotton, and sweet

potatoes.

The map (Fig. 383) shows that

lands with this climate suitable for

corn, cotton, and rice are found in

China and Japan, and also in other

continents. Point out one in North
America which has a climate and
plants something like that of the

rice regions of China? Perhaps you
can find pictures in another geog-

raphy that show rice growing in

America. Can you find places in

three other continents that might
grow these crops?

THE GEOGRAPHY YARDSTICK
How long is a piece of cloth?

Have you ever seen a salesman in

a store measure off cloth with a

yardstick to see how long it was?
This book has given you some
yardsticks— some geographic yard-

sticks— with which you can take

the measure of land. You hear of

a new place. Think how many
things you know about it if some-

one tells you that it is in a country

like Eskimo Land, or like the Amazon
Valley, or like the African (tropic)

grasslands, or like the Sahara

Desert, or that it is in high moun-
tains. With these yardsticks you
can learn geography more easily.

3.C<€>



INDEX
In this index, page references to maps are shown like this: {265)

;

page references to pictures are shown like

this: *306; text references are shown like this: 277.

Key to Pronunciation: ate, senate, rare, c&t, ask, far, affect, comma; scene, event, 8dge, writer, novel; mine,
begin; cold, obey, cord, dog, stop, compare; unit, circulate, bhrn, cut, focus; moon, foot.

Abyssinia (&b"l-sln'i-d), 143
Acorn Indian, 33, *33, 35
adobe (a-do'bS), 31
adz, 14, 14, 15
Aegean (e-je'an) Sea, {183), 226,

229
Africa, {122), {124), {125)
Congo Rain Forest, 159-170
Congo Forest

Congo River, 159-161

grasslands, see African grasslands
Nile River, 137, 142-147
Sahara Desert, 121-143, see Sahara

African grasslands
animals, 171, *172, 173, *174

climate suitable for grass, 171, 173
clothes, 177
farming, 173-174
foods, 17&-175
houses, *171, *175, *176, 176-177
hunting, 176
iron ore, 177
leather, 177
people, *175
rainfall, 171
sample, 324, *324
village, *171

agriculture, see farming
airplanes, *221

alfalfa, 136
Algeria (Sl-je'ri-d), {125), {224)

barley, 130
climate, 232, 233, 238
desert’s edge, 122
farming, 238
figs, olives, and grapes, 238
oranges, 238
railroad, 132
wheat, 238

Algiers (ai-jerz'), 121, {122), {125),

132, {224), 239
alligator, 95
alp, *194
alpenstock, 192
alphabet, *228, 228-229
Alpine rose, 189
Alps (alps) Mts., {184), 185, *186,

186-189, *187, *188, *195

Amazon (8,m'd-zon) Basin, 81, {84)

animals, *90, 91
Brazil nuts, *92, 92
food, 98
forest, 80, 86-91
insects, 89
rubber* 95-97
sample, 319
size, 81
surface, 84

Amundsen (a'mun-sen), Roald, 55
travel by boat, 85
weather, 81, {84), 87, 88

Amazon (am'd-zon) River, {83), *84,

*85

Basin, 81, {84), 84
high and low water, 93
islands, 93
sandbars, 93
size, 75, 81
transportation, 85
width varies, 93

Amsterdam (&m'ster-dam), (182),

{206), *216, 216, 217, *219, 219,
*221

anaconda (an"d-k5n'dd), *90, 91
Andes Mountains, 324
Angola (ang-go'ld), {125), *164
animals

alligator, 95
anaconda, snake, *90, 91
anteater, *90

antelope, 171, *178
bear, *72, 73, 111
beaver, *68

buffalo, 20-22, *21

camel, *121, 122, *130, *134, *135
crocodile, 160, *172, 173
deer, 18, 171
dog, *102, 106, 107, *108, *110,

*112
donkey, 122, 126, *138, *146, 147
elephant, *172
fox, *72, 111
giraffe, 173, *174
goat, 122, 123
hippopotamus, 162
horses, *131, 132, *132
hyena, 153, *172, 173
jackal, 173
leopard, *178
lion, *172, 173
lynx, *72, 73
mink, *72, 73
monkey, 160, 163, *172, 173
muskrat, 68, 69, *72, 73
narwhal, 104, *105, 107
Northland, *72

otter, *68, 69
oxen, *138, 145, *147, 147
peccary, *90, 91
pigs, *16, 17, 271, 275
puma, *90, 91
reindeer, 116, *116
rhinoceros, 173, *174
seal, *72, 104, 107
sheep, 122, 123
tapir, *90, 91
vampire bat, 89
walrus, *72, 104, 105
waterbuck, *178
water buffalo, *270
wild duck, 6, *6

wild pig, *172, 174
wolf, *72, 73
zebra, 171, *174

antarctic (dnt-ark'tlk) circle, 120
ice, 120

antarctic ice cap, 120, 322
Antarctic Region, 120, 322

exploration of, 120, 322
Antarctica (&nt-ark'tlk-d), 53, (53),

120, 318, 321, 322, *322
anteater (ant'et"er), *90

antelope (dn'te-lop), 171, *178
ants
Amazon Forest, 89-90, 98
Congo Forest, 162

apples, 187, 195
apricots (a'prl-kots), 136
Arabian Desert, {261)

animals, 138
Bedouin, *138
highland, 138
like the Sahara, 138
nomads, 138
size, 138

Arabian Sea, {261)
Arabs (dr'&bs), 121, *126, 126, 127

camp, *123, 126, *126

education, 127
flocks, 127, *127, 130
learning to track camels, 127
moving, 129
nomads, 129
oases, 136, *136
sheik, 126, 132, *132
weaving, 127-128
work of men and women, 127-128

arctic (ark'tlk) circle, 120
Arctic Ocean, 53, 111, 112
Arctic Region, 109-111, 113, 120

exploration
Amundsen, 55
Byrd, 55
MacMillan, 109-110
Peary, 55, 109-110
Stefansson, 111-112

Asia, {260), {261)
Aswan (a-swan'), (125), 152, 153,

(224), 319
Athens (&th'6nz), (183), (224)

Parthenon, *230
Atlas Mountains, (125), 130, 136,

138
avalanche (Sv'a-lanch), *189, 196
axes, 14, *14, 15, 68, 74, 166
axis of earth, 54-57, *55

Babylon (b&b'i-lSn), 323
Baghdad (b2g-dad'), 323
balata (bSFd-td) tree, *88

balloon, *48
bananas
Congo Forest, 166, 319, *319

barber, *281

barley
desert’s edge, 130
Egypt, 144, 145
reserve supply hidden, 131

Switzerland, 188

(327) 8.C.E.
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Basel (ba'zel), 181, (182), (184), 216
baskets, Indian, 10, *11

bats, Amazon Forest, 89
Battle Harbor (Labrador), *100

bays
Gloucester, 248
New England, 248
New York, 76, (77)

Norway, *257
,
*258

bazaar, Cairo, 157
beans, 136, 144, 145, 166, 174

China, 326
dried, 10, 29
Japan, 292, 326
threshing, *283

bear, *72
, 73, 111

beaver, *68
, 69

Bedouins (bed'do-fns), *123
,

*129
,

129,
*138

, 227
beech, 188
Belgium (bSl'jl-um; bgl'jfim), (182),

222
Bern (bern), (182), (184), 216
berries, dried, 16
berths, 75, *76

birch bark, 19, 65, *65

birds
Amazon Forest, 88, *90

Antarctica, 322, *322
China, *280
Congo Forest, 160, 163, *172

Egypt, 149
Eskimo Land, 115
Holland, 213, *223

Biscay (bls'ka), Bay of, (182), 222
Blackfoot Indians, 20
Black Sea, (183), (224), 239
blankets, woven by Arab girls, 128,

*128
blizzards, 74
blubber, 107-108
boats

building, see shipbuilding

canoe, 14,
*14 ,

*65

catboat, 246
Chinese, *259

,

*263
,

*264 ,
264-266

clipper ships, 255, *255
dories, *251

dugout canoe, 14, *14
Dutch canal, *209

, 212, *219

Dutch harbor, *218
, 219

fishing, *212
fishing schooner, 240,

*240,

*241 ,

249, *250
Fur Trapper Indian, *65

house boats, 262, 263-266, *263
,

*264
Indian canoes, 14,

*14,
*65

junk, *266
kayak, *104 , 104,

*105
,
*119

Narragansett Indian, 14,
*14 , 15

Norse, 257, *258
overhauling, 241
Rhine River boat, *218

river, *95
, 161,

*162
,
179

sail,
*212

, 226,
*227

,

*247 ,
*287

sampan, *285
steam, *75

, 76,
*95

,

*96
,

*103
, 179,

255
tug, 76
umiak, 104
warship, *229

INDEX
achts, 249
ee frontispiece

Boma (bo'ma), 161
Bosporus (b6s'po-rus) Strait, (183),

239
boundary markers, 42,

*43 , (242-

243)

bowl, Indian, *15
bows and arrows, 6,

*6
,

*18
,

*19,
*99

Brazil nut, 92, *92

Brazzaville, 161
bread, barley, 130
breakwater (sea wall), *244 ,

244
bricks, 135, 148-149, 220
Brooklyn (brdok'lin), 75
buffalo, 20-27, *21

,
*23

bulbs, 215, 217
buoys (bois; boo'is), 244
burnoose (bdr-noos'), 128, *129

butter, *214
Byrd, Richard E., 55, 120

cabbage, 234, 235, 275
cacao (kd-ka'o), 170
caches (kash'ez)

desert’s edge, 131
Eskimos, 105-106, 110
Indian, 9, 18, 31, 33

cafes, Cairo, 156-157
Cairo (ki'ro), (122), (125),

*156
,

(224)

bazaars, 157
both ancient and modern, 156
cafes, 156-157
capital and trading center, 155
Nile Valley, 153
people, 156
religions, 156

calabashes (kai'd-bSsh-gz), 174, 177
calendar, *5

camels
Arabian Desert, 138
Australian Desert, 141
desert’s edge, *121

, 122, 126-127,

129,
*130

,
*131

Egypt, 145
market, 151
Mongolian Desert, *139
Sahara Desert, *134 , 134,

*135
,

135
tracking, 127
why suited to the desert, 134-135

Cameroon (k&m"er-b6n'), *159

camping
Indians, 14, 73, 74
North Woods, 68, *69, *71, 73,

74
Sahara Desert, 122-123, *123

,

*126
,
126

Canada (k&n'd-dd), (67)

forests, 64-65
Fur Trappers, 64r-74

Great Northern Forest, 318
Indians, 64-74, *64,

65
location, 64
northern section, 65, 69
trading posts, 65, 68

canals
China, 263, 264, *265

, 266
Holland, *208

,

*209
,

211-212,
*211

,

*216
,
219

See Panama, Suez

canoes, 14-15, *14, 65,
*65

, 69, 95
Canton (c&n-tbn'), *273
capes, 77, 248
caravans, *121

,

*133
, 135, 137

caribou (k&r'I-boo), 113,
*114 , 116,

*116
, 321, *321

cartridges, 8
cassava (ka-sa'va), 98,

*98
,

*99
,

166
castle, *181
cattle

China, 268-269
dairy cows, 214
Egypt, 149
Great Plains, 21, *21

Holland, 214,
*21

4

India, *
141

North Africa, 121
ranch, 324
Switzerland, 193-195, *193

,
*194

Ceara (sa"a-ra/), (83), 94
Central America, (67), 319
central moraine, 190, *190
channels
Amazon River, 93
Gloucester Harbor, 244
New York Harbor, 78

charcoal fire, 264
checkers, 74
making a checkerboard, 74

cheese
Dutch, 214, 217, *219

camel’s, 127
Swiss, 194

chestnuts, 18, *235
chickens

China, 271, 275
Egypt, 149
feed, 253

Chile (chfl'i; che'la), 325
China, (261 )

agriculture, 264, 268-273
animals, scarcity, 274-275
bank, *277
beans, 326
boundaries, 279
canals, 263,

*265
,
266

chopsticks, *264 , 265, *266

civilization, old, 279-280; re-

tarded by isolation, 279;
present progress, 282

clothes, 267, *281

coolies,
*269

,
*278

corn, 326
cotton, 326
delta plain, 262
economical people, 274
education, 279-280
farmers, 262, 267, 273
houses, 267, *267

influence on Japan, 285, 286
inventions, 280
isolation, 279
learning to use machinery, 282
living in a house boat, 262-266,

*263
,
*264

making shoes, 274
meal, 264-265, 275
money, *277
Mongolia, 139
New Year celebration, 275,

*276
,

276-277
8.C.E.



picture writing, 229
population, crowded, 266
present tendency to advance, 282
rice, 268-271, *270

,

*271
,
326

rivers, 262
roads and travel, 278, *278
routes from U. S. to China, 259
Shanghai, *259
silk and silkworms, 277
spring festivals, 277
street scene, *265
summers, 326
sweet potatoes, 326
tea, 268,

*268
,

272-273, *272
,

*273
transportation, *278
villages, 267, *267
weaving cloth, 274, *274

chocolate, milk, 198, 199, 221
chopsticks, *264, 265, *266

cinchona (sln-ko'nd), 218
clams, *16

, 17, 104, 248
clay pottery, 150
cleanliness, 31
clearing forests, 8
clipper ships, 255, *255
cloth, manufacturing

African grasslands, 177
China, *274 , 274 \

desert’s edge, 128
Egypt, 150
Holland, 217
Switzerland, 198

clover, 145
cloves, 218
coasting, 201
coconuts, 320, *320

\
cocoons, *298

,

*300
,
303

! cod liver oil, 258
codfish, *250

, 250, 251,
*251

,

*252
,

*256
coffee trees in Congo Forest, 166
Cold Forest, sample, 318, *318

Colorado River, 323
Columbus, 59, 60, *60

compass, 45, 46,
*46 , 79, 225, 280

compost pile, 294, 295
Congo Forest, 159-164

animals, 160, 162, 163
carriers of goods, *163

, 163, *164
clothes, 170
Congo River, 159-164; see also

Congo River

I

crocodile, 160, *172

j

density, 160, 161, 163
!

elephants, 167,
*168

, 169, *172

fishing vulture, 160
i gardens, 166

overnment, 167, *167

ippopotamus, 162
houses, 165-166, *166

monkeys, 160, 163, *172

people, *162
,

*163
,

*164 ,

*165
,

*169
,
*170

plants and flowers, 163
sample, 319
trade, 170
trading post, 162
transporting goods inland, 163,

*163
trees, 166
village, 165, 166,

*166
, 167

INDEX
Congo (kSng'go) River, (125),

*160
,

*162

course, 160,
*160

,
161

falls, 160
forest region, 161, 162
islands, 159
mouth, 159
trip up the Congo, 159-164

Constance, Lake, (184), 185
continents, 53,

*53 . See also names
of various continents

coolies, *269
,

*278
,

*309
cord, 7
cormorants (kdr'mo-rants), *280
com

African grasslands, 174
China, 326
Congo Forest, 166
drying, 9
Egypt, 146
Indians, 8-10, *8

,
*9

Japan, 326
parching, 11
planting, 8-10, *8

,

*9

cotton
African grasslands, 178
China, 326
Egypt, 146, 147
Japan, 326

council, Indian, *12
, 13

•cows, see cattle

crocodile (kr5k'o-dIl), 160,
*172

,

173
curling, 201, *201

dairying, see farms, dairy
Danube (d&n'ub) River, (182),

(183), 185
dates, 135,

*136
,
136-137, *150

,
239

day
cause, 54, *54
length of, 80, 100, 101

deck games, 18, 79
deer, 18
deerskin clothes, *18

,
*19

delta, 81, 323
Nile, 153
plain of China, 262
Rhine, 207

desert, (51 )

Arabian Desert, 138-139
Australian, 140-141
India, 140, *141

Mongolian, 139
Sahara, 121-141, see also Sahara

Desert
sample, 323, *323
Syrian, 139

desert’s edge, *123
,
126-132

agriculture, 130, 131, *131

animals, 122
family moving, 122-123, 129
nomads, 122-123, *123

,
129-132

people and their work, 127-128,
129

plant growth, 121, 129-130
rain scarcity, 122
trading in Algeria, 132

dike, 208-212, *207
,

*208
,
*210

directions, 43-47
on compass, 45, 46, *46

on map, *
44 , 46

329

divide, 70,
*70

, 185
docks, *217
dog travois (tra-voi'), *22

, 23
dogs
Eskimo, *102

,
106-107, *108

,

*110
,
*112

Great Northern Forest, 73
donkeys
Arabian Desert, *138
desert’s edge, 122, 126, 127, 129,

130
Egypt, 145, 147, 149
market, 151

dories, 250, *251

dried food, 10
beans, 10, 29
berries, 16
buffalo meat, 24, 29
chestnuts, 18
corn, 9
fish, 4, *252

drums, 168-169, *168
ducks, wild, 6,

*6
,
115

dugout canoe, 14,
*14 , 15

Duisburg (dus'boorkh), *217
dumb crambo, 170
Dutch, 207
Dutch East Indies, 218, (261 )

dyes, 128, 228

earth
directions, 43-47, *

44,
*46

four views, (50-51 )

maps, 38-42
shape, 48-49

Eastern Hemisphere, 58-60, (59)

edelweiss, (a/del-vis), 189
Egypt (e'jlpt), (125), (224)

ancient people and beliefs, 154-

155
ancient wall carvings, 155, *155
animals, 149
cities, 155-157
cotton, 147
cultivated land, (153)

farming, 144,
*144 , 145,

*145 , 146,

147,
*147, 153, *157

fellahin, *144,

*146
,
148-149

floods, 149-150
great oasis, 143, 323
houses, *148

,
148-149, *150

importance of Nile River, 143-

144, 145, 153
irrigation, 143-144, *144,

145-

146, *146
land of farmers, 147
market, 150-151, *151

mice, 150
mosque, 152
mud bricks, 148
part of a long desert belt, 138,

142-143
people, 148-149
pyramids, *142, 154, *154

shaduf, 146, *146
village, 150, *150

elephant, 167, *172

hunt, 169
tusks, *168

embroidery, 198
England (Ing'gland), (182), 222
equator, 58,

*58
, 80

S.C.E.



330 INDEX
Eskimo

animals, 104
baby, *113
birds, 115
boats, 104
caribou, 113, *114
clothing, 107,

*107
,
*113

dogs, *102
, 106-107, *108

,

*110
,

*112
family life, 106-107, 109-110
food, 104, 106, 107, 114
Greenland, 103-108
homes, 106-107, 114
hospitality, 109-110
igloo, *106

, 107, *109

inland, 113-115
lamp, 107, 108, 114
Land, (101 )

living from the sea, 103, 104, 105,
*105

MacMillan’s visit, 109-110
northern Canada, 64
people, *104 ,

*105
,

*106
,

*107
,

110
,
111

,
112

sample, 321, *321

seal, 104, 107, *72

snow houses, 107, 109,
*109

, 110,

114
storage of food for future use,

105-106, 115
summer, 115
walrus hunting, 104r-105

estradas, 95, 96
Etah (e'ta), (101 ), 103
Etna (gt'na), Mount, (224), 236
Europe (u'rup), (180), 181, (182-

183), (185), 222
evergreen trees, 188, 318, *318
exploration. Antarctic Region, *56

,

*57
, 120, 322, *322

Arctic Region, 55, 109-112

Far Cold North, 321, *321

Far Cold South, 321, 322
Far North (101 )

animals, *68
,

*72
,
104-105, *116

day, length of, 80, 100, 101
Eskimos, 103-115
explorers, *108

,
109-112

hunting and trapping, 71-74
living from the sea, 103, 104,

105
storage of food for future use,

105-106
See also arctic circle, Arctic

Ocean, Arctic Region, and
Greenland Eskimo

farinha (fd-ri'nd), 98
farm implements

ax, 14,
*14, 15, 68, 74, 166

hatchets, 8
hoe, 8, 23, 173, 174, 269
knife, 20, 68, 74, 166
mallet, *283
sickle, 268

farm machinery
plow, *131

, 268,
*270 ;

wooden,
*138

,
*147

roller, *282
treadmill, *269̂
watering machine, *268

Farmer Indians, 20, *25

farming
China, 268-273
Congo Forest, 166
Corn Belt, *10

dairy, 214, *214
desert’s edge, 130-131. *131
grassland, 173-174
hill,

*186
,
*235

Holland, 316, *316

Indians, 8-10, *8
,

*9
, 20, 23, *25

irrigation, 140, 143-147
Japan, 289-295, *292

,

*293
,

*294 ,

*296
Mediterranean, 234-236, *235
modern, *10

mountain, 186-188, 193-196, 203
plowing, in China, *270

;
on the

desert’s edge, 130,
*131 ; in

Egypt, 144, 147, *147
rice, 269-271, *270

,
289-295, *292

,

*293
,

*294 ,
*296

terraces, *186
, 203, *235

threshing, in China, *271
,

*283
;

in Egypt, *145,

*148 ;
on the

desert’s edge, 130
farming land, sample, 316, *316
fellah (ffil'd), fellahin (fel"d-hen

/

),
*144 ,

*146
,
148-149

fence, nail-less, *295
fertilizer

ashes, 8
compost, 294, 295
decaying vegetation, 271, 293
fish, 8, 253
silkworm, 299

festivals

China, 276, *276, 277
Japan, 307-309, *307

,

*308
,
*309

figs, 234, 235
fiords (fyords), 257, *257

,
*258

fir trees, 69, 188, 318, *318
fire, Indian method of making, *15

firewood, 8, 196
fishhooks and lines, 68, 74
fishing

Amazon Basin, *99

cod, 250, *250
, 251, *251

drying, *252
fishing banks, 250-251, 256, 325
Gloucester, Mass., 240, 325

. Hollancfi 213, 217
"“Indians, 7, *7

inshore, 250, *250
Labrador, 101
mackerel, 245-246, *246
Mediterranean, *238

, 239, 325
Norway, 257, *257
preparing for market, 252-253,

*252
,

*253
,
*256

preparing for a trip, 241, 244
trawling, 250-251, *251

trips, 241, 244, 245-246, 250-253
fishing banks, 250, 251, 256, 325
fishing schooner, *240,

240-241,
*241 ,

*245, 249, *251

fishing vulture (vul'tur), 160
fishnet, Indian, 7, *7

flails, *271
flat maps, 61
flies, Amazon Forest, 89
flowers

Greenland, 115

Holland, *215
, 215

Switzerland, 189
Flushing, Holland, *220
fogs, 251
football, Indian, 17
forest, (50-51 )

Amazon, 80,
*86

, 86-91, *87
Congo, 159-164, *319

,
*388

evergreen of northern Canada,
69, 318, *318

fox, *72
, 111

France (frans), (182), (224)

chmate of Mediterranean section,

232, 233
lowland, 222
southern, 233, *233

fruits

apricots, 136
bananas, 166, 319, *319
dates, 135,

*136
, 136-137, *150

,

239
figs, 234-235
grapes, 187, 235,

*235
,
2S6, 238,

325
lemons, 235, 325
oranges, 232, 235
plums, 187

Fujiyama (foo'-je-ya'-ma), 287, *287
fur garments, *18

,

*19
, 25, 68, 74.

*113
Fur Trapper Indians, 64-74
fur trapping, 71-74, 318

games and sports

checkers, 74
coasting, 201
curling, 201, *201

deck games, 79
dumb crambo, 170
football, 17
foot races, 229
hide-and-seek, 170
hockey, 170, 200
hopscotch, *275
Indian camp-fire games, 74
jackstraws, 74
lacrosse, 68
riddles, 170
shuffleboard, 79
skating, 201, *202
skiing, 202
spear throwing, 229

gardening, 166
geese, 115
Geneva (jg-ne'vd), (182), (184),

216
Geneva, Lake, (184), 185, *186

geography samples, 313
geography yardstick, 326
Germany (jfir'man-1), (182)

harbor at Duisburg, *217

lowland, 222
Gibraltar, Rock of, *225
Gibraltar, Strait of, (182), 239
giraffe (jl-raf'), 173, *174
glacier (gla'sher; gl&s'l-er)

Greenland, *119
,
119-120

Switzerland, 190-192, *190
,

*191
,

*195
glass, 177
globes, 48-61, (49), (50), (51 ), (52),

(53), (62)
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Gloucester (glbs'tcr)

fishermen, 240-253, *254
greatest fishing port in U. S., 240
harbor, *240, 253
preparing fish for market in inner

harbor, *252
, 253,

*258
,
*256

seashore, 247
shipbuilding, *255
traders in early days, 254-255

glue, 253
goats
Arabian Desert, 138
desert’s edge, 122, 123, 127, 129
Egypt, 149
market, 151
Mongolian Desert, 139
Sahara, 136

goatskin water bottle, 122, 126
Godthaab (got'hob), *103

gourds, 174, 177
government, Indian, *12

, 13
grain sacks, 128
granary, 31, 175
grapes

Mediterranean countries, *235
,

235, 236, 238, 323
Switzerland, 187

grassland, (50-51 )

Africa, 171-178, 324
Great North Woods, 71-74, 318
Great Plains, 20-35, 317, *317

Great Whale River, 65
Greece (gres), (182-183), (224)

climate, 232, 233, 234, 238
farming, 238
figs, olives, and grapes, 238
fishing, 239
oranges, 238
stone houses and roads, 238
terraced hillsides, 238
wheat, 238

Greeks, the
alphabet, *228

,
229

athletic sports, 229
beautiful buildings, 230, *280

early metal work, 228, *228

education, 230, 231
original settlers, 229
progressive people, 229, 230
sculpturing, 230, *280

warship, *229
Greenland, (67), 119-120

Arctic night, 103
birds, 115
caribou, 113, *114
Eskimos, 103-108
flowers, 115
glacier, 119-120
Greenland ice cap, 120, 322
how the people live, 103-104
icebergs, *103

,

*119
,
120

living from the sea, 103, 104, 105

narwhals, 104, *105
Norse settlers, 257
plant growth, 113, 115
sample, 318, 321, 322, *822

seal, 104
seasons, 103
size, 103
summer, 115
village, *108
walrus, 104, 105

Grenfell, Sir Wilfred, *119
gunpowder, 280
guns, 74, see rifles

Hague (hag), The, (182), 216
hand loom, 274, *274
harbors

Duisburg, Germany, *217
Gloucester, Mass., *240
Holland, 219
Labrador, 101, 257
Manaos, *98

New England, 254
New York, 76, 77,

*77 ;
channel,

78
Rotterdam, *218

hay, 121, 187, 193, 195
hemispheres, 58-60, (58),

*58
, (59)

hemlock trees, 69, 318, *318
herrings, *253
hide-and-seek, 170
Himalaya (hi-ma'ld-yd) Mts., *279

,

324
hippopotamus (hip"o-pQt'd-mus),

162
hockey, 170

ice, 200
hoes, 8, 23, 173, 174, 269
hogs, see pigs

Holland (hol'land), (Netherlands),

(182), (206), *207
buildings, 219-220

- canals, *208
,

*209
,

*211
,
211-212,

219
cheese, 214
cities, 216, *220
climate, 214
clothes, 222 ~

dairy farming, 214, *214
dike, *207

,

*208
, 210, *210

draining the Zuider Zee, 211
Dutch East Indies, 218
fishing, 217
flowers, 215, *215
gateway for commerce, 216, 217
harbors, *218

,
219

land below sea level, 208
languages, 218-219
manufacturing, 221-222
pastures, 210
people, *210

,

*211
,

*212
, 214, 221

polders, *208
,
209-210

population, crowded, 208, 214,
216

sample, 316, *816
sand dunes, 210-211
scarcity of land, 208-209
size, 214
soil, 210
surface, flat and level, 207-208
taking land from the sea, 209-210,

211
trade, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218,

220 221
windmills, *207,

*208
, 209, 210,

*214
hopscotch, *275
horizon, 48, 101, 244-245
horse racing, 201
horses, *181

, 132, *132
hospitality, Japan, 306
hot, dry lands, 323, *323

hot grasslands, 324, *824
hotel, 199
house boat, *85

, 262,
*268, 263-266,

*264
houses

African grasslands, *171
,

*175
,

*176
,
176-177

Amazon rubber gatherer, *96
Bedouin tent, *129
built on. log rafts, *85
Chinese, 267, *267
Congo Forest, 165-166
Farmer Indians, *25

festival, 19
Fur Trapper Indian, *69

Greenland, *103 , 107
house boats, 262, *263

,
263-266,

*264
igloo, *106

, 107, *109

Japan, 289,
*289

,

*290
,

*292
,
*305

Labrador, *102
log house, *2

Log House Indians, 33
mud, *141 ,

148-149
Narragansetts, 3-4, *3

,
*4

oasis town, *148
Plains Indians, *7

Pueblo Indians, 29-31, *28,

*29
,

*30

stone, 198, *234
tent, *117
tepee, 20
thatched roof, *204
wigwam, 3,

*8
, 4, *4

Hudson (hud'sn) Bay, 65, (67 )

hunting, see also trapping
African grasslands, 176
buffalo, 23
deer, 18
duck, 6,

*6
,
115

Indians, 6,
*6

, 18,
*18, 23

Hwang (hwang) River, (261), 262
hyacinths, *215

, 215
hyenas (hl-e'nas), 153,

*172
,
173

icebergs, 101, *103
,

*119
,
119-120

ice fields, 110-111
ice pack, *57

Iceland, (67), 111-112, 257
igloo (Ig'lbo),

*106
, 107, *109

India (in'dl-d), (261 )

desert, 140
Indus Valley, *140
mud village, *141
rice, *140
Thar Desert, 140

Indians, 1-37, 64-74, (101 )

Acorn, 33
Buffalo, 20-27
calendar, *5

camp, 14, 73, 74
canoes, 14,

*14 , 15, 65,
*65

, 68
69, 70, 95

corn, 8-10, *8
,
*9

council, *12
, 13

drying fish, 4
deer hunting, 18, *18

duck hunting, 6, *6

Farmer, 20, *25

farming, 8-10, *8
,

*9
, 20

fertilizer, 8
fishing, 7, *7
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football, 17
Fur Trapper, 64-74
games, 17, 74
government, *12, 13
helping whites, 1-2

homes, *1, 3, *3, 4, *4, *25
, *#8,

29-31 *29, *30, *69

hospitality, 11-13
hunting, 6, *6, 18, *18, 23
implements, 8, 9, 11, *12, 14, *14,

*15, 16, 23-25, *23, *24

land, sample, 316
Log House, 33
northern Canada, *65, 69
pemmican, 24
picture writing, 32, *32

Plains, 20-27
pudding, 17
Pueblo, 29-32
South America, *99

school, 6, *7

telling time, 5
thanksgiving, 11, *11, *12, *13,

18, 19
today, 34, 35
trading, 65, 68, 74
travois, *22, 23
weaving, *34
wigwam, 3, *3, 4
winter village, 19

indigo (fn'di-go), 177
Indus (In'dhs) River, 140, (261), 323
Indus Valley, *140
insects, Amazon Forest, 87, 89-91

Eskimo Land, 115
Iquitos (e-ke'tos), 81, (83), 84
iron

manufacture, 221
ore, 177

irrigation, 323
China, *268, 269, *269

Egypt, 143-144, *144, 145-146,
*146

India, 140, *140
Sicily, 234-235
Thar (Indian) Desert, 140

islands, 53, 284-285
Italy (it'd-11), (182), (224)

climate, 232, 233
farming, 234-236, 238
figs, 235
fishing, *238, 239
grapes, 235
lemons and oranges, 235
olives, 235
Po Valley, 222
springtime, 232-233
stone houses, 234, *234, 238
summer, 233
terraced hillsides, *235, 238
visitors, 233
wheat, 234

ivory

elephant tusks, *168
trade, 170

jackal, 173
jackstraws, 74
Japan, 284-312

baseball, 308, *309
beans, 326
boats, *285, *287

cherry trees, 310
clothing, *284, *304, *306, *310,

*311, *312
corn, 326
cotton, 326
eels, 293
factories, 301-303, *302, *303

fence, *295
fertilizer, 293-295, 299
festivals, 307-309, *307, *308,

*309
fish, 292, 293, 301, 325
fishpond, 290, *290, 292
flowers, 290, *291, 310-311, *310,

*311

Fujiyama, 287, *287

hospitality, 306
islands, 284-285
jinrikisha, *309
matting, *295, *297
modern, 312
mountains, 287, *287
mulberries, 296-297, *296, *297,

299
old, 312
ornamental trees, *289, 290-291,

*290

ox, 294, *294
poetry, 311
politeness, 306, *306

pumpkins, 289, *289, 290, *292,

297
rice, 292-294, *292, *293, *294,

326
sampans, *285
schools, 285, *286

silk, 296-303
silkworms, 297, *298, 299-303
summers, 326
sweet potatoes, 297, 326
terraces, 292, 296, *296

trade, *297, 303
wheat, 295, *295

winding silk, *301

writing, 285, 286, *286

Jerusalem, *232, 325
jewelry, 199
junk (Chinese boat), *266

kayak (ki'&k), *104, 104, *105,

*119
Kirghiz (kir-gez') 317, *317

knives, 20, 68, 74, 166

Labrador, (67), *100, 120
coast, *103
cold climate, 101
fishermen, 101
harbor, *100
icebergs, 120
Norse settlers, 257
seal hunt, 112
treeless coast, 101
village, *102
weather, *102

lace, 199
lacrosse (ld-kros'), 68

formation, 192, *195
northern Canada, 69
Swiss, 185, *186, 192, *195

landslide, 188

Lapland (l&p'l&nd), 116-118, (183),

321, *321

long winter night, 116
nomads, 116
reindeer, 116, *116

Laplanders, 116-118
children, *118
how they live, 116-117
nomads, 116
reindeer farmers, 116-118
tent, 117, *117

Lapps, see Laplanders
latex (la'teks), *86, *96, 96-97
lava, 236
leather, 24, *24, 177, 274
lemons, 235
length of day, see day
leopard, (lep'erd), *178

lettuce, 234, 235
lighthouses, 77, *77, *244, *345, 246
lion, *172, 173
locust tree, 175
locusts, 174
Log House Indians, 33, 35
long house, 4, *4

Los Angeles (los Sng'gel-Ss), 325,
*325

lowlands
Belgium, 222
England, east coast, 222
Europe, 222
Germany, 222
Holland, 207-222
Po Valley, 222
western France, 222

lynx (lingks), *72, 73

mackerel, 245-246
fishing for, *246
school of, 245

MacMillan, Far North explorer, 55,
109-110

magnet, 45, 46
mahogany tree, *87

mallet, *283

Manaos (ma-na'os), 81, (83), 84,
*93, 94

Manhattan (m&n-h&t'an), *75

manufacturing
artificial silk, 221
cloth and embroidery, 128, 150,

177, 198, 217, 274
fine instruments, 198
iron, 221
machinery, 198
margarin, 222
milk chocolate, 198
paper, 221
watchmaking, 197, 198

maps (39), 40-42, (47)
Africa, political, (125) ;

relief

(124)
ancient world (226)
Asia, political, (261); relief, {260)

development of, 38
directions, *44, 46, 47

_

difference between picture and
map, *38, 39, (39), 40

earth, (50-51)

Eskimo Land, (101)
Europe, political, (182-183); re

lief, (180), Rhine River, (185)



flat, 61
geographic, 41
Holland, (206)
Indian country, (101)

Mediterranean, (224)
New York Bay, (77)

North America, political, (67);

relief, (66)

political, 42
rainfall, South America, (84)

regional, 314-315
road, (43), *58

South America, political, (83);

relief, (82); rainfall, (84)

steamer routes to: Algiers, (122);

Cairo, (122); Congo, (161);

Far North, (101); Para, (80);

Rotterdam, (185); Shanghai,

-

(262)
Strabo’s, (226)
Switzerland, (184)
United States, physical and polit-

ical, (242-243)
1 use of compass with, 46, *46

vegetation, (50, 51)
I world, political, 62-63
i marble, 230

margarin, 222

|

market, Egypt, 150-151, *151

Matterhorn (mat'er-horn) Moun-
tain, *179

matting, 16, *129, *282, *295, *297

Mediterranean (m6d"l-ter-a'ne-an)

Lands (224)
climate, 232-233, 325, *325

crowded lands, 238
farming, 234, 235, 236, 238. See

Sicily for type, 234
figs, olives, and grapes, 235, 238
fishing, *238, 239
immigration to the U. S., 238-239
oranges, 235, 238, 325
seats of early civilizations, see

Phoenicians, Greeks, and Ro-
mans

stone houses and roads, *234, 234,

238
summer, 233, 234
terraced hillsides, *235, 238
visitors, 232, 233
wheat, 238

Mediterranean Sea, (182), (224)
ancient days and peoples, 225,

226, (226)
blue waters, 233
European shores, *232
fishing, *238, 239
gates, 239
great ship road, 239
meaning of name, 225
nomads on African shore, 130

!
physical features, (224), 226
size, 232
western entrance, *225

Mesopotamia (mes''-6-p6-ta'mi-d),

323
metal work, *228
mice, 150

j

millet, 174
mink, *72, 73

1 moccasins, 18, *18, *19, *27, *65,

\ 68

INDEX
Mongolia (mong-go'll-a), 139, (261),

317
monkeys, 160, 163, *172, 173, 174
mortar, *12
mosque (mosk), Egypt, 152
mosquitoes, 89, 115
moss, 71
mountains

Alps, *186, *187, *188
climbing, 192, 199-200, *200
divide, *70, 185, 186, 287
pass, *187
snow-capped, 186, *1 86, 287, *287,

*813 324
mulberries/ 277, 296-297, *296,

*297, 299
musical instruments, 199
muskrat, 68, 69, *72, 73

nail-less fence, *295

Naples (na'plz), (182), (224), *336

Narrows, the, 77
narwhals (nar'hwdlz), 104, *105, 107
Netherlands, see Holland
nettle fiber, 7
New England

first settlers, 1-2
fishermen, 254
seashore, 254
shipbuilding, 254, *255
trade in early days, 254-255, see

Gloucester
Newfoundland (nu'fund-l&nd"), (67)

fishermen, 256
fishing banks, 250, 251, *251, 256
icebergs, 101, 120
rocky land, 100-101

New World, 59
New York Bay, 76, *77

New York City

harbor, 100
length of day, 80
sky line, *75

tall buildings, *75, 76
Nile (nil) River, (153), *153, (224)

course, 142, 143, 152, *153, 153
delta, (153), 153, 155, (224)
“Father Nile,” 143, 145, 323
high water, *142
irrigation water, 138, 143-144
makes oasis of Egypt, 143
North Africa’s one river, 137
Valley, 143, 153

Nineveh (nln'e-ve), 323
nomads (nSm'ads), 21, 22, *22, 116,

122, 126-127, *127, 129, 132,

136, 139, *317
North America, (66), (67)

north pole, 55, *55, *56

Amundsen, 55
Byrd, 55
ice fields, 110
Peary’s explorations, 55, 111
pressure ridges, *110, 111
surrounded by water, 110, 120

North Sea, (182), 217, 219
Northern Hemisphere, 58-60, (58)

Norway (nor'wa), (182)
fiords, 257, *257, *258
fishermen, 257, 258
Norse ships, 257, *258
sailors, 257, 258

333

seacoast, 257, *257
shipbuilding, 257, 258

nutmeg, 218

oak, 33, *33, 187
oases (o-a'sez; o'a-sez), *136, 323

houses, 135,'*148
Indian (Thar) Desert, 140
market, 136
Sahara, 135-137, *136
town, *148

occupations
bank president, *277
barber, *281

clam digger, 248
cook, 244
coolie, *269, *278
drummer, 168, *168
engineer, 78
explorer, 109-112
factory employee, *304
fisherman, *99, 101, 217, 241,

244-258
fortune teller, 151
fur trapper, 64-74
herdsman, 193-195
jeweler, 157
medical missionary, *119
miner, *176

.
mountain guide, 189, 192
nomad shepherd, 126-127, *127,

*317
peddler, 157
pilot, 78, 79, 94
pioneer, 1-3
porter, 162-163, *163, *164
potter, 150
reindeer herder, 116-117
rubber worker, *86 *96, 95-97
sailor, *76, 77
scientist, 322
sheep herder, *207
shipbuilder, 254, *255
shoemaker, 151, 157
silk grower, 296-303
silkworm inspector, 302, *302
steamship crew, 76-80, 101
tinsmith, 151
trader, 216
trading-post keeper, 65, 68, *164
watchmaker, 197
weaver, *34, 127-129, 150, *274,

*295, *297
winter sport conductor, 202, see

farming, manufacturing
oceans, 52

currents, 251
oil palm, 166, 170
olive oil, 234, 235-236
olives

Italy, 235
Palestine, 139
Sahara oases, 136
Sicily, 235

Olympic games, 229
onions, 145, 234, 235, *296
orange map, 61, *61

oranges, 232, 235, 325
orchids (or'kids), 160
otter (ot'er), *68, 69
oxen, *138, 145, *147, 147
oysters, 248

S.C.E.
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Pacific Ocean, 279
Palestine, (pal'Ss-tin) {224) ,

{26T)
agriculture, *138
olives, 139
wheat, 139

palm leaf, 149
Panama

Canal, {67), 259
Isthmus of, {67)

paper, 221
Para (para'), {80), 80, *81, 81, {83),

86
parched com, 11

parrots, 163, *172
peanuts

African grasslands, 174, *175, 178
Congo Forest, 166
Egypt, 146

Pearl River, *263

Peary (pe'rl), arctic explorer, 55,

109-110
peas, 144, 145
peccary (pek'd-ri)

,
*90, 91

Peiping (pa-ping'), {261), *278

pemmican (pSm'i-kan), 24
penguins (pen'gwlnz), 322, *322

Persian Gulf, 138, {261)

Phoenicians (fe-nish'ans)

agriculture, 227-228
alphabet, *228, 228-229
location, 227
metal work, 228, *228
original settlers, 227
progressive people, 228
sailors, 228
ship, *227
Tyre and Sidon, 227
weaving and dyeing, 228

pickerel, 69
picture writing, 32, *32, 228, 229
pier, *93
pigeons, 149
pigs, 16, *16, 17, 271, 275
piles, for buildings in Holland,

219-220
pilot, 78, 79, 94
pine, 188
Plains Indians, *1, 20-27, *27

buffaloes, 21, *21

cooking pot, 23, *23

implements, 21, *22, 23, *23, 24,

*24, 25
modern, 35
pemmican, 24
Sun Dance, *26, 27
tepee, 20
travois, *22, 23

plateau (pld-to'), Switzerland, 185,

186
Plymouth (plim'uth), 1, 2, *2

plums, 187
Po (po) River, {182), 185; Valley,

222
polders (pol'derz), {206), *208, 209,

214
poles of the earth, 55, *55

politeness, 109-110, 177, 306, *306

portage (por'taj), 69
pot, buffalo’s stomach, 23, *23

potatoes, 193, 195, 214
pottery, 150, 177
pressure ridges, *110, 111

printing, 280
Pueblo (pwgb'lo) Indians, 29-32,*35

cleanliness, 31
houses, *28, *29, *30, 31
implements, 31
life in dry land, 29
smoke signals, 32
storeroom, 31
village, 31

puma (pu'md), *90, 91
pumpkins (pump'klnz), 166,174, 289,

*289, 290, *292, 297
pyramids, Egypt, *142, 154, *154

quinine (kwi'nln), 218

radio materials, 221
raffia (r&f'l-d) palm, 166
railroads

being built in Africa, *161

cogwheel, *199, 200
rainfall

Amazon Basin {84)
New Mexico, 29
Mediterranean Lands, 232, 233
South America, {84)
Sudan, 171

raisins, 236
rapids, 69
rayon, 221
Red Sea, 239, {261)
reed *282
reindeer, 116, *116, 117, 118, 321,

*321

Rhine (rin) River, 179, 181, *181,

{182), 207
rhinoceros (ri-nbs'er-os), 173, *174
Rhone (ron) River, {182), *191

ribbon, 198
rice

China, 265, 268-271, *270, *271,

326
Congo Forest, 166
Egypt, 146
how it is grown, 269-271, *270
India, *140
Japan, 292-294, *292, *293, *294,

326
rifle, 68, 73
Rio Negro (re'o na'gro), 94
Riviera (re-vya'ra), *235 '

roads, {43), 44, 231, 278
Rocky Mountains, 324
Roger Williams, 3, 8, 11-15, *11,

*12, *13, 19
Romans, the, 230-231, *231
Rome (rom), {182), {224), *237

Colosseum, *231
.

St.. Peter’s, *237
rope, 4, 127, 128
Rotterdam (rot'er-d&m), 179, {182),

{206), 207, 216, 217, *218, 219,
220

round house, 4, *4

rubber
Amazon, 95-97, 320, *323
Congo Forest, 166, 170, 319
Dutch East Indies, 218
export, *97

gatherers, *86, 94, 96; homes, *96,

96
gathering, 95-97

latex, *86, *96, 96-97
market, 94
smoking, *97

tree, *95
;
tapping a tree, *97

rug, weaving and dyeing, 128, *128
Russia, 318

saddlebags, 128
Sahara (sd-ha'rd) Desert, {125), 323,

*323
animals, 122
appearance, 121, *121
camel, *134, 134-135,
caravan, *121, *133, 135
desert’s edge, 121-122, 126-132
heat, 133
lack of water,122
location, 121
oases, 135-137, *136
sand, 134; storms, 135
size, 137
surface, 133, *133
traveling in, 135
weather, 133

sailing a boat, 246-247, *247
St. Gothard (sant goth'drd) Pass,

*187
St. Moritz (sant mo'rlts), {184), 201
salt marsh, 248
sampan, *285
samples of geography, 313
sand, Sahara, 134
sandbars
Amazon River, 93, 94
Gloucester Bay, 248

sand dunes, 134, 138, 210, 211
sand storms, 135
Sandy Hook, 77, (77), 100
saw, 68
scales, {39), 41, *42, *57
scarecrows, 174
schools

Chinese, 279-280
Indian, 6, *7, 32
Japanese 285, *286

sculling a boat, 263
sea
charm of, 247-248, 252
coast, 240-258, 325
port, 101, *217, 219, 240
shore, 247, *248, 248, *249, 254
storms, 247, 252, 254

seal, *72

catching, *112
chief food of Eskimo, 104
living habits, 111
oil, 107

shadow line, 44
shadows, *79, 80, 101
shaduf (sha-dbof'), 146, *146
Shanghai (shSng"ha'I), 259, *259,

{261), 263
shape of the earth, 48-49, *48, *49,

{50), {51), {52)
shawadif, see shaduf
shea (she; she'd) tree, 175
sheep
Arabian Desert, 138
grasslands, 317, *317
Holland, *207
market, 151
Mongolian Desert, 139
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North Africa, 121
Sahara Desert and desert’s edge,

122, 123, 127, *127, 129, 132

sheep herder, *317

sheik (shak), 126, 132, *132

shipbuilding, 254, *255, 257
shipyard, 241, 249, *255

shoemaker, 151
shoes

camel’s skin, 133
Chinese hand-sewn, 274
mocassins, 18, *18, *19, *27, *65,

68
snow, *64
wooden, 212, *212

shrimps, 104
shuffleboard, 79
Siberia (si-be'rl-a), 318
Sicily (sls'l-ll), (182), (224), *234

farming, 234-236
figs, 235
fishing, *238, 239
grapes, 235
lemons and oranges, 235
olives, 235
typical village home, 234
vegetables, 235

sickle, 268
sign language, 32, *32

silk

artificial, 221
China, 277
Japan, 296-303

silkworms
China, 277
culture, *298, 299-301
eggs, 202-303, *302, *303

food, 296-297, *296, *298

inspection, 302-303, *302, *303

Japan, 296-303
Singapore (sIng"gri-por'), (261)

skating, 176-177, 200-201, *202, 212
skiing (ske'ing), 202, *205

sleds, 73, 74, *102, 105-107, *108,

109, *109, *110, *112, 201
smoke signals, 32
snakes, 91, 163
snowshoes, *64, 73
sorghum (sor'gum), 174
South Africa, 324, 325
South America, (82), (83), (84), 317,

319, 324
south pole, 55, *55, *57, 120
Southern Hemisphere 58-60
Spain (span), (182), (224), 232-234
Sphinx, the, *154
spices, 218
spoon, Buffalo horn, 23, *23

spruce, 69
stars, 5, 45, *45, *71

stateroom, 75, *76

statue, *230
steamship, *75, 76, *95, *96, *103,

255
deck, *78

Stefansson (sta'fans-son), arctic ex-

plorer, 111-112
stockade, *165, *171

storing food
desert’s edge, 131
Eskimos, 105-106, 110
Indians, 4, 9, 10, 18, 31, 33

INDEX
storms, sea, 247, 252, 254
stoves

earthenware, 264, *264
mud, 149
sheet-iron, 68, 74

Sudan (sob "dan'; soo-dSn'); see

African grasslands
Suez (sob-gz') Canal, 156, *157,

(224), 239, 259, (261)
sugar cane
Dutch East Indies, 218
Egypt, 146, 151

Sun Dance, *26, 27
sundial, 45, *45
sun line, 44, *45
sunrise, 54, *54
sunset, 54, *54
surf bathing, *249
sweet potatoes, 174, 297, 326
swimming, 6, 115
Switzerland (swlt'zer-land), (180),

(182), (184)
Alps, 185, *186, *187, *195
cities, 216
climate, 200
cloth, embroidery, ribbon, 198
cows, 193-195, *193, *194
crowded country, 197
farimng at different altitudes on
mountain sides, 186-189, 193-

196, *188
flowers, *188, 189
fruits, 187, *188
glaciers, 190-192, *190, *191

government, 204
grapes, *186, 187
hotels, 199
lakes (184), 185, *186, 192, *195
landslide, 188
manufacturing, 197-198
milk chocolate, 198
mountains, *179, (180), 181,

(184), 185, 189-192; pass, *187,

*199
pepple, 203-204, *203
plateau, 185, 186
rivers running in every direction,

J85
iple, 324

scenery, *179, *181, *202
trade, 198
trees, 188
vegetation belts, 186-189, *188

visitors, summer and winter,

198-204
watches, 197
water power, *197, 198
winter sports, *179, 200-202
wood carving, 196

Syria (slr'i-d), (261)
desert, 139

tacking a ship, 226, 247, *247
tanning leather, 24, *24, 177, 274
tapir (ta/per), Amazon Forest, *90,

91
tea

China, 268, *268, 272, 273, *272,

*273

Dutch East Indies, 218
drying, *272
firing. *272, 273

335

growing, 272, 273
picking, *272, 273

telegraph, 140
drum-tap telegraph, 168-169
smoke-signal telegraph, 32

telling time, 5, 45, *45, 197
tents

Arab, 126, *126, 127, 128
desert’s edge, *129
Indian, 68, *69

inland Eskimo, 114
Mongols, 139
weaving, 127, 128

tepee (te'pe; tgp'e), 20, 68
terminal moraine, 192
terraces, *186, 203, *235, 238, 292,

296, *296
thanksgiving, *16, 18-19, 45, *45
Thar (tur), or Indian Desert, 140

oases and farming, 140
thread

buffalo tendon, 25
nettle plant, 7

tides, 17, *17, *207
Tigris (tl'grls), 323
timber line, see tree line

time
by stars, 5, 45
by sundial, 45, *45

time, telling, 5, 45, *45, 197
tinsmith, 151
tobacco, Dutch East Indies, 218
tomato, 166, 174
toucan (too-kan'; too'kSn), *90
toys, 196, 199
trading posts
Canada, 65, 68, *69, 74
Congo Forest, 162, *164

trapping and hunting, 6, 18, 71, 74
travois (tra'-voi'), *22, 23
trawl line, 250-251, *251
treadmill, *269
tree line, 188, 194, *194
trees, sold in Holland, 215
trout, 69
truck farming, see farming
tsetse (tsgt'sg) fly, 163
tugboat, 76
tulips, 215
tuna fish, *238
tundra (tbon'drd), (50)
Tunis (tu'nis), *123, (125), *128

umiak (ob'mi-Sk), 104
Utrecht (u'trekt), 216

Valencia (vd-lgn'thl-d), 325
valleys, *70

made by glaciers, 191
vegetables, 136, 145, 166, 234
vegetation belts, Alps Mts., 186-

189, *188
Vesuvius (ve-su'vl-us), Mount, *236

vetches, 145
Vineland (vin'land), 257-258
vines
Amazon Forest, 86-87
pumpkin, 289, *289, 290, *292,

297
vineyards, *186
volcanoes, 236, *236

vulture, *172, see fishing vulture
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Walcheren (wal'ker-en), native of,

*222

wallaby, see black wallaby
walnuts, 187
walrus, *72

food for Eskimos, 104, 106
hunting, *104,

104-105
oil for lamp, 107

warships, *229
watches, Swiss, 197
waterbuck, *178
water buffalo, *270
waterfalls

Canadian rivers, 69
Swiss mountains, 199

water power
Switzerland, *197

,
198

weather
African grasslands, 173, 324
Amazon Forest, 87. 88, 319
Atlantic Ocean, New York to

Para, 79-80
Arctic Region, 111, 321
China, 326
Congo, 319
desert’s edge, 121, 122, 129
Great North Woods, 73, 74, 318
Great Plains, 20, 317

Greenland, 103, 322
Holland, 214
Japan, 326
Labrador, *102
Mediterranean lands, 232, 325
Mongolia, 139
Narragansett Land, 316
New Mexico, 29
Sahara Desert, 133-134, 323
South America, 81, (84)

summer in Eskimo Land, 115
Switzerland, 200, 324

weaving
African grasslands, 177
Chinese hand loom, 274, *274
desert’s edge, 127, 128, *128
Egypt, 150
Holland, 217
Indians, *34
Japan, *295

,
*297

Phoenicians, 228
.

Western Hemisphere, 58-60, *59
wet, hot forest, 75-99, 319, *319
wheat

China, 268
Egypt, 145
Japan, 295, *295
Mediterranean lands, 234, 325

North Africa, 121
Palestine, 139
Switzerland, 187, 193, 195

wigwams, 3,
*3

, 4,
*11

,
*13

wild hogs, *172
,
174

Wilkins, Sir Hubert, 120
willow baskets, 10, *11

windmill, *207
,

*208
,
209, 210, 214

winter sports, *179
,
200-202

wolf, *72
, 73, 117

wood carving, 199
wool, 127, 128,

*128
,
132

word signs, 229, 285, 286, *286
writing, 32,

*32
, 228, *228,

229.

285, 286, *286

yachts, 249
Yangtze (yang'tse"), River, (261 ),

262
yardstick, geographic, 326
yam, 127, 217

zebra (ze'brd), 171, *174
Zermatt (tser"mat'), *179
Zuider Zee (zl'der za), (206), 211,

217, 219
Zurich (zoo'rlk), (184), 216
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